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Microglia mediate forgetting via complementdependent synaptic elimination
Chao Wang1,2*, Huimin Yue1,2*, Zhechun Hu1,2, Yuwen Shen1,2, Jiao Ma3, Jie Li1,2, Xiao-Dong Wang4,5,
Liang Wang6, Binggui Sun7, Peng Shi8, Lang Wang3†, Yan Gu1,2,9†
Synapses between engram cells are believed to be substrates for memory storage, and the weakening or
loss of these synapses leads to the forgetting of related memories. We found engulfment of synaptic
components by microglia in the hippocampi of healthy adult mice. Depletion of microglia or inhibition
of microglial phagocytosis prevented forgetting and the dissociation of engram cells. By introducing
CD55 to inhibit complement pathways, specifically in engram cells, we further demonstrated that
microglia regulated forgetting in a complement- and activity-dependent manner. Additionally, microglia
were involved in both neurogenesis-related and neurogenesis-unrelated memory degradation. Together,
our findings revealed complement-dependent synapse elimination by microglia as a mechanism
underlying the forgetting of remote memories.

1
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stantly throughout life (9–13), providing a
potential mechanism for the erasure of stored
memories in the synaptic connections of these
cells. Microglia are not only important for
pruning excessive synapses during postnatal
brain development but are also involved in the
dynamics of synapses in the adult brain (14–17).
Because they survey the brain and play crucial
roles in monitoring synapses and determining
the wiring of the brain (15, 18, 19), microglia
may affect the stability of synaptic connections
within the neural circuits where memories are
allocated.
First, we used contextual fear conditioning (CFC) to assess the memory retention in
C57BL/6 mice. We measured the freezing behavior of the animals during a test performed
5 or 35 days after three training sessions, each
training session consisting of three weak foot
shocks (Fig. 1A). We observed a significant
decrease in the freezing of animals at 35 days
compared with 5 days after training (Fig.
1B). We then carried out CFC training using
CD11b-DTR mice, in which diphtheria toxin
receptor (DTR) is specifically expressed in CD11bexpressing myeloid cells, including microglia
in the brain (20). By intracerebroventricularly
administering diphtheria toxin (DT) daily after training, we depleted microglia in these
CD11b-DTR mice until the test (fig. S1). Thirtyfive days later, CD11b-DTR mice treated with
DT showed significantly higher freezing levels
than those in the saline group (fig. S1). To avoid
the effect of daily injection on animal behaviors, we depleted microglia in C57BL/6 mice
with PLX3397 (PLX), a CSF1R/c-kit antagonist
(21), via mouse diet after CFC training (Fig. 1C).
Thirty-five days later, PLX treatment significantly increased freezing of the animals (Fig.
1D), with microglia depleted in the brain (Fig.
1, E and F), consistent with the results obtained
from CD11b-DTR mice.
To exclude the possibility that depleting
microglia may affect formation or retrieval
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emory is coded and allocated to engrams within related brain regions
(1, 2). Reactivation of engram cells is
essential for memory recall, whereas
failure in reactivation of engram cells
leads to the forgetting of related memories (3).
Synaptic connections between engram cells
are believed to be substrates for memory storage
(4, 5). Circuit rewiring and synaptic reorganization may lead to loss or weakening of synaptic connections between engram cells, resulting
in the forgetting of previously existing memories. For example, massive synaptic reorganization takes place in the dentate gyrus (DG)
as continuously generated newborn neurons
integrate into the hippocampal neural circuit,
which leads to the forgetting of hippocampusdependent memories (6–8). Even in mature
neurons, experience- and learning-dependent,
dynamic remodeling of synapses occurs con-

of memories, we tested the freezing of mice a
short time (5 days) after training (fig. S2A).
We found that PLX treatment did not alter
the freezing of animals (fig. S2B). Furthermore, we started administration of PLX to
deplete microglia before the training and tested
24 hours later (fig. S2C). No significant difference was observed between control and PLXtreated animals (fig. S2D). Further behavioral
tests showed that PLX treatment for 35 days
did not significantly change the behavior of
animals in an elevated plus maze or an open
field (fig. S3).
Memory retrieval requires reactivation of
engram cells (3), whereas dissociation of engram cells—i.e., engram cells being unable to
reactivate at the same time—leads to forgetting. To test whether the microglia-mediated
forgetting of already-formed memory correlates
with dissociation of engram cells, we used a
FosTRAP strategy for tagging activated neurons during CFC training (22). We trained
c-Fos-CreERT2::Ai14 mice for contextual fear
memory and administered tamoxifen (TAM)
before the last training session to induce permanent expression of dTomato in activated
engram neurons. Immunofluorescent staining
for c-Fos was performed after the test, and the
reactivation rate of engram cells was assessed
by analyzing c-Fos+dTomato+ colocalization in
the DG (Fig. 1, G and H). Under physiological
conditions, the reactivation rate of engram cells
35 days after training significantly decreased
compared with that measured at 5 days, which
correlates with the forgetting of related memory (Fig. 1I). Thirty-five days but not 5 days after
training, PLX treatment significantly increased
the reactivation rate of the engram cells (Fig.
1I), without altering the number of dTomato+
engram cells in the DG (fig. S4). The freezing of
animals during the test positively correlates with
the reactivation rate of engram cells (Fig. 1J).
During postnatal development, microglia are
involved in synaptic reorganization and circuitry refinement by synaptic pruning (15).
We imaged microglia in the DG of adult
CX3CR1GFP/+ mice, in which microglia were
labeled with green fluorescent protein (GFP).
When costained with synaptophysin or PSD95,
markers for pre- or postsynaptic components,
we found synaptophysin+ and PSD95+ puncta
were present in GFP+ microglia, colocalizing
with lysosome marker Lamp1 (Fig. 2, A and B,
and movies S1 and S2).
To test whether synaptic elimination by
microglial phagocytosis may mediate forgetting, we systematically administered minocycline (Mino)—which has been shown to inhibit
microglial engulfment of synapses in vitro and
in vivo (15, 23)—after CFC training until the test
(fig. S5A). Thirty-five days later, Mino-treated
animals showed significantly longer freezing
time (fig. S5B). Immunostaining showed that
microglia in Mino-treated CX3CR1GFP/+ animals
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contained smaller synaptophysin+ puncta (fig.
S5, C and D) or PSD95+ puncta (fig. S5, E and F).
Complement cascades are important for
tagging synapses to be eliminated by microglia
during brain development. C1q, the initiating
protein of the classical complement cascade,
localizes to synapses during developmental
circuit refinement (24). C1q-tagging of the synapses leads to deposition of C3, which activates C3 receptors on microglia and triggers
8Wang et al., Science 367, 688–694 (2020)
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Fig. 1. Depletion of microglia prevents
memory forgetting and engram dissociation. (A) Adult mice received CFC training and
were tested 5 or 35 days later. (B) Animals
showed significantly reduced freezing 35 days
after training compared with 5 days after
training. n = 9 mice per group; t = 8.316,
df = 16; ****P < 0.0001. Error bars indicate
standard error of the mean (SEM). (C) After
CFC training, mice received normal food
[control (Ctrl)] or food containing PLX before
the test 35 days after training. (D) PLX
treatment decreased forgetting. Ctrl n =
19 mice, PLX n = 17 mice; t = 3.443, df = 34,
**P = 0.0015. (E) Confocal images showing
decreased number of microglia (Iba1+) in the
DG of PLX-treated animals. Scale bar, 50 mm;
DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. (F) PLX
significantly decreased the density of microglia
in the DG. Ctrl n = 4 mice, PLX n = 7 mice;
t = 20.39, df = 9, ****P < 0.0001. (G)
c-Fos-CreERT2::Ai14 mice were treated with TAM
before the last training and then received Ctrl or
PLX food until the test 5 or 35 days after
training. (H) Confocal images showing the
reactivation of engram cells in the DG of
c-Fos-CreERT2::Ai14 mice. White arrows indicate
reactivated engram cells (c-Fos+dTomato+)
during test. Scale bar, 20 mm. (I) Reactivation
rate of engram cells (c-Fos+dTomato+/dTomato+)
decreased from 5 days to 35 days after
training (Ctrl 5 days, n = 6 mice, versus Ctrl
35 days, n = 6 mice, t = 5.750, df = 10, ***P =
0.0002), whereas PLX3397 treatment
prevented the decrease of reactivation rate
over time (PLX 5 days, n = 6 mice, versus
PLX 35 days, n = 5 mice, t = 0.7272, df = 9,
P = 0.4856). PLX3397 treatment increased
the reactivation rate of engram cells 35 days
after training (Ctrl 35 days versus PLX
35 days, t = 7.340, df = 9, ****P < 0.0001),
but not 5 days (Ctrl 5 days versus PLX 5 days,
t = 0.01618, df = 10, P = 0.9874). n.s., not
significant. (J) The reactivation rate of DG
engram cells is positively correlated with
freezing of animals. Ctrl 5 days, gray
open circles, n = 6 mice; PLX 5 days, orange
open circles, n = 6 mice; Ctrl 35 days, gray
solid circles, n = 6 mice; PLX 35 days, orange
solid circles, n = 5 mice. Solid line indicates
linear fitting of all points; R2 = 0.5998, where
R2 is the coefficient of determination.

synaptic elimination by microglial phagocytosis (15, 24). We found that C1q was present
within microglia, colocalizing with PSD95 and
CD68, a microglial lysosomal marker (Fig. 2C
and movie S3). Furthermore, using brain sections from c-Fos-CreERT2::Ai14 mice, in which
engram cells were labeled with dTomato, we
found colocalization of C1q with ~1.193 ± 0.335%
of the dendritic spines of engram cells (Fig. 2,
D and E, and movie S4) as well as colocalization
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of dTomato, PSD95, and CD68 within microglia (Fig. 2F and movie. S5). Correspondingly,
engram cells showed higher spine density in
PLX-treated animals (fig. S6).
To test whether complement pathways
are responsible for microglia-mediated engram dissociation and forgetting, we constructed a Cre-dependent adeno-associated
virus (AAV) vector expressing CD55 (also known
as decay-accelerating factor, or DAF), which is a
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Fig. 2. Microglia mediate forgetting
through complement system. (A and B)
Superresolution microscopy images and
three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions
showing the presence of synaptophysin
(Syn) or PSD95 in microglia (GFP+), colocalizing with Lamp1, in the DG of CX3CR1GFP/+
mice. Scale bars, 5 mm; white arrows indicate
Syn+Lamp1+ (A) or PSD95+Lamp1+ (B)
puncta within microglia. (C) Images and 3D
reconstruction showing the presence of C1q
and PSD95 in microglia, colocalizing with
CD68. Scale bars, 5 mm; white arrows
indicate PSD95+CD68+C1q+ puncta within
microglia. (D) Images and 3D reconstruction
showing colocalization of C1q with a dendritic
spine of an engram cell (dTomato+) in the
DG. Scale bars, 1 mm; white arrows indicate
colocalization of C1q with a dendritic spine of
an engram cell. (E) Percentage of engram
cell dendritic spines showing colocalization
with C1q. n = 3 mice, N = 76 dendritic
segments. (F) Images and 3D reconstruction
showing the presence of engram cell components (dTomato+) in the microglia (Iba-1+),
colocalizing with PSD95 and CD68. Scale
bars, 5 mm; white arrows indicate dTomato
+
CD68+PSD95+ puncta within microglia. (G)
Diagram of AAV vectors.
(H) Experimental scheme for expressing CD55
in engram cells in the DG of c-Fos-CreERT2
mice. (I) CD55 animals showed higher
freezing level. mCherry n = 21 mice, CD55
n = 17 mice; t = 5.033, df = 36, ****P <
0.0001. (J) Images showing engram cells
labeled by mCherry or CD55 AAV vectors
(red) in the DG and neurons activated during
the test expressed by c-Fos (green). White
arrows indicate reactivated engram cells
(mCherry+c-Fos+). Insets show the
colocalization of mCherry and c-Fos. Scale
bar, 20 mm. (K) Reactivation rate of engram
cells (c-Fos+mCherry+/mCherry+) showed
an increase in CD55 animals. n = 8 mice,
CD55 n = 9 mice; t = 5.916, df = 15, ****P <
0.0001. (L) Images showing engram cell
components (mCherry+) colocalizing with
CD68 in microglia (Iba-1+) in mCherry mice,
but not in CD55 animals. White arrows
indicate mCherry+/CD68+ puncta in microglia. Scale bars, 5 mm; white arrows indicate
mCherry+CD68+ (mCherry) puncta or
mCherry−CD68+ (CD55) puncta in microglia.
(M) Percentage of microglia containing
mCherry+ puncta decreased in CD55 mice.
mCherry n = 3 mice, N = 36 cells; CD55
n = 4 mice, N = 34 cells; t = 24.16, df = 5,
****P < 0.0001. (N) CD55 expression in
engram cells decreased the volume of
mCherry+ puncta in microglia containing
mCherry+ signals. mCherry n = 3 mice,
N = 34 cells; CD55 n = 4 mice, N = 9 cells;
t = 3.755, df = 41, ***P = 0.0005.
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known inhibitor of both classical and alternative
complement pathways (25). We injected AAVhSyn-DIO-CD55-p2A-mCherry (CD55) or AAVhSyn-DIO-mCherry (mCherry) viruses into the
DG of c-Fos-CreERT2 mice 10 days before CFC
training, and TAM was administered before
the last training to induce the expression of
CD55 or mCherry only in DG engram neurons
(Fig. 2, G and H, and fig. S7). Thirty-five days
after training, mice in the CD55 group showed
higher freezing (Fig. 2I) and a higher reactivation
rate of engram cells (Fig. 2, J and K). Post hoc
staining showed significantly fewer microglia
containing mCherry+ puncta (Fig. 2, L and M)
and smaller mCherry+ puncta within Iba-1+ microglia in the CD55 group of animals (Fig. 2N).
Connectivity between engram cells is essential
for memories (26), whereas microglia-dependent
synaptic elimination preferentially targets weak
or less-active synapses (15). We next examined
whether microglia-mediated forgetting depends
Wang et al., Science 367, 688–694 (2020)
10

indicate a reactivated engram cell in the DG (mCherry+c-Fos+). (F) CNO treatment
decreased the reactivation rate of engram cells, (CNO−mCherry n = 4 mice,
CNO+mCherry n = 4 mice, CNO−CD55 n = 4 mice, CNO+CD55 n = 5 mice;
CNO−mCherry versus CNO+mCherry t = 2.937, df = 6, *P = 0.0260), whereas
expression of CD55 in engram cells prevented the decrease of reactivation
rate (CNO−mCherry versus CNO−CD55 t = 2.895, df = 6, *P = 0.0275;
CNO+mCherry versus CNO+CD55 t = 2.435, df = 7, *P = 0.0451; CNO−CD55
versus CNO+CD55 t = 0.4375, df = 7, P = 0.6749).

on the activity of engram neurons. We trained
c-Fos-CreERT2::hM4Di mice for contextual fear
memory and administered TAM to induce the
expression of inhibitory DREADD (designer
receptors exclusively activated by designer
drugs) receptor hM4Di in tagged engram cells.
DREADD ligand clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) was
administered every other day after CFC training to repetitively suppress the activity of tagged
engram cells (Fig. 3A). Thirty-five days later,
the animals treated with CNO alone exhibited significantly decreased freezing (Fig. 3B),
whereas administration of PLX after training
prevented the facilitated forgetting in CNOtreated animals (Fig. 3B).
To confirm this result, we injected AAVhSyn-DIO-CD55-mCherry or AAV-hSyn-DIOmCherry into the DG of c-Fos-CreERT2::hM4Di
mice and trained them for conditioned contextual fear memory. TAM was administered
to express both hM4Di and CD55/mCherry in

7 February 2020

the engram cells (Fig. 3C). The animals treated
with CNO alone showed reduced freezing (Fig.
3D) and decreased reactivation rate of labeled
engram cells (Fig. 3, E and F). Expression of
CD55 prevented the accelerated forgetting
(Fig. 3D) and the decreased reactivation rate
of engram cells induced by CNO-mediated
DREADD inhibition of these cells (Fig. 3F).
In the hippocampal DG, newborn neurons
are continuously generated and integrate
into the hippocampal neural circuits. This
leads to drastic synaptic reorganization and
circuit rewiring (7, 27, 28) and the forgetting
of hippocampus-dependent memories, especially
during infanthood when massive neurogenesis
is occurring within the DG (6). To investigate
the relationship between microglia-mediated
memory loss and neurogenesis-mediated forgetting, we enhanced neurogenesis in the DG
of CX3CR1GFP/+ mice by treating them with
memantine (MEM), a pro-neurogenic drug
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Fig. 3. Microglia mediate
forgetting and dissociation of
engram cells in an activitydependent manner. (A) TAM
was administered to c-FosCreERT2::hM4Di mice before the
last training. After training,
animals were given food
containing PLX and received
daily injection of CNO or vehicle
(Veh). (B) Freezing of animals
during the test 35 days after
training. CNO−PLX− n = 10 mice,
CNO+PLX− n = 8 mice, CNO−PLX+
n = 7 mice, CNO+PLX+ n = 10
mice; CNO−PLX− versus
CNO+PLX− t = 3.571, df = 16,
**P = 0.0026; CNO−PLX− versus
CNO−PLX+ t = 5.068, df = 15,
***P = 0.0001; CNO+PLX− versus
CNO+PLX+ t = 7.649, df = 16,
****P < 0.0001; CNO−PLX+
versus CNO+PLX+ t = 0.4716,
df = 15, P = 0.6440. (C) 10 days
before CFC training, AAV vectors
(mCherry: AAV-hSyn-DIOmCherry; CD55: AAV-hSyn-DIOCD55-p2A-mCherry) were
injected into the DG of
c-Fos-CreERT2::hM4Di mice, and
TAM was administered to the
animals before the last training.
After training, animals received
injection of CNO or Veh every
other day. (D) Freezing of animals during the test 35 days later. CNO−mCherry
n = 9 mice, CNO+mCherry n = 12 mice, CNO−CD55 n = 10 mice, CNO+CD55
n = 12 mice; CNO−mCherry versus CNO+mCherry t = 3.035, df = 19, **P =
0.0068; CNO−mCherry versus CNO−CD55 t = 4.843, df = 17, ***P = 0.0002;
CNO+mCherry versus CNO+CD55 t = 8.823, df = 22, ****P < 0.0001; CNO−CD55
versus CNO+CD55 t = 0.1057, df = 20, P = 0.9169. (E) Confocal images
showing reactivated (c-Fos+) engram cells (mCherry+) in the DG during test.
White arrows indicate an mCherry+c-Fos+ cell. Scale bar, 20 mm; white arrows
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(6), for 4 weeks. MEM-treatment significantly
increased the number of DCX+ cells in the
DG, indicating enhanced neurogenesis (fig.
S8). We found significantly larger volumes of
PSD95+Lamp1+ puncta within microglia in
MEM-treated animals (Fig. 4, A and B). Additionally, MEM treatment facilitated forgetting after CFC training (Fig. 4, C and D), whereas
Wang et al., Science 367, 688–694 (2020)
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administering PLX blocked MEM-facilitated
forgetting (Fig. 4D) without altering the enhanced neurogenesis by MEM (fig. S8).
To further investigate whether microglia
also contribute to neurogenesis-unrelated forgetting, we used a GFAP-TK transgenic mouse
line, which expresses herpes simplex virus
thymidine kinase (TK) under the control of
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the glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) promoter. Administration of the antiviral drug
ganciclovir (GCV) ablates only mitotic GFAP+
cells that express TK, thus depleting neurogenesis (29). To completely deplete integration of new neurons, we started treating TK+/−
mice and their wild-type littermates (TK−/−)
with GCV 4 weeks before CFC training and
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Fig. 4. Microglia contribute to both
neurogenesis-mediated and non–
neurogenesis-mediated forgetting.
(A) Superresolution images and 3D
reconstruction showing the PSD95
+
Lamp1+ puncta in microglia in Ctrl and
MEM-treated CX3CR1GFP/+ mice. Scale
bars, 5 mm; white arrows indicate
PSD95+Lamp1+ puncta in microglia.
Insets are enlarged 3D reconstructions
of PSD95+Lamp1+ puncta in microglia.
Scale bars, 2 mm. (B) MEM-treatment
increased the volume of PSD95+Lamp1+
puncta in each microglia. Ctrl n = 3 mice,
N = 29 cells; MEM n = 3 mice,
N = 30 cells; t = 2.774, df = 57,
**P = 0.0075. (C) PLX and MEM treatment administered to mice.
(D) Freezing of animals during the test 35
days after training. MEM−PLX−
n = 10 mice, versus MEM+PLX− n =
10 mice, t = 3.511, df = 18, **P = 0.0025;
MEM−PLX− versus MEM−PLX+ n = 10
mice, t = 3.341, df = 18, **P = 0.0036;
MEM+PLX− versus MEM+PLX+ n = 10
mice, t = 6.277, df = 18, ****P < 0.0001;
MEM−PLX+ versus MEM+PLX+ t = 2.072,
df = 18, P = 0.0529. (E) GCV and PLX
treatment administered to GFAP-TK+/− or
GFAP-TK−/− mice. (F) Freezing during the
test 35 days after training. TK−/−PLX−
n = 14 mice versus TK+/−PLX− n = 14 mice,
t = 5.181, df = 26, ****P < 0.0001;
TK−/−PLX− versus TK−/−PLX+ n = 14 mice,
t = 4.895, df = 26, ****P < 0.0001;
TK+/−PLX− versus TK+/−PLX+ n = 13 mice,
t = 2.333, df = 25, *P = 0.0280;
TK−/−PLX+ versus TK+/−PLX+ t = 2.2426,
df = 25, *P = 0.0341. (G) c-Fos-CreERT2
mice received AAV injection into CA1 and
recovered for 10 days before CFC training.
TAM was administered before the last
training, and freezing was tested 35 days
later. (H) Confocal image showing
engram cells (mCherry+) in CA1 but not in
the DG. Scale bar, 100 mm. (I) CD55
animals showed higher freezing level.
mCherry n = 11 mice, CD55 n = 11 mice;
t = 2.728, df = 20, *P = 0.0130.
(J) Confocal images showing the reactivation of engram cells in CA1. White
arrows indicate a reactivated engram
cell (mCherry+c-Fos+) in CA1. Inset
shows the colocalization of mCherry and
c-Fos; Scale bars, 20 mm. (K) Reactivation rate of engram cells in CA1 was increased in CD55 animals. mCherry n = 5 mice, CD55 n = 5 mice; t = 3.268, df = 8, *P = 0.0114.
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engram cells. This indicates that synapse elimination by microglia is also activity-dependent,
following similar rules in the developing brain
(15), thus resulting in the erasure of less-active
memories. Besides eliminating synapses, microglia have also been reported to be able to
trigger long-term synaptic depression via AMPA
receptor internalization, through activation of
CR3 (32), which may also contribute to forgetting.
New neurons are continuously generated in
the DG, providing a substrate for massive synaptic reorganization and circuit rewiring in
this region. Newborn dentate granule neurons
integrate into hippocampal neural circuits by
competitively replacing existing synaptic
connections formed by mature granule neurons (7, 27), thus leading to the forgetting of
hippocampal-dependent contextual fear memory (6). Our study shows that MEM-induced
enhanced neurogenesis leads to increased synaptic engulfment by microglia, whereas depletion of microglia blocks facilitated memory
forgetting induced by enhanced neurogenesis,
suggesting that microglia contribute to
neurogenesis-induced synaptic reorganization. Besides the rewiring of neural circuits
caused by the continuous integration of newborn neurons, mature neurons are also able
to reorganize their connectivity. We found
that depletion of microglia in the DG without
neurogenesis or inhibition of complement
pathways in CA1 engram cells prevents forgetting. This indicates that microglia-mediated
synaptic reorganization is also happening in
mature hippocampal neurons, thus leading
to weakening or loss of connections between
engram cells and the forgetting of encoded
memories. This also suggests that, in species
lacking adult neurogenesis, or in non-neurogenic
brain regions such as the cortex, microglia
could be one major force contributing to synapse loss and forgetting.
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continued until the test (Fig. 4E and fig. S9).
PLX was administered after training to deplete
microglia. GCV treatment in TK+/− mice prevented forgetting, whereas TK+/− mice treated
with both PLX and GCV showed significantly
higher levels of memory retention than TK+/−
mice treated with GCV only (Fig. 4F).
To confirm that microglia-mediated forgetting contributes to neurogenesis-unrelated
forgetting, we injected AAV-DIO-CD55-mCherry
or AAV-DIO-mCherry into c-Fos-CreERT2 mice
to label engram cells in hippocampal CA1 (Fig.
4, G and H), which is not a neurogenic region.
We found that expression of CD55 in CA1
engram cells also prevented forgetting (Fig. 4I)
and dissociation of engram cells (Fig. 4, J and K).
Synaptic connections in the brain are highly
dynamic and variable in strength and connectivity (14). Our study shows that microglia eliminate synaptic components in the adult
hippocampus, whereas depleting microglia or
inhibiting phagocytosis of microglia prevents
forgetting. This suggests that synapse elimination by microglia leads to dissociation of engrams and the forgetting of previously learned
contextual fear memory. In the developing brain,
microglial engulfment of synapses depends on
the classical complement cascade (15). Disruption of the microglia-specific phagocytic pathway by knocking out complement components,
such as C1q, C3, or CR3, results in sustained
deficits in synaptic connectivity (15, 24). C1q levels in the brain increase during aging, whereas
C1q-deficient mice exhibit enhanced synaptic
plasticity and less cognitive and memory decline when aged (30). Notably, our study showed
that the C1q-dependent complement pathway
is actively involved in synapse elimination by
microglia in the healthy adult hippocampus.
CD55 is a known inhibitor of complement
pathways in the immune system and is expressed in neurons in response to chronic inflammation (31). We overexpressed CD55 to
inhibit the complement pathways, specifically
in engram cells, without affecting microglia or
other neurons in the circuits, and we found
that forgetting was prevented. This indicates
that the elimination of synaptic structures by
microglia in the DG of the healthy adult brain
occurs in a complement-dependent manner.
Moreover, inhibiting the activity of engram
cells facilitates the forgetting of related memory, which could be blocked by depleting microglia or inhibiting complement pathways in
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Huntington’s disease alters human neurodevelopment
Monia Barnat1, Mariacristina Capizzi1*, Esther Aparicio1*, Susana Boluda2, Doris Wennagel1,
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Alexandra Durr6†, Sandrine Humbert1†

H

untington’s disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disease that is part of the larger
family of “proteopathies,” which includes
the polyglutamine diseases, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, and Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases. These diverse disorders
share a delayed onset in mid-adulthood or
later despite the expression, at least in hereditary cases, of the disease-driving protein from
the first days of life. This raises the question of
whether early events might set the stage for
later disease. For example, huntingtin (HTT),
the protein mutated in HD, is essential for development, at least in mice (1–3). The mutant
HTT (mHTT) impairs neural progenitor cell
division and neuronal migration and maturation (4–6), giving HD mice a thinner cortex
(7). The fact that expression of either mHTT
or hypomorphic HTT solely during early life
is sufficient to produce HD features in adult
mice strongly suggests that there is a developmental component to the disease (8, 9).
In support of this notion, human neuroimaging studies have revealed smaller intracranial volume in HD mutation carriers as
young as 7 years of age (10, 11). Loss of cortical
volume takes place long before any symptoms
appear, and defects in the corticostriatal net-
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work lead to striatal dysfunction and degeneration (12–15). Studies in neurons derived
from HD human induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) have identified changes in gene
expression that support an altered developmental program (16, 17), and mHTT alters neuronal identity in cortical populations of HD
brain organoids (18). But does mHTT affect
early human development? And if so, how
early? To answer these questions, we recruited
HD mutation carriers who sought prenatal
testing in order to determine whether the
fetus carried an HD-causing mutation.
Mutant huntingtin mislocalizes in human and
mouse embryos

We were able to procure rare intact cortical
tissues from four HD mutation carrier fetuses
and four healthy controls at gestation week 13
(GW13) (table S1). At this developmental stage,
the cortical neurons that project to the striatum and later deteriorate in HD are arising
from the division of progenitor cells at the
ventricular zone. These apical progenitors
extend processes toward both the apical and
basal surfaces of the neuroepithelial wall,
and their nuclei move back and forth between
surfaces in concert with cell cycle progression
in a process known as interkinetic nuclear migration. This process, common to all developing pseudostratified neuroepithelia (19, 20),
maintains the balance between progenitor renewal and differentiation by controlling when
apical progenitor nuclei are exposed to proliferative versus neurogenic signals, and in what
proportions.
To examine the expression pattern of HTT
at the ventricular zone of the GW13 cortex, we
used an antibody that recognizes both HTT
and mHTT (4C8; Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S1A).
In wild-type tissues, HTT staining demarcated
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Mutant huntingtin impairs endosome
secretion and recycling

Apical progenitors maintain their polarity
through endocytosis and the trafficking of proteins from the trans-Golgi network to the plasma
membrane at the apical endfeet (19). In HD,
both endocytosis and Golgi-membrane trafficking are dysregulated (23). Because one of HTT’s
main functions is to transport vesicles, we used
markers of the endosomal pathway to map
the subcellular localization of HTT in HD and
to gauge whether transport is affected this
early in HD.
We stained for calnexin (a marker of the
endoplasmic reticulum), GRASP65 (Golgi assembly stacking protein of 65 kDa to mark the
cis-Golgi network), TGN38 (trans-Golgi network integral membrane protein 38), EEA1
(early endosome antigen 1), and transferrin
receptor (recycling endosomes). In control
samples, HTT colocalized partially with these
markers (figs. S2 and S3). In both human and
mouse HD samples, however, HTT strongly
colocalized with TGN38, EEA1, and transferrin receptor, and to a lesser extent with calnexin and GRASP65. These results suggest
that mHTT hinders endosomal trafficking in
apical progenitors, even at this very early stage
of development.
Mutant huntingtin disrupts neuroepithelial
junctional complexes

Apical endfeet contain junctional complexes
(19, 24) composed of tight-junction and
adherens-junction proteins, including ZO1,
PAR3, NCAD, and b-catenin (25), that link
neighboring progenitors to each other, thereby sealing the neuroepithelium. Because HTT
regulates the trafficking of these proteins,
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Although Huntington’s disease is a late-manifesting neurodegenerative disorder, both mouse studies
and neuroimaging studies of presymptomatic mutation carriers suggest that Huntington’s disease might
affect neurodevelopment. To determine whether this is actually the case, we examined tissue from human
fetuses (13 weeks gestation) that carried the Huntington’s disease mutation. These tissues showed clear
abnormalities in the developing cortex, including mislocalization of mutant huntingtin and junctional complex
proteins, defects in neuroprogenitor cell polarity and differentiation, abnormal ciliogenesis, and changes
in mitosis and cell cycle progression. We observed the same phenomena in Huntington’s disease mouse
embryos, where we linked these abnormalities to defects in interkinetic nuclear migration of progenitor cells.
Huntington’s disease thus has a neurodevelopmental component and is not solely a degenerative disease.

the apical surface of the ventricular zone and
spread diffusely throughout the basal region.
In cortical tissue of HD mutation carriers, however, HTT staining concentrated at the apical
endfeet (the apical surface of the processes).
Given the preciousness of the human tissue,
we turned to mice to further investigate these
observations, using embryonic day 13.5 (E13.5)
mouse embryos, which correspond to GW13 in
human neurodevelopment. We studied an HD
knock-in mouse model in which the first exon
of the HTT gene is replaced by human exon 1
carrying 111 CAG repeats (HdhQ111/Q111) (21).
Immunostaining coronal sections revealed a
pattern of HTT expression that paralleled our
observations in human fetuses (fig. S1B). To
determine the distribution of mHTT specifically, we used another HD knock-in mouse model in which Flag tags are inserted in the N
terminus of wild-type HTT (HdhF7Q/+) or mutant HTT carrying 140 CAG repeats (HdhF140Q/+)
(22) (fig. S1C). The Flag labeling showed that
mHTT localized to the apical surface and was
decreased in the basal region.
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experiment. (B and C) Mouse embryos were electroporated at E13.5 with a
pCAG-GFP construct to delineate the apical endfoot in E15.5 cortices.
(B) HdhQ7/Q7 and HdhQ111/Q111 cortical sections were immunostained for
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endfeet. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. (C) Left: Diagram indicating
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quantitative evaluation of the indicated proteins. For each condition, n = at
least 7 embryos from different mothers. ZO1: **P = 0.0026; PAR3: **P = 0.0075;
NCAD: P = 0.1255; b-cat: P = 0.1476 (unpaired t tests). Results are means ± SEM.
(E) HTT-associated complexes were immunoprecipitated with the 4C8 antibody
from E15.5 HdhQ7/Q7 and HdhQ111/Q111 cortical extracts. Mouse IgG (mIgG) was
used as a negative control.
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Fig. 3. Interkinetic nuclear migration and mitosis of cortical apical progenitors are impaired in HD mouse embryos. (A) Schematic of the
experiment for analysis of interkinetic nuclear migration. E13.5 HdhQ7/Q7 and
HdhQ111/Q111 embryos were electroporated with Cdt1-mKO2 and geminin-GFP
constructs. After 48 hours, the movement of the GFP- and mKO2-labeled nuclei
was followed by spinning disc microscopy, taking one image every 10 or 15 min
for 10 hours. (B to D) Representative images showing the movement of nuclei in
G1, G2, and G1/S transition phases as indicated. (D) Stars indicate the beginning
and ending of the G1/S transition. Scale bars, 5 mm. (E) Quantitative differences
in the velocity of G1-phase nuclei [for each condition, n = 9 cells from three
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embryos from different mothers; ***P = 0.0008 (unpaired t test)], velocity
of G2-phase nuclei [for each condition, n = at least 202 cells from four embryos
from different mothers; ***P < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test)], and length
of G1/S transition [for each condition, n = at least 8 cells from three embryos
from different mothers; *P = 0.0356 (unpaired t test)]. (F) Bar graphs show
the percentage of phospho-histone 3 (PH3) cells (mitotic index) of dividing
progenitors [E13.5: for each condition, n = at least 2151 cells from four embryos
from different mothers, ***P < 0.0001 (unpaired t test); E15.5: for each
condition, n = at least 1801 cells from three embryos from different mothers,
***P = 0.0005 (unpaired t test)]. Results are means ± SEM.
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ZO1, PAR3, b-catenin, and NCAD at the apical
endfeet of human GW13 control and mouse
E13.5 neuroepithelium (figs. S4 and S5A). The
levels of ZO1, NCAD, and b-catenin were
high at the apical surface of the human and

which are dysregulated in HD (6, 26–30), we
hypothesized that mHTT hinders the correct
positioning of these junctions, which would
diminish the integrity of the neuroepithelium.
As predicted, HTT partially codistributed with
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mouse control ventricular zone and even higher
in HD tissues, with a concomitant reduction
in these proteins in the basal region (Fig. 1,
C to F, and fig. S5, B to E). PAR3 was also
misregulated in HD but in a different pattern
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Fig. 4. Mutant huntingtin shifts neurogenesis toward neuronal lineage.
(A) Diagram showing the position of the fetal ventricular zone. (B) Cortical
sections of GW13 fetuses were immunostained with antibody against
phospho-histone 3 (PH3) and the mitotic index was quantified. For each
condition, n = at least 1146 cells from three fetuses from different mothers;
***P < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test). Scale bars, 25 mm. (C) Coronal GW13
brain sections from control fetus and fetus carrying HD-causing mutation
(HD) were immunostained for the cilia marker Arl13b. Scale bars, 5 mm. Bar
graphs show cilia length [for each condition, n = at least 770 cilia from four
fetuses from different mothers; ***P < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test)] and cilia
density [for each condition, n = 4 fetuses from different mothers; *P = 0.0104
(unpaired t test)] at the apical surface. (D) Coronal brain sections of GW13
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human cortex were immunostained for F-actin, g-tubulin (g-tub), and Arl13b.
Scale bars, 2 mm. White arrowheads and white arrows show apical and
basolateral cilia, respectively. Bar graph shows the percentage of basolateral
cilia at the apical surface. For each condition, n = at least 260 cilia from
four fetuses from different mothers; ***P = 0.0003 (Mann-Whitney U test).
(E) Typical PAX6 and TBR2 staining of a GW13 human fetal sample analyzed.
Scale bars, 50 mm. Bar graphs show the percentage of PAX6/TBR2-positive
cells (PAX6+/TBR2+) over PAX6-positive, TBR2-negative (PAX6+/TBR2–)
progenitors [for each condition, three fetuses from different mothers were
analyzed; VZ, n = at least 2447 cells, ***P < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U test);
iSVZ, n = at least 1580 cells, *P = 0.011 (unpaired t test). Results are
means ± SEM. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI.
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Mutant HTT alters progression through the
cell cycle

The integrity of the apical junctional complexes is essential for progression through
interkinetic nuclear migration, when the nuclei of progenitor cells born at the apical surface move toward the basal side during the G1
phase of the cell cycle, enter and complete the
S phase, then return to the apical surface,
where they undergo division (19, 20, 31, 32).
Given that the junctional complexes do not
form properly with mHTT, we examined cell
cycle progression in the apical progenitors.
To measure apical (G1 phase) and basal (G2
phase) movements in vivo, we used the fluorescent ubiquitination-based cell cycle indicator (FUCCI), which tracks the expression of
markers of the different phases of the cell cycle
(33). We electroporated wild-type E13.5 embryos
with plasmids encoding CDT1 (chromatin licensing and DNA replication factor 1)–mKO2
and geminin-GFP, then carried out time-lapse
imaging on acute cortical slices 2 days after in
utero electroporation (Fig. 3A) so that we could
distinguish cycling progenitors in G1 from neurons exiting the cell cycle and migrating away
from the ventricular zone (fig. S9A and movie
S1). As expected, CDT1 levels peaked during G1
and fell upon entry into S phase, whereas
geminin levels were high during S phase and
Barnat et al., Science 369, 787–793 (2020)
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G2 (fig. S9B and movie S2). The velocities of
nuclear movement in G1 and G2 in control
cells were as previously reported (34) (Fig. 3,
B, C, and E, and movies S3 to S6), but in
HdhQ111/Q111 embryos, migrating nuclei moved
more slowly in both G1 and G2, causing these
phases to lengthen while the G1/S phase transition was shortened (Fig. 3, D and E, and
movies S7 and S8). We next immunostained
cortical sections of HdhQ111/Q111 embryos and
GW13 HD carrier fetuses with antibody against
phospho-histone 3 (PH3), a marker of mitosis,
and evaluated the mitotic index (Fig. 3F and
Fig. 4, A and B). HD mice and human mutation carriers had roughly half the mitotic index of controls. In HD, therefore, the pool of
proliferating cells is diminished.
Mutant HTT biases neurogenesis toward the
neuronal lineage

The cell cycle correlates with the assembly
(during G0) and disassembly (at the onset of
M phase) of the primary cilium at the apical
progenitor endfeet (19, 32). Immunostaining
with the cilia marker Arl13b, a member of the
adenosine diphosphate ribosylation factor–like
family, revealed that both the length and density of the cilia were greater at the apical area
of the developing cortex in HD human and
mouse samples than in controls (Fig. 4C and
fig. S10A), which confirms that the cells were
not progressing through the cell cycle properly (20). Because a longer G1 phase and a
shorter G1/S transition characterize progenitors committed toward the neuronal lineage
(32, 35), we asked whether mHTT favors the
production of apical over basal progenitors.
We evaluated cilia orientation by labeling
brain sections with F-actin (to delineate the
apical surface) and Arl13b and g-tubulin (to
label the basal body) (Fig. 4D and fig. S10B).
The proportion of basolateral cilia, which signal the generation of basal progenitors (36),
was greater in HD human and mouse samples
than in controls. To discriminate between
apical progenitors and basal progenitors, which
are more engaged in the neuronal lineage
(37), we labeled for the transcription factors
PAX6 and TBR2, respectively. HD human
and mouse samples showed a greater proportion of basal progenitors at the ventricular
zone, subventricular zone, and inner subventricular zone than did controls (Fig. 4E and
fig. S10C).
Discussion

Our data show that mHTT mislocalizes at
junctional complexes, disrupts the polarity of
human and mouse neuroepithelium, and interferes with the cell cycle of apical progenitors, leading to fewer proliferating cells and
more neural progenitors prematurely entering lineage specification. This is consistent
with previous evidence that HTT regulates
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cellular adhesion, polarity, and epithelial organization (27). In the presence of mHTT, the
epithelial-mesenchymal transition is accelerated
(28). It is possible that mHTT contributes to
cellular disorganization through other means
as well, such as by interfering with the orientation of the mitotic spindle (7). Given that HTT
also establishes apical polarity in the mammary epithelium, where it forms a complex
with PAR3, aPKC, and RAB11A and ensures
the apical translocation of PAR3-aPKC through
RAB11A (29), we speculate that HTT may act
to maintain epithelial cell polarity throughout
the body.
A recent neuroimaging study found that the
posterior Sylvian fissure, normally asymmetrical between the right and left hemispheres,
lacks asymmetry in the HD population studied
(38). Because the Sylvian fissure appears early
in utero, the authors concluded that this abnormal symmetry arises during fetal development. Our results show that mHTT does alter
very early stages of brain development in human HD, even though the samples we analyzed
were from mutation carriers with small pathological expansions (39, 40, and 42 repeats)
that would typically cause later manifestations
of HD. The defects we observed likely render
the corticostriatal circuitry more vulnerable
to the later dysfunctions characteristic of HD
(23), as proposed for another polyglutamine
disease, spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (39). The
path to degeneration is complex, however, and
weaves together both pathogenic and compensatory mechanisms. For example, a recent study found that HD mutation carriers
as young as 6 years of age show compensatory
hyperconnectivity between the striatum and
cerebellum; this initially enlarges the striatum but the metabolic load soon overwhelms
it, the connections are rapidly lost, and the
striatum atrophies well before the onset of
motor symptoms (40).
It is now beyond doubt that neurodegenerative diseases can have a developmental component. For HD, this discovery opens the door
for future studies to identify molecular treatments. For example, the HD iPSC Consortium
characterized isoxazole-9 after finding that it
reverts abnormal neuronal differentiation in
HD-derived pluripotent stem cells (17). It may
be that treatment should be given very early
in life; it remains to be seen whether reducing mHTT levels in adulthood, even in the
prodromal stage, would be sufficient to forestall symptom progression, because the brain
circuitry is already altered.
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from these other proteins: Its expression levels
were down-regulated, so its demarcation of the
apical surface in control samples was diminished, rather than intensified, in HD.
To better understand how junctional complexes in individual apical endfeet are affected
in HD, we electroporated E13.5 control and
HD mouse embryos in utero with a pCAGGFP (green fluorescent protein) construct and
performed immunohistochemistry on E15.5
coronal sections (Fig. 2, A and B). At this stage
in mice and at the corresponding stage GW16
in humans (table S1), the mislocalization of
HTT and junction proteins in HD apical progenitors persisted (figs. S6 and S7). Indeed,
GFP-expressing knock-in HD progenitors, but
not controls, showed a bright line of HTT along
the apical surface (Fig. 2B). In control embryos, ZO1, NCAD, and b-catenin immunostaining marked the sides of the apical endfeet;
PAR3 staining was more apical (Fig. 2C). In
HdhQ111/Q111 embryos, ZO1, NCAD, and b-catenin
spread throughout the apical endfeet and PAR3
staining was diminished. These observations
were corroborated by immunoblotting protein
extracts from HdhQ7/Q7 and HdhQ111/Q111 E15.5
cortices (Fig. 2D). The levels of NCAD and
b-catenin were similar in control and HD conditions, but ZO1 and PAR3 protein levels were
lower in the mutant mice. Coimmunoprecipitation showed that HTT associates with ZO1,
PAR3, and b-catenin, but these interactions
were disrupted in HD (Fig. 2E and fig. S8).
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Non-neuronal expression of SARS-CoV-2 entry genes
in the olfactory system suggests mechanisms
underlying COVID-19–associated anosmia
David H. Brann1*, Tatsuya Tsukahara1*, Caleb Weinreb1*, Marcela Lipovsek2,
Koen Van den Berge3,4, Boying Gong5, Rebecca Chance6, Iain C. Macaulay7, Hsin-Jung Chou6,
Russell B. Fletcher6†, Diya Das6,8‡, Kelly Street9,10, Hector Roux de Bezieux5,11, Yoon Gi Choi12,
Davide Risso13, Sandrine Dudoit3,5, Elizabeth Purdom3, Jonathan Mill14, Ralph Abi Hachem15,
Hiroaki Matsunami16, Darren W. Logan17, Bradley J. Goldstein15, Matthew S. Grubb2,
John Ngai6,12,18§, Sandeep Robert Datta1║

INTRODUCTION

SARS-CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2;
CoV-2) is a pandemic coronavirus that causes the COVID-19
(coronavirus disease 2019) syndrome, which can include upper
respiratory infection (URI) symptoms, severe respiratory distress,
acute cardiac injury, and death (1–4). CoV-2 is closely related to
other coronaviruses, including the causal agents in pandemic SARS
and MERS (Middle East respiratory syndrome) (SARS-CoV and
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MERS-CoV, respectively) and endemic viruses typically associated
with mild URI syndromes (HCoV-OC43, HCoV-HKU1, HCoV-229E,
and HCoV-NL63) (5–7). Clinical reports suggest that infection with
CoV-2 is associated with high rates of disturbances in smell and
taste perception, including anosmia (8–13). While many viruses
(including coronaviruses) induce transient changes in odor perception
due to inflammatory responses, in at least some cases, COVID-19–related
anosmia has been reported to occur in the absence of significant nasal
inflammation or coryzal symptoms (11, 14–16). Furthermore, recovery
from COVID-19–related anosmia often occurs over weeks (11, 17, 18),
while recovery from typical postviral anosmia—which is often caused
by direct damage to olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs)—frequently
takes months (19–21). These observations suggest that CoV-2 might
target odor processing through mechanisms distinct from those used
by other viruses, although the specific means through which CoV-2
alters odor perception remains unknown.
CoV-2—like SARS-CoV—infects cells through interactions between
its spike (S) protein and the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) protein on target cells. This interaction requires cleavage of
the S protein, likely by the cell surface protease TMPRSS2 (transmembrane serine protease 2), although other proteases [such as cathepsin B
and L (CTSB/CTSL)] may also be involved (4–6, 22–25). Other coronaviruses use different cell surface receptors and proteases to facilitate
cellular entry, including DPP4, FURIN, and HSPA5 for MERS-CoV;
ANPEP for HCoV-229E; TMPRSS11D for SARS-CoV (in addition
to ACE2 and TMPRSS2); and ST6GAL1 and ST3GAL4 for HCoVOC43 and HCoV-HKU1 (6, 26–28).
We hypothesized that identifying the specific cell types susceptible
to direct CoV-2 infection (due to, e.g., ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression) would provide insight into possible mechanisms through
which COVID-19 alters smell perception. The nasal epithelium is
divided into a respiratory epithelium (RE) and olfactory epithelium
1 of 19
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Altered olfactory function is a common symptom of COVID-19 (coronavirus disease 2019), but its etiology is
unknown. A key question is whether SARS-CoV-2 (severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; CoV-2)—the
causal agent in COVID-19—affects olfaction directly, by infecting olfactory sensory neurons or their targets in the
olfactory bulb, or indirectly, by perturbing support cells. Bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing revealed that support and stem cells in the human and mouse olfactory epithelium and vascular pericytes in the mouse olfactory
bulb express angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is essential for CoV-2 cell entry. In contrast, ACE2
was not detected in either olfactory sensory neurons or olfactory bulb neurons. Immunostaining confirmed these
results and revealed pervasive expression of ACE2 protein in dorsally located olfactory epithelial sustentacular
cells and mouse olfactory bulb pericytes. These findings suggest that CoV-2 infection of non-neuronal cell types
leads to olfactory dysfunction in patients with COVID-19.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the nasal RE, OE, and the OB. Left: Sagittal view of the
human nasal cavity, in which respiratory and olfactory epithelia are colored. Right:
For each type of epithelium, a schematic of the anatomy and known major cell
types are shown. In the OB in the brain (tan), the axons from OSNs coalesce into
glomeruli, and mitral/tufted cells innervate these glomeruli and send olfactory
projections to downstream olfactory areas. Glomeruli are also innervated by
juxtaglomerular cells, a subset of which are dopaminergic.
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
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sampling in these experiments did not include the OE (41, 42).
Here, we query both new and previously published bulk RNA-seq
and scSeq datasets from the olfactory system for expression of
ACE2, TMPRSS2, and other genes implicated in coronavirus entry.
We find that non-neuronal cells in the OE and OB, including support, stem, and perivascular cells, express CoV-2 entry–associated
transcripts and their associated proteins, suggesting that infection
of these non-neuronal cell types contributes to anosmia in patients
with COVID-19.
RESULTS

Expression of CoV-2 entry genes in human OE
To determine whether genes relevant to CoV-2 entry are expressed
in OSNs or other cell types in the human OE, we queried previously
published bulk RNA-seq data derived from the whole olfactory
mucosa (WOM) of macaque, marmoset, and human (43) and found
expression of almost all CoV-2 entry–related genes in all WOM samples (fig. S1A). To identify the specific cell types in human OE that
express ACE2, we quantified gene expression in scSeq derived from
four human nasal biopsy samples recently reported by Durante et al.
(38). Neither ACE2 nor TMPRSS2 was detected in mOSNs, whereas
these genes were detected in both SUS cells and HBCs (Fig. 2, A to D,
and fig. S1, B to E). In contrast, genes relevant to cell entry of other
CoVs were expressed in OSNs, as well as in other OE cell types. We
confirmed the expression of ACE2 protein via immunostaining of
human OE biopsy tissue, which revealed expression in SUS and
HBC cells, and an absence of ACE2 protein in OSNs (Fig. 2E and
fig. S2). Together, these results demonstrate that SUS and olfactory
stem cells, but not OSNs, are potentially direct targets of CoV-2 in the
human OE.
Given that the nasopharynx is a major site of infection for CoV-2
(10), we compared the frequency of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression among the cell types in the human RE and OE (38). SUS cells
exhibited the highest frequency of ACE2 expression in the OE (2.9%
of cells), although this frequency was slightly lower than that observed in respiratory ciliated and secretory cells (3.6 and 3.9%, respectively). While all HBC subtypes expressed ACE2, the frequency
of expression of ACE2 was lower in olfactory HBCs (0.8% of cells)
compared to respiratory HBCs (1.7% of cells) (Fig. 2D). In addition,
all other RE cell subtypes showed higher frequencies of ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 expression than was apparent in OE cells.
These results demonstrate the presence of key CoV-2 entry–
related genes in specific cell types in the OE but at lower levels of
expression than in RE isolated from the human nasal mucosa. We
wondered whether these lower levels of expression might nonetheless be sufficient for infection by CoV-2. It was recently reported
that the nasal RE has higher expression of CoV-2 entry genes than
the RE that lines the trachea or lungs (44), and we therefore asked
where the OE fell within this previously established spectrum of expression. To address this question, we developed a two-step alignment procedure in which we first sought to identify cell types that
were common across the OE and RE and then leveraged gene
expression patterns in these common cell types to normalize gene
expression levels across all cell types in the OE and RE (Fig. 3 and
fig. S3). This approach revealed correspondences between submucosal
gland goblet cells in the RE and BG cells in the OE (96% mapping
probability; see Materials and Methods) and between pulmonary
ionocytes in the RE and a subset of MV cells in the OE (99% mapping
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(OE), whose functions and cell types differ. The nasal RE is continuous
with the epithelium that lines much of the respiratory tract and is
thought to humidify air as it enters the nose; main cell types include
basal cells, ciliated cells, secretory cells (including goblet cells), and
brush/microvillar (MV) cells (Fig. 1) (29, 30). The OE, in contrast,
is responsible for odor detection, as it houses mature OSNs
(mOSNs) that interact with odors via receptors localized on their
dendritic cilia. OSNs are supported by sustentacular (SUS) cells,
which act to structurally support sensory neurons and phagocytose
and/or detoxify potentially damaging agents, and maintain local
salt and water balance (31–33); MV cells and mucus-secreting
Bowman’s gland (BG) cells also play important roles in maintaining
OE homeostasis and function (Fig. 1) (29, 34). In addition, the OE
contains globose basal cells (GBCs), which are primarily responsible
for regenerating OSNs during normal epithelial turnover, and
horizontal basal cells (HBCs), which are reserve stem cells activated
upon tissue damage (35–37). Although studies defining the lineage
relationships between GBCs, HBCs, and their progeny have necessarily been performed in rodents, basal progenitor populations with
similar transcriptional profiles are present in adult human OE,
suggesting closely related homeostatic and injury-response mechanisms (37, 38). Odor information is conveyed from the OE to the
brain by OSN axons, which puncture the cribriform plate at the
base of the skull and terminate in the olfactory bulb (OB). Within
the OB, local circuits process olfactory information before sending
it to higher brain centers (Fig. 1).
It has recently been demonstrated through single-cell RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis (referred to herein as scSeq) that
cells from the human upper airway—including nasal RE goblet and
ciliated cells—express high levels of ACE2 and TMPRSS2, suggesting that these RE cell types may serve as a viral reservoir during
CoV-2 infection (39, 40). However, analyzed samples in these
datasets did not include any OSNs or SUS cells, indicating that tissue
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Fig. 2. Coronavirus cell entry–related genes are expressed in human RE and OE but are not detected in human OSNs. (A) UMAP representation of cell types in
human nasal biopsy scSeq data from Durante et al. (38). Each dot represents an individual cell, colored by cell type. Resp., respiratory; OEC, olfactory ensheathing cell; SMC,
smooth muscle cell; NK, natural killer. (B) UMAP representations of 865 detected immature (GNG8) and mature (GNG13) OSNs. Neither ACE2 nor TMPRSS2 is detected in
either population of OSNs. The color represents the normalized expression level for each gene (number of UMIs for a given gene divided by the total number of UMIs for
each cell). (C) UMAP representations of all cells, depicting the normalized expression of CoV-2–related genes ACE2 and TMPRSS2, as well as several cell-type markers. ACE2
and TMPRSS2 are expressed in respiratory and olfactory cell types but not in OSNs. ACE2 and TMPRSS2 are detected in HBC (KRT5) and SUS (CYP2A13) cells, as well as other
respiratory epithelial cell types, including respiratory ciliated (FOXJ1) cells. (D) Percentage of cells expressing ACE2 and TMPRSS2. ACE2 was not detected in any OSNs,
but was observed in SUS cells and HBCs, among other olfactory and respiratory epithelial cell types. Olfactory and respiratory cell types are shown separately. ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 were also significantly coexpressed (odds ratio, 7.088; P = 3.74 × 10−57, Fisher’s exact test). (E) ACE2 immunostaining of a human olfactory mucosal biopsy
(taken from a 28-year-old female). ACE2 protein (green) is detected in SUS cells and KRT5-positive HBCs (red; white arrowhead). Nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue). Scale bar, 25 m. The ACE2 and KRT5 channels from the box on the left are shown individually on the right.

probability; see Materials and Methods and fig. S3); after alignment,
human OE SUS cells were found to express ACE2 and TMPRSS2 at
levels similar to those observed in the remainder of the non-nasal
respiratory tract (Fig. 3C) (44). As CoV-2 can infect cells in the
lower respiratory tract (40, 45), these results are consistent with the
possibility that specific cell types in the human OE express ACE2 at
a level that is permissive for direct infection.
Expression of CoV-2 entry genes in mouse OE
To further explore the distribution of CoV-2 cell entry genes in the
olfactory system, we turned to the mouse, which enables interrogative
experiments not possible in humans. To evaluate whether mouse exBrann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
22

pression patterns correspond to those observed in the human OE, we
examined published datasets in which RNA-seq was independently
performed on mouse WOM and on purified populations of mOSNs
(46–48). The CoV-2 receptor Ace2 and the protease Tmprss2 were
expressed in WOM, as were the cathepsins Ctsb and Ctsl (Fig. 4A
and fig. S4A) (46). However, expression of these genes (with the exception of Ctsb) was much lower, and Ace2 expression was nearly
absent in purified OSN samples (Fig. 4A and fig. S4A, see legend for
counts). Genes used for cell entry by other CoVs (except St3gal4) were
also expressed in WOM, and de-enriched in purified OSNs. The deenrichment of Ace2 and Tmprss2 in OSNs relative to WOM was also
observed in two other mouse RNA-seq datasets (fig. S4B) (47, 48).
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The presence of Ace2 and Tmprss2 transcripts in mouse WOM
and their (near total) absence in purified OSNs suggest that the molecular components that enable CoV-2 entry into cells are expressed
in non-neuronal cell types in the mouse nasal epithelium. To identify the specific cell types that express Ace2 and Tmprss2, we performed scSeq (via Drop-seq; see Materials and Methods) on mouse
WOM (Fig. 4B). These results were consistent with observations
made in the human epithelium: Ace2 and Tmprss2 were expressed
in a fraction of SUS and BG cells and a very small fraction of stem
cells but not in OSNs (zero of 17,666 identified mOSNs; Fig. 4C and
fig. S4, C and D). Of note, only dorsally located SUS cells, which
express the markers Sult1c1 and Acsm4, were positive for Ace2 (Fig. 4D
and fig. S4, D and E). Based upon this observation, we reanalyzed the
human OE scSeq data, which revealed that all positive SUS cells expressed genetic markers associated with the dorsal epithelium (fig. S1D).
An independent mouse scSeq dataset (obtained using the 10x Chromium platform; see Materials and Methods) confirmed that OSNs
did not express Ace2 (2 of 28,769 mOSNs were positive for Ace2),
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
23

while expression was observed in a fraction of BG cells and HBCs
(fig. S5 and see Materials and Methods). Expression in SUS cells was not
observed in this dataset, which included relatively few dorsal SUS cells
(a possible consequence of the specific cell isolation procedure associated with the 10x Chromium platform; compare fig. S5C and Fig. 4D).
Staining of the mouse WOM with anti-ACE2 antibodies confirmed
that ACE2 protein is expressed in SUS cells and is specifically localized
to the SUS cell microvilli (Fig. 5). ACE2+ SUS cells were identified
exclusively within the dorsal subregion of the OE; critically, within that
region, many (and possibly all) SUS cells expressed ACE2 (Fig. 5, B to E).
Staining was also observed in BG cells, but not in OSNs, and in subsets
of RE cells (Fig. 5, F and G). Together, these data demonstrate that
ACE2 is expressed by SUS cells that specifically reside in the dorsal
epithelium in both mouse and human.
Expression of CoV-2 entry genes in injured mouse OE
Viral injury can lead to broad changes in OE physiology that
are accompanied by recruitment of stem cell populations tasked
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with regenerating the epithelium (35, 37, 49). To characterize the
distribution of Ace2 expression under similar circumstances, we
injured the OE by treating mice with methimazole (which ablates
both support cells and OSNs) and then used a previously established lineage-tracing protocol to perform scSeq on HBCs and their
descendants during subsequent regeneration (see Materials and
Methods) (36). This analysis revealed that after injury, Ace2 and
Tmprss2 are expressed in subsets of SUS cells and HBCs, as well
as in the activated HBCs that serve to regenerate the epithelium
(Fig. 6, A to C, and fig. S6A; note that activated HBCs express Ace2
at higher levels than resting HBCs). Analysis of the Ace2+ SUS cell
population revealed expression of dorsal epithelial markers (Fig. 6D).
To validate these results, we reanalyzed a similar lineage-tracing
dataset in which identified HBCs, and their progeny were subject
to Smart-seq2–based deep sequencing, which is more sensitive than
droplet-based scSeq methods (36). In this dataset, Ace2 was detected
in more than 0.7% of GBCs, nearly 2% of activated HBCs and nearly
3% of SUS cells, but was not detected in OSNs (fig. S6B). Immunostaining with anti-ACE2 antibodies confirmed that ACE2 protein
was present in activated stem cells under these regeneration conditions (Fig. 6E). These results demonstrate that activated stem cells
recruited during injury express ACE2 and do so at higher levels
than those in resting stem cells.
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
24

Expression of CoV-2 entry genes in mouse OB
Given the potential for the RE and OE in the nasal cavity to be
directly infected with CoV-2, we assessed the expression of Ace2
and other CoV-2 entry genes in the mouse OB, which is directly
connected to OSNs via cranial nerve I (CN I); in principle, alterations in OB function could cause anosmia independently of
functional changes in the OE. To do so, we performed scSeq (using
Drop-seq; see Materials and Methods) on the mouse OB and merged
these data with a previously published OB scSeq analysis, yielding a
dataset with nearly 50,000 single cells (see Materials and Methods)
(50). This analysis revealed that Ace2 expression was absent from
OB neurons and, instead, was observed only in vascular cells, predominantly in pericytes, which are involved in blood pressure regulation, maintenance of the blood-brain barrier, and inflammatory
responses (Fig. 7, A to D, and figs. S7 and S8) (51). Although other
potential CoV proteases were expressed in the OB, Tmprss2 was
not expressed.
We also performed Smart-seq2–based deep sequencing of single
OB dopaminergic juxtaglomerular neurons, a population of local
interneurons in the OB glomerular layer that (similar to tufted cells)
can receive direct monosynaptic input from nasal OSNs (Fig. 7E,
fig. S9, and see Materials and Methods); these experiments confirmed
the virtual absence of Ace2 and Tmprss2 expression in this cell type.
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Immunostaining in the OB revealed that blood vessels expressed
high levels of ACE2 protein, particularly in pericytes; nearly all
pericytes exhibited some degree of staining with ACE2 antibodies.
Consistent with the scSeq results, staining was not observed in any
neuronal cell type (Fig. 7, F and G). These observations may also hold
true for at least some other brain regions, as reanalysis of 10 deeply
sequenced scSeq datasets from different regions of the nervous system demonstrated that Ace2 and Tmprss2 expression is almost
completely absent from neurons, consistent with prior immunostaining results (fig. S10) (52, 53). Given the extensive similarities
detailed above in expression patterns for ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in
the mouse and human, these findings (from mouse experiments)
suggest that OB neurons are likely not a primary site of infection,
but that vascular pericytes may be sensitive to CoV-2.
DISCUSSION

Here, we show that subsets of OE SUS cells, HBCs, and BG cells in
both mouse and human samples express the CoV-2 receptor ACE2
and the S protein protease TMPRSS2. Human OE SUS cells express these genes at levels comparable to those observed in lung
cells. In contrast, we failed to detect ACE2 expression in human or
mouse OSNs at either the transcript or protein levels. Similarly,
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
25

mouse vascular pericytes in the OB express ACE2, while we did not
detect ACE2 in OB neurons. Thus, primary infection of non-neuronal
cell types—rather than sensory or bulb neurons—may be responsible for anosmia and related disturbances in odor perception in
patients with COVID-19.
The identification of non-neuronal cell types in the OE and OB
susceptible to CoV-2 infection suggests four possible, non-mutually
exclusive mechanisms for the acute loss of smell reported in
patients with COVID-19. First, local infection of support and vascular
cells in the nose and bulb could cause significant inflammatory
responses (including cytokine release) whose downstream effects
could block effective odor conduction or alter the function of OSNs
or OB neurons (14, 54). Second, damage to support cells (which are
responsible for local water and ion balance) could indirectly influence signaling from OSNs to the brain (55). Third, damage to SUS
cells and BG cells in mouse models can lead to OSN death, which in
turn could abrogate smell perception (56). Last, vascular damage
could lead to hypoperfusion and inflammation leading to changes
in OB function.
Although scSeq revealed ACE2 transcripts in only a subset of OE
cells, this low level of observed expression matches or exceeds that
observed in respiratory cell types that are infected by CoV-2 in patients with COVID-19 (Fig. 3) (39). Critically, immunostaining in
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the OE with CoV-2–infected cells can result in OSN-independent
transfer of virions from the nose to the bulb, perhaps via the vascular
supply shared between the OB and the OSN axons that comprise
CN I. Although CN I was not directly queried in our datasets, it is
reasonable to infer that vascular pericytes in CN I also express ACE2,
which suggests a possible route of entry for CoV-2 from the nose
into the brain. Given the absence of ACE2 in mouse OB neurons—
and the near-ubiquity of ACE2 expression in OB pericytes—we
speculate that any central olfactory dysfunction in COVID-19 is the
secondary consequence of inflammation arising locally from pericytes, or in response to diffusable factors arising from more distant
sources (51).
Multiple immunostaining studies reveal that ACE2 protein in the
human brain is predominantly or exclusively expressed in vasculature (and specifically expressed within pericytes) (52, 53, 70), and
many neurological symptoms associated with CoV-2 infection such
as stroke or altered consciousness are consistent with an underlying
vasculopathy (71–76). In addition, human cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
samples have failed thus far to reveal CoV-2 RNA (73, 77), and
autopsies from human patients have found that the brain contains
the lowest levels of CoV-2 across organs sampled (78). On the other
hand, multiple other studies have suggested that ACE2 may be expressed in human neurons and glia (79–82). In addition, two recent
studies in mouse models expressing human ACE2 have found CoV-2
in the brain after intranasal inoculation (67, 68), although neither
specifically queried the OB; this work stands in contrast to results in
a nonhuman primate model of COVID-19, in which nasal infection
did not lead to the presence of identifiable CoV-2 antigens in the
brain (83). Further work will be required to resolve these inconsistencies
and to definitively characterize the distribution of ACE2 protein
and ultimately CoV-2–infected cells in the human OB and brain.
We note several caveats that temper our conclusions. Although
current data suggest that ACE2 is the most likely receptor for CoV-2
in vivo, it is possible (although it has not yet been demonstrated)
that other molecules such as BSG (basigin) may enable CoV-2 entry
independently of ACE2 (figs. S1E, S4C, S5E, and S6A) (84, 85). In
addition, it has recently been reported that low-level expression of
ACE2 can support CoV-2 cell entry (86); it is possible, therefore,
that ACE2 expression beneath the level of detection in our assays
may yet enable CoV-2 infection of apparently ACE2-negative cell
types. We also propose that damage to the olfactory system is due
to either primary infection or secondary inflammation; it is possible
(although it has not yet been demonstrated) that cells infected with
CoV-2 can form syncytia with cells that do not express ACE2. Such
a mechanism could damage neurons adjacent to infected cells. Last,
it has recently been reported that inflammation can induce expression of ACE2 in human cells (87, 88). It is therefore possible that our
survey of ACE2 expression, and other recent reports demonstrating
expression of ACE2 in OE support and stem cells but not neurons
(81, 89, 90), might underrepresent the cell types that express ACE2
under conditions of CoV-2 infection.
Any reasonable pathophysiological mechanism for COVID-19–
associated anosmia must account for the high penetrance of smell
disorders relative to endemic viruses (12, 91, 92), the apparent
suddenness of smell loss that can precede the development of other
symptoms (11, 13), and the transient nature of dysfunction in many
patients (11, 17, 18); definitive identification of the disease mechanisms
underlying COVID-19–mediated anosmia will require additional
research. Nonetheless, our identification of cells in the OE and OB
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the mouse suggests that ACE2 protein is (nearly) ubiquitously
expressed in SUS cells in the dorsal OE, despite sparse detection of
Ace2 transcripts using scSeq. Similarly, nearly all vascular pericytes
also expressed ACE2 protein, although only a fraction of OB pericytes were positive for Ace2 transcripts when assessed using scSeq.
Although Ace2 transcripts were more rarely detected than protein,
there was a clear concordance at the cell-type level: Expression of
Ace2 mRNA in a particular cell type accurately predicted the presence of ACE2 protein, while Ace2 transcript–negative cell types
(including OSNs) did not express ACE2 protein. These observations are consistent with recent findings in the RE, suggesting that
scSeq substantially underestimates the fraction of a given cell type
that expresses the Ace2 transcript, but that “new” Ace2-expressing
cell types are not found with more sensitive forms of analysis (40).
If our findings in the mouse OE translate to the human (a reasonable
possibility given the precise match in olfactory cell types that express
CoV-2 cell entry genes between the two species), then ACE2 protein is likely to be expressed in a significant subset of human SUS
cells. Thus, there may be many olfactory support cells available for
CoV-2 infection in the human epithelium, which in turn could
nucleate a pathophysiological process that culminates in anosmia.
However, it remains possible that damage to the OE could be caused by
more limited cell infection. For example, infection of subsets of SUS
cells by the coronavirus SDAV (sialodacryoadenitis virus) in rats
ultimately leads to disruption of the global architecture of the OE,
suggesting that focal coronavirus infection may be sufficient to cause
diffuse epithelial damage (56).
We observe that activated HBCs, which are recruited after injury,
express Ace2 at higher levels than those apparent in resting stem cells.
The natural history of CoV-2–induced anosmia is only now being
defined; while recovery of smell on time scales of weeks in many
patients has been reported, it remains unclear whether, in a subset
of patients, smell disturbances will be long-lasting or permanent
(8–12, 57). While on its own it is unlikely that infection of stem cells
would cause acute smell deficits, the capacity of CoV-2 to infect stem
cells may play an important role in those cases in which COVID-19–
associated anosmia is persistent, a context in which infection of stem
cells could inhibit OE regeneration and repair over time.
Two anosmic patients with COVID-19 have presented with
functional magnetic resonance imaging–identified hyperintensity
in both OBs that reverted to normal after resolution of the anosmia
(58, 59), consistent with central involvement in at least some cases.
Many viruses, including coronaviruses, have been shown to propagate
from the nasal epithelium past the cribriform plate to infect the OB;
this form of central infection has been suggested to mediate olfactory
deficits, even in the absence of lasting OE damage (60–65). The
rodent coronavirus MHV (mouse hepatitis virus) passes from the
nose to the bulb, although rodent OSNs do not express Ceacam1,
the main MHV receptor (figs. S4C, S5E, and S6A) (61, 66), suggesting
that CoVs in the nasal mucosa can reach the brain through mechanisms independent of axonal transport by sensory nerves; OB dopaminergic juxtaglomerular cells express Ceacam1 (Fig. 7E), which
likely supports the ability of MHV to target the bulb and change odor
perception. Although SARS-CoV has been shown to infect the OB
in a transgenic mouse model that ectopically expresses human ACE2
(65), it is unclear to what extent similar results will be observed for
CoV-2 in this mouse and in recently developed mouse models expressing human ACE2 that better recapitulate native expression
patterns (67–69). One speculative possibility is that local seeding of
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expressing molecules known to be involved in CoV-2 entry illuminates a path forward for future studies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mapping scSeq datasets to each other
Data from Deprez et al. (41) were downloaded from the Human Cell
Atlas website [www.genomique.eu/cellbrowser/HCA/; “Single-cell
atlas of the airway epithelium (Grch38 human genome)”]. A subset
of these data was combined with a subset of the Durante et al. data
for mapping between cell types. For the Deprez et al. data, the subset
consisted of samples from the nasal RE that belonged to a cell type
with >20 cells, including basal, cycling basal, suprabasal, secretory,
mucous multiciliated cells, multiciliated, SMG (submucosal gland) goblet, and ionocyte. We observed two distinct subpopulations of basal
cells, with one of the two populations distinguished by expression
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
29

T(e ij) = (log(e ij + p) − log(p))/ fj
The parameter p was fit by maximizing the correlation of average
gene expression across all genes between each of the cell-type correspondences listed above. The rescaling factors fi were then fitted separately
for each gene by taking the quotient of average gene expression
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Human nasal scSeq dataset
Human scSeq data from Durante et al. (38) were downloaded from
the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) at accession GSE139522. 10×
Genomics mtx files were filtered to remove any cells with fewer
than 500 total counts. Additional preprocessing, including normalizing total counts to the median total counts for each cell and filtering for highly variable genes, was performed using the SPRING gene
filtering function “filter_genes” with parameters (90, 3, 10). The resulting data were visualized in SPRING and partitioned using Louvain
clustering on the SPRING k-nearest neighbor graph. Four clusters were
removed for quality control, including two with low total counts
(likely background) and two with high mitochondrial counts (likely
stressed or dying cells). Putative doublets were also identified using Scrublet and removed (7% of cells). The remaining cells were
projected to 40 dimensions using principal components analysis
(PCA). PCA batch correction was performed using patient 4 as a
reference, as previously described (93). The filtered data were then
repartitioned using Louvain clustering on the SPRING graph, and
each cluster was annotated using known marker genes, as described in
(38). For example, immature OSNs (iOSNs) and mOSNs were identified via their expression of GNG8 and GNG13, respectively. HBCs
were identified via the expression of KRT5 and TP63, and olfactory
HBCs were distinguished from respiratory HBCs via the expression of CXCL14 and MEG3. Identification of SUS cells (CYP2A13
and CYP2J2), BG (SOX9 and GPX3), and MV ionocyte–like cells
(ASCL3, CFTR, and FOXI1) was also performed using known
marker genes. For visualization, the top 40 principal components
(PCs) were reduced to two dimensions using UMAP with parameters
(n_neighbors = 15, min_dist = 0.4).
The filtered human scSeq dataset contained 33,358 cells. Each
of the samples contained cells from both the OE and RE, although the
frequency of OSNs and respiratory cells varied across patients, as
previously described (38). A total of 295 cells expressed ACE2, and
4953 cells expressed TMPRSS2. Of the 865 identified OSNs, including both immature and mature cells, none of the cells express ACE2,
and only 2 (0.23%) expressed TMPRSS2. In contrast, ACE2 was reliably detected in at least 2%, and TMPRSS2 was expressed in close
to 50% of multiple respiratory epithelial subtypes. The expression
of both known cell-type markers and known CoV-related genes
was also examined across respiratory and olfactory epithelial cell
types. For these gene sets, the mean expression in each cell type was
calculated and normalized by the maximum across cell types.

of CXCL14. The cells in this population were manually identified
using SPRING and defined for downstream analysis as a separate
cell-type annotation called “basal (CXCL14+).” For the Durante
data, the subset consisted of cells from cell types that had some
putative similarity to cells in the Deprez dataset, including olfactory
HBC, cycling respiratory HBC, respiratory HBC, early respiratory
secretory cells, respiratory secretory cells, SUS cells, BG, and olfactory
MV cells.
To establish a cell-type mapping:
1) Data from Durante et al. (38) and Deprez et al. (41) were
combined, and gene expression values were linearly scaled so that
all cells across datasets had the same total counts. PCA was then
performed using highly variable genes (n = 1477 genes) and PCA
batch correction (93) with the Durante et al. data as a reference set.
2) Mapping was then performed bidirectionally between the two
datasets. Each cell from “dataset 1” “voted” for the five most similar
cells in “dataset 2,” using distance in PCA space as the measure of
similarity. A table T counting votes across cell types was then computed, where for cell type i in dataset 1 and cell type j in dataset 2
Tij = {number of votes cast from cells of type i to cells of type j}
Thus, if dataset 1 has N cells, then T would count 5 × N votes
(∑Tij = 5N).
3) The table of votes T was z-scored against a null distribution,
generated by repeating the procedure above 1000 times with shuffled cell-type labels.
The resulting z scores were similar between the two possible
mapping directions (Durante → Deprez versus Deprez → Durante;
R = 0.87 Pearson correlation of mapping z scores). The mapping z
scores were also highly robust upon varying the number of votes
cast per cell (R > 0.98 correlation of mapping z scores upon changing
the vote numbers to 1 or 50 as opposed to 5). Only cell-type
correspondences with a high z score in both mapping directions
(z score > 25) were used for downstream analysis.
To establish a common scale of gene expression between datasets,
we restricted our analyses to cell-type correspondences that were
supported both by bioinformatic mapping and shared a nominal
cell-type designation based on marker genes. These included basal/
suprabasal cells = “respiratory HBCs” from Durante et al. and “basal”
and “suprabasal” cells from Deprez et al.; secretory cells = “early
respiratory secretory cells” and “respiratory secretory cells” from
Durante et al. and “secretory” cells from Deprez et al.; and multiciliated cells = “respiratory ciliated cells” from Durante et al. and
“multiciliated” cells from Deprez et al.
We next sought a transformation of the Durante et al. data so
that it would agree with the Deprez et al. data within the corresponding cell types identified above. To account for differing
normalization strategies applied to each dataset before download
(log normalization and rescaling with cell-specific factors for
Deprez et al. but not for Durante et al.), we used the following ansatz
for the transformation, where the pseudo-count p is a global latent
parameter and the rescaling factors fi are fit to each gene separately.
In the equation below, T denotes the transformation, and eij represents
a gene expression value for cell i and gene j in the Durante data
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between the Deprez et al. data and the log-transformed Durante et al.
data, again across the cell-type correspondences listed above.
Mouse bulk RNA-seq datasets
Normalized gene expression tables were obtained from previous
published datasets (Table 1) (43, 46–48). For the mouse datasets,
the means of the replicates from WOM or OSN were used to calculate log2 fold changes. For the mouse data from Saraiva et al. (43, 46)
and the primate datasets, the normalized counts of the genes of
interest from individual replicates were plotted.
Mouse WOM Drop-seq experiments
Tissue dissection and single-cell dissociation for nasal epithelium
A new dataset of WOM scSeq was generated from adult male mice
(8 to 12 weeks old). All mouse husbandry and experiments were
performed following institutional and federal guidelines and approved
by Harvard Medical School’s Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC). Briefly, dissected main OE was cleaned up in
750 l of EBSS (Earle’s balanced salt solution; Worthington), and
epithelium tissues were isolated in 750 l of papain (20 U/ml in EBSS)
and 50 l of deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) (2000 U/ml). Tissue pieces
were transferred to a 5-ml round-bottom tube (BD), and 1.75 ml of
papain and 450 l of DNase I were added. After 1- to 1.5-hour incubation with rocking at 37°C, the suspension was triturated with a 5-ml
pipette 15 times and passed through a 40-m cell strainer (BD), and the
strainer was washed with 1 ml of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) + 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen). The cell suspension was centrifuged at 300g for 5 min. Cells were resuspended with
4 ml of DMEM + 10% FBS and centrifuged at 300g for 5 min. Cells were
suspended with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) + 0.01% bovine serum
albumin (BSA), and concentration was measured by a hemocytometer.
Drop-seq experiments
Drop-seq experiments were performed as previously described (94).
Microfluidics devices were obtained from FlowJEM, and barcode
beads were obtained from ChemGenes. Eight 15-min Drop-seq
runs were collected in total, which were obtained from five mice.
Sequencing of Drop-seq samples
Eight replicates of Drop-seq samples were sequenced across five
runs on an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. Paired-end reads from

Table 1. Sample information for the bulk RNA-seq data analyzed in this study. Three different mouse bulk RNA-seq datasets were used, each with
replicates from WOM or purified OSNs. An additional dataset contained bulk RNA-seq data from humans and nonhuman primates. n.s., not specified; OMP,
olfactory marker protein; IRES, internal ribosomal entry site; GFP, green fluorescent protein; WT, wild type; NA, not applicable.

Saraiva et al. (46)
Kanageswaran
et al. (47)
Colquitt et al.
(48)
Saraiva et al. (43)

Source

Species

Reps

WOM

Mouse

3

OSN

Mouse

3

WOM

Mouse

4

OSN

Mouse

WOM
OSN

Sex (M/F)

Age

Strain

Geno

1

2/1

P21

OMP-IRES-GFP

GFP/+

14–16

Mixed

P25

OMP-IRES-GFP

GFP/+

3

F

4 weeks

C57BL/6J

WT

2

6–8

Mixed

Adult

OMP-IRES-GFP

GFP/+ or GFP/
GFP

Mouse

2

n.s.

n.s.

3 weeks

Dnmt3a

WT

Mouse

2

n.s.

n.s.

3 weeks

Dnmt3a

WT

WOM

Human

3

1

3/0

n.s.

NA

WOM

Macaque

3

1

n.s.

~4.5 years

NA

WOM

Marmoset

3

1

n.s.

~1–10 years

NA
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the fastq files were trimmed, aligned, and tagged via the Drop-seq
tools (v1.13) pipeline, using STAR (v2.5.4a) with genomic indices
from Ensembl Release 93. The digital gene expression matrix was
generated for 4000 cells for 0126_2; 5000 cells for 0105, 0126_1,
051916_DS11, 051916_DS12, and 051916_DS22; 5500 cells for
051916_DS21; and 9500 cells for 0106.
Preprocessing of Drop-seq samples
Processing of the WOM Drop-seq samples was performed in Seurat
(v2.3.1). Cells with less than 500 UMIs or more than 15,000 unique
molecular identifiers (UMIs), or higher than 5% mitochondrial
genes, were removed. Potential doublets were removed using
Scrublet. Cells were initially preprocessed using the Seurat pipeline.
Variable genes “FindVariableGenes” (y.cutoff = 0.6) were scaled
[regressing out effects due to number of UMIs (nUMI), the percentage of mitochondrial genes, and replicate ids], and the data
were clustered using 50 PCs with the Louvain algorithm (resolution = 0.8). In a fraction of SUS cells, we observed coexpression of
markers for SUS cells and other cell types (e.g., OSNs). Reclustering
of SUS cells alone separated these presumed doublets from the rest
of the SUS cells, and the presumed doublets were removed for the
analyses described below.
Processing of Drop-seq samples
The filtered cells from the preprocessing steps were reanalyzed in
Python using Scanpy and SPRING. In brief, the raw gene counts in
each cell were total counts normalized, and variable genes were
identified using the SPRING gene filtering function “filter_genes”
with parameters (85, 3, 3); mitochondrial and olfactory receptor genes
were excluded from the variable gene lists. The resulting 2083 variable
genes were Z-scored, and the dimensionality of the data was reduced
to 35 via PCA. The k-nearest neighbor graph (n_neighbors = 15) of
these 35 PCs was clustered using the Leiden algorithm (resolution = 1.2)
and was reduced to two dimensions for visualization via the UMAP
method (min_dist = 0.42). Clusters were manually annotated on the
basis of known marker genes, and those sharing markers (e.g. OSNs)
were merged.
The mouse WOM Drop-seq dataset contained 29,585 cells that
passed the above filtering. Each of the 16 clusters identified contained
cells from all eight replicates in roughly equal proportions. Of the
17,666 mOSNs and the 4674 iOSNs, none of the cells express Ace2.
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In contrast, in the olfactory epithelial cells, Ace2 expression was observed in the BG, olfactory HBCs, and dorsal SUS cells.
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Immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization of
mouse and human tissue
Mouse OE tissue processing
Mice were euthanized with a lethal dose of xylazine, and nasal epithelium with attached OBs was dissected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscope Sciences, 19202) in PBS overnight
at 4°C or for 2 hours at room temperature. Tissues were washed three
times in PBS (5 min each) and incubated in 0.45 M EDTA in PBS
overnight at 4°C. The following day, tissues were rinsed by PBS, incubated in 30% sucrose in PBS for at least 30 min, transferred to
Tissue Freezing Medium (VWR, 15146-025) for at least 45 min, frozen
on crushed dry ice, and stored at −80°C until sectioning. Tissue sections (20 m thick for the OB and 12 m thick for nasal epithelium)
were collected on Superfrost Plus glass slides (VWR, 48311703) and
stored at −80°C until immunostaining. For methimazole-treated
samples, adult C57BL/6J mice (6 to 12 weeks old; JAX stock no. 000664)
were given intraperitoneal injections of 50 g of methimazole per gram
of body weight (Sigma-Aldrich, M8506) and euthanized at 24-, 48-,
and 96-hour time points.
Immunostaining for mouse tissue
Sections were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for
20 min and then rinsed three times in PBS. Sections were then incubated for 45 to 60 min in blocking solution that consisted of PBS
containing 3% BSA (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 001-000-162) and
3% Donkey Serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 017-000-121) at room
temperature, followed by overnight incubation at 4°C with primary
antibodies diluted in the same blocking solution. Primary antibodies
used are as follows: goat anti-ACE2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, PA547488; 1:40), mouse anti-TUBB4 (Sigma-Aldrich, T7941; 1:4000),
rabbit anti-KRT5 (Abcam, ab52635; 1:200), goat anti-NQO1 (Abcam,
ab2346; 1:200), mouse antiacetylated tubulin (Abcam, ab24610; 1:500),
rabbit anti-CNGA2 (Abcam, ab79261; 1:100), and rat anti-CD140b/
PDGFRB (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 14-1402-82; 1:100).
On the following day, sections were rinsed once and washed
three times for 5 to 10 min in PBS and then incubated for 45 min
with secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution at 1:300 ratios
and/or Alexa Fluor 555–conjugated phalloidin (1:400). Secondary
antibodies used were as follows: donkey anti-goat immunoglobulin
G (IgG) Alexa Fluor 488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 705-546-147),
donkey anti-goat IgG Alexa 555, (Invitrogen, A21432), donkey
anti-rabbit IgG Alexa 555 (Invitrogen, A31572), donkey anti-rabbit
IgG Alexa 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 711-605-152), donkey
anti-mouse IgG Alexa 555 (Invitrogen, A31570), donkey anti-mouse
IgG Alexa 647 (Invitrogen, A31571), and donkey anti-rat IgG Alexa
488 (Invitrogen, A21208).
After secondary antibody incubation, sections were washed twice
for 5 to 10 min in PBS, incubated with 300 nM 4′,6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI) in PBS for 10 min, and then rinsed with
PBS. Slides were mounted with glass coverslips using VECTASHIELD
Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories, H-1000) or ProLong
Diamond Antifade Mountant (Invitrogen, P36961).
For costaining of ACE2 and NQO1, slides were first stained with
ACE2 primary antibody and donkey anti-goat IgG Alexa 488
secondary. After three washes of secondary antibody, tissues were
incubated with unconjugated donkey anti-goat IgG Fab fragments
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, 705-007-003) at 30 g/ml diluted in

blocking solution for 1 hour at room temperature. Tissues were
washed twice with PBS, once in blocking solution, and incubated in
blocking solution for 30 to 40 min at room temperature, followed
by a second round of staining with the NQO1 primary antibody and
donkey anti-goat IgG Alexa 555 secondary antibody.
Confocal images were acquired using a Leica SPE microscope
(Harvard Medical School Neurobiology Imaging Facility) with 405-,
488-, 561-, and 635-nm laser lines. Multislice Z-stack images were
acquired, and their maximal intensity projections are shown. For
Fig. 5A, tiled images were acquired and stitched by the Leica LAS X
software. Images were processed using Fiji ImageJ software (95), and
noisy images were median-smoothed using the Remove Outliers
function built into Fiji.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization for mouse tissue
Sult1c1 RNA was detected by fluorescent RNAscope assay (Advanced
Cell Diagnostics, kit 320851) using probe 539921-C2, following the
manufacturer’s protocol (RNAscope Fluorescent Multiplex Kit User
Manual, 320293-UM Date 03142017) for paraformaldehyde-fixed
tissue. Before initiating the hybridization protocol, the tissue was
pretreated with two successive incubations (first 30 min and then
15 min long) in RNAscope Protease III (Advanced Cell Diagnostics,
322337) at 40°C and then washed in distilled water. At the end of
the protocol, the tissue was washed in PBS and subjected to the
2-day immunostaining protocol described above.
Immunostaining of human nasal tissue
Human olfactory mucosa biopsies were obtained via the Institutional Review Board–approved protocol at Duke University School
of Medicine, from nasal septum or superior turbinate during endoscopic sinus surgery. Tissue was fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
and cryosectioned at 10 m, and sections were processed for immunostaining, as previously described (38).
Sections from a 28-year-old female nasal septum biopsy were
stained for ACE2 (Fig. 2E) using the same goat anti-ACE2 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, PA5-47488; 1:40) and the protocol described above
for mouse tissue. The human sections were costained with rabbit
anti-keratin 5 (Abcam, ab24647; AB_448212, 1:1000) and were detected
with Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-goat (Jackson ImmunoResearch,
705-545-147) and Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-rabbit (Jackson
ImmunoResearch, 711-585-152) secondary antibodies (1:300).
As further validation of ACE2 expression and to confirm the
lack of ACE2 expression in human OSNs (fig. S2), sections were
stained with a rabbit anti-ACE2 (Abcam, ab15348; RRID:AB_301861,
used at 1:100) antibody immunogenized against human ACE2 and
a mouse Tuj1 antibody against neuron-specific tubulin (BioLegend,
801201; RRID:AB_2313773). Anti-ACE2 was raised against a C-terminal
synthetic peptide for human ACE2 and was validated by the manufacturer to not cross-react with ACE1 for immunohistochemical
labeling of ACE2 in fruit bat nasal tissue and in human lower airway.
Recombinant human ACE2 abolished labeling with this antibody in
a previous study in human tissue, further demonstrating its specificity (53). The Tuj1 antibody was validated, as previously described
(38). Biotinylated secondary antibodies (Vector Laboratories),
avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase kit (Vector Laboratories),
and fluorescein tyramide signal amplification (PerkinElmer) were
applied per the manufacturer’s instructions. For dual staining, Tuj1
was visualized using Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-mouse (Jackson
ImmunoResearch, 115-585-146; RRID: AB_2338881).
Human sections were counterstained with DAPI, and coverslips
were mounted using ProLong Gold (Invitrogen) for imaging, using
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a Leica DMi8 microscope system. Images were processed using Fiji
ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). Scale bars were applied
directly from the Leica acquisition software metadata in ImageJ
tools. Unsharp mask was applied in ImageJ, and brightness/contrast
was adjusted globally.
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WOM and HBC lineage–tracing mouse 10× scSeq experiments
Mice
Two-month-old and 18-month-old wild-type C57BL/6J mice were
obtained from the National Institute on Aging Aged Rodent Colony
and used for the WOM experiments; each experimental condition
consisted of one male and one female mouse to aid doublet detection.
Mice containing the transgenic Krt5-CreER(T2) driver (96) and
Rosa26–yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) reporter allele (97) were
used for the HBC lineage–tracing dataset. All mice were assumed to
be of normal immune status. Animals were maintained and treated
according to federal guidelines under IACUC oversight at the
University of California, Berkeley.
Single-cell RNA sequencing
The OE was surgically removed, and the dorsal, sensory portion was
dissected and dissociated, as previously described (36). For WOM
experiments, dissociated cells were subjected to fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS) using propidium iodide to identify and select
against dead or dying cells; 100,000 cells per sample were collected
in 10% FBS. For the HBC lineage–tracing experiments, Krt5-CreER;
Rosa26YFP/YFP mice were injected once with tamoxifen (0.25 mg
of tamoxifen per gram of body weight) at postnatal day 21 (P21) to
P23 of age and euthanized at 24 hours, 48 hours, 96 hours, 7 days,
and 14 days after injury, as previously described (36, 98). For each
experimental time point, YFP+ cells were isolated by FACS based on
YFP expression and negative for propidium iodide, a vital dye.
Cells isolated by FACS were subjected to scSeq. Three replicates
(defined here as a FACS collection run) per age were analyzed for
the WOM experiment; at least two biological replicates were collected
for each experimental condition for the HBC lineage–tracing experiment. Single-cell complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries from the
isolated cells were prepared using the Chromium Single Cell 3′
System according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The WOM
preparation used v3 chemistry with the following modification: The
cell suspension was directly added to the reverse transcription master
mix, along with the appropriate volume of water to achieve the
approximate cell capture target. The HBC lineage–tracing experiments were performed using v2 chemistry. The 0.04% (w/v) BSA
washing step was omitted to minimize cell loss. Completed libraries
were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 4000 to produce paired-end
100-nucleotide reads.
Sequence data were processed with the 10× Genomics Cell
Ranger pipeline (2.0.0 for v2 chemistry), resulting in the initial
starting number before filtering of 60,408 WOM cells and 25,469
HBC lineage–traced cells. The scone R/Bioconductor package (99)
was used to filter out lowly expressed genes (fewer than two UMIs
in fewer than five cells) and low-quality libraries (using the metric_
sample_filter function with arguments hard_nreads = 2000, zcut = 4).
Preliminary filtering
Cells with coexpression of male (Ddx3y, Eif2s3y, Kdm5d, and Uty)
and female marker genes (Xist) were removed as potential doublets
from the WOM dataset. For both datasets, doublet cell detection
was performed per sample using DoubletFinder (100) and Scrublet
(101). Genes with at least three UMIs in at least five cells were used

for downstream clustering and cell-type identification. For the HBC
lineage–tracing dataset, the Bioconductor package scone was used
to pick the top normalization (“none,fq,ruv_k = 1,no_bio,batch”),
corresponding to full quantile normalization, batch correction, and
removing one factor of unwanted variation using the RUVSeq
Bioconductor package (102). A range of cluster labels were created
by clustering using the partitioning around medoids algorithm and
hierarchical clustering in the clusterExperiment Bioconductor package
(103), with parameters k0s = (10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25) and alpha =
(NA, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3). Clusters that did not show differential expression
were merged (using the function mergeClusters with arguments
mergeMethod = “adjP,” cutoff = 0.01, and DEMethod = “limma”
for the lineage-traced dataset). Initial clustering identified one macrophage (Msr1+) cluster consisting of 252 cells; upon its removal and
restarting from the normalization step, a subsequent set of 15 clusters was obtained. These clusters were used to filter out 1515 cells
for which no stable clustering could be found (i.e., “unassigned”
cells) and four clusters respectively consisting of 31, 29 and 23 and
305 cells. Doublets were identified using DoubletFinder, and 271
putative doublets were removed. Inspection of the data in a threedimensional UMAP embedding identified two groups of cells whose
experimentally sampled time point did not match their position along
the HBC differentiation trajectory, and these additional 219 cells were
also removed from subsequent analyses.
Analysis of CoV-related genes in WOM and HBC lineage
10× datasets
Analysis of WOM scSeq data was performed in Python using the
open-source Scanpy software starting from the raw UMI count matrix
of the 40,179 cells passing the initial filtering and quality control
criteria described above. UMIs were total count–normalized and
scaled by 10,000 [TPT (tag per ten thousands)] and then log-normalized.
For each gene, the residuals from linear regression models using the
total number of UMIs per cell as predictors were then scaled via Z
scoring. PCA was then performed on a set of highly variable genes
(excluding olfactory receptor genes) calculated using the “highly_
variable_genes” function with the following parameters: min_
mean = 0.01, max_mean = 10, and min_disp = 0.5. A batch-corrected
neighborhood graph was constructed by the “bbknn” function with
42 PCs with the following parameters: local_connectivity = 1.5 and
embedding two dimensions using the UMAP function with default
parameters (min_dist = 0.5). Cells were clustered using the neighborhood
graph via the Leiden algorithm (resolution = 1.2). Identified clusters
were manually merged and annotated on the basis of known marker
gene expression. We removed 281 cells containing mixtures of marker
genes with no clear gene expression signature. The identified cell
types and the number of each of the remaining 39,898 cells detected
were as follows: 28,769 mOSNs, 2607 iOSNs, 859 immediate neural
precursors (INPs), 623 GBCs, HBCs (1083 olfactory and 626 respiratory), 480 SUS cells, 331 BG, MV cells (563 brush-like and
1530 ionocyte-like), 92 olfactory ensheathing cells (OECs), 76 respiratory secretory cells, 227 respiratory unspecified cells, 172 atypical
OSNs, 1757 various immune cells, and 103 red blood cells. TPT gene
expression levels were visualized in two-dimensional UMAP plots.
The filtered HBC lineage dataset containing 21,722 cells was analyzing in Python and processed for visualization using pipelines in
SPRING and Scanpy (104, 105). In brief, total counts were normalized to the median total counts for each cell, and highly variable
genes were selected using the SPRING gene filtering function (“filter_
genes”) using parameters (90, 3, 3). The dimensionality of the data
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was reduced to 20 using PCA and visualized in two dimensions using
the UMAP method with parameters (n_neighbors = 20, min_dist = 0.5).
Clustering was performed using the Leiden algorithm (resolution = 1.45),
and clusters were merged manually using known marker genes. The
identified cell types and number of each type were 929 mOSNs,
2073 iOSNs, 786 INPs, 755 GBCs, HBCs (7782 olfactory, 5418
regenerating, and 964 respiratory), 2666 SUS cells, and 176 ionocytelike MV cells.
Expression of candidate CoV-2–related genes was defined if at
least one transcript (UMI) was detected in that cell, and the percentage
of cells expressing candidate genes was calculated for each cell type.
In the WOM dataset, Ace2 was only detected in 2 of 28,769 mOSNs
(0.007%), and in the HBC lineage dataset, Ace2 was not detected in
any OSNs. Furthermore, Ace2 was not detected in immature sensory
neurons (GBCs, INPs, or iOSNs) in either dataset.

Juvenile and adult mouse whole OB scSeq dataset
Juvenile mouse data
scSeq data from whole mouse OB (50) were downloaded from
mousebrain.org/loomfiles_level_L1.html in loom format (l1 olfactory.
loom) and converted to a Seurat object. Samples were obtained
from juvenile mice (age P26 to P29). This dataset comprises 20,514
cells that passed cell quality filters, excluding 122 cells identified as
potential doublets.
Tissue dissection and single-cell dissociation
A new dataset of whole OB scSeq was generated from adult male mice
(8 to 12 weeks old). All mouse husbandry and experiments were
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
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Mouse HBC lineage Smart-seq2 dataset
scSeq data from HBC-derived cells from Fletcher et al. (36) and
Gadye et al. (98), labeled via Krt5-CreER driver mice, were downloaded from GEO at accession GSE99251 using the file “GSE95601_
oeHBCdiff_Cufflinks_eSet_counts_table.txt.gz”. Processing was
performed as described above, including total count normalization
and filtering for highly variable genes using the SPRING gene filtering function “filter_genes” with parameters (75, 20, 10). The resulting data were visualized in SPRING, and a subset of cells were
removed for quality control, including a cluster of cells with low
total counts and another with predominantly reads from ERCC
(External RNA Controls Consortium) spike-in controls. Putative
doublets were also identified using Scrublet and removed (6% of
cells) (101). The resulting data were visualized in SPRING and partitioned using Louvain clustering on the SPRING k-nearest neighbor
graph using the top 40 PCs. Cell-type annotation was performed
manually using the same set of marker genes listed above. Three
clusters were removed for quality control, including one with low
total counts, one with predominantly reads from ERCC spike-in
controls (likely background), and one with high mitochondrial counts
(likely stressed cells). For visualization and clustering, the remaining
cells were projected to 15 dimensions using PCA and visualized
with UMAP with parameters (n_neighbors = 15, min_dist = 0.4,
alpha = 0.5, maxiter = 500). Clustering was performed using the
Leiden algorithm (resolution = 0.4), and cell types were manually
annotated using known marker genes.
The filtered dataset of mouse HBC-derived cells contained 1450 cells.
The percentage of cells expressing each marker gene was calculated
as described above. Of the 51 OSNs identified, none of them expressed
Ace2, and only 1 of 194 INPs and iOSNs expressed Ace2. In contrast,
Ace2 and Tmprss2 were both detected in HBCs and SUS cells.

performed following institutional and federal guidelines and approved
by Harvard Medical School’s IACUC. Briefly, dissected OBs (including
the accessory OB and fractions of the anterior olfactory nucleus)
were dissociated in 750 l of dissociation medium (DM; Hanks’ balanced
salt solution containing 10 mM Hepes, 1 mM MgCl2, and 33 mM
d-glucose) with papain (28 U/ml) and DNase I (386 U/ml; Worthington).
Minced tissue pieces were transferred to a 5-ml round-bottom tube
(BD). DM was added to a final volume of 3.3 ml, and the tissue was
mechanically triturated five times with a P1000 pipette tip. After
1-hour incubation with rocking at 37°C, the suspension was triturated with a 10-ml pipette 10 times, and 2.3 ml was passed through
40-m cell strainer (BD). The suspension was then mechanically
triturated with a P1000 pipette tip 10 times, and 800 l was filtered
on the same strainer. The cell suspension was further triturated
with a P200 pipette tip 10 times and filtered. One milliliter of
Quench buffer (22 ml of DM, 2.5 ml of protease inhibitor prepared
by resuspending one vial of protease inhibitor with 32 ml of DM, and
2000 U of DNase I) was added to the suspension and centrifuged at
300g for 5 min. Cells were resuspended with 3 ml of Quench buffer,
overlaid gently on top of 5 ml of protease inhibitor, and then spun
down at 70g for 10 min. The pellet was resuspended using DM supplemented with 0.04% BSA and spun down at 300g for 5 min. Cells
were suspended in 400 l of DM with 0.04% BSA.
OB Drop-seq experiments
Drop-seq experiments were performed as previously described (94).
Microfluidics devices were obtained from FlowJEM, and barcode
beads were obtained from ChemGenes. Two 15-min Drop-seq runs
were collected from a single dissociation preparation obtained from
two mice. Two such dissociations were performed, giving four total
replicates.
Sequencing of Drop-seq samples
Four replicates of Drop-seq samples were pooled and sequenced
across three runs on an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform. Paired-end
reads from the fastq files were trimmed, aligned, and tagged via the
Drop-seq tools (1-2.0) pipeline, using STAR (2.4.2a) with genomic
indices from Ensembl Release 82. The digital gene expression
matrix was generated for 8000 cells per replicate.
Preprocessing of Drop-seq samples
Cells with low numbers of genes (500), low numbers of UMIs (700),
or high numbers of UMIs (>10,000) were removed (6% of cells).
Potential doublets were identified via Scrublet and removed (3.5%
of cells). Overall, this new dataset comprised 27,004 cells.
Integration of whole OB scSeq datasets
Raw UMI counts from juvenile and adult whole OB samples were
integrated in Seurat (106). Integrating the datasets ensured that
clusters with rare cell types could be identified and that corresponding
cell types could be accurately matched. As described below (see fig. S7),
although some cell types were observed with different frequencies,
the integration procedure yielded stable clusters with cells from
both datasets. Briefly, raw counts were log-normalized separately,
and the 10,000 most variable genes were identified by variance stabilizing transformation for each dataset. The 4529 variable genes
present in both datasets, and the first 30 PCs were used as features
for identifying the integration anchors. The integrated expression
matrix was scaled and dimensionality-reduced using PCA. On the
basis of their percentage of explained variance, the first 28 PCs were
chosen for UMAP visualization and clustering.
Graph-based clustering was performed using the Louvain algorithm
following the standard Seurat workflow. Cluster stability was analyzed
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Smart-seq2 sequencing of manually sorted OB
dopaminergic neurons
Tissue dissociation and manual cell sorting
Acute OB 300-m slices were obtained from Dat-Cre/Flox-tdTomato
[B6.SJL-Slc6a3tm1.1(cre) Bkmn/J, JAX stock 006660/B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)
26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze, JAX stock 007909] P28 mice as previously
described (108). As part of a wider study, at P27, these mice had
undergone brief 24-hour unilateral naris occlusion via a plastic plug
insert (n = 5 mice) or were subjected to a sham control manipulation (n = 5 mice); all observed effects here were independent of these
treatment groups. Single-cell suspensions were generated using the
Neural Tissue Dissociation Kit–Postnatal Neurons (Miltenyi Biotec,
catalog no. 130-094-802), following the manufacturer’s instructions for
manual dissociation, using three fired-polished Pasteur pipettes of
progressively smaller diameter. After enzymatic and mechanical dissociations, cells were filtered through a 30-m cell strainer, centrifuged
for 10 min at 4°C, resuspended in 500 l of artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) (140 mM NaCl, 1.25 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4,
10 mM Hepes, 25 mM glucose, 3 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM CaCl2)
with channel blockers [0.1 M tetrodotoxin (TTX), 20 M 6-cyano-7nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX), and 50 M d-aminophosphovalerate
(AP-V)], and kept on ice to minimize excitotoxicity and cell death.
For manual sorting of fluorescently labeled dopaminergic neurons,
we adapted a previously described protocol (109). Fifty microliters
of single-cell suspension was dispersed on 3.5-mm petri dishes
(with a Sylgard-covered base) containing 2 ml of ACSF + channel
blockers. Dishes were left undisturbed for 15 min to allow the cells
to sink and settle. Throughout, dishes were kept on a metal plate on
top of ice. tdTomato+ cells were identified by their red fluorescence
under a stereoscope. Using a pulled glass capillary pipette attached
to a mouthpiece, individual cells were aspirated and transferred to a
clean, empty dish containing 2 ml of ACSF + channel blockers. The
same cell was then transferred to a third clean plate, changing pipettes
for every plate change. Last, each individual cell was transferred to a
0.2-ml polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tube containing 2 l of
lysis buffer (RLT Plus, QIAGEN). The tube was immediately placed
on a metal plate sitting on top of dry ice for flash-freezing. Collected
cells were stored at −80°C until further processing. Positive (more
than 10 cells) and negative (sample collection procedure without
picking a cell) controls were collected for each sorting session. In
Brann et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eabc5801
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total, we collected samples from 10 mice, averaging 50 tdTomato+
cells collected per session. Overall, less than 2.5 hours elapsed between mouse sacrifice and collection of the last cell in any session.
Preparation and amplification of full-length cDNA
and sequencing libraries
Samples were processed using a modified version of the Smart-seq2
protocol (110). Briefly, 1 l of a 1:2,000,000 dilution of ERCC spikeins (Invitrogen, catalog no. 4456740) was added to each sample, and
mRNA was captured using modified oligo (dT) biotinylated beads
(Dynabeads, Invitrogen). PCR amplification was performed for
22 cycles. Amplified cDNA was cleaned with a 0.8:1 ratio of AmpureXP beads (Beckman Coulter). cDNAs were quantified on Qubit using
HS DNA reagents (Invitrogen), and selected samples were run on a
Bioanalyzer HS DNA chip (Agilent) to evaluate size distribution.
To generate the sequencing libraries, individual cDNA samples
were normalized to 0.2 ng/l, and 1 l was used for one-quarter
standard-sized Nextera XT (Illumina) tagmentation reactions, with
12 amplification cycles. Sample indexing was performed using index sets A and D (Illumina). At this point, individual samples were
pooled according to their index set. Pooled libraries were cleaned
using a 0.6:1 ratio of Ampure beads and quantified on Qubit using
HS DNA reagents and with the KAPA Library Quantification Kits
for Illumina (Roche). Samples were sequenced on two separate rapid
runs on HiSeq 2500 (Illumina), generating 100–base pair paired-end
reads. An additional five samples were sequenced on MiSeq (Illumina).
Full-length cDNA sequencing data processing and analysis
Paired-end read fastq files were demultiplexed, quality-controlled
using FastQC (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/),
and trimmed using Trim Galore (www.bioinformatics.babraham.
ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/). Reads were pseudo-aligned and quantified using kallisto (111) against a reference transcriptome from
Ensembl Release 89 (Gencode Release M17 GRCm38.p6) with sequences
corresponding to the ERCC spike-ins and the Cre recombinase and
tdT (tdTomato) genes added to the index. Transcripts were collapsed
into genes using the sumAcrossFeatures function in scater.
Cell-level quality control and cell filtering were performed in scater
(112). Cells with <1000 genes, <100,000 reads, >75% reads mapping
to ERCC spike-ins, >10% reads mapping to mitochondrial genes, or
low library complexity were discarded (14% samples). The population of OB cells labeled in Dat-Cre/Flox-tdTomato mice is known to
include a minor nondopaminergic calretinin+ subgroup (113), so
calretinin-expressing cells were excluded from all analyses. The
scTransform function in Seurat was used to remove technical batch
effects.
Expression of CoV-relevant genes in scSeq datasets
from various brain regions and sensory systems
An analysis of single-cell gene expression data from 10 studies was
performed to investigate the expression of genes coding for coronavirus
entry proteins in neurons from a range of brain regions and sensory
systems. Processed gene expression data tables were obtained from
scSeq studies that evaluated gene expression in retina (GSE81905)
(114), inner ear sensory epithelium (GSE115934) (115, 116), spiral
ganglion (GSE114997) (117), ventral midbrain (GSE76381) (118),
hippocampus (GSE100449) (119), cortex (GSE107632) (120), hypothalamus (GSE74672) (121), visceral motor neurons (GSE78845)
(122), dorsal root ganglia (GSE59739) (123), and spinal cord dorsal
horn (GSE103840) (124). Smart-seq2 sequencing data from Vsx2–
green fluorescent protein (GFP)+ cells were used from the retina
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with Clustree on a range of resolution values (0.4 to 1.4), with 0.6
yielding the most stable set of clusters (107). Overall, 26 clusters
were identified, the smallest of which contained only 43 cells with
gene expression patterns consistent with blood cells, which were excluded from further visualization plots. Clustering the two datasets
separately yielded similar results. Moreover, the distribution of cells
from each dataset across clusters was homogeneous (fig. S7), and
the clusters corresponded to previous cell class and subtype annotations
(50). As previously reported, a small cluster of excitatory neurons
(cluster 13) contained neurons from the anterior olfactory nucleus.
UMAP visualizations of expression level for cell class and cell-type
markers, and for genes coding for coronavirus entry proteins, depict
log-normalized UMI counts. The heatmap in Fig. 7C shows the mean
expression level for each cell class, normalized to the maximum
mean value. The percentage of cells per cell class expressing Ace2
was defined as the percentage of cells with at least one UMI. In cells
from both datasets, Ace2 was enriched in pericytes but was not detected in neurons.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/31/eabc5801/DC1
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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dataset. A subset of the expression matrix that corresponds to day 0
(i.e., control, undisturbed neurons) was used from the layer VI
somatosensory cortex dataset. A subset of the data containing neurons
from untreated (control) mice were used from the hypothalamic
neuron dataset. From the ventral midbrain dopaminergic neuron
dataset, a subset comprising DAT-Cre/tdTomato+ neurons from P28
mice was used. A subset comprising type I neurons from wild-type
mice was used from the spiral ganglion dataset. The “unclassified”
neurons were excluded from the visceral motor neuron dataset. A
subset containing neurons that were collected at room temperature
was used from the dorsal root ganglia dataset. Expression data from
dorsal horn neurons obtained from C57/BL6 wild-type mice and
vGat-Cre-tdTomato and vGlut2-eGFP mouse lines were used from the
spinal cord dataset. Inspection of all datasets for batch effects was
performed using the scater package (version 1.10.1) (112). Publicly
available raw count expression matrices were used for the retina,
hippocampus, hypothalamus, midbrain, visceral motor neurons, and
spinal cord datasets, whereas the normalized expression data were
used from the inner ear hair cell datasets. For datasets containing raw
counts, normalization was performed for each dataset separately by
computing pool-based size factors that are subsequently deconvolved to obtain cell-based size factors using the scran package
(version 1.10.2) (125). Violin plots were generated in scater.
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Temporal circuit of macroscale dynamic brain activity
supports human consciousness
Zirui Huang1*, Jun Zhang2*, Jinsong Wu3, George A. Mashour1,4, Anthony G. Hudetz1,4
The ongoing stream of human consciousness relies on two distinct cortical systems, the default mode network
and the dorsal attention network, which alternate their activity in an anticorrelated manner. We examined how the
two systems are regulated in the conscious brain and how they are disrupted when consciousness is diminished.
We provide evidence for a “temporal circuit” characterized by a set of trajectories along which dynamic brain
activity occurs. We demonstrate that the transitions between default mode and dorsal attention networks are
embedded in this temporal circuit, in which a balanced reciprocal accessibility of brain states is characteristic of
consciousness. Conversely, isolation of the default mode and dorsal attention networks from the temporal circuit
is associated with unresponsiveness of diverse etiologies. These findings advance the foundational understanding
of the functional role of anticorrelated systems in consciousness.

Evidence from noninvasive functional neuroimaging studies has pointed
to two distinct cortical systems that support consciousness. The default
mode network (DMN) is an internally directed system that correlates
with consciousness of self, and the dorsal attention network (DAT)
is an externally directed system that correlates with consciousness
of the environment (1–7). The DMN engages in a variety of internally
directed processes such as autobiographical memory, imagination,
and self-referencing (6–8). The DAT, on the other hand, mediates
externally directed cognitive processes such as goal-driven attention,
inhibition, and top-down guided voluntary control (2, 6, 9). Moreover,
the DMN and DAT appear to be in a reciprocal relationship with
each other such that they are not simultaneously active, i.e., they are
“anticorrelated.” This anticorrelation is presumed to be vital for
maintaining an ongoing interaction between self and environment
that contributes to consciousness (5). Conversely, diminished anticorrelation between DMN and DAT activity has been reported in
humans when consciousness was suppressed by general anesthesia
(10, 11) and in neuropathological patients with disorders of consciousness (4, 12), supporting the hypothesis that a balance of the
internally and externally directed systems is important for waking
consciousness.
Despite some evidence for this temporal relationship, the anticorrelation of DMN and DAT over time has not been conclusively
demonstrated. First, the anticorrelation of functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) signals is generally inferred from temporally averaged functional connectivity, which does not allow a direct
assessment of the temporal dynamics of networks. Second, the criticism
has been raised that the anticorrelation of fMRI signals may be a byproduct of global signal regression (GSR)—a necessary preprocessing
step that most such studies have used (13–15). Therefore, the controversy
about GSR characteristic of conventional static connectivity analysis
prevents the unequivocal conclusion that the disruption of anticorrelation
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between DMN and DAT is a cause of disrupted consciousness.
Furthermore, even assuming anticorrelation, the dynamic relationship
of DMN and DAT to other networks of critical relevance to consciousness
has not been elucidated.
To fill this gap of knowledge, an analysis of dynamic brain activity
is necessary. Although the brain appears to engage in an ongoing
exploration of its repertoire of distinct states (16–20), i.e., dynamic
shaping and reshaping of functional brain configurations, it remains
largely unknown if there is a structured exploration of its repertoire
that is specific to the conscious versus unconscious brain. Accordingly,
we hypothesized that the alternation of DMN and DAT over time is
embedded in the ongoing exploration of all functional brain networks
and that a disruption of this exploration may account for the diminished
DMN-DAT anticorrelation when consciousness is suppressed. We
also hypothesized that, in the conscious brain, the dynamic switching
of networks including the DMN and DAT occurs along a set of
structured transition trajectories, what might be conceived of as a
“temporal circuit,” and that this temporal circuit is disrupted during
diminished consciousness.
We tested our hypotheses by analyzing resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI)
signals from a cohort of 98 participants and patients in conditions that included conscious resting state and various unresponsive
states induced by pharmacological (propofol and ketamine anesthesia, with distinct molecular targets) and neuropathological [unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS)] etiologies. Although these
conditions involve different molecular mechanisms, neural circuits,
and brain functions, they share a common behavioral end point, i.e.,
a general unresponsiveness to external voice commands. Here, we
conservatively use the term “unresponsiveness” instead of “unconsciousness” to allow for the possibility that covert or disconnected
consciousness could occur in the absence of behavioral response.
Combining data from different conditions allowed us to examine both
the common and specific (anesthetic agent– and neuropathologydependent) alterations of macroscale brain dynamics. We adopted
an unsupervised machine learning approach to capturing transient,
momentary coactivation patterns (CAPs) (21–24). The temporal dynamics of CAP transition trajectories were then analyzed as a Markov
process, and the transition probability, persistence, and accessibility
of CAPs were quantified. Last, we explored the stimulus modulations
of CAPs during different conditions in a subset (n = 37) of the main
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cohort and evaluated the specificity of our results in an independent
cohort of 248 participants consisting of healthy control participants
and patients with psychiatric disorders (schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and attention deficit/hyperactive disorder), who might have
altered brain networks but who were nonetheless conscious.
RESULTS

Suppression of DMN+ and DAT+ in various forms
of behavioral unresponsiveness
We first tested whether there are common associations between the
occurrence rates of CAPs (i.e., dividing the number of fMRI volumes
belonging to a given CAP by the total number of volumes per scan)
and level of responsiveness across various conditions. We found
significant positive correlations between the occurrence rates of
DMN and DAT (joint DMN+ and DAT+) and level of responsiveness for all datasets together (all pooled, rho = 0.58, P < 0.0001),
and individual datasets [propofol-SHH, rho = 0.64, P < 0.0001;
propofol-WI, rho = 0.43, P = 0.0017; ketamine, rho = 0.55, P = 0.0002;
neuropathological patients, rho = 0.73, P < 0.0001; false discovery
rate (FDR)–corrected at  < 0.05] (Fig. 2A). The correlations for
DMN+ and DAT+ alone yielded similar results. In contrast, for
instance, the occurrence rates of VIS+ and VAT+ (for propofol-SHH,
propofol-WI, and neuropathological patients) and GN+ and GN−
(for ketamine and neuropathological patients) showed negative
correlations with the level of responsiveness (see fig. S4 for scatterplots
and statistics).
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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Persistence and transitions between CAPs distinguish
conscious from behaviorally unresponsive conditions
To advance the field beyond the typical approach of describing static
patterns, we sought to delineate the temporal dynamics of these
CAPs and compare fully unresponsive conditions to baseline consciousness (Fig. 3, A and B, and see movie S1 for an illustration of
CAP temporal dynamics). First, we observed distinct characteristics
across different conditions in terms of preferred transitions (i.e., the
probability of transitioning between two distinct CAPs is higher
than a null model; see more details in Materials and Methods) and
nonpreferred transitions (i.e., lower than null). During the conscious
condition, the CAPs seemed to follow structured transition trajectories
with relatively balanced preferred and nonpreferred paths. Second,
in contrast, there were fewer trajectories reaching DMN+ and DAT+,
and the trajectories were monopolized by a few specific “hosts” such
as VIS+ and VAT+ during propofol-induced unresponsiveness
and patients with UWS and VIS+, VAT+, GN+, and GN− during
ketamine-induced unresponsiveness (Fig. 3C). Last, the CAP persistence probabilities, i.e., the probability of remaining in a given
CAP, for all conditions occurred significantly above the level of
chance (higher than a null model). However, compared to the
conscious condition, the persistence probabilities of the CAPs
were overall weaker during the unresponsive conditions (Fig. 3C).
Ketamine-induced unresponsiveness was associated with an increased
persistence of globally activated and deactivated brain states (GN+
and GN−).
These observations were supported by examining the entropy of
Markov trajectories (25, 26). This approach measured the descriptive
complexity of trajectories (in bits) between each pair of CAPs (Fig. 4A).
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We recorded fMRI data at two independent research sites in Shanghai
(SHH) and Wisconsin (WI), which generated four datasets (i.e.,
propofol-SHH, propofol-WI, ketamine, and neuropathological
patients) containing both control and test results (Fig. 1A). CAPs of
brain activity, i.e., sets of voxels simultaneously activated, were extracted from the entire dataset by k-means clustering algorithm (see
more details in Materials and Methods). We determined an optimized
number of CAPs (k = 8; from a search between 2 and 30) based on
the non-GSR data for our main analysis scheme, and other selections
of k (both with and without GSR) served as control analysis. This was
achieved by evaluating the clustering performance, trading off the
interdataset similarity (fig. S1) and visually inspecting the spatial patterns corresponding to major known functional networks (fig. S2).
The eight CAPs were classified as DMN+, DAT+, frontoparietal network (FPN+), sensory and motor network (SMN+), visual network
(VIS+), ventral attention network (VAT+), and global network of
activation and deactivation (GN+ and GN−) (Fig. 1B). The eight CAPs
could be divided into four pairs of “mirror” motifs, with a strong
negative spatial similarity (Pearson correlation coefficient: r = −0.97
to −1.00; Fig. 1C). For instance, the DMN+ was accompanied by
codeactivation of DAT (DAT−) and vice versa for DAT+ (DMN−).
The “antiphasic” relationship between those mirror motifs is to be
expected. Assuming that fMRI signals exhibit block correlation
structure and that voxels fluctuate in their amplitude over time,
then voxels will be “active” or “inactive” at different times with
respect to the correlation structure and moving in blocks. In addition,
the DMN+ and DAT+ were more spatially segregated (consisting
of 18 and 14 clusters), distributed across widespread cortical and
subcortical regions, compared to other CAPs (fig. S3). As expected,
the CAPs could capture the instantaneous phase synchronizations at
single-volume temporal resolution of fMRI (fig. S3).

We next examined the differences of CAP occurrence rates
between conditions. During unresponsive conditions, the occurrence
rates of DMN+ and DAT+ were significantly reduced (a summary
of statistics in table S1). As anticipated by the above correlation
analysis, this phenomenon was reproducible in two independent
datasets of propofol-induced unresponsiveness (propofol-SHH and
propofol-WI) and generalizable from propofol-induced unresponsiveness to ketamine-induced unresponsiveness and to patients with
minimally conscious state (MCS) and UWS (Fig. 2B). In addition,
the results were robust with respect to the choice of k in the k-means
clustering method and to the option of GSR or not during data
preprocessing (fig. S5).
We also found specific changes of CAP occurrence rates during
various unresponsive conditions. Comparing to the conscious
condition, an increased prevalence of VIS+ and VAT+ was seen
during propofol-induced unresponsiveness (Fig. 2C). An increased
prevalence of GN+ and GN−, as well as a decreased prevalence of
FPN+ and SMN+, respectively, was observed during ketamineinduced unresponsiveness (Fig. 2, D and E). The patients with UWS
shared those effects with propofol and ketamine anesthesia. Last, we
measured the state entropy characterizing the uniformity of the
occurrence rates of different CAPs. We found that the state entropy was
significantly reduced in all unresponsive conditions (P = 0.048 for
conscious condition versus propofol-induced unresponsiveness;
P = 0.005 for conscious condition versus ketamine-induced unresponsiveness; P = 0.022 for conscious condition versus patients
with UWS). This suggests that the distribution of CAP occurrence
rates tends to be less uniform (or imbalanced), and therefore more
stereotypic, during unresponsive conditions.
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A lower descriptive complexity from a starting point (initial CAP)
to its destination (final CAP) indicates a higher accessibility for the
destination. For example, if the transition probability from CAP i to
CAP j equals 1, then the entropy of trajectory from CAP i to CAP j
is 0 bits, reflecting the conditional determinism (i.e., high accessibility)
of that path. In contrast, if the transition probability from CAP i to
CAP j equals to 0, then CAP i must first transition to other CAPs to
end at CAP j. In this scenario, the entropy of trajectory from CAP i
to CAP j is higher (needs more bits), thus reflecting a higher uncertainty
or lower accessibility of that path. The key finding across these
various conditions is that unresponsiveness was associated with an
isolation (i.e., less accessibility) of DMN+ and DAT+ from the trajectory space, which is monopolized by a few giant attractors. More
specifically, compared to the conscious condition, propofol-induced
unresponsiveness and patients with UWS were characterized by
increased accessibility of VIS+ and VAT+ and decreased accessibility
of DMN+ and DAT+. Ketamine-induced unresponsiveness was
characterized by increased accessibility of GN+, GN−, VIS+, and VAT+
and decreased accessibility of DMN+, DAT+, FPN+, and SMN+
(Fig. 4, B and C). The main finding regarding the decreased accesHuang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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sibility of DMN+ and DAT+ during unresponsive states was robust
with respect to the choice of k and to the option of GSR or not
during data preprocessing (fig. S6).
Furthermore, the transition probability and entropy of Markov
trajectory matrices estimated from individual participants showed
predictive value in distinguishing conscious versus unresponsive
states. We did so by constructing a feature space based on these
matrices and subsequently training a classifier of support vector
machine (SVM; using sklearn.svm with default settings) by the
leave-one-participant-out cross-validation procedure. We found that
the SVM classifier achieved reliable performance. The mean classification accuracies for propofol versus conscious, ketamine versus
conscious, and patients with UWS versus conscious were, respectively, 0.81 (P < 0.001, permutation test), 0.83 (P < 0.001), and 0.93
(P < 0.001) based on the transition probability matrices and 0.77
(P < 0.001), 0.75 (P = 0.028), and 0.88 (P < 0.001) based on the
entropy of Markov trajectory matrices (fig. S7). We considered the
above machine learning analyses as exploratory in supporting
our major conclusions. Future investigations may be needed such as
comparing different machine learning models, parameter optimization,
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Fig. 1. Level of behavioral responsiveness across datasets and CAPs. (A) Dataset 1 (propofol-SHH) adopted Ramsay scale. Dataset 2 (propofol-WI) adopted observer’s
assessment of alertness/sedation (OAAS). Dataset 3 (ketamine) adopted a button press task for every 30 s. Reaction time (RT) in milliseconds with respect to each instruction
was recoded. By comparing the timing of verbal instruction and actual responsiveness during and after ketamine infusion, the periods during which a participant retained
responsiveness (PreLOR), loss of responsiveness (LOR), and recovery of responsiveness were determined. Dataset 4 (neuropathological patients) adopted Coma Recovery
Scale–Revised (CRS-R). Level of responsiveness is shown by the total score of six subscales (auditory, visual, motor, verbal, communication, and arousal). MCS, minimally
conscious state. Error bars indicate ±SD. (B) Spatial maps of eight CAPs. The CAPs consist of DMN+, DAT+, FPN+, SMN+, VIS+, VAT+, GN+, and GN−. (C) The eight CAPs
are composed of four pairs of mirror motifs with a strong negative spatial similarity, including DMN+ versus DAT+, VIS+ versus VAT+, FPN+ versus SMN+, and GN−
versus GN+.
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or multiclass classification, which are beyond the scope of the
current study.
Antiphasic coactivation accounts for anticorrelation
The reduced occurrence rates of antiphasic coactivation of DMN+
and DAT+ are consistent with the previously reported decreased
DMN-DAT anticorrelation in various unresponsive conditions
(4, 10–12). First, in line with those studies, we observed significantly
weakened DMN-DAT anticorrelation (GSR procedure was applied),
as well as weakened within-network functional connectivity for both
DMN and DAT, during propofol-induced unresponsiveness, ketamineinduced unresponsiveness, and in both MCS and UWS (Fig. 5A and
see fig. S8 for results of other CAPs). We observed a strong negative
correlation between the joint occurrence rates of DMN+ and DAT+
and the strength of DMN-DAT functional connectivity (r = −0.72,
P < 0.0001) across all participants, suggesting that the lower the CAP
prevalence in DMN+ and DAT+, the weaker the anticorrelation of
DMN-DAT (Fig. 5B). As expected, positive correlations were seen
between the joint occurrence rates of DMN+ and DAT+ and the
within-network functional connectivity for both DMN (r = 0.71,
P < 0.0001) and DAT (r = 0.65, P < 0.0001).
Note that the anticorrelation relationship between DMN and
DAT, as measured by conventional static functional connectivity,
was only seen when GSR was applied (fig. S8). Given that neither
the identification of antiphasic CAPs of DMN+ and DAT+ (Fig. S2)
nor the strong association between the occurrence rates of the two
CAPs and their anticorrelations relies on the GSR procedure (fig. S9),
it is plausible to assume that the anticorrelation structure underlying
fMRI signals is not an artifact due to GSR; instead, it is inherent
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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in the data and likely derives from the transient antiphasic CAPs.
Therefore, our results may provide a more dynamic (i.e., reflecting
transient neural events) and unbiased (i.e., avoiding the controversial
methodology of GSR) account for the anticorrelation phenomenon
commonly seen in fMRI signals and their associations with levels
of consciousness.
Stimulus modulations of CAPs and control analysis
in psychiatric patients
Next, we sought to provide additional support for the functional
and cognitive relevance of DMN+ and DAT+. Prior work suggests
that the DMN is associated with internally focused awareness and
can be suppressed when attention is shifted to external stimuli. The
suppression of DMN’s activation may be triggered by the activation
of other functional networks such as DAT and VAT during top-down
allocation of attention and/or detection of unexpected stimuli (9).
We thus hypothesized that, upon receiving external stimuli, the
CAP occurrence rates of DMN+ would be attenuated, while the
occurrence rates of other CAPs involved in stimulus processing would
be elevated during conscious wakefulness. We also hypothesized
that this modulation would be disrupted during reduced levels of
responsiveness, which are presumably accompanied by reduced
internal and/or external awareness. Accordingly, we investigated
the effect of stimulus modulations on the CAP occurrence rates
during different levels of responsiveness. We examined a subset
of participants in dataset 1 (propofol-SHH) and dataset 4 (neuropathological patients) that received auditory stimuli (e.g., verbal
names in propofol-SHH and verbal sentences in neuropathological
patients) without any requirement of motor response (27, 28). We
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Fig. 2. Occurrence rates of CAPs. (A) Spearman rank correlations between the occurrence rates of joint mirror motifs or individual CAPs and the level of responsiveness.
(B to E) The CAP occurrence rates in different conditions (conscious, intermediate, unresponsive, and recovered) and in different datasets. Intermediate conditions refer
to propofol light sedation, PreLOR of ketamine induction, and patients with MCS; unresponsive conditions refer to propofol general anesthesia and deep sedation,
LOR due to ketamine, and patients with UWS. Red squares in (A) and lines in (B) to (E) indicate significance at FDR-corrected  < 0.05. See fig. S4 and table S1 for full statistics. Error bars in (A) indicate 95% confidence interval, and error bars in (B) to (E) indicate ±SD.
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assigned each time point of the task dataset to a particular CAP
based on its maximal similarity to the CAP centroids derived from
the main cohort resting-state data. The purpose of doing this was to
make the results comparable and generalizable across datasets. As
predicted, auditory stimuli were associated with an attenuation of
CAP occurrence rates of DMN+ (as well as VIS+), with an elevated
CAP occurrence rate of VAT+ in both datasets only during conscious
conditions (Fig. 6, A and B). The results support that the DMN+
identified in our main cohort could be suppressed when the brain
attends to external stimuli, whereas this stimulus modulation was
corrupted during unresponsiveness (propofol-induced and patients
with UWS).
Last, we extended our observations from pharmacological and
neuropathological data to an open access dataset from a cohort
of patients with psychiatric disease (29). We assessed whether the
suppression of DMN+ and DAT+ is specific to the reduced level
of responsiveness as opposed to disorders of cognitive function
in general. Another motivation was to further understand the
ketamine-specific alterations in the CAP occurrence rates, as altered
states of consciousness induced by ketamine are often associated
with psychoactive effects and unique brain dynamics (30–32). Using
the same method applied in the task dataset (i.e., maximal similarity
to the predefined CAP centroids from the main cohort), we identified
eight comparable CAPs in the psychiatric cohort (Fig. 6C). There
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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were two main observations. First, we did not find any significant
difference between healthy control participants and patients with
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or attention deficit/hyperactive disorder
in the occurrence rates of DMN+ and DAT+. Second, we found that
the occurrence rates of GN+ and GN− were both significantly increased
in schizophrenic patients, while the occurrence rates of FPN+ and
SMN+ were both significantly decreased in patients with bipolar
disorder (Fig. 6D). Patients with attention deficit/hyperactive disorder
did not show any significant difference compared to healthy control
participants. Therefore, altered occurrence rates of DMN+ and DAT+
are specific to unresponsiveness (likely reflecting unconsciousness
in these experimental groups) and do not simply occur as a result of
any brain disorder. Furthermore, the results suggest that alterations
of the occurrence rates of FPN+, SMN+, GN+, and GN− induced by
ketamine are similar to those found in patients with schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder.
DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to determine the spatiotemporal dynamics
of prevalent functional brain networks in the conscious state and
their potential modification during unresponsiveness. Our results
revealed both common and distinct characteristics of brain activity in
anesthetized participants and neuropathological patients as compared
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Fig. 3. Transition probabilities among CAPs. (A) Full transition probability matrix for conscious condition (conscious), propofol-induced unresponsiveness (propofol),
ketamine-induced unresponsiveness (ketamine), and patients with UWS. The on-diagonal entries are referred to as the persistence probabilities. (B) Diagonal-free transition
probability matrix, where the off-diagonal entries are referred to as transition probabilities by controlling for autocorrelation due to the CAP’s persistence. (C) Schematic
illustration of the significant preferred paths (>null) and nonpreferred paths (<null) for conscious versus null, propofol versus null, ketamine versus null, and patients with
UWS versus null (all gray arrows). Red (higher than conscious condition) and green (lower than conscious condition) arrows indicate significant differences of persistence
probabilities and transition probabilities comparing to baseline consciousness. The null model for each condition and the differences between conditions were generated
by 1000 permutations across the entire dataset (see more details in Materials and Methods). Significance level was determined at P < 0.001 by considering multiple
comparison corrections (99.9th and 0.1th percentile of the null distributions; two-sided).
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Fig. 5. Antiphasic coactivation accounts for anticorrelation. (A) Conventional static functional connectivity between DMN and DAT and within-network connectivity
of DMN and DAT in different conditions (conscious, intermediate, unresponsive, and recovered) and in different datasets. Red lines indicate significance at FDR-corrected
 < 0.05. Error bars indicate ±SD. (B) Pearson correlations between the joint occurrence rates of DMN+ and DAT+ and the strength of DMN-DAT functional connectivity
(FC) (left), as well as within-network functional connectivity of DMN (middle) and DAT (right) across all participants.

to conscious conditions. The temporal prevalence of two CAPs,
DMN+ and DAT+, was suppressed in both propofol- and ketamineinduced unresponsiveness as well as in patients with UWS. The
changes specific to various unresponsive conditions included an
increased prevalence of antiphasic activation of VIS+ and VAT+
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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with propofol and an increased prevalence of global network activity
with ketamine. Patients with UWS shared the latter two effects. We
demonstrate that conscious brain activity is characterized by a set of
structured dynamic transition trajectories in which the accessibility
of distinct brain states is relatively balanced. In contrast, during
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Fig. 4. Descriptive complexity of trajectories among CAPs and their in-degree accessibility. (A) Descriptive complexity of trajectories (in bits) between each pair of
CAPs in the conscious condition (conscious), propofol-induced unresponsiveness (propofol), ketamine-induced unresponsiveness (ketamine), and in patients with UWS.
(B) Significant differences of the descriptive complexity of trajectories for propofol versus conscious, ketamine versus conscious, and patients with UWS versus conscious.
The null models were generated by 1000 permutations across the entire dataset. Significance level was determined at P < 0.001. (C) Schematic illustration for (A). The
accessibility of each CAP is defined as the inverse of descriptive complexity. The node size is proportional to in-degree accessibility. The Gephi Force Atlas layout algorithm
(https://gephi.org) was used.
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unresponsiveness, the trajectories are substantially altered such that
the DMN and DAT become isolated, and the trajectories become
monopolized by the visual, ventral attention, and global networks.
Common spatiotemporal characteristics during
behavioral unresponsiveness
A key finding of our study is the suppression of antiphasic activation of
DMN+ and DAT+ that occurred in various conditions of behavioral
unresponsiveness. Given that this result was obtained with different
anesthetic agents with distinct molecular targets and in nonanesthetized neuropathological patients, we are inclined to tentatively
conclude that DMN+ and DAT+ are two fundamental signatures
of consciousness. Our results provide a dynamic account of the
suppression of DMN+ and DAT+ prevalence during unresponsiveness.
First, the sequential maintenance of the CAPs (measured by their persistence probabilities) was overall weaker in the unresponsive conditions compared to the conscious condition. This suggests that, during
unresponsiveness, the brain states of DMN+ and DAT+ were less
stable. Second, during unresponsiveness, the DMN+ and DAT+ were
dissociated from the reciprocal relationship of CAPs that were instead
monopolized by VIS+, VAT+, GN+, and GN− (e.g., Fig. 3C). That is, it
became difficult, along with the increased complexity of trajectories
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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(less accessible), for the other CAPs to transition to DMN+ or DAT+
(e.g., Fig. 4C). This finding provides new understanding, in terms of
spatiotemporal brain dynamics, of how the previously known anticorrelation of DMN and DAT is diminished in unconsciousness (4, 10–12).
According to prior evidence from functional neuroimaging of
disorders of consciousness (4, 12) and anesthesia (10, 11), an anticorrelated activity of the DMN and DAT is associated with internal
versus external awareness (sometimes also referred to as disconnected
and connected consciousness, respectively). In addition, a behavioral
and neuroimaging experiment in healthy volunteers reported a
periodic shift from internal to external awareness associated with
the periodic neural activity in the DMN and DAT (8). Consequently,
in our results, the suppression of both DMN+ and DAT+ may indicate
a lack of both forms of awareness (internal and external) during
unresponsiveness. The observation that the degree of suppression
of the DMN+ and DAT+ was similar across the pharmacological
and neuropathological unresponsive conditions suggests that internal
and external awareness may be tightly interacting and the give-andtake relationship of the two systems may be particularly important
for normal levels of consciousness.
This interpretation is further supported by the results of stimulus
modulation at different levels of responsiveness. Upon receiving
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Fig. 6. Stimulus modulations of CAPs and control analysis in psychiatric patients. (A) Stimulus-induced CAP occurrence rate changes (against stimulus onset, t = 0)
in baseline conscious condition, light sedation, and general anesthesia (n = 15). Student’s t tests (against zero) for the CAP occurrence rate changes were performed
during the peak period of stimulus-evoked fMRI signal activity (4 to 6 s). Asterisks indicate significance at  < 0.05 after FDR correction. (B) Stimulus-induced CAP occurrence rate changes in healthy controls (n = 12), patients with MCS (n = 4), and patients with UWS (n = 6). (C) Spatial similarity of the eight CAPs between the main cohort
and psychiatric cohort data. (D) Comparisons of the CAP occurrence rates for healthy control participants (CONTROL) versus schizophrenic (SCHZ), bipolar disorder
(BIPOLAR), and attention deficit/hyperactive disorder (ADHD) patients by Student’s t tests. Red solid lines indicate significant group differences at  < 0.05 after FDR correction, and red dash lines indicate uncorrected significance at P < 0.05. Error bars indicate ±SD.
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auditory stimuli, the CAP occurrence rate of DMN+ was attenuated,
while the occurrence rate of VAT+ (involved in auditory stimulus
processing) was elevated only during conscious conditions. This
is consistent with our expectation that the DMN+, associated with
internal awareness, is suppressed when attention is shifted to external
stimuli. The occurrence rate of stimulus-related attenuation of the
DMN+ was not found in the unresponsive conditions (propofolinduced and patients with UWS). Although the DAT+ occurrence
rate was not increased by the auditory stimulus, this may be expected.
The DAT mediates top-down guided voluntary allocation of attention,
whereas the VAT is involved in detecting unattended or unexpected
stimuli and triggering shifts of attention (9). As the stimulus applied
in our study did not require voluntary execution, it did not, as
would be predicted, activate the DAT+ system.

Spatial characteristics of CAPs
We identified six CAPs encompassing the DMN+, DAT+, FPN+,
SMN+, VIS+, and VAT+ that resembled canonical resting-state
networks in agreement with previous studies (24, 37, 38). We also
identified two other CAPs with globally activated and deactivated
patterns (GN+ and GN−), which have been related to arousal or
vigilance fluctuations in the context of the global brain signal (35, 36).
GN+ and GN− were present without applying GSR (e.g., fig. S2).
Note that, compared to other CAPs, the DMN+ and DAT+ showed
the highest within-network anatomical segregation as they consisted
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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Methodologic strengths and limitations
Our approach has unique strengths. First, the k-means clustering
method can capture transient, temporally localized coactivations,
which reflect the underlying brain activity in a rather direct way
when compared to conventional time-averaged analysis. The clustering
procedure itself does not perform any transformation of the data,
holds a minimal set of assumptions and constraints, and is free from
the controversial aspects of GSR (21). The method thus allowed us to
reframe the known neural phenomenon—i.e., diminished, temporally
averaged DMN-DAT anticorrelation in unresponsiveness—into a
dynamic picture of brain activity where the DMN and DAT are
embedded in a chain of transient explorations among distinct brain
states. Second, the temporal dynamics of brain states were analyzed
as a Markov process. This method allowed us to quantify temporal
dependencies of brain states and their trajectories, leading us to form
the concept of a temporal circuit. Third, we combined an unsupervised
machine learning approach (k-means clustering) with a supervised
machine learning approach (i.e., maximal similarity to predefined
cluster centroids), when comparing our results from the main cohort
with another cohort. This method, with relatively low computational
cost, may have the potential for “big data” analysis rendering the
observations comparable and generalizable across multiple datasets
or research sites. This idea may be analogous to the seed-based
(supervised) functional connectivity analysis with a priori knowledge
of seed regions.
A few limitations of our study are recognized. First, coactivation
at the temporal resolution of 2 s is, at best, an indirect measure of
large-scale brain connectivity. Second, the neural origin of transient
CAPs remains unclear. Third, the richness of mental content and
cognitive process seems far beyond the repertoire of CAPs we can
detect. The functional association and the causal relationship between
CAPs and cognitive functions remain unclear. Fourth, the relationship
of CAP transitions to the fast transient topographical patterns of
electroencephalography (EEG) (39) and magnetoencephalography
(40), such as “microstates” on the order of 100 ms, remains to be
determined. However, recent studies of EEG during anestheticinduced unresponsiveness have used k-means clustering and Markov
analysis, suggesting that addressing the neurophysiologic time scale
with these techniques is tractable (41, 42). Fifth, the choice of k (the
number of CAPs) for clustering analysis was somewhat challenging.
Arguably, any reasonable choice would far underestimate the actual
diversity of meaningful brain states. The choice of k, in general,
is limited by the experimental approach and fMRI methodology.
Sixth, we found that the reduced occurrence rates of DMN+ and
DAT+ were accompanied by the decreased trajectory accessibility
of the two CAPs during unresponsiveness. This coincidence may be
expected. For instance, if other CAPs do not prefer to transition
to DMN+ or DAT+, then the occurrence rates of the two CAPs
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Distinct spatiotemporal characteristics during
behavioral unresponsiveness
In addition to the common effects across unresponsive conditions,
we observed some specific changes of CAP prevalence and transition
dynamics. During propofol-induced unresponsiveness, VIS+ and
VAT+ played a dominant role, where the prevalence of both CAPs
was increased compared to the conscious condition. They served as
attractors into which other CAPs transformed (e.g., Figs. 3C and
4C). As the VIS+ and VAT+ are at a relatively low or intermediate
level of hierarchical cortical functional organization (33), we speculate
that propofol may shift the hierarchical cortical functional organization
to a lower order. However, the validity of this speculation will
require more detailed investigations such as measuring the functional
gradient of networks under propofol anesthesia.
During ketamine-induced unresponsiveness, GN+ and GN−
increased their prevalence and persistence probabilities compared
to the conscious condition and served as attractors. The changes
were analogous to those of schizophrenic patients (e.g., Fig. 6D).
Prior studies have reported global hyperconnectivity of fMRI signals
in schizophrenic patients (34), as well as shared phenomenology
between schizophrenic symptoms and ketamine’s dissociative/
psychoactive effects (30, 32). All participants receiving ketamine
reported having dreams, and 8 of 12 participants in our study could
recall their hallucinations (e.g., flying on a cloud, weird smells,
taking an elevator, and thick mist) after recovery from anesthesia.
Therefore, we speculate that the dominance of GN+ and GN− in the
dynamic brain states may be associated with psychoactive effects.
In patients with UWS, the alterations of brain state dynamics
seemed to be situated in between propofol and ketamine anesthesia.
If we assume that the arousal of patients with UWS was relatively
preserved, unlike the suppression of arousal in propofol-induced
unresponsive participants, then the GN+ and GN− in UWS may
reflect, to some extent, arousal fluctuations (35, 36).

of 18 and 14 clusters, respectively, distributed across widespread
cortical and subcortical regions (e.g., fig. S3). We speculate that spatial
segregation is relevant for the higher-order abstract representations
necessary for conscious processing. This is supported by evidence
that the DMN and DAT are at a high position of a representational
hierarchy, with a widespread backbone, relatively far from the sensory
and motor systems in terms of both functional connectivity and
anatomical distance (33). This hierarchical disposition is thought to
allow the two systems to process transmodal information in a way
that is unconstrained by immediate sensory input.
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(regardless of its own repetitions or persistence) will be likely lower
than that of others. In this sense, the occurrence rates and transition
probabilities may offer two views of the same temporal dynamics,
whereas the information gained from the two quantities is partially
overlapped. Furthermore, if we assume that the transition probabilities
between CAPs are caused by certain neural mechanisms, then the occurrence rates are just statistical descriptions resulting from the
transition probabilities. The precise neural mechanisms and the
regulation of state transitions may be an important question for future investigations. Last, although our observations yield predictions
that can guide future work, an important caveat is that the specific
characteristics of CAPs in different states of consciousness were derived from rs-fMRI signals without subjective report of mental content. Therefore, the exact associations between those CAPs and
conscious contents remain to be systematically studied.

This study suggests that human consciousness relies on a specific
temporal circuit of dynamic brain activity characterized by balanced
reciprocal accessibility of functional brain states. The disruption of
this temporal circuit, exhibiting limited access to the DMN and DAT,
appears to be a common signature of unresponsiveness of diverse
etiologies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The fMRI data were recorded at two independent research sites
(Shanghai and Wisconsin), which generated four datasets containing
both control and test results. Dataset 1 included 23 participants during
baseline conscious condition, propofol light sedation, and propofol
general anesthesia collected in Shanghai, hereafter referred to as
propofol-SHH. Dataset 2 included 14 participants during baseline
conscious condition, propofol light sedation, propofol deep sedation,
and recovery, which was collected in Wisconsin, hereafter referred
to as propofol-WI. Dataset 3 included 12 participants during baseline
conscious condition, ketamine induction period before loss of responsiveness (PreLOR), loss of responsiveness (LOR) period, and recovery
of responsiveness period, hereafter referred to as ketamine. Dataset
4 includes 28 healthy controls (conscious condition), 8 patients
diagnosed in an MCS, and 13 patients diagnosed in an UWS/vegetative
state. This dataset, with patients of disorders of consciousness, was
referred to as neuropathological patients. To minimize misdiagnosis,
these states were defined by validated, objective scales as opposed to
clinical interpretation alone.
Dataset 1: Propofol-SHH
The dataset has been previously published using analyses different
from those applied here (28, 43). The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Huashan Hospital, Fudan
University. Informed consent was obtained from all participants
(n = 26; right-handed; male/female, 12/14; age, 27 to 64 years), who
were undergoing an elective transsphenoidal approach for pituitary
microadenoma resection. The pituitary microadenomas were diagnosed
by their size (<10 mm in diameter without growing out of the sella)
based on radiological examinations and plasma endocrinal parameters.
The participants were American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA)
physical status I or II, with no history of brain dysfunction, vital organ
dysfunction, or administration of neuropsychiatric drugs. They had
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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Dataset 2: Propofol-WI
The dataset has been previously published using analyses different
from those applied here (44). The IRB of Medical College of Wisconsin
(MCW) approved the experimental protocol. Fifteen healthy participants
(male/female, 9/6; age, 19 to 35 years) received propofol sedation.
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no contraindication to an MRI examination, such as vascular clips
or metallic implants. Among them, 3 participants had to be excluded
from the study and further data analysis because of excessive movements,
resulting in 23 participants for the following analysis.
Participants fasted for at least 8 hours from solid foods and 2 hours
from liquids before the study. Vital signs including blood pressure,
electrocardiography, pulse oximetry (SpO2), and partial pressure
of carbon dioxide were continuously monitored during the fMRI
study. The participants received propofol light sedation (17 of 23)
and general anesthesia (n = 23), during which intravenous anesthetic
propofol was infused through an intravenous catheter placed into a
vein of the right hand or forearm. Propofol was administered using
a target-controlled infusion (TCI) pump to obtain constant effectsite concentration, as estimated by the pharmacokinetic model of
propofol (Marsh model). Remifentanil (1.0 g/kg) and succinylcholine
(1.5 mg/kg) were administered to facilitate endotracheal intubation
under general anesthesia. TCI concentrations were increased in 0.1 g/ml
steps beginning at 1.0 g/ml until reaching the appropriate effect-site
concentration. A 5-min equilibration period was allowed to ensure
equilibration of propofol distribution between compartments.
The TCI propofol was maintained at a stable effect-site concentration
for light sedation (1.3 g/ml) and for general anesthesia (4.0 g/ml).
Behavioral responsiveness was assessed by the Ramsay scale. The
participants were asked to strongly squeeze the hand of the investigator.
The participant was considered fully conscious if the response to
verbal command (“strongly squeeze my hand!”) was clear and strong
(Ramsay 1 and 2), in mild sedation if the response to verbal command
was clear but slow (Ramsay 3 and 4), and in deep sedation or general
anesthesia if there was no response to verbal command (Ramsay
5 and 6). For each assessment, the Ramsay scale verbal commands were
repeated twice. The participants continued to breathe spontaneously,
with supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula, during conscious resting
state and light sedation. During general anesthesia, the participants
were ventilated with intermittent positive pressure ventilation, setting
a tidal volume at 8 to 10 ml/kg, a respiratory rate of 10 to 12 beats/min,
and maintaining partial pressure of end tidal CO2 at 35 to 45 mmHg.
Two certified anesthesiologists were present throughout the study and
assured that resuscitation equipment was always available. Participants
wore earplugs and headphones during the fMRI scanning.
rs-fMRI data acquisition consisted of three 8-min scans in baseline
conscious condition, light sedation, and general anesthesia. The
participant’s head was fixed in the scan frame and padded with
spongy cushions to minimize head movement. The participants
were asked to relax and assume a comfortable supine position with
their eyes closed during scanning (an eye patch was applied). They
were instructed not to concentrate on anything in particular during
the resting-state scan. A Siemens 3T scanner (Siemens MAGNETOM,
Germany) with a standard eight-channel head coil was used to acquire
gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) images of the whole brain
[33 slices; repetition time/echo time (TR/TE), 2000/30 ms; slice
thickness, 5 mm; field of view, 210 mm; flip angle, 90°; image matrix,
64 × 64]. High-resolution anatomical images were also acquired for
rs-fMRI coregistration.
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Dataset 3: Ketamine
The study was approved by the IRB of Huashan Hospital, Fudan
University. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Twelve right-handed participants were recruited (male/female, 7/5; age,
32 to 66 years), who were undergoing an elective transsphenoidal
approach for resection of a pituitary microadenoma. The patient
inclusion, anesthesia procedure, fMRI setting-up and scanning
parameters, and vital sign monitoring were the same as those of
propofol-SHH.
Ketamine was infused through an intravenous catheter placed
into a vein of the left forearm. Continues fMRI scanning was conducted throughout the whole experiment for about 1 hour, ranging
from 44 to 62 min (means ± SD, 54.6 ± 5.9 min). A 10-min baseline
conscious condition was first acquired (except for two participants
in which baseline condition was for 6 and 11 min). Then, 0.05 mg/
kg per min of ketamine was infused for 10 min (0.5 mg/kg in total),
and 0.1 mg/kg per min was infused for another 10 min (1.0 mg/kg
in total), except for two participants who only received 0.1 mg/kg
per min infusion for 10 min. After that, the ketamine infusion
was discontinued, and participants regained their responsiveness
spontaneously.
Behavioral responsiveness (button press) was assessed throughout
the entire fMRI scan. Specifically, participants were asked to press a
button using their right index finger after hearing a verbal instruction
“press the button.” The instruction was programmed to play every
30 s using E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA)
and was delivered via earphones designed for an MRI environment.
The volume of the headphones was adjusted for participant comfort.
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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By comparing the timing of verbal instruction and actual responsiveness
during and after ketamine infusion, the periods during which a
participant retained responsiveness (PreLOR), LOR, and recovery
of responsiveness were determined. The duration (means ± SD in
minutes) for each period across participants was 9.8 ± 1.0 for
baseline conscious condition, 12.5 ± 4.5 for PreLOR, 18.2 ± 7.6 for
LOR, and 14.1 ± 6.0 for recovery. In addition, reaction time with
respect to each instruction was recoded for quantitative analysis of
behavioral responsiveness.
Dataset 4: Neuropathological patients
The dataset has been previously published using analyses different
from those applied here (27, 43). The study was approved by the
IRB of Huashan Hospital, Fudan University. Informed consent was
obtained from the patients’ legal representatives and from the
healthy participants. The dataset included 21 patients (male/female,
18/3) with disorders of consciousness and 28 healthy control participants (male/female, 14/14). The patients were assessed using the
Coma Recovery Scale–Revised (45) on the day of fMRI scanning. Of
those assessed, 13 patients were diagnosed as having UWS, and 8 patients
were diagnosed as being in MCS. None of the healthy controls had
a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders nor were they
taking any kind of medication.
rs-fMRI data were acquired on a Siemens 3T scanner (Siemens
MAGNETOM, Germany). A standard eight-channel head coil was
used to acquire gradient-echo EPI images of the whole brain (33 slices;
TR/TE, 2000/35 ms; slice thickness, 4 mm; field of view, 256 mm;
flip angle, 90°; image matrix, 64 × 64). Two hundred EPI volumes
(6 min and 40 s) and high-resolution anatomical images were acquired.
Data preprocessing
Preprocessing steps were implemented in AFNI (Analysis of Functional
NeuroImages; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/). (i) The first two frames of
each fMRI run were discarded; (ii) slice timing correction; (iii) rigid
head motion correction/realignment within and across runs; frame-wise
displacement (FD) of head motion was calculated using frame-wise
Euclidean norm (square root of the sum squares) of the six-dimensional
motion derivatives (46). A frame and its each previous frame were
tagged as zeros (ones, otherwise) if the given frame’s derivative value
has a Euclidean norm above 0.4 mm of FD (44); (iv) coregistration
with high-resolution anatomical images; (v) spatial normalization into
Talairach stereotactic space; (vi) using AFNI’s function 3dTproject,
the time-censored data were high-pass filtered above 0.008 Hz. At
the same time, various undesired components (e.g., physiological
estimates and motion parameters) were removed via linear regression.
The undesired components included linear and nonlinear drift, time
series of head motion and its temporal derivative, binarized FD
time series (output data included zero values at censored time
points), and mean time series from the white matter and cerebrospinal
fluid; (vii) spatial smoothing with 6-mm full width at half maximum
isotropic Gaussian kernel; (viii) the time course per voxel of each
run was normalized to zero mean and unit variance, accounting for
differences in variance of non-neural origin (e.g., distance from head
coil). GSR was not applied for our main analysis, as we were motivated
to provide a dynamic and unbiased account for the anticorrelation
phenomenon commonly seen in conventional static functional
connectivity with GSR procedure. However, to evaluate the robustness
of our results against different processing schemes, we also performed
control analyses both with and without the GSR procedure.
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The OAAS (observer’s assessment of alertness/sedation) was applied
to measure the levels of behavioral responsiveness. During baseline
conscious and recovery conditions, participants responded readily to
verbal commands (OAAS score, 5). During light sedation, participants
showed lethargic response to verbal commands (OAAS score, 4).
During deep sedation, participants showed no response to verbal
commands (OAAS score, 2 and 1). The corresponding target plasma
concentrations vary across participants (light sedation, 0.98 ± 0.18 g/ml;
deep sedation, 1.88 ± 0.24 g/ml) because of the variability in individual
sensitivity to anesthetics. At each level of sedation, the plasma concentration of propofol was maintained at equilibrium by continuously
adjusting the infusion rate to maintain the balance between accumulation
and elimination of the drug. The infusion rate was manually controlled
and guided by the output of a computer simulation developed for
target-controlled drug infusion (STANPUMP) based on the pharmacokinetic model of propofol. Standard ASA monitoring was conducted
during the experiment, including electrocardiogram, noninvasive
blood pressure cuff, pulse oximetry, and end-tidal carbon dioxide gas
monitoring. Supplemental oxygen was administered prophylactically
via nasal cannula. One participant had to be excluded from the study
and further data analysis because of excessive movements, resulting
in 14 participants for the following analysis.
rs-fMRI data acquisition consisted of four 15-min scans in baseline
conscious condition, light and deep sedation, and recovery. A 3T
Signa GE 750 scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with a
standard 32-channel transmit/receive head coil was used to acquire
gradient-echo EPI images of the whole brain (41 slices; TR/TE,
2000/25 ms; slice thickness, 3.5 mm; field of view, 224 mm; flip
angle, 77°; image matrix, 64 × 64). High-resolution anatomical
images were also acquired for rs-fMRI coregistration.
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identifying a k with the best reliability of consistently identifying
conscious conditions across datasets and the best distinction of
conscious versus unresponsive conditions. Specifically, we determined
an optimized k (from a search between 2 and 30) by trading off the
interdataset similarity (measured by Euclidean distance) of the
averaged CAP occurrence rate distributions in each dataset. We
derived an index, (CC + UU)/(2 × CU), as the ratio of interdataset
similarity among conscious conditions (CC) and among unresponsive
conditions (UU) versus the interdataset similarity among conscious
and unresponsive conditions (CU) across the four datasets. We found
that k = 8 (non-GSR) yielded a high interdataset similarity among
conscious conditions and among unresponsive conditions, with a
low interdataset similarity among conscious and unresponsive
conditions. In addition, to further evaluate the choice of k, we
inspected the spatial patterns in terms of consistency and redundancy
from k = 2 to k = 16 with a step of two (fig. S2).
Transition matrix
For each condition, we concatenated all participants’ CAP time
series and computed the transition probability between each pair of
CAPs. These transition probability matrices can be described by a
Markov process, where the probability of CAP j (at time t + 1) is
determined by the CAP i (at time t). That is, we defined transition
probability between two CAPs to be the probability of transitioning
from state CAP i to CAP j, given that the current state is CAP i.
Those probabilities was encoded in a transition matrix with row
sums equal to 1 and the ijth elements of the matrix equal to the
number of transitions from CAP i to CAP j divided by the number
of occurrences of CAP i. We referred to the diagonal entries in the
full transition probability matrix as the persistence probabilities,
i.e., the probability of remaining in a given CAP. We referred to the
off-diagonal transition probability matrix as the transition probabilities,
i.e., the probability of transitioning between two distinct CAPs. The
off-diagonal transition probability matrix was calculated by removing
repeating CAPs in the time series to control for autocorrelation due
to the CAP’s persistence (24). Note that the censored time point of
head motion and the joint point between participants were tagged
with zeros, such that the transition from a CAP to zero or from zero
to a CAP was discarded in the above calculation. This may minimize
the head motion effect and avoid the contamination of noncontinued
data derived from concatenation.
Entropy of Markov trajectories
On the basis of the above off-diagonal transition probability matrices,
we quantified the entropy of Markov trajectories (25, 26). This
approach measured the descriptive complexity of trajectories (in bits)
between each pair of CAPs, e.g., routes starting from a particular
CAP and ending to another. A lower descriptive complexity from a
starting point (initial CAP) to its destination (final CAP) indicates a
higher accessibility for the destination. More specifically, the entropy
of Markovian trajectories is considered as a finite irreducible
Markovian chain with transition matrix P and associated entropy
rate H(X) = −∑i,j i Pij log Pij, where  is the stationary distribution
given by the solution of  = P. A trajectory Tij of the Markov chain
is a path with initial state i, final state j, and no intervening states
equal to j. The entropy H(Tii) of the random trajectory originating
and terminating in state i is given by H(Tii) = H(X)/i. Therefore,
the entropy of the random trajectory Tii is the product of the expected
number of steps 1/i to return to state i and the entropy rate H(X)
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CAP analysis
We adopted an unsupervised machine learning approach using
k-means clustering algorithm. It is a procedure for classifying a set
of objects (e.g., fMRI volumes) into different categories (e.g., patterns)
such that within category differences are smaller than across category
differences. Accordingly, we classified fMRI volumes into k clusters
based on their spatial similarity and thus produced a set of CAPs or
brain states (22, 24). Hence, the original fMRI (three-dimensional + time)
data were translated into a one-dimensional time series of discrete
CAP labels.
The above analysis was performed on the concatenated data of
69,010 fMRI volumes acquired from all 98 participants. There were
7.1% of the total volumes tagged as zeros based on the above motion
censoring procedure, which were not included in the following
analysis. Then, k-means clustering was performed to partition the
all fMRI volumes of the matrix (64,118 volumes × 6088 voxels) into
k clusters, which returned a 64,118 × 1 vector containing cluster
indices (i.e., CAP labels) for each fMRI volume. The distance between
two fMRI volumes was defined as one minus their Pearson’s correlation
coefficient of the intensity values across voxels (22, 24). The computational load of the k-means clustering increases quickly with the
number of fMRI volumes. As a trade-off between computational
cost and spatial resolution, the preprocessed fMRI data were downsampled to the spatial resolution of 6 mm by 6 mm by 6 mm while
preserving the original temporal resolution (2 s) before k-means
clustering.
After clustering, the fMRI volumes assigned to the same cluster
were simply averaged, resulting in k maps that we defined as CAPs.
These CAPs were then normalized by the SE (within cluster and
across fMRI volumes) to generate z-statistic maps, which quantify
the degree of significance to which the CAP map values (for each
voxel) deviate from zero (22). The spatial characteristics of those
CAPs were examined by counting the number of spatial clusters as
a function of threshold (z values; ranging from 1 to 100). A single
spatial cluster was defined as the nearest-neighbor clustering (faces
touching) encompassing at least six voxels, where positive and
negative voxels in each CAP were calculated separately. In addition,
we calculated the instantaneous phase synchrony for each CAP. For
each voxel’s time series, the instantaneous phase traces were calculated
using Hilbert transform. The phase synchrony across voxels as a
function of time was quantified by the Kuramoto order parameter.
Then, the phase synchrony values were sorted into k bins according
to the time series of CAP labels. The phase synchrony values within
each bin were averaged yielding the mean phase synchrony for
each CAP.
For each participant or each condition, the occurrence rate of
each CAP was quantified by the ratio of the number of volumes that
appeared versus the total number of volumes per scan. A challenge
for clustering analysis is the choice of k, i.e., the number of CAPs to
be extracted from the data. We evaluated the clustering performance
using a few indices including Silhouette, Calinski-Harabasz, DaviesBouldin, and Dunn for the data with and without GSR (fig. S1).
Broadly speaking, higher values of the Silhouette, Calinski-Harabasz,
and Dunn and a lower value of the Davies-Bouldin indicate a better
separation of clusters and more tightness inside the clusters. In line
with a previous study by Liu et al. (22), who used the dataset from
the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project, we also observed that
different clustering evaluation criteria yielded inconsistent recommendations. We next sought to adopt an alternative strategy by
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per step for the stationary Markov chain. The entropies H(Tij) is given
by H = K − K′ + H, where H is the matrix of trajectory entropies
Hij = H(Tij); K = (I − P + A)−1 (H* − H); K′ is a matrix in which the
ijth element Kij′ equals the diagonal element Kij of K; A is the matrix
of stationary probabilities with entries Aij = j; H* is the matrix of
single-step entropies with entries Hij* = H(Pi) = −∑k Pik log Pik; and
H is a diagonal matrix with entries (H)ii = H(X)/i. For further
details, see the seminar work by Ekroot and Cover (25), and the
MATLAB code is available at https://github.com/stdimitr/Entropy_
of_Markov_Trajectories.

Stimulus modulation
A subset of participants in propofol-SHH (n = 15) and neuropathological patients (n = 22; 12 healthy controls, 4 MCS, and 6 UWS)
received auditory stimuli. For propofol-SHH, an event-related design
was adopted with 60 names delivered in a pseudorandom order [see
more details in (28)]. Each audio clip (0.5 s) was followed by intertrial
intervals (ITIs) ranging unpredictably from 15.5 to 25.5 s (2-s step).
The participants were required to pay attention and passively listen
to the names without behavioral response or judgment. Three 18-min
fMRI scans were acquired for each level of responsiveness (baseline
conscious condition, light sedation, and general anesthesia). For
neuropathological patients, an event-related design was applied
with 160 sentences delivered in a pseudorandom order [see more
details in (27)]. Each audio clip (2 s) was followed by ITIs ranging
unpredictably from 8.0 to 12.0 s (2-s step). All participants were
instructed to silently answer the questions. Four 18-min fMRI scans
were acquired for each participant.
After applying the same fMRI data preprocessing pipeline, we assigned each time point of the task dataset to a particular CAP based on
its maximal similarity to the predefined CAP centroids from the main
cohort data. The purpose of doing this was to make the results comparable and generalizable across datasets. This also avoided the potential stimulus-evoked contamination in the definition of CAPs, if
otherwise resting state and task state were combined during k-means
clustering. The CAP occurrence rate was calculated across trials for
each time point following stimulus onset (t = 0) within the time window of 0 to 16 s for propofol-SHH and 0 to 10 s for neuropathological
patients. The CAP occurrence rates for each time point (per condition
and per participant) was corrected by subtracting the CAP occurrence
rate at t = 0, yielding a relative change against the stimulus onset.
Psychiatric dataset
The data were obtained from the OpenfMRI database. It is a shared
neuroimaging dataset from the University of California, Los Angeles
Huang et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz0087
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Statistical analysis
We performed Spearman rank correlations between the occurrence
rates of joint mirror motifs and individual CAPs, with the level of
responsiveness. Conscious and recovery conditions were ranked
at 3, intermediate conditions (propofol light sedation, PreLOR of
ketamine induction, and patients with MCS) were ranked at 2, and
unresponsive conditions (propofol general anesthesia and deep
sedation, LOR due to ketamine, and patients with UWS) were ranked
as 1. In addition, Student’s t tests (paired sample for propofol-SHH,
propofol-WI, and ketamine; unpaired sample for neuropathological patients; two-sided) on the CAP occurrence rates were performed
between conditions in each dataset. FDR correction ( < 0.05) was
applied to correct for multiple comparisons.
To examine whether the persistence probabilities significantly
deviated from uniformly random sequences, we generated null
CAP time series by 1000 permutations, randomly and uniformly
exchanging CAP positions in time, across the entire dataset. This
null model was only used for assessing the statistical significance of
CAP persistence for each condition alone (e.g., conscious state) but
not for between conditions (see below). Because of the strong autocorrelation of fMRI signals, the CAP persistence probability shall be
expected to be significantly higher than the null distribution. Therefore,
this permutation test served as a proof of principle, which is not of
interest in this study. To examine whether the transition probabilities
and entropies of Markov trajectories significantly deviated from
uniformly random sequences for a given condition (e.g., conscious
state) and to examine the differences between conditions (e.g.,
conscious versus propofol) for transition probabilities, entropies of
Markov trajectories, and persistence probability, we generated
another null CAP time series by controlling the autocorrelation of
fMRI signals (24). That is, we preserved dwell times (approximately
preserved autocorrelative properties) but otherwise permutated
CAP cluster labels 1000 times across the entire dataset. Accordingly,
the transition probabilities, entropies of Markov trajectories, and
persistence probabilities for each surrogate condition (corresponding
to the null time series) were calculated 1000 times to form null
distributions for each condition. The deviation of each condition
from null (except for the persistence probability that was tested
by the first null model) and the deviation of differences between
conditions from the null differences were determined at the significance
level of P < 0.001 by considering multiple comparison corrections
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Conventional static functional connectivity analysis
We defined functional networks based on the identified CAPs. As a
CAP may include antiphasic coactivations (e.g., voxels with positive
or negative values), presumably representing two anticorrelation
networks, we thus only extracted the positive voxels within each
CAP and binarized them to form a mask of a given network. Withinnetwork connectivity was defined as the averaged Pearson correlation
coefficients (Fisher’s z-transformed) between all pairs of voxels
within the network, and between-network connectivity was calculated
by averaging the Pearson correlation coefficient between all pairs of
voxels from different networks (i.e., excluding within-network voxel
pairs). Both measurements were calculated for data with and without
GSR procedure.

Consortium from Neuropsychiatric Phenomics (29). The original
dataset included 272 participants encompassing healthy individuals
(n = 130) and individuals with psychiatric disorders including
schizophrenia (n = 50), bipolar disorder (n = 49), and attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (n = 43). Participants were excluded if
they had no T1 images or resting-state data, the overall head motion
range was above 3 mm, or the data had insufficient degree of freedom
after band-pass filtering and motion scrubbing. This resulted in 116,
44, 49, and 39 participants for healthy individuals, schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, respectively,
in our analysis (248 in total).
As mentioned above, using maximal similarity to the predefined
CAP centroids, we classified individual fMRI volumes into eight
CAPs informed by the k-means clustering approach from main cohort
data. Accordingly, this produced a time series of discrete CAP labels
per participant. The occurrence rates of each CAP per participant
were calculated.
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(99.9th and 0.1th percentile of the null distributions; two-sided).
Considering that our focus was the common and specific alterations
between conscious and various unresponsive conditions, we did not
assess the intermediate conditions (e.g., propofol light sedation,
PreLOR during ketamine induction, and patients with MCS) and
recovery conditions. We also collapsed the conscious conditions
across the four datasets, and collapsed propofol-induced unresponsiveness of propofol-SHH and propofol-WI, to reduce the complexity
of comparisons. These yielded four conditions with one conscious
and three unresponsive conditions: propofol, ketamine, and patients
with UWS.
For conventional static functional connectivity analysis, grouplevel t tests (two-sided) on the functional connectivity values were
performed, and significance was determined at FDR-corrected  < 0.05.
For stimulus modulation analysis, Student’s t tests (against zero;  < 0.05,
FDR corrected; two-sided) for the CAP occurrence rate changes
were performed during the peak period of stimulus-evoked fMRI
signal activity (4 to 6 s) at the group level. For psychiatric dataset, comparisons of the CAP occurrence rates for healthy individuals versus
schizophrenia, healthy individuals versus bipolar disorder, and healthy
individuals versus attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder were performed at the group level by independent sample t tests (two-sided;
 < 0.05, FDR corrected).
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T cell engagement of cross-presenting microglia
protects the brain from a nasal virus infection
E. Ashley Moseman1,2*†, Alexa C. Blanchard1*, Debasis Nayak3, Dorian B. McGavern1†

INTRODUCTION

Viral infections of the central nervous system (CNS) can be devastating when not properly contained (1, 2). Because the CNS contains
irreplaceable postmitotic cells, it is protected by several physical
barriers that limit pathogen access into the CNS, including the bloodbrain barrier (BBB), blood cerebrospinal fluid barrier (BCSFB), and
skull, among others. In addition, immune responses in this compartment are heavily regulated (3). Viruses, in turn, use several approaches to bypass these barriers such as direct infection of the BBB,
invasion of peripheral nerves followed by transport into the CNS,
and “trojan horse” entry via surveying immune cells (4). One especially vulnerable route that viruses use to invade the CNS is via olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) within the nasal cavity.
OSNs lie within the mucosal upper airway surface, which is constantly exposed to environmental pathogens. However, the olfactory
epithelium (OE) lining the nasal turbinates is unique in that this
mucosal surface provides access for viruses to enter the CNS. Unlike
the neighboring respiratory epithelium, the OE contains thousands
to millions of OSNs (depending on the species) that are the predominant cell type within the olfactory neuroepithelial surface. Although
the OSN cell bodies lie beneath a layer of supporting or sustentacular
cells, they extend a ciliated dendrite into the mucus lined airway
space. Odorant information gathered from the external environment
is conveyed via OSN axons within the turbinates through the specialized cribriform plate at the front of the skull and into the olfactory
bulb (OB) of the brain (5). However, this anatomical arrangement
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also results in OSNs serving as a direct single-cell route for neuroinvasion. Pathogens that infect OSNs can be shuttled intracellularly
along OSN axons directly into the brain. The intracellular passage
via OSNs into the brain allows invading pathogens to “tunnel under
the castle wall” and evade classical CNS barriers that typically shield
the brain. Thus, the olfactory route of infection is especially vulnerable to neurotropic viruses (6, 7).
The immune response to viruses must be appropriately balanced
between pathogen clearance and limiting tissue damage. This balance is especially important in the CNS because most neurons are
unable to regenerate, and damage can result in permanent damage
to neural networks (1). Although virus-induced cytopathology poses a serious concern to the CNS, immune-mediated cellular damage
via perforin/granzyme poses a similar threat to neuronal integrity.
Therefore, noncytolytic viral clearance via cytokines, especially interferons (IFNs), are believed to play an important role in CNS viral
control (8–10). Type I IFN (IFN-I) is critical to the innate defense
against most viruses (11) and also plays an important role in priming adaptive immune responses (12, 13). On the other hand, IFN,
which is primarily produced by lymphocytes [CD8+, CD4+, and
natural killer (NK) cells], plays a dominant role in the control of
CNS viral infections (14–17). Tumor necrosis factor– (TNF) has
also been shown to facilitate noncytolytic clearance (18–20).
Upper airway infections are a ubiquitous part of human life, and
although many viruses infect the respiratory system (e.g., influenza,
rhinovirus, coronavirus, and respiratory syncytial virus), several of
these viruses can also infect the OE. In this study, we used vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV) as a model for nasal infection because of its
ability to target the OE preferentially over the respiratory epithelium
(21)—a preference shared by herpes simplex virus (HSV) (22). Several other viruses can also infect the OE, including mouse hepatitis
virus (MHV) (23), parainfluenza (24), Japanese encephalitis virus
(JEV) (25), and influenza virus (6, 26). Whereas seasonal influenza
is typically an infection of respiratory epithelium (27), some more
1 of 13
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The neuroepithelium is a nasal barrier surface populated by olfactory sensory neurons that detect odorants in the
airway and convey this information directly to the brain via axon fibers. This barrier surface is especially vulnerable
to infection, yet respiratory infections rarely cause fatal encephalitis, suggesting a highly evolved immunological
defense. Here, using a mouse model, we sought to understand the mechanism by which innate and adaptive immune cells thwart neuroinvasion by vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), a potentially lethal virus that uses olfactory
sensory neurons to enter the brain after nasal infection. Fate-mapping studies demonstrated that infected central
nervous system (CNS) neurons were cleared noncytolytically, yet specific deletion of major histocompatibility
complex class I (MHC I) from these neurons unexpectedly had no effect on viral control. Intravital imaging studies
of calcium signaling in virus-specific CD8+ T cells revealed instead that brain-resident microglia were the relevant
source of viral peptide–MHC I complexes. Microglia were not infected by the virus but were found to cross-present
antigen after acquisition from adjacent neurons. Microglia depletion interfered with T cell calcium signaling and
antiviral control in the brain after nasal infection. Collectively, these data demonstrate that microglia provide a
front-line defense against a neuroinvasive nasal infection by cross-presenting antigen to antiviral T cells that noncytolytically cleanse neurons. Disruptions in this innate defense likely render the brain susceptible to neurotropic
viruses like VSV that attempt to enter the CNS via the nose.
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RESULTS

Virus infection of the olfactory epithelial leads to
rapid neuroinvasion
To more precisely understand how neurotropic viruses invade the
CNS after infection of the OE, we inoculated mice intranasally with
VSV expressing DsRed (VSV-DsRed). This approach enabled us to
monitor the distribution and spread of the virus in olfactory tissue.
Confocal imaging of coronal whole head sections (fig. S1) revealed
24 hours after intranasal infection that there was widespread viral
replication within OSNs in the OE (Fig. 1, A and C). After intranasal inoculation, VSV moves from the OE into the OB where it is
typically halted at the glomerular layer (10). At day 6 after infection,
we observed robust VSV-DsRed signal in outer nerve layer, which
are peripheral nerves that project into the OB (Fig. 1, B and D). We
also observed virus in the OB glomerular layer, indicating invasion
of the brain parenchyma (Fig. 1, B and D). Quantification of viral
titers in the OB revealed that VSV was very efficient at gaining
access to the brain via this intranasal route (Fig. 1E). Viral titers
reached ~104 plaque-forming units (PFU) at 24 hours and climbed
to ~105 PFU on day 6 before being extinguished by day 8.
To protect the CNS, noncytolytic viral clearance is often favored
in this compartment (36). However, because VSV is a cytopathic
virus, it was unclear whether this lifecycle could be halted once initiated. To determine whether a cytopathic virus could be cleared
noncytolytically from the brain, we generated a recombinant of
VSV expressing iCre-recombinase (VSV-iCre). We then conducted
fate-mapping studies by infecting floxed Stop TdTomato reporter
(Stopfl/fl TdTomato) mice with this recombinant virus. We observed
dense patches TdTomato+ cells with a definitive neuronal morphology in the OB at late time points (>40 days) (Fig. 1F and fig. S2),
long after infectious virus was cleared from this compartment
(Fig. 1E). These data indicate that VSV can be noncytolytically cleared
from the OB, although it does not exclude the possibility that some
cells are cytolytically cleared as well.
Moseman et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eabb1817 (2020)
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Intranasal VSV infection induces a robust immune response
in the olfactory system
Except for patches of bone marrow within the turbinate bones, the
naïve OE as shown in coronal head sections (fig. S1A) contains few
hematopoietic cells (Fig. 2A); however, after nasal infection, widespread VSV replication within the OE provoked robust inflammatory cell infiltration. CD45+ leukocytes were observed in the OE
as early as day 2, and infiltration elevated massively by day 6 after
infection (Fig. 2A). At this time point, virus and leukocytes were
found in OE and in the airways. This was associated with substantial OE degradation and dissociation from the lamina propria
(Fig. 2, A and B).
Under steady state, the OB is defended in part by resident microglia; however, the arrival of VSV into this compartment via
OSNs is associated with a large influx of peripherally derived immune cells that surrounded infected glomeruli (Fig. 2, A and C to E).
This response was dominated by neutrophils and NK cells during
the first 3 days, which were superseded by CD8+ T cells and Ly6Chi
monocytes at day 6 after infection (Fig. 2E). CD4+ T cells also
arrived at this time point. At day 8 after infection, T cell and monocyte numbers increased further within the OB (Fig. 2E). To track
the recruitment of virus-specific CD8+ T cells to the OB, we seeded
mice intravenously with 3000 mCerulean+ OT-I and then infected
them intranasally with VSV–ovalbumbin (OVA). VSV-specific CD8+
T cells were primed and proliferated in the draining cervical lymph
nodes and spleen and increased steadily over time in the OB (Fig. 2F).
These data demonstrate that the OB mounts a robust immunological
defense against intranasal VSV infection.
T cells and antiviral effector molecules protect against fatal
VSV encephalitis
VSV titers in the OB are controlled between days 6 and 8 after infection (Fig. 1E), which coincided with the arrival of antiviral T cells
(Fig. 2, E and F). We therefore sought to better understand the role
of these T cells in preventing the fatal spread of VSV from olfactory
glomeruli throughout the brain. We used survival rather than viral
titers as an initial screen because we wanted to identify components
of the OB antiviral defense that prevent induction of fatal disease
after intranasal infection. Consistent with a previous study that used
Balb/c mice (nu/nu) to demonstrate a role for T cells in controlling
VSV (29), we found that a fraction of C57BL/6J mice depleted of
either CD8 + or CD4 + T cells developed fatal VSV encephalitis
(Fig. 3A). In addition, depletion of both T cell subsets induced fatal
disease in nearly all mice infected intranasally with VSV. Consistent
with this observation, we found increased viral titers in the OB
(Fig. 3B) and caudal brain (Fig. 3C) of T cell–depleted mice at day 8
after infection. In addition, although VSV–green fluorescent protein (GFP) was largely confined to the outer nerve layer and glomeruli
of control mice (Fig. 3, D and F), T cell depletion promoted movement of VSV-GFP to other brain regions, including the rostral migratory stream and brainstem (Fig. 3, D and F). T cell depletion also
allowed VSV-GFP to invade deeper layers of the OB, such as the
mitral cell layer (Fig. 3E).
We next examined the effector mechanisms involved in preventing fatal VSV encephalitis. Mice deficient in TNF, IFN, or perforin
(PRF1) all showed modest reductions in survival comparable with
that observed in mice depleted with anti-CD8 or CD4 antibodies
(Fig. 3G). None of these knockout mice phenocopied the incidence
of fatal disease observed in mice receiving anti-CD8/4–depleting
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pathogenic strains are clearly able to target OSNs (26). Highly pathogenic avian influenza H5N1 prefers to replicate within the OE (28).
We undertook this study to better understand the mechanisms
by which a cytopathic virus that infects the OE is contained and ultimately prohibited from spreading throughout the CNS. Intranasal
VSV infection can induce a potent encephalitis that varies in outcome depending on the age and strain of the infected animal (29).
After nasal infection, VSV is transported from the airway via the OE
into the CNS, where it is initially observed within the OB (30). Virus
replication is usually halted at the glomerular layer of the OB where
OSN projections enter (10); however, the virus can sometimes move
into deeper regions of the OB and throughout the CNS. VSV that
escapes this OSN-glomerular junction is believed to use retrograde
axon transport and the ventricular system to move caudally in the
CNS (31). It is known that IFN-I (32, 33), B cells (33, 34), and
antiviral T cells (29, 35) all play a role in containing VSV. In this
study, we monitored the in vivo activities of CD8+ T cells in the
anatomical site where VSV is typically contained within the OB
(glomeruli) and probed for the most functionally relevant source(s)
of antigen presentation that result in noncytolytic VSV control in
neurons. Unexpectedly, an innate immune cell that is never infected by the virus (microglia) served as a key player in the control of
virus in neurons.
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Fig. 1. VSV rapidly travels from the nasal turbinates into the OB where it is controlled noncytolytically. (A and
B) Representative confocal micrographs of coronal head sections (see fig. S1) show the nasal airway, OE, cribriform
plate (white dotted line), and OBs from OMP-GFP mice on days 1 (A) and 6 (B) after intranasal VSV-DsRed (green) infection (OMP-GFP in red, nuclei shown in blue). (C and D) Higher magnification images show the virus invading the
OE at day 1 (C) and OB via the outer nerve layer at day 6 (D). Anatomical structures such as the airway, OE, olfactory
nerve layer (ONL), glomerular layer (GL), and mitral cell layer (MCL) are annotated in these images. (E) Time course of
viral titers represented as PFU per OB after intranasal VSV infection (means ± SD; n = 4 to 5 mice per time point; data
representative of three independent experiments). (F) Confocal micrographs of a cleared OB from a VSV-iCre infected
Stopfl/fl tdTomato reporter mouse 50 days after intranasal infection.

antibodies (Fig. 3A). To determine whether expression of the IFNR
was required on infected cells, we inoculated floxed IFNR with
VSV-iCre (Fig. 3H). This, however, did not reduce survival, indicating that IFNR is not required on infected cells to elicit antiviral
control. Collectively, these data suggest that there are redundant
effector mechanisms controlling VSV within the OB.
Antiviral CTLs have slowed motility within the infected OB
Although it is likely, based on our depletion studies, that CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells exert complementary antiviral programs after infection (Fig. 3A), we decided to focus in more detail on the CD8+ T cell
compartment because their major histocompatibility complex class I
(MHC I) restriction offered the possibility of studying a broader selection of potential target cells. We initially examined VSV-specific
versus bystander CD8+ T cell dynamics in the living OB at day 6 or
7 after infection. We selected these time points because viral titers in
Moseman et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eabb1817 (2020)
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CTLs engage cognate antigen on an uninfected
brain-resident cell population
To more accurately assess antigen encounters by virus-specific
CD8+ T cells in vivo, we devised an approach to monitor T cell
calcium flux by TPM. T cell recognition of cognate peptide MHC
complexes results in a rapid increase in intracellular calcium levels
(41). We therefore generated OT-I and P14 cells expressing mTomato
(to label the plasma membrane) and GCaMP6s—a fluorescent calcium concentration indicator protein (13). Six days after intranasal
infection with VSV-OVA, calcium flux was visible in virus-specific
CD8+ T cells that had infiltrated and were surveying the OB
(Fig. 5, A, B, and D, and movie S3). Calcium flux was rarely observed in infiltrating bystander P14 CD8+ T cells, indicating that
T cell calcium flux is a good surrogate for cognate peptide MHC
recognition (Fig. 5B) (13). We also observed that calcium fluxing
virus-specific OT-I CD8+ T cells had reduced instantaneous velocities
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C

the OB declined rapidly between days 6
and 8 after infection (Fig. 1E), and we
wanted to understand the mechanism
by which this occurred. One day before
VSV-OVA infection, B6 mice were seeded
with 3000 mCerulean+ OT-I cells that
served as the virus-specific CD8+ T cell
population. Bystander cells were generated
by seeding a separate group of B6 mice
with orange fluorescent protein–positive
(OFP+) P14 cells, which are specific to
the glycoprotein of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) (37). These
mice were then infected intraperitoneally with LCMV Armstrong, and at
day 7, effector OFP+ P14 cells were harvested from the spleen and transferred
into VSV-GFP-OVA–infected mice 1 day
before imaging. mCerulean+ OT-I (VSVspecific) and OFP+ P14 (bystander) cells
were imaged simultaneously by intravital
two-photon microscopy (TPM) through
a thinned skull preparation (38, 39) made
above the OB. This technique allowed
us for the first time to analyze antiviral
T cell behavior in the virally infected
OB. After VSV-GFP-OVA infection, virusspecific CD8+ T cells moved rapidly along,
between, and across infected axon tracts
in the outer nerve layer and within the
glomeruli (Fig. 4, A and B, and movies
S1 and S2). Quantification of T cell track
velocities in two-photon time lapses revealed that virus-specific CD8+ T cells
had reduced track velocities relative to
bystander T cells imaged in the same
OB (Fig. 4, C and D). In addition, virusspecific CD8+ T cells also had a lower
motility coefficient and higher arrest
coefficient (Fig. 4D), all suggesting that
these cells were encountering antigen
locally (40).
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Fig. 2. Intranasal VSV infection drives massive immune cell infiltration into the OE and OB. (A) Representative
whereas the infiltrating hematopoietic
confocal images of coronal head sections (see fig. S1) show the distribution of CD45+ leukocytes (red) in OE/OBcompartment was MHC I sufficient. The
uninfected mice relative to days 2 and 6 after intranasal VSV-GFP (green) infection. Cell nuclei are shown in blue.
percentage of donor-derived hemato(B) Confocal micrograph depicting CD45+ infiltration into the VSV-eGFP–infected olfactory turbinates 6 days after
poietic cells in the blood of these mice
infection. Note that the airway space denoted with white asterisk and white dotted lines is filled with cells and virus.
(C) A confocal micrograph from a day 6 infected OB shows VSV-GFP in the glomerular layer (GL) and outer nerve
was 99.2 ± 0.4%, demonstrating nearlayer (ONL). (D) Confocal micrograph of day 6 VSV-eGFP–infected OSN terminals. Asterisks denote individual glomeruli
complete chimerism. The overall frewithin the OB. (E) Graph depicts the kinetics of inflammatory cell infiltration into the VSV-infected OB. The following
quency of cytotoxic lymphocyte (CTL)
markers were used to identify the different immune subsets after first gating on living, CD45+ cells: neutrophils
calcium flux dropped significantly in mice
int
hi
+
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+
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(Ly6C , Ly6G , CD11b ) and monocytes (Ly6C , CD11b ); NK cells (NK1.1 , TCR ), CD4 T cells (TCR , CD4 , CD8 ),
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+
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+
relied primarily on a radiation-resistant
living, CD45.1 , CD8 , mTomato (means ± SD; n = 4 to 5 mice per time point; two independent experiments).
brain cell population rather than infiltrating hematopoietic cells (Fig. 5H). VSV
relative to the cells that were not fluxing (Fig. 5C), which is consistent is known to infect neurons, but MHC I is expressed at very low
with studies showing that T cell antigen recognition is associated levels on these cells (43, 44). We nevertheless set out to evaluate the
importance CTL-neuronal interactions in controlling an intranasal
with decreased motility (40).
We next classified virus-specific CD8+ T cell interactions in VSV infection. To address this question, we generated a conditional
the virally infected OB into two groups based on velocity. “Kinetic” 2-microglobulin (2M) mouse in which the exons 2 and 3 are
interactions were defined by continued T cell motility while fluxing flanked by loxP sites (floxed 2M) (fig. S4A). 2M is an essential
calcium, whereas “stable” interactions were characterized by a relative component of the MHC I surface complex, and thus, removal
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Microglia within the infected
OB are activated and present
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Fig. 3. T cells prevent fatal VSV neuroinvasion after intranasal infection. (A) Survival curves of isotype control,
hematopoietic cells as well as perivasCD4-, CD8-, or CD8/CD4-treated mice after intranasal VSV infection (n = 28 mice for isotype; n = 10 for CD4
cular and meningeal macrophages are
depleted, P = 0.0183; n = 11 for CD8 depleted, P = 0.0263; n = 31 mice for CD8/4 depleted, P < 0.0001; two independent
experiments). (B and C) Viral titers from the OB (B) and remaining cerebrum (C) of isotype control or T cell–depleted
GFP negative. Six days after intranasal
mice 8 days after intranasal VSV infection (n = 4 mice per group; two independent experiments; *P = 0.0286, **P = 0.008).
infection with VSV-OVA, we used inBlack lines denote means ± SD. (D) Representative confocal micrographs of sagittal brain sections (see fig. S1B) from
travital microscopy to identify calcium
an isotype control (left) or T cell–depleted mouse (right) 8 days after intranasal VSV-eGFP infection. (E) Representative
flux induced by antiviral CD8+ T cell
confocal micrographs of viral escape from the glomerular layer within T cell–depleted OBs after VSV-eGFP infection.
engagement in the OB (movie S4). We
(F) Quantification of VSV-eGFP signal in the forebrain and hindbrains of isotype control or T cell–depleted animals
then quantified the frequency of CD8+
(n = 8 per group; three independent experiments; *P = 0.02). Black lines denote means ± SD. (G) Survival curves for
T cell antigen recognition (calcium flux)
VSV-OVA–infected control, antibody-treated mice, and genetically deficient mouse strains (n = 40 mice for control;
−/−
−/−
−/−
−/−
occurring in contact with microglia vern = 20 for TNF , P < 0.0021; n = 9 for IFNAR , P < 0.0001; n = 20 for IFN , P = 0.02; n = 23 for PRF1 ; P = 0.1039;
sus unlabeled space within the OB. This
data are pooled from six independent experiments). (H) Survival curves for control and floxed IFNR mice infected
study revealed that ~72% of CD8+ T cell
intranasally with VSV-iCre (n = 10 mice for control; n = 9 mice for floxed IFNR; P = 0.3657; two independent experiments).
calcium flux occurred in contact with a
CX3CR1gfp/+ microglia (Fig. 6, C and D,
severely impairs presentation of class I peptides (45). We infected and movie S4), suggesting that microglia are indeed presenting cog“conditional 2M” mice with VSV-iCre to remove the possibility nate peptide MHC I complexes to virus-specific T cells. The interthat infected cells engage in direct antigen presentation to CD8+ action partner for the remaining CTL calcium flux events (~28%) is
T cells. Infection with VSV-iCre resulted in deletion of 2M from the not known; however, we noted that the within the OB of the bone
Days postinfection
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OSNs. We labeled OSNs within the OE
by injecting fluorescent cholera toxin B
(CTB) intranasally into olfactory marker
protein-GFP (fig. S5C) or CX3CR1gfp/+
mice (Fig. 7A) (47). Ten hours later, after
CTB was transported along OSN axons
into OB glomeruli (fig. S5C), we infected
mice with VSV and, 6 days later, observed
evidence of CX3CR1gfp/+ cells with intracellular CTB obtained from the labeled OSNs (Fig. 7A). These cells had
the morphological characteristics of microglia, and this was confirmed flow
cytometrically, which revealed that ~5%
of microglia in the OB contained CTB
(i.e., OSN debris) 6 days after infection
(Fig. 7, B and C). Processing the entire
OB for flow cytometry, however, did not
allow us to specifically analyze the anatomically relevant microglia in the glomerular layer of the OB, which is where
VSV (Fig. 2C) and CTB (fig. S5C) enter
via OSN axons. We therefore quantified
uptake histochemically, allowing us to
focus on this anatomical site. We found
6 days after VSV infection that ~40% of
Iba-1+ myeloid cells in OB glomeruli
Fig. 4. Antiviral CTLs exhibit decreased motility within the virally infected OB. (A) Representative image from an
contained intracellular CTB derived
intravital imaging experiment depicting adoptively transferred virus-specific OT-I T cells (cyan) within the VSV-GFP
from OSNs (Fig. 7D). For these studies,
(green)–infected OB glomerular layer at day 7 after infection. (B) Representative image from a two-photon imaging
CTB served as a surrogate for an OSNexperiment showing VSV-specific OT-I T cells (blue) and LCMV-specific P14 T cells (red) traveling along VSV-eGFP
derived antigen. We next wanted to
(green)–infected nerve fibers in the OB outer nerve layer. Mice were coinfected with VSV-eGFP and VSV-OVA for this
address whether microglia could also
experiment. (C) Mean track velocity of VSV-specific OT-I T cells and LCMV-specific P14 T cells in day 7 VSV-infected OB
acquire virus particles. This was accom(n = 4 mice; 305 OT-I T cells and 57 P14 T cells; ****P < 0.0001). Colored horizontal lines denote means ± SD. (D) Motility
plished by infecting mice with VSVanalysis comparing average track velocities, arrest coefficients, and motility coefficients for VSV-specific OT-I T cells
PeGFP—a viral recombinant in which
relative to bystander LCMV-specific P14 T cells within the infected OB at day 7 (from the same experiments as above;
the phosphoprotein (P) is fused to enn = 4 mice; average velocity, P < 0.0001; arrest coefficient, P = 0.003; motility coefficient, P < 0.0001).
hanced GFP (eGFP) enabling detection
of the virion itself (48). Six days after
marrow chimeras, 23.4 ± 3.9% of the microglia were nonfluorescent (i.e., infection with VSV-PeGFP, we determined that ~10% of Iba-1+
donor-derived). These cells might also have induced T cell calcium flux. myeloid cells in OB glomeruli contained VSV-PeGFP (Fig. 7E). Collectively, these data indicate that microglia can directly acquire antiMicroglia acquire infected OSN debris and orchestrate
gens from virally infected OSNs.
neuroprotective CTL activity
Having demonstrated that microglia could acquire OSN-derived
Our calcium imaging data suggested that microglia play an import- antigens in vivo, we next asked whether their specific removal afant role in presenting antigen to antiviral CD8+ T cells after VSV fected cognate antigen recognition of virus-specific CD8+ T cells in
neuroinvasion. Neurons are the only known target of VSV after the infected OB. To deplete microglia, we first generated CX3CR1nasal infection; however, we decided to evaluate whether microglia Cre-ER × Rosa Stopfl/fl diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) mice and
were also infected. We sought evidence for microglia infection in treated them with tamoxifen to drive DTR expression in myeloid
two ways—by inoculating WT mice with VSV-GFP (fig. S5A) and cells. After tamoxifen cessation, we waited an additional 60 days
by inoculating Stopfl/fl TdTomato mice with VSV-iCre (fig. S5B). before DT treatment to allow for peripheral monocyte turnover
Using either approach, flow cytometric analyses of the OB from in- (49). This is a commonly used approach that allows microglial defected mice revealed no evidence of microglia infection despite an pletion while preserving CX3CR1-expressing monocytes and antiabundance of virus in CD45-negative cells (presumably neurons) viral T cells. These mice were then seeded with naïve mTomato+
GCaMP6s+ OT-I cells and infected intranasally with VSV-OVA. Six
(fig. S5, A and B).
The absence of direct microglia infection led us to investigate days later, we observed that virus-specific CD8+ T cell calcium flux
alternative mechanisms of antigen acquisition and presentation by was significantly reduced in the microglia-depleted mice (Fig. 7F),
microglia. VSV can cause damage to the neurons it infects, and indicating compromised viral antigen presentation when OB mimicroglia are known to phagocytose cellular debris. We therefore croglia but not monocytes were reduced (fig. S6, A and B). Because
evaluated whether microglia acquired antigen from VSV-infected the microglia depletion efficiency varied between animals, we tested
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Fig. 5. Antiviral CTLs engage antigen on an uninfected CNS-resident cell type. (A) A representative image from a
two-photon imaging experiment shows OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells in day 6 VSV-OVA infected OB. (B) Calcium
flux frequency of VSV-specific OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells compared with calcium flux frequency in bystander
LCMV-specific P14 mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells within VSV-OVA–infected OB (n = 4 mice; six time periods sampled
per mouse; 24 OT-I T cells, 20 P14 T cells; ****P < 0.0001). Colored horizontal lines denote means ± SD. (C) Mean velocities of calcium fluxing versus non fluxing OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells within VSV-OVA–infected OB (n = 3 mice;
39 OT-I T cells; ****P < 0.0001). Colored horizontal lines denote means ± SD. (D) A representative time lapse from an
intravital imaging experiment shows two different OT-I+ mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells fluxing calcium (green) upon
interaction with autofluorescent cells (yellow) within the VSV-OVA–infected OB at day 6. The white arrow denote a
T cell engaged in a kinetic fluxing behavior, whereas the cyan arrowhead denote a stably arrested T cell fluxing calcium. (E) Calcium and motility profiles for representative OT-I kinetic (top, velocity of >2 m/min) and stable (bottom,
<2 m/min) interactions. (F) Frequency of kinetic and stable calcium flux events in virus-specific OT-I T cells within the
OB 6 days after VSV-OVA infection [(n = 4 mice; 99 OT-I T cells total: 64 kinetic (>2 m/min) and 35 stable (<2 m/min)].
(G) Number of calcium flux events as a function of velocity during kinetic and stable virus-specific OT-I T cells interactions in OB at day 6 (n = 4 mice; 99 OT-I T cells total, same as above; P = 0.001). (H) Calcium flux frequency of OT-I
mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells within WT nonchimeric, control bone marrow chimeric, and MHC I–deficient bone
marrow chimeric mice (n = 4 mice; 6 time points sampled per movie; ****P < 0.0001). Horizontal lines denote
means ± SD. (I) Survival curves for WT (n = 33 mice), floxed 2M (n = 19 mice), and CD8 depleted WT mice (n =
13 mice) intranasally infected with VSV-iCre (P = 0.0016 for WT versus CD8, P = 0.2825 for WT versus 2M, P = 0.0347
floxed 2M versus CD8).
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DISCUSSION

OSNs in the upper airway are responsible for relaying information about airborne odorants, but their contact with
circulating air makes them a target for
many pathogens. OSN infection provides
a direct single-cell route into the CNS
that bypasses the BBB and BCSFB. In this
study, we sought previously unknown
insights into how the propagation of a
cytopathic nasal pathogen is thwarted as
it enters and attempts to spread throughout the CNS. Nasal VSV infection induced massive leukocyte infiltration into
the OE. The virus nevertheless managed
to travel via OSN axons through the cribriform plate and into the OB. Within
the OB, fate-mapping studies revealed
that VSV was controlled noncytolytically
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OT-I
GCaMP

whether there was any relationship between the frequency of CD8+ T cell calcium flux and the percentage of microglia
remaining in the OB. We observed a strong
positive correlation (r = 0.75, P < 0.0013)
between these two variables, further
emphasizing the importance of microglia in fostering cognate antigen recognition and calcium flux in antiviral CD8+
T cells (Fig. 7G).
Last, we assessed the degree to which
microglia contributed to the antiviral
defense against an intranasal VSV infection. For this study, we used a more
convenient alternative method to deplete
microglia. Specifically, C57BL/6J mice
were fed chow containing the CSF1R
antagonist pexidartinib (PLX3397) for
1 month (50). This treatment decreased
the number of microglia in the OB by
66% without reducing the recruitment
of CD8+ or CD8+ OT-I T cells in day 7
VSV-OVA–infected mice (fig. S6). Despite the preservation of CD8+ T cells,
VSV infection of PLX3397-treated animals resulted in frequent viral escape at
day 7 after infection with elevated brain
viral titers compared with control animals (Fig. 7H). Moreover, viral escape in
PLX3397-treated mice was accompanied
by reduced survival (Fig. 7I), which mirrored that observed in mice depleted of
CD8+ T cells (Fig. 3G). Collectively, these
data suggest that microglia can acquire
and cross-present locally derived viral
antigen to brain-infiltrating CD8+ T cells
that exert antiviral pressure and contain
VSV in the OB.
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addition, IFN, TNF, interleukin-12,
and nitric oxide synthase 1 were all shown
to participate in the antiviral defense
against VSV (51–55), yet it is presently
unclear how T cell effector functions are
regulated in the CNS. Regulation of T cell
effector functions is important because
adult neurogenesis is reserved for speNaïve
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cialized compartments [such as the OE
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is postulated that the CNS favors the
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mechanism of eradicating an intracellular pathogen without killing the cell
(18, 58). Cytokines such as IFN, TNF,
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ruses noncytolytically, and this mode
of viral clearance has been described
for many different pathogens, including
hepatitis B virus (59), LCMV (60, 61),
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influenza virus (62, 63), MHV (64), and
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microglia
Sindis virus (65).
Fig. 6. Microglia elicit antigen-specific calcium flux from antiviral CTLs. (A) Representative flow cytometric histoVSV is a cytopathic pathogen that is
grams of OB microglia show surface molecule expression 6 days after VSV infection (red) compared with naïve OB
highly lytic in vitro (66); however, its
microglia (gray). Microglia were defined as Thy1.2−, CD11b+, Ly6C−, Ly6G−, and CD45int. (B) Quantification of surface
interaction with the CNS appears to be
molecule geometric mean fluorescent intensity (GMFI) on OB microglia 6 days after VSV infection versus naïve OB
more nuanced, as mice infected with VSV
microglia. GFMI data for each surface marker are plotted as the means ± SD after subtracting the isotype control antican sometimes harbor virus for several
body GMFI (n = 4 mice per group; two independent experiments; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001). (C) Pie chart
weeks before succumbing (Fig. 3A). Alrepresenting the frequency of all VSV-specific OT-I T cell calcium flux events observed by TPM in contact or not in
though we cannot exclude a role for CTLs
gfp/+
gfp/+
contact with CX3CR1
OB microglia in day 6 after VSV-OVA–infected bone marrow chimeric mice (i.e., CX3CR1
using cytolytic effector molecules like
mice with C57BL/6J bone marrow) (n = 5 mice; 9 movies; 61 time points; four independent experiments: P < 0.0001).
perforin to control this virus (Fig. 3G),
(D) A representative time lapse from a two-photon imaging experiment shows an OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells
our fate mapping studies in VSV-iCre–
in a day 6 VSA-OVA–infected CX3CR1gfp/+ bone marrow chimera. Arrows (white and cyan) denote two virus-specific
OT-I T cells fluxing calcium upon engagement of a single CX3CR1gfp/+ microglia (black asterisks) in the infected OB.
infected Stopfl/fl TdTomato reporter mice
revealed ample evidence of previously
infected OB neurons that were cleared
after infecting neurons in glomeruli as well as deeper neuronal layers. noncytolytically. These results are consistent with a previous study
This containment depended in part on antiviral T cells and a com- showing that neurotropic MHV can be noncytolytically cleansed
bination of effector molecules (perforin, IFN, TNF). However, from OB interneurons after infection (64). Antiviral cytokines like
specific removal of MHC I from virus-infected cells using floxed IFN and TNF are known to play a direct role in noncytolytic viral
2M mice demonstrated that direct engagement of neurons by CD8+ clearance from the CNS (8, 9, 65) and peripheral tissues (18, 19, 60).
T cells was not required for viral control. This unexpected observa- We observed that both IFN- and TNF-deficient mice have imtion led us to perform intravital imaging studies of cognate antigen paired survival after intranasal VSV infection, which is consistent
recognition by virus-specific CD8+ T cells in infected glomeruli. with studies showing an important role for these cytokines in conThese studies revealed that microglia displayed cognate peptide- trolling other CNS infections. For example, IFN is known to help
MHC I, promoting CTL antigen recognition and calcium flux. Mi- control measles virus (14), herpes virus (16), MHV (67), Borna virus
croglia were not infected by VSV but instead acquired antigen from (68), and recombinant vaccinia virus (69), whereas TNF has a proadjacent neurons, which was then cross-presented to the infiltrating tective role against West Nile virus (WNV) (70), JEV (71), tick-borne
virus-specific CTLs. These interactions were functionally important, encephalitis virus (72), and HSV (73). In our study, VSV-iCre albecause microglia depletion markedly reduced cognate antigen rec- lowed us to distinguish the direct effects of IFN on infected cells
ognition by CTLs, impeding viral containment within the OB and from other potential functions exerted by this cytokine, such as the
activation and recruitment of immune cells (74–76). We observed that
promoting the development of fatal encephalitis.
After nasal inoculation, virus is rapidly transported from the air- IFNR expression by infected cells plays no direct antiviral role in
way via the OSNs into the CNS where it is seen primarily within the mediating survival after intranasal VSV inoculation. Whether TNF
OB. Viral replication is usually halted at the OSN-glomerular junction receptor is required on infected cells in this model is presently unclear.
MHC I is important for different phases of normal brain de(10). Previous studies have shown that T cells play an important role
in the control and clearance of VSV after CNS infection (29, 35). In velopment and for controlling ongoing plasticity (77, 78). However,
A
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ing the HSV-1 immediate early protein (82). By contrast, CNS neurons infected by WNV are believed to be targeted directly by CTLs
that use perforin-mediated cytolytic mechanisms to purge virally
infected neurons (83). It is presently unclear why some CTL engagements of infected neurons result in cytopathology, whereas others
do not. This could be linked to the amount of MHC I expressed by
different neuronal subtypes.
Although CTLs have the capacity to engage at least some virusinfected neuronal populations, our results in VSV-iCre–infected
floxed 2M mice demonstrate that MHC I expression on infected neurons does not play a role in protecting mice from fatal encephalitis
(Fig. 5I). CTLs are, however, important in preventing fatal disease
after intranasal VSV infection (Fig. 5I), and our intravital imaging
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MHC I expression is often undetectable on most CNS neurons
(43, 44, 79), and its ability to engage in physiologically relevant levels
of antigen presentation is a source of continued debate. The classical paradigm suggests that activated CTLs enter virally infected tissues and recognize cognate viral peptides presented in MHC I
molecules displayed on the infected cell surface. After some viral
infections, neuronal MHC I does appear to play a role in containing
virus through CTL pressure, and these interactions can facilitate release of immune effector molecules and eventual neuronal damage
(80). During HSV infection, CTL-derived IFN is believed to contribute to noncytolytic maintenance of viral latency within infected
neurons (16, 81). In addition, perforin and granzyme B also participate in the noncytolytic control of this virus in neurons by degradMoseman et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eabb1817 (2020)

<

Fig. 7. Microglia acquire and present antigen
from virus-infected neurons to drive protective
antiviral CTL responses. (A) Representative confocal micrographs of OB microglia (green) containing fragments of OSNs labeled with CTB (white)
10 hours before VSV infection. Images were captured at day 6 after infection. (B) Representative
fluorescence-activated cell sorting plots of microglia (Thy1.2−, Cd11b+, Ly6C/G−, and CD45int) from
CTB-treated control (top) or day 6 VSV-infected
mice (bottom). (C) Quantification of CTB containing microglia frequencies. Values are normalized
to VSV-infected mice without CTB to control for
autofluorescence (7 mice per group; two independent experiments; ****P < 0.001). Horizontal
lines denote means ± SD. (D) Frequency of microglia containing CTB within the OB glomerular
layer of day 6 VSV-infected mice as determined
by quantification of confocal images. Values are
normalized to VSV-infected mice without CTB to
control for autofluorescence (n = 4 mice per group;
n = 17 fields for day 6, seven fields for naïve;
****P < 0.001). Horizontal lines denote means ± SD.
(E) Frequency of GFP+ microglia within the OB
glomerular layer 6 days after VSV-PeGFP infection as determined by quantification of confocal
images. Nonfluorescent VSV-OVA was used as a
control (n = 3 mice per group; n = 12 fields for
VSV-PeGFP, n = 11 fields for VSV-OVA; ****P < 0.0001).
Horizontal lines denote means ± SD. (F) Intravitally
imaged calcium flux frequency of VSV-specific
OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells in WT control versus CX3CR1-CreER x ROSA Stopfl/fl DTR microglia–
depleted mice on day 6 after VSV-OVA infection
(n = 6 control mice per group, 11 movies; n = 7
microglia-depleted mice per group, 16 movies;
****P = < 0.001). Horizontal lines denote means ±
SD. (G) Calcium flux frequency of VSV-specific
OT-I mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ T cells in control or
CX3CR1-CreER x ROSA Stopfl/fl DTR microglia–
depleted animals as a function of microglia depletion efficiency (Pearson’s r = 0.753, P < 0.0013).
(H) Viral titers in the brains of control versus
PLX3397-treated animals on day 7 after VSV infection (14 mice per group from three pooled independent experiments; *P = 0.0265). Horizontal lines
denote means ± SD. (I) Survival curve for control
versus PLX3397-treated VSV-infected mice (n = 36
mice for control; n = 35 mice for PLX3397; P = 0.0201).
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In conclusion, this study relied on intravital microscopy to analyze cognate antigen recognition by CTLs as a nasal virus attempted
to enter the brain via infection of the peripheral nervous system
(i.e., OSNs). Because VSV primarily infects neurons, it was unclear
how CTLs would exert their antiviral pressure on a cell population
that expresses little to no MHC I. However, our studies uncovered
cross-presenting microglia as the main innate immune cell type responsible for driving protective, noncytolytic CTL responses against
a cytopathic CNS viral infection. These findings have important implications for our understanding of antiviral immunity, because
they indicate that microglia need not be infected to present antigen on
MHC I and participate in the eradication of virus from neurons.
Evolutionarily, it makes sense for microglia to serve as an intermediary in the defense against a neuronal infection. Microglia are a
renewable cell population, whereas most neurons are not. We
therefore postulate that the CNS is designed to minimize direct engagement of infected neurons by CTLs and favor release of noncytolytic antiviral cytokines through interactions with cross-presenting
intermediaries. Microglia play an important role in synaptic pruning and CNS homeostasis, and their proximity to neurons makes
them an ideal candidate for this task. Given the role of microglia in
cross-presenting viral antigen, factors that result in their distraction or
depletion are likely to render the CNS more susceptible to infection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice
C57BL/6J (B6), B6.129(Cg)-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4(ACTB-tdTomato,-EGFP)Luo/J
(mTomato), C57BL/6-Tg(TcraTcrb)1100Mjb/J (OT-I), C57BL/6-Prf1tm1Sdz/J
(PRF−/−), B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J (Stopfl/fl TdTomato),
B6.129P2(Cg)-Cx3cr1tm2.1(cre/ERT2)Litt/WganJ (CX3CR1-Cre-ER),
C57BL/6-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(HBEGF)Awai/J (ROSA Stopfl/fl DTR), C57BL/
6N-Ifngr1tm1.1Rds/J (IFNRfl/fl) B6.129P-Cx3cr1tm1Litt/ (CX3CR1gfp/gfp),
B6.129S7-Ifngtm1Ts/J (IFN−/−), and B6;129S-Tnf tm1Gkl/J (TNF−/−) mice
were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and either used or bred
in house. F1 crosses were made between CX3CR1-Cre-ER and
ROSA Stopfl/fl DTR mice as well as B6 and CX3CR1gfp/gfp mice.
H-2KbDb−/− (96), IFNAR−/− (32) (provided by Jonathan Sprent, formerly at
The Scripps Research Institute), P14 (37), OFP+ P14 (97), mTomato+
P14, mTomato+ GCaMP6s+ P14, mCerulean+ OT-I (97), mTomato+
OT-I, CD45.1, and actin-GCaMP6s mTomato OT-I (13) and were
bred and maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions at
the National Institutes of Health (NIH). OMP-GFP (98) mice
were provided by Leo Belluscio, NINDS, and backcrossed onto a
C57BL/6J background. All mice in this study were handled in
accordance with the guidelines set forth by the NIH Animal Care
and Use Committee.
Viruses and plaque assays
LCMV, VSV-OVA serotype Indiana (provided by Leo Lefrancois,
formerly at the University of Connecticut) (99), VSV-eGFP (100),
VSV-DsRed, VSV-iCre, and VSV-PeGFP (48) were propagated on
BHK21 cells. Infectivity of VSV preparations was quantified by
plaque assay on green monkey kidney cells (Vero). VSV titers from
brains of infected mice were determined similarly. Briefly, animals
were perfused with saline, brains were immersed in 1 ml of 2%
FBS RPMI containing zirconia silica beads and homogenized with
a FastPrep 24-5G (MP Biomedical). Homogenates were spun for 3 min
at 15,000g, and supernatants were serially diluted for quantification
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studies of cognate antigen recognition by antiviral CTLs in the OB
uncovered that microglia served as the target of at least 70% of these
interactions. This was especially unexpected because we found no
evidence, using two sensitive methods, that microglia were infected
by VSV (fig. S5A and B). These results suggested that microglia were,
in fact, acquiring antigen from adjacent neurons and cross-presenting
the material via MHC I to CTLs. This conclusion is supported by our
data showing that microglia within the OB engulfed the neuronal
tracer CTB and fluorescent protein–tagged VSV particles—a process
that supplies potentially cross-presentable MHC I antigen. Crosspresentation is thought to be important during naïve CTLs priming
within secondary lymphoid organs; however, it can also occur in
peripheral tissues, particularly tumors (84). In addition, both neonatal and adult microglia were previously shown to cross-present
exogenous antigen (85), demonstrating that these cells do indeed
have the capacity to cross-present.
Recent studies have begun to shed light on the roles microglia play
in host defense and immunopathology after CNS virus infection
(86–93). Depletion studies have revealed that microglia participate in
the antiviral defense against pseudorabies virus (88), JEV (87), MHV
(89), Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus (90), VSV (91), and
WNV (87, 92). For example, Wheeler et al. (89) found that many
microglia-depleted mice fail to control MHV, resulting in compromised
survival after intracerebral infection. This study also noted that
microglia-depleted animals had impaired CD4+ T cell accumulation
and function within the CNS. This is noteworthy because unlike
microglia from VSV-infected brains (Fig. 6A) (94), MHV infection
induces a marked up-regulation of MHC II on microglia. These two
models of virus infection appear to showcase an important functional divergence in the ability of microglia to support either
MHC I– or MHC II–restricted T cell responses in the virally infected CNS. The importance of separating MHC I and II presentation
to effector T cells in the CNS is not known; however, this is the case
after VSV infection, because OB-infiltrating myeloid cells express
very high levels of MHC II, whereas microglia do not (94).
Although we did not focus on virus-specific CD4 + T cell
interactions in this study, our findings demonstrate a role for
cross-presenting microglia in displaying cognate peptide–MHC I
complexes to CTLs. We had intended to provide a more direct role
for MHC I expression on microglia by conditionally deleting 2M
from these cells. However, VSV infection of CX3CR1-Cre-ER ×
floxed 2M mice resulted in near-complete NK cell–mediated deletion of the MHC I class negative microglia similar to what was described previously in inflamed floxed 2M mice (95). Nevertheless,
our intravital imaging studies revealed that microglia supported
most of the CTL calcium flux activity in the OB, and cognate antigen recognition was markedly reduced in their absence. CTL calcium flux in the infected OB correlated positively with the number of
microglia remaining in depleted mice. In addition, microglia depletion promoted both viral escape into the brain and increased the
incidence of fatal encephalitis. Antigen presentation by uninfected
microglia to infiltrating CTLs is likely a mechanism the CNS uses to
elicit antiviral activity but protect neurons from direct CTL contact
and potential lysis. It is also important to note that most CTL interactions with microglia were short lived (kinetic) rather than stable.
It is postulated that these short-lived interactions favor CTL usage
of antiviral molecules (e.g., cytokines) rather than killing behavior
(42). This would provide a mechanism to control virus in adjacent
neurons without engaging them.
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on Vero cells. One-hundred microliters of diluted homogenate was
added to Vero monolayers in flat bottom 24-well plates and incubated
for ~3 hours. One-hundred microliters of 0.75% methylcellulose in
DMEM (containing 10% FBS, 1% glutamine, and 1% Pen/Strep)
were added to each well and incubated for 44 to 48 hours at 37°C
in a 5% CO2 incubator. Cells were subsequently fixed with 4% neutral buffered formalin and stained with crystal violet, and plaques
were enumerated.

Infections
Eight- to 10-week-old mice were infected intranasally by injecting
10 μL of viral diluent in each nostril. For survival, titering, immunohistochemical, flow cytometric, and microarray experiments, mice were
infected with 1 × 105 PFU of VSV per nostril. For intravital imaging
experiments, mice were infected with 4 × 105 PFU per nostril to
ensure more uniform OB infection. For experiments involving LCMV,
mice were infected i.p. with 2 × 105 PFU of LCMV Armstrong.
Transgenic mouse generation
Floxed beta-2 microglobulin (2M) knock-in mice (floxed 2M) were
generated by Cyagen Biosciences. Homology arms were derived from
BAC clones RP23-285J7 and RP23-299B11 from the C57BL/6 library
and LoxP sites were inserted into genomic positions flanking exons
2 and 3 of the beta microglobulin gene (fig. S4). Homologous recombination was performed in C57BL/6 ES cells before transfer
into C57BL/6 embryos. Positive founder lines were backcrossed
one additional generation onto the C57BL/6J background before
intercrossing.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

immunology.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/48/eabb1817/DC1
Materials and Methods
Fig. S1. Diagrams of sectioning planes through the mouse head.
Fig. S2. Parenchymal cells within the OB and brain survive VSV infection after intranasal
inoculation.
Fig. S3. Virus-specific CTLs flux calcium for longer durations while undergoing stable
interactions.
Fig. S4. Generation of floxed 2M transgenic mice.
Fig. S5. VSV does not infect microglia and CTB traffics from OSNs to OB glomeruli.
Fig. S6. Quantification of microglia and infiltrating cells in the OB using different microglia
depletion methods.
Movie S1. Virus-specific CTLs rapidly migrate across VSV infected axon tracts within the
infected outer nerve layer.
Movie S2. Virus-specific CTLs survey the infected glomerular layer with the OB.
Movie S3. Antiviral CTLs engage cognate antigen and flux calcium within the infected OB.
Movie S4. Antiviral CTLs flux calcium upon contact with microglia.
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VSV-iCre generation
The pFL-VSVBsiWI plasmid (48) was modified with insertion of
Ova-IRES-iCre (101) sequence (pFL-VSV-Ova-IRES-iCre) flanked by
BsiWI site at G-L junction of the plasmid. The recombinant VSV
expressing OVA and iCre recombinase was recovered by co-transfection
of full-length plasmids along with supporting plasmids pN, pP, and
pL (carrying the coding sequences of the N, P, and L proteins of VSV)
in BHK-21 cells as per the protocol published earlier (48). The recombinant virus (rVSV-OVA-iCre) was plaque purified and viral
stocks were prepared using BHK-21 cells. Lastly, a Western blot was
performed to confirm expression of Ova and iCre proteins in cell
lysates from BHK-21 cells infected with rVSV-OVA-iCre.
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INTRODUCTION

Enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) is a reemerging picornavirus. This family
of single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome, nonenveloped viruses
shares a characteristic capsid. Sixty copies each of four viral proteins
(VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP4) are arranged in pseudo T = 3 icosahedral
symmetry forming five-, three-, and twofold axes of symmetry (1).
EV-D68 has caused outbreaks of respiratory disease throughout the
world (2–4). Clusters of acute flaccid myelitis (AFM), a poliomyelitislike illness, were noted during a large outbreak of EV-D68–induced
respiratory illness in the United States in 2014 (5). AFM outbreaks
have occurred worldwide and have been well characterized in the
United States, with large peaks in incidence during the August to
October months every other year since 2014 (6). These biennial AFM
outbreaks have been associated with EV-D68 circulation in the population, and strong evidence of causality for enteroviruses and AFM
has built over time (7–9). Understanding this causal association has
increased the urgency of defining the molecular and cellular basis for
EV-D68 pathogenesis and host response (10). Genetic diversification
of EV-D68 has accelerated in recent years, resulting in the appearance of different viral clades with distinct genotypes designated A, B
(with subclades B1, B2, and B3), C, and D (previously described as
A2) (11). It remains unclear whether the emergence of these new
clades is associated with reduced immunity of the general population
against EV-D68 infection or with increased occurrence of AFM. However, it is clear that EV-D68 has become a public health threat worldwide. Therefore, comprehensive studies of EV-D68 and the mechanisms
1
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by which the human immune system controls EV-D68 infection and
AFM disease are needed.
The role of antibodies in protection against EV-D68 infection
and disease is uncertain. Numerous seroepidemiological studies have
shown nearly universal seroprevalence of neutralizing antibodies for
EV-D68 in adult human sera (12). Two studies that more closely investigated EV-D68 seroepidemiology in children noted a nadir of
population antibody prevalence around 1 year of age, with a gradual
rise in the presence of EV-D68 neutralizing antibodies through childhood (13, 14). Polyclonal human immune globulin pooled for intravenous use [intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG)] contains EV-D68
neutralizing antibodies (15) and is capable of protecting mice from
lethal experimental challenge causing AFM-like infections (16). Although both children and adults are susceptible to infection of the
respiratory mucosa with EV-D68, AFM occurs almost exclusively
in children (6). Likely, the pathogenesis of EV-D68 infection associated with AFM mimics some of the mechanisms by which the related
picornavirus poliovirus causes infection of the nervous system during
poliomyelitis. For poliovirus, vaccination induces serum neutralizing antibodies that are imperfect at blocking infection of the gastrointestinal mucosa but prevent progression to poliomyelitis (17). To
determine whether antibodies play a critical role in preventing EV-D68–
associated AFM, we sought to characterize the different classes of antibodies made by humans in response to natural infection. Using human
B cell hybridoma technology, we isolated a panel of naturally occurring human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that recognize EV-D68.
After characterizing their neutralization and binding properties in vitro,
we focused on two mAbs for structural studies to determine their
epitopes on the virion and one mAb for subsequent in vivo studies
of prevention and treatment of EV-D68 infection in mice.
RESULTS

Isolation of human hybridomas secreting antibodies
to EV-D68
After obtaining written informed consent, 12 participants who had
previous documented EV-D68 respiratory tract infections during
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Enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) causes outbreaks of respiratory illness, and there is increasing evidence that it causes
outbreaks of acute flaccid myelitis (AFM). There are no licensed therapies to prevent or treat EV-D68 infection or
AFM disease. We isolated a panel of EV-D68–reactive human monoclonal antibodies that recognize diverse antigenic variants from participants with prior infection. One potently neutralizing cross-reactive antibody, EV68-228,
protected mice from respiratory and neurologic disease when given either before or after infection. Cryo–electron
microscopy studies revealed that EV68-228 and another potently neutralizing antibody (EV68-159) bound around
the fivefold or threefold axes of symmetry on virion particles, respectively. The structures suggest diverse mechanisms of action by these antibodies. The high potency and effectiveness observed in vivo suggest that antibodies
are a mechanistic correlate of protection against AFM disease and are candidates for clinical use in humans with
EV-D68 infection.
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viruses are no longer circulating (19); in 2018, all EV-D68 isolates
sequenced by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
were from the B3 clade (20). We first measured the in vitro neutralization capability of each mAb in a 50% cell culture infectious dose
(CCID50) assay using a B1 clade EV-D68 isolate (Fig. 2A). Twentyeight mAbs demonstrated neutralization with a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) below 50 g/ml, with mAb EV68-159
exhibiting the strongest neutralization at an IC50 value of 0.32 ng/ml
(fig. S2). We further tested the 21 most potently neutralizing mAbs
against a D clade isolate and found that 11 mAbs neutralized that
virus, with 7 of those exhibiting at least a 10-fold decrease in potency
by IC50 value for the heterologous virus. The Fermon strain is an
isolate from 1962 and is so distantly related to modern EV-D68
isolates that it does not fit into the clade classification scheme (18).
Nine mAbs neutralized the Fermon laboratory reference strain but
less potently than they inhibited the contemporary B1 clade virus.
Recognizing that neutralization assays may underestimate crossreactivity, we used the same indirect ELISA approach described above
to generate half maximal effective concentrations (EC50) of purified
mAb for binding to representative EV-D68 isolates from the B1, B2,

First mAb applied

Binding and neutralization properties of
EV-D68–reactive mAbs
We sought to determine how many major antigenic sites on the virus surface
Second mAb applied
are bound by human mAbs made in response to natural infection. To identify
groups of antibodies that recognized similar epitopes, we determined whether the
Pearson
mAbs could compete with the binding
correlation
of each of the other mAbs to live virus
r value
in an indirect ELISA. For competitionbinding experiments, virus was coated
Group 1
directly onto an ELISA plate and then
incubated with high concentrations of
one unlabeled mAb. Next, mAbs labeled
by biotinylation were added at a lower
concentration, and the ability of the second mAb to bind the virus in the presence of the first mAb was determined.
Group 2
We then used a Pearson correlation with
the inhibition data to determine the reGroup 3
latedness of the antibody binding patterns to each other and identified four
main competition-binding groups (Fig. 1),
which we termed groups 1 to 4. We used
each mAb to stain a Western blot of
Group 4
EV-D68 preparations and found that
nearly all mAbs in competition-binding
groups 2 and 3 bound to linear epitopes
in the VP1 protein, whereas only a single
other mAb bound to any protein in the
virus preparation (fig. S1).
During the 2014 EV-D68 outbreak in
the United States, nearly all viral isolates
were of the newly emergent B1 clade, with
fewer detections of virus from the closely
related B2 or distantly related D clades
(18). All but one of the participants for Fig. 1. Competition-binding groups of mAbs from EV-D68–immune human participants. Relatedness scores
this study were infected with B1 clade iso- were generated from competition-binding ELISAs with a B1 clade EV-D68 isolate and used to cluster mAbs into four
lates (table S1). Since 2014, B3 clade competition-binding groups designated 1 to 4. Clone numbers listed in red or blue are potently neutralizing mAbs,
viruses have dominated, and B1 clade with blue clone names indicating the two mAbs studied in detail in later figures.
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the 2014 outbreak in the United States donated blood, from which
we isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). The participants were 12 to 15 years old when infected and 16 to 18 years
old at time of blood collection. Each participant had a history of
EV-D68–associated respiratory disease, and none had symptoms of
AFM (table S1). The collected PBMCs were transformed in vitro by
inoculation with Epstein-Barr virus to generate memory B cell–
derived lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs), which secrete antibodies.
LCL culture supernatants were used in an indirect enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to screen for the presence of EV-D68–
reactive immunoglobulin Gs (IgGs). We selected cultures with antibodies that bound to laboratory-grown live virus preparations of EV-D68
generated from 2014 clinical isolates but that did not bind to a similarly
prepared uninfected cell supernatant. After electrofusion of LCLs
secreting EV-D68–specific antibodies with a nonsecreting myeloma
cell line, the resulting hybridoma cells were single cell–sorted to
generate clonal hybridomas secreting fully human mAbs (table S2).
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in CCID50 assay

B

Binding EC50 in ELISA

ELISA EC50
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C ELISA binding curves for
two representative mAbs
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Fig. 2. Neutralization potency and binding capacity of human mAbs. (A) MAbs were ranked within competition-binding group (Comp. group; group 5 indicates the
residual collection of singletons) by IC50 value in a CCID50 neutralization assay using a B1 clade isolate. We also tested neutralization of a D clade and Fermon (Fer.) isolate
for the 21 most potently neutralizing mAbs. “>” denotes neutralization was not detected when tested in concentrations up to 50 g/ml. Blank cells indicate not tested.
Clone numbers listed in red or blue are potently neutralizing mAbs, with blue clone names indicating the two mAbs studied in detail in later figures. (B) Binding strength
to live virus isolates or a mock virus preparation is denoted using EC50 values generated using (C) indirect ELISA with purified mAb dilutions to fit sigmoidal dose response
curves. “>” indicates EC50 value exceeds the maximum concentration tested of 100 g/ml, suggesting poor or no binding.

or D clades (Fig. 2, B and C, and fig. S3). Of the mAbs with EC50
values for binding of ≤1 g/ml to B1 clade isolates, all bound to a B2
clade isolate, whereas about half also bound to a D clade isolate
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(Fig. 2B and fig. S2). An additional class of mAbs was observed that
bound weakly in general but cross-reacted to viruses from all clades
tested.
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A

EV68-159

For both models, the viral surface residues that were facing and
within a 4-Å distance from the Fab were identified as the footprint
(Fig. 3C, fig. S7, and table S4). The footprints show that both Fab
molecules sit within one protomer. In the EV-D68:Fab EV68-159
complex, each Fab masked a viral surface area around 990 Å2. At
the binding interface (Fig. 4), essential interactions were found between the EV68-159 light chain and three residues on the C terminus
of VP1: Glu271 and Arg272 (Fig. 5A) and Asp285 (Fig. 5B). Residues
Glu271 and Arg272 formed hydrogen bonds with complementaritydetermining region 3 (CDR3) and CDR1. Arg272 and Asp285 formed
salt bridges with CDR3 and CDR2 residues, respectively. The heavy
chain of EV68-159 contributed 77% of the masked surface areas. A
series of hydrogen bonds was found between the heavy-chain CDR2
and CDR3 and the VP3 N-terminal loop before the B– strand (B)
(Fig. 5C).
In the EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 complex, each Fab masked about
1170 Å2 of the viral capsid surface. Similar to EV68-159, the heavy
chain of the EV68-228 Fab dominated the interaction with the viral
capsid by masking around 84% of the surface area. The binding interface (Fig. 4) was stabilized mainly by hydrogen bonds formed
between the heavy-chain CDRs and the VP1 B as well as the VP3
C terminus (Fig. 5D). The light chain CDR1 interacted with the VP2
EF loop. In addition, hydrogen bonds formed between the heavy-chain

EV68-228

B

125
135
140

155
165

C

130

160

Fig. 3. Structural feature comparison between two immune complexes. (A) Radially colored cryo-EM maps of EV-D68:Fab EV68-159 (left) or EV-D68:Fab EV68-228
(right). Each map is projected down a twofold axis of symmetry. The five-, three-, and twofold axes of each asymmetric unit are depicted using a triangle outline labeled
with one pentagon, two small triangles, and one oval, respectively. (B) Binding position comparison on an asymmetric unit. Viral proteins are colored in blue (VP1), green
(VP2), and red (VP3). Fab molecules are colored in gray (EV68-159) or purple (EV68-228), and the heavy or light chains are shown in the same colors with dark or
light intensities, respectively. (C) Footprints of EV68-159 Fab (left) or EV68-228 Fab (right). Radially colored 2D projections of the viral surface were created with Radial
Interpretation of Viral Electron density Maps (RIVEM) software. Virus surface residues facing any atoms from the Fab molecules within a distance of 4 Å are outlined in light
blue (VP1), light green (VP2), and light red (VP3). The canyon region is outlined in yellow. Scale bars in (A) and (C) indicate radial distance measured in angstrom.
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Structural studies of two neutralizing anti–EV-D68
antibodies
To date, structural studies of antibody–EV-D68 interactions have
been limited to murine mAbs (21). We selected two potently neutralizing human mAbs, the clade-specific mAb EV68-159 and the
highly cross-reactive mAb EV68-228, to make immune complexes
with Fabs and a B1 clade EV-D68 isolate for cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) studies. The final density maps attained a resolution of 2.9 Å (EV68-159) or 3.1 Å (EV68-228) (Fig. 3A, figs. S4 and
S5, and table S3). The structures revealed two distinct binding sites:
EV68-159 attached around the threefold axes of symmetry, whereas
EV68-228 bound around the fivefold axes between depressions that
form the canyon regions (Fig. 3 and fig. S6). Thus, for each Fab, a
total of 60 copies bound to the virus particle. The Fab variable domains, which interacted with the viral surface, displayed strong densities similar to the viral capsid proteins, and an atomic model of
each Fab was built together with the four viral capsid proteins. In
contrast, the Fab constant domains, which are located further from
the viral surface, displayed weaker densities and were excluded from
atomic model building. The backbone of the polypeptide chains and
most of amino acid side chains are well ordered in the density maps,
demonstrating the critical features of the binding interface between
virus particle and Fab molecule.
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A

EV68-159

B

LCDR1
LCDR2

Ser

VP1

Asp94
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Ile95

VP3
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LCDR3

Lys51
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light chain

27

VP1

Asp285

Arg272

HCDR3

C

VP2

EV68-159
heavy
chain

HCDR2

Ser100

Cys101
Asn102

Ser53

Leu236

Glu65

VP3

VP1

106

Asp237

Fig. 5. Molecular detail of virion-Fab interactions. Representative interactions
at the binding interface of EV-D68:Fab EV68-159 (A to C) and EV-D68:Fab EV68-228
(D). Hydrogen bonds are colored in cyan, and salt bridges are colored in magenta.

HCDR2

VP3
LCDR3

VP2

HCDR3
LCDR1

Fig. 4. Close-up view of the binding interfaces of EV68-159 and EV68-228. The
viral capsid is shown as surface, and the Fab is shown in a cartoon representation.
VP1, VP2, and VP3 are colored in white, dark gray, and silver, respectively. Heavy or
light chains are colored in orange or yellow, respectively. Viral residues making interactions are colored on the basis of the heavy and light chains, and the color intensities vary based on which of the VPs. The heavy- and light-chain CDRs (HCDR
and LCDR, respectively) involved in the binding interfaces are shown with arrows.

framework region 3 and the VP1 DE loop. Furthermore, a salt bridge
between the light chain CDR3 and the VP1 C terminus was observed. Overall, the EV68-228 Fab bound the viral surface around
the fivefold axes and recognized the classical picornavirus neutralizing immunogenic sites (NIms) NIm-IB (VP1 DE loop) and NIm-II
(VP2 EF loop) (22).
Bulky side chains were found at the interface for both Fabs and
act to stabilize the structures through hydrophobic interaction networks (fig. S8). Furthermore, disulfide bonds also were detected
around CDR1 and CDR3 in heavy and light chains. Another pair
of cysteines, Cys101 and Cys106, was found within the CDR3 of the
EV68-228 heavy chain and was at the correct distance and orientation to form a disulfide bond (Fig. 5D). Specifically, when the contour levels were reduced, the densities of the two cysteine side chains
connected. As described above for the EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 complex, hydrogen bonds were observed between the heavy-chain CDR3
and the VP3 C-terminal residues adjacent to the canyon involving
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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Cys101, forming both a hydrogen bond and a disulfide bond. These
cysteine residues play critical roles in stabilizing both Fab structure
and the virus-Fab binding interface.
Prophylactic and therapeutic effects of neutralizing
antibodies in mouse models
We next sought to determine whether the potently neutralizing and
highly cross-reactive human mAb EV68-228 could prevent or treat
infection and disease in small animal models of EV-D68 infection.
We tested for this antiviral activity in vivo using two different established models of infection causing either respiratory or AFM-like
neurologic disease in AG129 strain mice that are deficient in receptors
for interferon / and  (23, 24). First, we tested whether antibodies
could reduce viremia and lung virus replication in the respiratory
model of infection. MAb EV68-228 administered systemically as
prophylaxis a day before virus inoculation provided sterilizing immunity in the blood (Fig. 6A) and lungs (Fig. 6B) at each of the concentrations tested, whereas human IVIG only sterilized the blood.
Induction of proinflammatory cytokine secretion was inhibited in
the lungs of EV68-228–treated mice (Fig. 7, A to C). When used as
treatment given at increasing times after virus inoculation, again, all
treatments were highly effective at sterilizing the blood (Fig. 6C),
but only EV68-228 had efficacy in the lungs (Fig. 6D). We similarly
observed reduced proinflammatory cytokine levels in the lungs of
EV68-228–treated mice (Fig. 7, D to F).
Next, we assessed the effect of passive transfer of antibodies in a
neurologic model of infection that mimics AFM disease. EV68-228
prophylaxis provided sterilizing immunity of the blood (Fig. 8A) and
complete protection from death (Fig. 8B) or development of any neurologic disease (Fig. 8C), whereas IVIG treatment protected only
partially. Given therapeutically, EV68-228 treatment sterilized the
blood within 24 hours of administration (Fig. 8D) at each of the
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epitopes span all three major viral surface
proteins. The conformation-dependent
6
6
nature of the epitopes of these two potently neutralizing mAbs is notable bePlacebo
10 mg/kg
cause recent diagnostic advances using
IVIG
10 mg/kg
4
4
peptide microarray (8) and phage library
EV68-228 10 mg/kg
(9) technologies scanned for antibodies
EV68-228
3 mg/kg
in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
2
2
EV68-228
1 mg/kg
AFM that recognize linear epitopes. Detection of antibodies recognizing linear
epitopes currently can be used in valuable
0
0
diagnostic tools; however, our studies re1
3
5
1
3
5
veal that these tests are at best only parC
D
tially informative about the quality of
8
8
antibody response these patients make
in response to enterovirus infection. The
Placebo 24 hours after
structures also suggest the molecular basis
6
6
IVIG
24 hours after
for antibody-mediated neutralization. By
EV68-228 4 hours after
contacting all three structural proteins
4
4
EV68-228 24 hours after
within a protomer, both mAbs appear
EV68-228 48 hours after
capable of inhibiting dynamic structural
2
2
EV68-228 48 hours after
transitions necessary for infection, which
(1 mg/kg)
are poorly understood.
The disulfide bond in the CDR3 of
0
0
EV68-228 heavy chain is a structural moiety
3
5
3
5
we have now observed in broadly neuDays after infection
tralizing antiviral human mAbs for a
number of viruses, including both hepFig. 6. MAb EV68-228 protects mice from EV-D68–induced respiratory disease, when used as either prophylaxis or therapy. Four-week-old AG129 strain mice (n = 4 per time point) were inoculated with mouse-adapted B1
atitis C (25) and influenza A virus (26).
clade EV-D68 intranasally, antibody was administered intraperitoneally, and viral titers for indicated tissue were meaThe intervening four to five amino acids
sured by a CCID50 assay. (A and B) Mice were inoculated with virus 24 hours after indicated dose of antibody, and
between cysteines form a smaller structhen viral titers were measured at indicated time points. (C and D) Mice were inoculated with virus followed by
tured loop at the most distal tip of the
10 mg/kg (except where indicated) of antibody 4, 24, or 48 hours later, and then viral titers were measured.
full CDR3 loop, stabilizing the CDR3 in
a preconfigured state optimal for binding
time points given. EV68-228 improved survival (Fig. 8E) and neu- the viral antigen. For EV68-228 specifically, the Cys101 also directly
rologic disease when given as late as 48 hours after infection; when interacts with VP3 via a hydrogen bond, so the cysteine participates
given at 72 hours after infection, the mouse that survived improved in both CDR3 loop stabilization and interaction with target.
The three VP1 residues that interact with EV68-159 light chain
clinically (Fig. 8F and table S5).
(Glu271, Arg272, and Asp285) and Glu59 on the N-terminal loop of VP3,
which interacts with EV68-159 heavy chain, are adjacent to the sialic
acid receptor–binding site (27), suggesting that the EV68-159 Fab
DISCUSSION
These studies reveal diverse features of the human B cell response to may block virus from binding sialic acid receptors. In particular, these
EV-D68 infection. We attempted to be unbiased in our approach to three VP1 residues are located on a 22–amino acid VP1 C-terminal
isolating these mAbs, using live virus isolates as the screening antigen. peptide that is bound by antibodies found in the cerebrospinal fluid
The diversity in antibody phenotypes that we recovered may be a of patients with AFM (8, 9). Furthermore, the interaction of the
result of this strategy, as we observed a broad range of cross-reactivity EV68-159 Fab heavy chain with the VP3 N-terminal loop may preamong clades of EV-D68, both with binding and neutralization. Strong vent the virus from uncoating, because the N termini of the four
binding to live virus particles did not necessarily predict high neu- VPs contribute to capsid stability (28). EV68-228 may prevent the
tralizing potency. Of the competition-binding groups observed, only virus from uncoating by binding VP1 B, inhibiting the externalizagroups 2 and 3 exhibited uniformity in phenotype. mAbs in both tion of the N terminus of VP1 that is required for entry. In addition,
groups were cross-reactive, but group 2 mAbs neutralized virus, where- the antibody footprint includes residues on the C terminus of VP3,
as group 3 mAbs did not. Nearly all of the group 2 and 3 mAbs bound which is not part of a classical NIm. These residues are adjacent to
to VP1 in western blot (figs. S1 and S2), suggesting that they bind the canyon receptor–binding site, suggesting that mAb EV68-228
to linear epitopes. The competition-binding studies used full-length also may block virus binding to receptors.
Last, at a time when poliovirus types 2 and 3 have been eradicated,
IgG molecules, so the competition seen is functional as would occur
in human tissues and does not necessarily indicate that there are AFM is on the rise, and the role of EV-D68 in causing epidemics of
this paralytic disease is increasingly evident. Given how well proonly four structurally distinct epitopes on the viral surface.
The lack of western blot reactivity of EV68-159 and EV68-228 phylaxis with human mAb EV68-228 works in vivo, these data sugcorrelates with the findings in the structural studies that show both gest that an effective EV-D68 vaccine might prevent AFM disease.
B
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Fig. 7. MAb EV68-228 decreases lung inflammation in EV-D68–infected mice. Four-week-old AG129 mice (n = 4 per time point) (A to C) were inoculated with virus
intranasally 24 hours after indicated dose of antibody or (D to F) were inoculated with virus intranasally followed by 10 mg/kg (except where indicated) of antibody 4, 24,
or 48 hours later, and then cytokines were measured at indicated time points. Cytokines were quantified from lung homogenates using an ELISA. Values from the treatment groups were compared with the placebo group for each time point using a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,
***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001). IL, interleukin; MCP, monocyte chemoattractant protein.
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(A to C) Mice were inoculated with virus 24 hours after indicated dose of antibody, then (A) viral titers were measured (n = 3 per time point), (B) survival was monitored,
and (C) neurologic scores (n = 6 per time point) were recorded at indicated time points. Higher scores indicate more severe motor impairment. (D to F) Mice were inoculated with virus followed by a 10 mg/kg dose of antibody, then (D) viral titers were measured (n = 3 per time point), (E) survival was monitored, and (F) neurologic scores
(n = 6 per time point, except n = 9 for 120 hours after) were recorded. Colored vertical arrows indicate time of treatment.

Recent studies indicate that virus-like particle (29, 30) and inactivated
EV-D68 (31) vaccine candidates are immunogenic and protective
against infection in mice. However, a study of cotton rats vaccinated
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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with inactivated EV-D68 suggested that they may have suffered worse
respiratory disease upon subsequent EV-D68 infection (32). Although
this finding could suggest the possibility of antibody-dependent
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
We designed this study to try to identify any antibodies that humans
can make in response to EV-D68 infection. Therefore, we used live
virus isolates in an indirect ELISA screen to identify B cells secreting
EV-D68–binding antibodies and then electrofused those B cells with
myeloma cells to create mAb secreting hybridomas. We then characterized the neutralization and binding properties of these individual
mAbs in vitro using CCID50, ELISA, and cryo-EM–based techniques.
We pursued in vivo experiments to generate preclinical data supporting the development of mAb EV68-228 as a prophylactic and/or therapeutic agent in humans. For this purpose, we studied the effectiveness
of mAb EV68-228 at protecting mice from EV-D68 infection as compared with human IVIG, which is widely used to treat humans with
AFM based on theoretical benefit, but this IVIG treatment, so far, has
not been proven to be effective. An advantage of the AG129 murine
model of infection is that we could measure the effect of antibody
treatment in both respiratory and neurologic models of infection.
Cell lines
RD cells (human, female origin) were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC CCL-136). RD cells were cultured
in 5% CO2 at 37°C in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM;
Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated
fetal bovine serum (HI-FBS; HyClone), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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1% penicillin-streptomycin–amphotericin B (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
For structural studies, RD cells were cultured in DMEM (SigmaAldrich) supplemented with 10% HI-FBS (Sigma-Aldrich) and nonessential amino acids (Life Technologies). The ExpiCHO (hamster,
female origin) cell line was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific
and cultured according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The HMMA2.5
line is a nonsecreting mouse-human heteromyeloma cell line (sex
information is not available) that was generated by fusing a murine
myeloma cell line with a human myeloma cell line (34). This cell line
was cultured as described previously (35). All cell lines were tested on
a monthly basis for Mycoplasma and found to be negative in all cases.
Viruses
See table S7 for a list of the virus isolates used in this study. EV-D68
isolates were propagated for two generations in RD cell monolayer
cultures for use in the ELISAs described below. RD cell monolayers
were inoculated with a given virus isolate and monitored until 70 to
90% cell death was observed. This cell culture flask was then frozen
to −80°C and thawed, and the contents scraped and collected into a
50-ml conical tube. This preparation was sonicated three times for 20 s
in an inverted-cup sonicator at maximum power settings (Fisherbrand),
vortexed for 30 s, and then sonicated two more times for 20 s. Cell
debris was pelleted, and the virus-containing supernatant was spun
over a 30% sucrose in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (w/v) cushion
at 10°C for 4 hours at 100,000g. Supernatant was discarded, and the
pellet was allowed to soak in 0.01% (w/v) bovine serum albumin
(BSA) in NTE buffer [20 mM tris, 120 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA
(pH 8.0)] overnight at 4°C. The resuspended pellet was then clarified further by centrifugation at 10,000g for 10 min before storage of
virus aliquots at −80°C until ready for use.
For structural studies, the US/MO/14-18947 isolate was used. Virus
was passaged in RD cells and stored at −80°C before large-scale propagation. RD cells were grown to 80% confluency and were infected with
EV-D68 at a multiplicity of infection of 0.01. Two days after infection,
the cells were collected together with the supernatant and spun down.
The cell pellets were collected and, after multiple freeze/thaw cycles,
spun down to remove cell debris. All supernatants were combined and
pelleted at 210,000g for 2 hours. The pellets were incubated and resuspended in 250 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) and 250 mM NaCl buffer and then
supplemented with final concentrations of 5 mM MgCl2, deoxyribonuclease (0.01 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), trypsin (0.8 mg/ml), 15 mM
EDTA, and 1% (w/v) n-lauryl-sarcosine. The sample was then pelleted
at 210,000g for 2 hours, resuspended, and loaded onto a potassium tartrate gradient (10 to 40%, w/v) for the last round of ultracentrifugation
at 160,000g for 2 hours. The purified virus sample, which was observed
as a blue band in the middle of the tube, was extracted and buffered
exchanged into 20 mM tris, 120 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)
(NTE buffer) to remove potassium tartrate.
Detection of virus load by CCID50 assay
Titration of virus stocks or virus in murine blood or lung samples
was performed by CCID50 assay in RD cell culture monolayers.
Briefly, increasing 10-fold dilutions of the samples were applied to RD
cell monolayers in triplicate wells (50 l) of a 96-well plate, incubated
for 5 days in 5% CO2 at 33°C, then fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde,
and stained with crystal violet. Wells with any cytopathic effect were
scored as positive for virus, and titers were determined using a formula based on the Spearman-Kärber equation (36); the limit of detection was 136 CCID50/ml.
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enhancement (ADE) of EV-D68 infection, in mice, we did not observe ADE caused by polyclonal antibodies or mAbs, within the range
of antibody concentrations we tested. In addition, the prospect of using
mAb EV68-228 as a therapy early during EV-D68 infection is appealing, especially because this antibody potently neutralizes a diverse
set of viral isolates without obvious autoreactive binding to human cell
materials (Fig. 2C). Although IVIG protected mice from AFM-like
disease due to EV-D68 in prior in vivo studies (16), so far, IVIG has
not been shown to confer benefit for humans with AFM (33). However, IVIG is a complex mixture of polyclonal antibodies with only
a small fraction that recognize EV-D68. mAb prophylaxis or therapy
for EV-D68–associated AFM is more promising than IVIG due to
the high specificity, high potency, and lower antibody dose that can
be used. It is possible, however, that a cocktail of mAbs directed at
multiple epitopes may be more protective than mAb monotherapy. A
mAb cocktail theoretically would provide a higher barrier to emergence of mAb-resistant virus, but we did not observe resistance in vivo
(Figs. 6 and 8). Even under conditions optimized for selecting EV68228–resistant viruses in vitro, we could only identify virus genomes
with mutations of unclear significance (table S6). In the absence of
a reverse genetics system for making recombinant viruses with these
mutations, we were unable to verify specifically whether these mutations caused escape from neutralization. Therefore, we find emergence
of resistance during potential therapeutic use unlikely. These experiments also provide hope for therapeutic efficacy in patients with
severe respiratory disease due to EV-D68, which is the clinical syndrome that brought the 2014 EV-D68 outbreak to the attention of
public health authorities before recognition of the association with
AFM (3). Overall, the studies we present here show that natural EVD68 infection of humans induces B cells encoding broad and potently
neutralizing antibodies that can prevent or treat infection and disease
in both the respiratory tract and the nervous system.
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Virus neutralization assay
Virus neutralization assays were performed in a CCID50 format
using the indicated viruses, essentially as described previously for
poliovirus (37). Virus was incubated with increasing concentrations
of mAb in duplicate for 1 hour at 33°C, and then each suspension
was added to a monolayer of RD cells in technical quadruplicate
wells (50 l) of a 96-well plate. After 5 days incubation in 5% CO2 at
33°C, cells were fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde and stained with
crystal violet. Wells with any cytopathic effect were scored as positive for virus, and IC50s were determined using a formula based
on the Spearman-Kärber equation (36); the limits of detection were
57 g/ml to 4.8 pg/ml.

Lung cytokine/chemokine evaluations
Each sample of lung homogenate was tested for cytokines and chemokines using quantitative chemiluminescent ELISA-based assays according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Quansys Biosciences
Q-Plex Array, Logan, UT). The Quansys multiplex ELISA is a quantitative test in which 16 distinct capture antibodies are applied to each
well of a 96-well plate in a defined array.
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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mAb isotype and gene sequence analysis
The isotype and subclass of secreted antibodies were determined
using mouse anti-human IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, or IgG4 antibodies conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (Southern Biotech). Antibody
heavy- and light-chain variable region genes were sequenced from
RNA obtained from hybridoma lines that had been cloned biologically by flow cytometric sorting. Total RNA was extracted using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN). A modified 5′ rapid amplification of
complementary DNA (cDNA) ends approach was used (41). Briefly,
5 l of total RNA was mixed with cDNA synthesis primer mix (10 M
each) and incubated for 2 min at 70°C, followed by a decrease in the
incubation temperature to 42°C to anneal the synthesis primers (1 to
3 min). After incubation, a mixture containing 5× first-strand buffer
(Clontech), dithiothreitol (20 mM), 5′ template switch oligo (10 M),
deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) solution (10 mM each), and
10× SMARTScribe Reverse Transcriptase (Clontech) was added to
the primer-annealed total RNA reaction and incubated for 60 min
at 42°C. The first-strand synthesis reaction was purified using the
Ampure Size Select Magnetic Bead Kit at a ratio of 1.8× (Beckman
Coulter). After purification, a single polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplification reaction containing 5 l of first-strand cDNA, 2× Q5
High-Fidelity Master Mix (New England Biolabs), dNTP (10 mM
each), forward universal primer (10 M), and reverse primer mix
(0.2 M each in heavy-chain mix and 0.2 M each in light-chain mix)
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Mouse models
Ten-day-old (neurologic model) or 4-week-old (respiratory model)
male and female AG129 mice (deficient in receptors for interferon
/ and ) were obtained from a specific pathogen–free colony maintained at the Utah Science Technology and Research (USTAR) building at Utah State University. The mice were bred and maintained on
irradiated Teklad Rodent Diet (Harlan Teklad) and autoclaved tap
water at the USTAR building of Utah State University. This study
was conducted in accordance with the approval of the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of Utah State University dated
2 March 2019 (expires 1 March 2022). The work was performed in
the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care (AAALAC)–accredited Laboratory Animal Research
Center of Utah State University. The U.S. Government (National
Institutes of Health) approval was renewed 9 March 2018 [U.S. Public
Health Service assurance no. D16-00468(A3801-01)] in accordance
with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (revision, 2011).
Antibody and control treatments were diluted in PBS and administered by intraperitoneal injection at indicated time points before or after EV-D68 inoculation. Guanidine HCl (Sigma-Aldrich)
served as a positive control for treatment (24), started 4 hours after
infection, and continued twice daily for 5 days. A suspension of mouse
adapted EV-D68 was administered by intraperitoneal injection [neurologic model; 106.5 CCID50 in a 100-l volume of minimum essential
medium (MEM)] or intranasal instillation (respiratory model; 104.5
CCID50 in a 90-l volume of MEM). Mice were weighed before treatment and daily thereafter. Mice were euthanized humanely at indicated time points after infection for measurement of lung virus titers,
blood virus titers, or lung cytokine concentrations, as indicated. For
the neurologic model, all mice were observed daily for morbidity,
mortality, and neurological scores (NSs) through day 21. NSs were
recorded as follows: NS0, no observable paralysis; NS1, abnormal
splay of hindlimb but normal or slightly slower gait; NS2, hindlimb
partially collapsed and foot drags during use for forward motion; NS3,
rigid paralysis of hindlimb and hindlimb is not used for forward motion; and NS4, rigid paralysis in hindlimbs and no forward motion.
Any animals observed with a score of NS4 were euthanized humanely.

Generation of human mAbs
Participants were identified from the Childhood Onset of Asthma
birth cohort (38) who had laboratory-documented EV-D68 upper
respiratory tract infections (39). After written informed consent was
obtained, peripheral blood was collected and stored at room temperature until PBMCs could be purified using SepMate tubes (STEMCELL
Technologies) per the manufacturer’s protocol and then cryopreserved in 10% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide in FBS and stored in the vapor
phase of liquid nitrogen. LCLs were generated as described previously (40) from memory B cells within the PBMCs by mixing with
Epstein-Barr virus, cell cycle checkpoint kinase 2 inhibitor (SigmaAldrich), CpG (Sigma-Aldrich), and cyclosporin A (Sigma-Aldrich)
in Medium A (STEMCELL Technologies). One week later, LCLs were
counted and then expanded on a feeder layer of gamma-irradiated,
human PBMCs from an unrelated donor. In one more week, LCL
supernatants were screened for the presence of EV-D68–reactive IgG
by indirect ELISA using live EV-D68 virus as the antigen, comprising cell culture grown EV-D68 virus generated from a 2014 clinical
isolate. LCLs from wells containing virus-reactive antibodies were
fused to HMMA2.5 myeloma cells by electrofusion, as previously
described (35). After the fusion reaction, hybridoma lines were cultured in a selection medium containing hypoxanthine, aminopterin,
and thymidine medium supplements (Sigma-Aldrich) and ouabain
(Sigma-Aldrich) in 384-well plates before screening of supernatants
for antibody production. Two weeks later, supernatants from the
resulting hybridoma cell lines were screened by indirect ELISA with
live virus as antigen, and cell lines from wells with EV-D68–reactive
antibodies were expanded in culture and then cloned by single-cell
flow cytometric sorting into 384-well cell culture plates. These cloned
cells were expanded in Medium E until about 50% confluent in
12-well tissue culture–treated plates (Corning) and their supernatants
screened for virus binding by ELISA. Wells with the highest signal
in ELISA were selected as the mAb-producing hybridoma cell lines
for further use.
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was subjected to thermal cycling with the following conditions: initial denaturation for 90 s followed by 30 cycles of denaturation at
98°C for 10 s, annealing at 60°C for 20 s, and extension at 72°C for
40 s, followed by a final extension step at 72°C for 4 min. All primer
sequences used in this protocol were described previously (41). The
first PCR reaction was purified using the AMPure Size Select Magnetic Bead Kit at a ratio of 0.6× (Beckman Coulter). Amplicon libraries
were then prepared according to the Multiplex SMRT Sequencing
protocol (Pacific Biosciences) and sequenced on a Sequel platform
instrument (Pacific Biosciences). Raw sequencing data were demultiplexed, and circular consensus sequences were determined using the
SMRT Analysis tool suite (Pacific Biosciences). The identities of gene
segments, CDRs, and mutations from germline genes were determined by alignment using the ImMunoGeneTics database (42).

Fab fragment production
Fab fragments were generated and purified via Pierce Fab Preparation
Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Immobilized Papain vial spin
column and Zeba Spin Desalting Column were equilibrated with digestion buffer [35 mg of cysteine∙HCl per 10 ml of supplied Fab Digestion Buffer (pH ~7.0)] before use. The NAb Protein A Plus Spin
Column was equilibrated with PBS buffer before use. The original IgG
samples were passed through the Zeba Spin Desalting Column, and
0.5 ml of the prepared IgG samples were applied on the Immobilized
Papain vial and incubated at 37°C for 5 hours Fab digestion. Then, the
final Fab fragments were buffer-exchanged to PBS and stored at 4°C.
EV-D68–specific ELISA
Wells of medium binding, black fluorescent immunoassay microtiter plates (Greiner Bio-One) were coated with virus stocks diluted
in 100 mM bicarbonate/carbonate buffer (pH 9.6) and incubated at
4°C overnight. Plates were blocked with 2% BSA in Dulbecco’s PBS
(DPBS) containing 0.05% Tween 20 for 1 hour. For mAb screening
assays, hybridoma culture supernatants were added to the wells and
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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Western blot
B1 clade virus preparation was mixed with denaturing and reducing
loading buffer, boiled at 100°C for 5 min, and then run on an SDS–
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel along with Novex Sharp Prestained Protein Standard (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein was
transferred to a membrane, blocked in blocking buffer (LI-COR),
and then cut into strips so that individual lanes could be stained
with purified mAb in blocking buffer. An IRDye 800CW–conjugated
goat anti-human secondary antibody (LI-COR) was used to detect
mAb binding. Strips were reassembled to visualize molecular weight
and imaged on an Odyssey CLx near-infrared imager (LI-COR).
Cryo-EM sample preparation and data collection
For both EV-D68:Fab EV68-159 and EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 complexes, purified EV-D68 viruses and Fabs were mixed at a molar ratio
of 1:200. After incubating at room temperature for 45 to 60 min,
3.5 l of virus-Fab mixture sample was added to a glow-discharged
400-mesh lacey carbon film copper grid (Ted Pella Inc.). Grids were
plunge-frozen (Cryoplunge 3 system, Gatan) in liquid ethane after
being blotted for 3.5 s in 75 to 80% humidity. Cryo-EM datasets
were collected on a 300-kV Titan Krios microscope (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). For the EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 dataset, movies were collected using the program Leginon (44) with a K3 direct detection
camera (Gatan) at a magnification of ×64,000, resulting in a superresolution pixel size of 0.662 Å, with a defocus range from 0.7 to 2 m.
A total electron dose of 44.2 electrons/Å2 was recorded in 2.6 s and
split into 50 frames. The EV-D68:Fab EV68-159 dataset was acquired with a K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan) at a nominal magnification of ×81,000, resulting in a superresolution pixel
size of 0.874 Å and a defocus range from 0.7 to 3.5 m. A total electron dose of 31.4 electrons/Å2 over 12 s of exposure was split into
60 frames. Overall, 462 movies and 732 movies were acquired for
the EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 and EV-D68:Fab EV68-159 datasets,
respectively.
Image processing
For both datasets, motion correction was performed on the raw
movie frames via MotionCor2 (45) as implemented in Appion (46)
during data collection. The contrast transfer function was estimated on
the aligned frames with CTFFIND4 (47). Particle-picking templates
were generated using the Appion Manual Picker (46), and templates
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Antibody production and purification
For hybridoma-derived mAb, hybridoma cells were grown to exhaustion in Hybridoma-SFM (1×) serum-free medium (Gibco). For
recombinant mAb production, cDNA encoding the genes of heavy
and light chains was synthesized and cloned into a DNA plasmid
expression vector encoding a full-length IgG1 protein (43) and transformed into Escherichia coli cells. mAb proteins were produced after
transient transfection of ExpiCHO cells following the manufacturer’s
protocol. The resulting secreted IgGs were purified from filtered culture supernatants by fast protein liquid chromatography on an ÄKTA
instrument using a Protein G column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences).
Purified mAbs were buffer-exchanged into PBS, filtered using sterile
0.45-m–pore size filter devices (Millipore), concentrated, and stored
in aliquots at −80°C until use. An aliquot of each mAb also was biotinylated directly in 96-well format using the EZ-Link NHS-PEG4Biotin Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a 20-fold molar excess of
biotin to mAb, followed by buffer exchange back to PBS using a desalting plate (Zeba, 7-kDa cutoff). Hybridoma-derived mAbs were used
in in vitro experiments, and recombinant mAbs were used in in vivo
experiments. Pooled human IgG was purchased as IVIG (Carimune,
CSL Behring, King of Prussia, PA). RSV90 is a recombinant human
IgG1 mAb produced in our laboratory that was used as a negative control, placebo mAb in mouse experiments. Polyclonal anti-VP1, -VP2,
and -VP3 antibodies used in western blot were purchased from Genetex.

incubated for 2 hours at ambient temperature. The bound antibodies
were detected using Fc-specific goat anti-human IgG conjugated with
horseradish peroxidase (Southern Biotech) and QuantaBlu fluorogenic peroxidase substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After 20 min,
100 mM glycine (pH 10.5) was added to quench the reaction, and
the emission was measured at 420 nm after excitement at 325 nm
using a Synergy H1 microplate reader (BioTek). For dose-response
and cross-reactivity assays, serial dilutions of purified mAbs were
applied to the wells in duplicate technical replicates, and mAb binding was detected as above; the experiments were performed at least
three times. For the competition ELISA, microtiter plates were first
coated with virus, and then a purified mAb was added at 100 g/ml
and allowed to incubate at 33°C for 3 hours. Then, a biotinylated
mAb was spiked into this mixture at a final concentration of 5 g/ml
and allowed to incubate at ambient temperature for 1.5 hours. After
a wash and 30 min of incubation with avidin peroxidase (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), biotinylated mAb binding was detected as above.
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for auto picking were obtained through two-dimensional (2D) classification in XMIPP (48). These templates were then used for autopicking in FindEM (49), and particles were extracted using RELION.
These particles were then subjected to multiple rounds of 2D and 3D
classifications in RELION (50). This resulted in 20,194 and 30,554
particles for the EV-D68:Fab EV68-228 and EV-D68:Fab EV68-159
datasets, which were selected for final 3D icosahedral reconstructions
using the program JSPR following the gold-standard refinement method (51). The final resolutions for both maps were estimated on the
basis of a gold-standard Fourier shell correlation cutoff of 0.143 (52).
Map sharpening was performed in RELION (50) after processing. Data
collection parameters and related items are summarized in table S3.

Selection of neutralization escape mutant virus
A clade B1 EV-D68 isolate was passaged under selection with increasing amounts of purified mAb in RD cells. After incubating mAb
and virus for 1 hour at 33°C, this mixture was added to a cell monolayer for 2 hours at 33°C. The monolayer was then rinsed thrice, and
mAb-containing medium was added back. This culture was incubated
at 33°C until at least 70% cytopathic effect was observed (cells lifted
off of plate), at which point the cells and supernatant together were
collected and frozen to −80°C. This sample was thawed and sonicated
in the same microfuge tube in an inverted-cup sonicator at maximum power for 3 × 20 s, vortexed for 30 s at maximum power, and
sonicated again for 2 × 20 s. Cellular debris was clarified for 10 min at
10,000g. Then, the virus-containing supernatant was mixed 1:1 with
fresh medium containing mAb at higher concentration. Over three
passages, mAb concentration was increased from 5 to 50 to 500 ng/ml.
Viral RNA was harvested using TRI Reagent and Direct-zol RNA
MiniPrep kit (Zymo Research). In triplicate, we generated cDNA
templates, from which a 3080–base pair amplicon covering the P1
region of the viral genome was generated with the PrimeScript One
Step RT-PCR Kit version 2 (Takara) and primers 5′-CCTCCGGCCCCTGAAT (forward) and 5′-CCATTGAATCCCTGGGCCTT (reverse). Then, we used a Pacific Biosciences next-generation sequencing
platform to generate sequences of each of the three replicates. Two
thousand reads of each sequencing run were used to quantitate the
percentage of reads in which each mutation was observed. Mutations
were determined as compared with a wild-type consensus sequence
of all of the reads from the negative control selection mAb selection.
Quantification and statistical analysis
Technical and biological replicates are indicated in the methods and
figure legends. Error bars in figures represent SD. Statistical analyses were performed using Prism v8 (GraphPad).
Vogt et al., Sci. Immunol. 5, eaba4902 (2020)
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Beyond imitation: Zero-shot task transfer on robots
by learning concepts as cognitive programs
Miguel Lázaro-Gredilla*, Dianhuan Lin, J. Swaroop Guntupalli, Dileep George*

INTRODUCTION

Humans are good at inferring the concepts conveyed in a pair of images
and then applying them in a completely different setting—for example,
the concept of stacking red and green objects in Fig. 1A applied to the
different settings in Fig. 1 (B to D). The human-inferred concepts are at
a sufficiently high level to be effortlessly applied in situations that look
very different, a capacity so natural that it is used by IKEA and LEGO to
make language-independent assembly instructions. In contrast, robots
are currently programmed by tediously specifying the desired object locations and poses or by imitation learning where the robot mimics the
actions from a demonstration (1–4). By relying on brittle stimulusresponse mapping from image frames to actions, the imitation-learning
policies often do not generalize to variations in the environment, which
might include changes in size, shape, and/or appearance of objects; their
relative positions; background clutter; and lighting conditions (5).
If, like people, a robot could extract the conceptual representation
from pairs of images given as training examples (Fig. 1A) and then apply the concept in markedly different situations and embodiments, then
it would greatly increase their adaptability to new situations and to unstructured environments. A shared conceptual structure with humans
would also simplify communicating tasks to a robot at a high level and
help to improve their conceptual repertoire with further interactions.
A concept is a redescription of everyday experience into a higher
level of abstraction (6, 7). One way to characterize the pictures in
Fig. 1 is a pixel-by-pixel description of the changes from the input
image to the output, a description that will not generalize to new situations. Concepts enable a higher level of description that generalizes to
new situations and ground (8, 9) verbal expressions like “stack green
objects on the right” with real-world referents. In contrast to the visuospatial concepts like the one in Fig. 1A that are easy and immediate even
for children (10), numerical concepts like the one shown in Fig. 1E are
neither easy nor immediate for people. The concepts that are easy and
Vicarious AI, CA, USA.
*Corresponding author. Email: miguel@vicarious.com (M.L.-G.); dileep@vicarious.
com (D.G.)
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immediate, and form the basis of common sense in humans, are a very
small subset of all potential concepts.
Here, we hypothesize that human concepts are programs, termed
cognitive programs (11), implemented on a biased Turing machine
(12) [e.g., a “Human Turing Machine” (13)] whose architectural constraints and biases are fundamentally different from the prevalent von
Neumann style (14) architectures. Under this hypothesis, the inductive
biases encoded in the architecture and instruction set of this computer
explain why visuospatial concepts like those in Fig. 1A are easy and
intuitive for humans, whereas the numeric concept shown in Fig. 1E
is more difficult and unintuitive. In this view, concepts arise from the
sequencing of elemental operations (15) on a cognitive computer
according to a probabilistic language of thought (16, 17), and their
generalization to new situations arises out of skillful deployment of
visual attention, imagination, and actions.
Our current work builds on several key ideas from both cognitive
and systems neuroscience—such as visual routines (18), perceptual
symbol systems (6), image schemas (7, 19, 20), deictic mechanisms
(21), and mental imagery (22)—and brings them into the foray of machine learning. Following the ideas of perceptual symbol systems (6)
and image schemas (23), we treat concepts as simulations in a sensorimotor system with imageable spatial information forming its fundamental building block (20). To this end, we developed a computer
architecture called visual cognitive computer (VCC) and represented
concepts as programs on this computer. The main components of VCC
include a vision hierarchy (VH) (24), a dynamics model for interactions
between objects (25), an attention controller, an imagination blackboard,
a limb controller, a set of primitives, and program induction. We evaluated our architecture on its ability to represent and infer visuospatial concepts that cognitive scientists consider to be the fundamental building
blocks (20). By building a working computational model and by evaluating it on real-world robotics applications, we brought several of these
ideas, which exist purely as descriptive theories, into a concrete framework
useful for hypothesis testing and applications.
Given input-output examples indicating concepts (Fig. 1A), we induced programs in this architecture and executed those programs on
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Humans can infer concepts from image pairs and apply those in the physical world in a completely different
setting, enabling tasks like IKEA assembly from diagrams. If robots could represent and infer high-level concepts, then
it would notably improve their ability to understand our intent and to transfer tasks between different environments.
To that end, we introduce a computational framework that replicates aspects of human concept learning. Concepts are
represented as programs on a computer architecture consisting of a visual perception system, working memory, and
action controller. The instruction set of this cognitive computer has commands for parsing a visual scene, directing
gaze and attention, imagining new objects, manipulating the contents of a visual working memory, and controlling
arm movement. Inferring a concept corresponds to inducing a program that can transform the input to the output.
Some concepts require the use of imagination and recursion. Previously learned concepts simplify the learning of
subsequent, more elaborate concepts and create a hierarchy of abstractions. We demonstrate how a robot can use
these abstractions to interpret novel concepts presented to it as schematic images and then apply those concepts in
very different situations. By bringing cognitive science ideas on mental imagery, perceptual symbols, embodied
cognition, and deictic mechanisms into the realm of machine learning, our work brings us closer to the goal of building
robots that have interpretable representations and common sense.
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different robots to perform the desired tasks (Fig. 1, B to D). In contrast
to imitation learning where a robot mimics a demonstration in the same
setting, we show that the cognitive programs induced on our proposed
architecture learned the underlying concepts and generalized well to
markedly new settings without explicit demonstrations. Cognitive
programs exhibited schematic-to-real transfer similar to the capability
of humans to understand concepts from schematic drawings and then
apply them in situations that look very different (26).
Cognitive programs on a VCC
In this section, we describe the architecture of VCC, introduce the
tabletop world where it is evaluated, and provide an overview of program
induction on VCC. VCC is a mechanistic consolidation of visual perception, a dynamics model, actions, attention control, working memories,
and deictic mechanisms into a computer architecture. The design process
for VCC started with architectural sketches provided in previous works
(11, 13) based on cognitive (6, 18) and neuroscience (15, 22) considerations. These architectural sketches provided functional requirements,
rough block diagrams, and descriptive theories as a starting point but
no computational models. This initial architecture was then refined
and extended by codesigning it with an instruction set from the viewpoint
of succinctness and completeness in program induction (17, 27).
Figure 2A shows the architecture of VCC that includes the embodiment of the agent. The agent has a hand that can move objects
either in the real world or in imagination and an eye whose center
can be positioned within an input scene using fixation movements. The
VH can parse input scenes containing multiple objects and can imagine
objects, similar to the generative model we developed in (24) where topdown attention is used to segment out objects from background clutter.
Parsed objects of a scene are stored in the object-indexing memory and
are ordered according to their distance from the center of fixation. The
dynamics model combined with the VH lets VCC predict the effect
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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of imagined movements and write those results into the imagination
blackboard. The attention controller is used selectively and, in a topdown manner, attends to objects based on their category or color.
Top-down attention also acts as an internal pointing mechanism (21)
to reference objects in the imagination blackboard. An external agent—
a teacher, for instance—can interact with the VCC agent by showing it
images and by directing its attention with a pointer (28).
In addition to the imagination blackboard, VCC has other structured working memories for object indexing, color indexing, and fixation history. The working memories are structured in how they represent
their content, and their locality to their controllers enforces structured
access; the instructions that can read from and write to specific memories
are prespecified. Figure 2B lists the instruction set of VCC and their
mapping to the different controllers. The VCC instruction set was heavily
influenced by the primacy of objects and spatial primitives in human
cognition (29) and by the elemental operations that have been previously proposed (11, 15). See the Supplementary Materials for implementation details of the instruction set.
One critical design consideration for VCC is the ease of program
induction. As an effect of having working memories that are local and
specific to instructions rather than as generic registers in a von Neumann
architecture, the program induction search is vastly simplified because of
the fewer unbound variables in a candidate program (see fig. S1 for input
and output working memory mappings of some of the instructions).
Looping constructs loop_start and loop_end are constrained
to loop over the currently attended objects in a scene. The instructions
set_color_attn, set_shape_attn, fixate_location,
and imagine_object have arguments that determine their effect. During program induction, the arguments to be used for a particular input-output pair can be explicitly searched or predicted from
the inputs by using neural networks that are trained for that purpose.
In addition, the arguments to the fixate_location command
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Fig. 1. People can easily understand the concept conveyed in pairs of images, a capability that is exploited by LEGO and IKEA assembly diagrams. (A) People
interpret the concept conveyed by these images as stacking red objects vertically on the right and green objects horizontally at the bottom. (B) Given a novel image, people can
predict what the result of executing the concept would be. (C) Concepts inferred from schematic images as in (A) can be applied in real-world settings. (D) Enabling robots to
understand concepts conveyed in image pairs will significantly simplify communicating tasks to robots. (E) Not all concepts conveyed as input-output pairs are as readily apparent
to humans as the visual and spatial reasoning tasks.
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can be set externally by a teacher by the use of a pointer. A learner that
takes advantage of “fixation guidance” from a teacher or accurate predictions of instruction arguments from a neural network can speed up
induction by reducing the search space.
To guide the design and evaluation of VCC, we used visual concepts
in “tabletop world” (TW) corresponding to the spatial arrangement of
objects on a tabletop (Fig. 3A). TW allowed us to focus on imageable
objects and spatial primitives that are considered to be the first
conceptual building blocks (20) and provided a rich set of concepts to
rigorously test concept representation and generalization while having
simplified dynamics and perceptual requirements compared with the
full complexity of the real world. Object motions in TW are limited
to sliding along the surface of the table, and they stop moving when they
collide with other objects or with the boundary of the workspace. How
an agent generalizes its acquired concepts depends on the regularities of
the world it is exposed to and on the regularities in its interaction with
the world. By being a proper subset of the real world, TW enabled representation and discovery of concepts from schematic images while
still having real-world counterparts. The infinite number of physical
realizations of each TW concept enabled testing for strong generalization on a physical robot.
Figure 3B shows a simple, manually written cognitive program for a
concept, serving to illustrate the representational properties of the VCC.
The concept involves making the object close to the center touch the other
object in the scene. Because the fixation is centered by default, the centered object is highlighted on the first call to top_down_attend. After
moving the hand toward that object and grabbing it, next_object
command is used to switch the attention to the other object. Moving
the grabbed object toward the other object until collision achieves the
desired goal of making the objects touch. Stopping the object when it
comes into contact with another object requires access to the details of
the outer contours of the object, a detail that is available only at the
bottom of the VH. In contrast to architectures like auto-encoders that
map a visual input to a fixed encoding in a feed-forward manner (30),
the imagination buffer of VCC allows for the details of the object to be
represented and accessed from the real world as required. As anticipated in (6), this allows the VH to be part of an interactive querying
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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of the world as part of a program rather than representing a scene in
one feed-forward pass for downstream tasks. In our current work, we
assumed that the VH and dynamics are already learned as described in
our earlier works (24, 25).
The problem of learning to represent concepts is this: Given a set of
input-output image pairs representing a concept, induce a program that
will produce the correct output image when executed on the VCC with
the corresponding input image. To solve this problem, we combined
insights from recent developments in program induction (31–37) with
the architectural advantages of VCC. Each program can be assigned a
probability based on a model for the space of programs. To efficiently
find a program for a given set of input-output pairs, our induction
method relies on searching for programs in decreasing order of probability, where the probabilities are determined on the basis of generative
models trained on already found programs and discriminative models
that are conditioned on current inputs (Fig. 4A). We used Markov
chains of instruction-to-instruction transitions (blue arrows in Fig. 4A)
as generative models. This was augmented with subroutine discovery,
which replaces a sequence of atomic instructions with a new instruction
that can then be used in the Markov chain. Updating the generative
model can be understood in the explore-compress (E-C) framework
(34) where induction alternates between an exploration phase and a compression phase. During exploration, an existing generative model was
used to guide the search of new programs, and during compression, all
the programs found so far were used to update the generative model. The
generative model works as an input-agnostic prior for the space of future
programs given the concepts learned earlier. During search, this prior was
combined with “argument predictions”: predictions from discriminative
models (neural networks) (32) about the value that the argument of each
instruction will take, given that the instruction is part of the program. This
prediction is specific to instructions (green arrows in Fig. 4A) and
conditional on the specific input-output pairs that the program is being
induced for. If a teacher is available, then fixation guidance can be used as
an additional signal to predict the arguments of certain instructions. In
addition, run-time exceptions generated from the VCC, represented as
solid red circles in Fig. 4A, were used to prune the search space. See
Materials and Methods for more details.
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Fig. 2. Architecture and the full instruction set of the VCC. (A) Building blocks of VCC and their interactions. VH parses an input scene into objects and can attend to objects
and imagine them. The hand controller has commands for moving the hand to different locations in the scene, and the fixation controller commands position the center of the
eye. Object indexing commands iterate through the objects currently attended to. The attention controller can set the current attention based on object shape or color. (B) The full
instruction set of VCC. Parentheses denote instructions with arguments. All concepts are represented using learned sequences of these 24 primitive instructions.
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Although the VCC instructions are named to be meaningful to
humans to help with interpretation, the agent is unaware of the
meanings of these actions or how the different working memories
and indexing mechanisms can be leveraged to represent concepts.
By learning programs, the agent has to discover how to exploit the
actions and properties of the VCC to represent various concepts.

or learning. Using a combination of the best models, argument prediction, and fixation guidance, 535 of the 546 concepts could be learned
with a search budget of 1 million programs, and 526 of them could
be learned with a search budget of 0.5 million programs. The induced
concepts readily generalized to settings where we varied the number
and size of objects, their appearance, and the color and texture of the
background. They could also be readily transferred to novel situations
on multiple robots to execute tasks in the real world.

RESULTS

Our experiments show that concepts could be induced as cognitive
programs and that this enabled transfer from diagrammatic representations to execution on a robot without any explicit demonstration.
We evaluated the performance of VCC on 546 different concepts, for
which manually written programs varied in number of instructions
from 4 to 23 (Fig. 4). We investigated how model-based search, inputconditional argument prediction, and fixation guidance affect the speed
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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Induced programs
Figure 4 (B to D) shows three examples from the 535 induced programs
that demonstrate how program induction used VCC properties to represent concepts. The first example (Fig. 4B) requires to move the leftmost object to the top. The learned program used the property that
VCC’s object-indexing memory orders objects by their distance from
the center of fixation. Although “the left-most object” is not an attribute
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Fig. 3. Concepts and their representation as cognitive programs. (A) Input-output examples for 15 different tabletop concepts. In our work, we tested on 546 different
concepts (see the Supplementary Materials for the full list). (B) A manually written program for a concept that requires moving the central object to touch the other
object. The images on the right show different stages during the execution of the program, with the corresponding line numbers indicated. The attended object is
indicated by a blue outline.
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Fig. 4. Program search and discovered programs. (A) Program induction searches in an exponential space represented as a tree, where each node (solid circle) is a
program. Blue branches are instruction-to-instruction transition probabilities modeled using a generative model, and green branches are instruction-to-argument
probabilities predicted using discriminative neural nets trained on input-output images. The probability of a program depends on the weights of the branches leading
to its node. Solid red circles are programs that generated an exception in the VCC, and the green node is a correct program. (B to D) Three examples of discovered
programs and visualizations of their execution steps. Digits next to the visualizations correspond to program line numbers.
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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Induction dynamics
We tested the efficacy of program induction under a wide variety of
settings. For model-based search, we compared an order-0 model
that only considers the relative frequencies of instructions to an
order-1 model that learns the transition probabilities of instructions
in programs. In each case, we tested the effect of learning subroutines.
We tested the effect of combining the order-1 model with neural
network-based predictions for the arguments of each instruction. We
also tested the effect of fixation guidance where pointing action by a
teacher was used to set the fixation location in the learning agent.
Iteratively discovering the programs by modifying the model that is
driving the search process and augmenting that model with inputconditioned argument predictions are both important for discovering
the complex concepts with longer programs. Figure 5 (A to D) shows
the length distributions of the programs induced after each E-C
iteration for different settings, for a search budget of 1 million programs.
The histogram of the number of programs of different lengths is plotted
along with a ground-truth distribution. (The ground truth is derived on
the basis of manually writing programs for each of the concepts. The
discovered program for any particular concept need not match the
ground-truth program in implementation or length). When argument
prediction was not available, program induction relied on searching exhaustively in the argument space. Without argument prediction, no
programs with a length of more than 12 instructions were induced,
whereas with input-conditioned prediction of arguments programs with
a length of up to 18 instructions were induced. Overall, without argument prediction, only 150 of the 546 concepts were induced, whereas
argument prediction and subroutines enabled the discovery of 526 of
546 concepts. Iterative refinement of the model using the discovered
programs at each stage resulted in more programs being discovered in
the next iteration of search. Figure 5 (A to C) shows the length distributions of programs discovered after each E-C iteration. The distributions of
the discovered programs shifted right with each iteration, successively discovering longer programs that were missed in the previous iteration. The
progression of concepts learned during multiple E-C iterations demonstrates the advantage of learning to learn (38) in program induction.
A teacher can help the agent learn faster by guiding the agent’s
attention by pointing. We tested the effect of having a teacher guide
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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the fixation of the agent for concepts that require using the fixate_
location()function similar to the joint attention mechanism hypothesized in cognitive science (28). This was achieved by setting the
argument of the fixate_location() function to the location
pointed by the teacher. In contrast to other instructions, the arguments
for the fixate_location()function were not predictable from the
input-output image pairs, and program induction relied on searching
the argument space in the absence of any other guidance. The effect of
offering fixation guidance was most significant at search budget of 0.4
million, as shown in Fig. 5E. In this setting, using fixation guidance
increased the number of discovered programs from 148 to 524. Although
fixation guidance from a teacher was applied here in a very limited setting, this shows that prespecified joint attention mechanisms with a
teacher hold promise for significantly speeding up induction.
Overall, using model-based search using an order-1 model and
argument prediction were the most important factors that determined
how quickly the programs could be learned. Figure 5 (E to H) shows the
effect of various factors as the search budget was varied from 0.25 to
3 million programs. When an order-1 model was used, induction of
subroutines played a smaller role in the induction of new programs:
Although subroutines that reduced the description length were obtained after each compression iteration, they provided only a modest
help in the future discovery of programs. To give a sense of the required computational effort, we note that searching 1 million programs
took around 10 min when using a single core.
Modeling the sequential relationship between the instructions of
learned concepts significantly helped with program induction, compared
with modeling just the instruction frequencies. We tested an order-0
model that ignored the sequential dependencies and an order-1 Markov
model between the instructions as the models used in the E-C iterations.
Of 546 concepts and with a search budget of 1 million programs, the
order-0 model was not able to induce any new concept when subroutines
were disabled and only 7 new concepts when they were enabled (39). In
contrast, an order-1 model was able to learn 525 of the 546 concepts for
the same search budget (Fig. 6B). Figure 6A shows the transition matrix
of the order-1 Markov model after iterations 0, 2, and 4. The transition
matrix learned additional relevant modifications, with each iteration that
enabled more concepts to be learned in future iterations.
Most concepts were learned correctly with just a few input-output
examples and generalized well to markedly different images depicting
the same concepts. Figure 6C shows the learning curve for concepts discovered in the first E-C iteration (107 concepts, including 16 bootstrapping ones). The learning curve flattens out after five examples. Figure
6D shows an example of the confusion caused when the number of
examples is fewer. Although the concept required moving the yellow
triangle to the middle, in the first two examples, this could be achieved
just by moving to the middle whichever triangle was closest to the center.
The generalization of the induced concepts to new situations was tested
using concept images generated with different numbers of objects and
visual transformations, examples of which are shown in Fig. 7A. The test
images were generated by varying the backgrounds, object foregrounds,
number and kinds of objects, and their placements within the image. For
each concept, we tested on 50 different test images generated by sampling
from these parameters. More examples of test images are shown in fig. S4.
All the induced concepts generalized to a 100% of these new settings.
Transfer to robots
Induced concepts transferred readily from the schematic inputs to the
real-world execution on two different robots: a Baxter from Rethink
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directly encoded in VCC, that concept was represented as a combination of other primitive actions.
Figure 4C shows an example where induction discovered the use
of a deictic mechanism. The concept required moving the central object
to the right edge and moving the other object to the position previously
occupied by the first object. Achieving this requires holding the position
of the previous object in working memory. Induction discovered that
the fixation center can be used as a pointer to index and hold object
locations in memory. The discovered program moves the center of
the eye to the first object after attending to it and grabbing it. Because
the eye fixation remains at the initial position of the first object when the
object is moved away, the second object can be moved to the correct
position by simply moving it to the fixated location. The concept of arranging small circles into a big circle (Fig. 4D) requires the agent to
imagine an object that does not exist (the big circle) and then push other
objects toward this imagined object while it is maintained in the
working memory. This is an example where teaching by demonstration
is likely to face challenges because the intermediate stages of that
demonstration would provide only scant cues about the final goal of
arranging objects in a circle.
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Fig. 5. Program induction details. (A to C) Length distribution of induced programs for the first three E-C iterations. X axis bins correspond to program lengths
(number of atomic instructions). The gray bars represent the total number of programs of that length according to a set of manually written programs comprising all
concepts. (D) Distribution at the end of all iterations. (E and F) Number of induced programs for different search budgets and for different model options. (G and H)
Effect of subroutines.
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Fig. 6. Program induction and generalization. (A) The instruction-to-instruction transition matrix after different E-C iterations. (B) Length distribution of programs
induced using order-0 versus order-1 model. (C) Training curve. Most concepts are solved with just a few examples. (D) An example showing wrongly induced programs
when only three training examples from a concept are presented, where accidental patterns in the data can explain the examples. In this case, the correct concept was
induced with four examples.

Robotics and a UR5 from Universal Robots. The primitive instructions
for perception and action, such as capturing the input scene and controlling the hand, were implemented using the respective robots’ interface, while the rest of the VCC instructions remained the same. We
tested the transfer of five different induced concepts on the two robots,
and each concept was tested in several different scenarios by changing the
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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number and types of objects, their positions, the number of distractor
objects, and the appearance of the backgrounds. In each case, the initial state
of the test scenarios was constructed such that running the induced program
on the input image would produce the right output in VCC’s imagination.
Figures 7 and 8 show the robots at different stages of the execution of
the concepts for a sampling of the settings we tested on. The concepts
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DISCUSSION

Getting robots to perform tasks without
explicit programming is one of the goals
in artificial intelligence and robotics. Imitation learning, a predominant approach
to this end, seeks to teach the robots via
demonstration. To demonstrate the actions required for a task, a robot could
be physically guided or operated remotely
(1, 40). Robot operation is very time consuming, so one-shot approaches that try
to learn executable policies from a single
demonstration have been developed
(2, 4, 41). The main drawbacks of imitation learning approaches are their focus
on rote mimicry without understanding
the intent of a demonstration and their
tendency to latch onto surface statistics
and idiosyncrasies of the demonstration
(19) rather than its conceptual content,
Fig. 7. Generalizing to new settings and to the real world. (A) Training examples and induced program
resulting in limited generalization to
corresponding to the concept “move topmost to left and blue to top.” The right columns show different test settings
new settings. Recent work (3) has sought
to which the program generalizes. The test settings are all very different from the training setting except for their
to build an intermediate representation
conceptual content. (B) The concept in (A) executed on Baxter robot with very different objects compared with the
from a demonstration that would allow
training setting. Different stages in the execution are shown.
generalization to more settings but still
relied on having a demonstration availare executed correctly despite the variations to the number of objects, able for each variation of a task, in addition to having a large annotated
their sizes, positions, and variations in the background, as long as the background set for the family of variations.
information relevant for the concept is present in the input. In Fig. 8A,
By focusing on the discovery of conceptual understanding from
we show the stacking concept executed in three different settings. The pairs of images, our work is very different from the traditional setting
different stacking concepts were executed correctly with the objects of imitation learning. No demonstrations are available, and the agent
properly in contact in their final states, even when the sizes and types has to discover the conceptual content and transformation that are
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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of objects were significantly different. Out
of the total test scenarios that were tried,
the robot UR5 succeeded in executing the
concepts in more than 90% of the trials.
The failures were caused by the objects
slipping out of the gripper during a grasp
or during placement. On Baxter, the success rate was lower (at about 70%) due to a
blurry camera, a less effective gripper, and
imprecise motion in our aging robot.
We also show how a complex concept
that could not be induced directly could
be broken into two different concepts
and executed consecutively on the robot
to achieve the more complex task. The
final task requires moving the yellow objects on the table to the left and the green
object on the table to the right, which can
be achieved as a combination of the first
set of movements with the second. We
show an application where the concept
can be used to separate lemons from limes
(Fig. 8B). The reader is encouraged to
view the robot demonstration videos
available as the Supplementary Materials.
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quential representations and chunking,
our work is a significant departure from
the traditional cognitive architectures of
ACT-R and SOAR in emphasizing the
perceptual, motor, and interactive nature
of concept representations. In having a
VH that is not a passive feed-forward
transducer, but an active system that can
be manipulated and reconfigured (11),
our architecture follows the guidelines of
perceptual symbol systems (6) rather than
pure symbol manipulation. VCC and cognitive programs can also be thought of as
a concrete computational instantiation of
image schemas (55), an influential idea in
cognitive science that emphasizes the
grounded and embodied nature of concepts. The programs that we learn on
VCC can be considered “patterns of sensorimotor experience” that constitute a
concept, forming the basis for communication and grounded language (56). Our
work is also consistent with the idea of a
probabilistic language of thought (57)
where complex representations are formed
from small repertoire of primitives (16, 17).
Representing concepts as programs makes
them naturally compositional as required
for a language of thought (57), and programs provide explainability that has been
lacking in current black-box policy learning methods.
The tremendous success of deep learning (58, 59) along with discoveries of its
Fig. 8. Learned concepts transferred to different real-world settings. (A) Each row shows the starting state, an
limitations has rekindled the age-old
intermediate state, and the ending state for three different execution scenarios for a concept that requires stacking
debate about innate biases versus tabula
objects on the bottom left. The middle row shows execution on different objects, and the bottom row shows exrasa learning (60). Bucking the recent
ecution on a different background. (B) Execution frames from an application that separates limes from lemons. This
trend of tabula rasa learning with large
task is achieved by the sequential composition of two concepts. (Left) The two concepts used (top and bottom) and
training sets, our work here focused on
(right) execution of these concepts in sequence to achieve the task.
learning programs on a biased computer
architecture whose biases were inspired
represented by the image pairs. Moreover, the discovered representa- by cognitive science and neuroscience and by computational considerations need to transfer to very different settings, including markedly tions. We carefully considered the question of what is a good architecdifferent visual appearances and different robot embodiments. Such tural starting point (26) for the learning of concepts: What should be the
transfer requires visual analogy making (42, 43) as opposed to rote design of the processor (13)? What should be the elemental operations
imitation. Although we took inspiration from earlier works on learning (22)? We believe that the seeming arbitrariness and ambiguity of the
programs to describe the contents of images and videos (38, 44, 45), starting point is part of the challenge in bringing these ideas into a comthose works focused on settings where the content to be described putational model and need to be confronted directly (61). We tackled
was fully observable in the images or video demonstration. Our setting this challenge by treating this as analogous to the design process of a
is very different and significantly more challenging because of the need microprocessor where choices need to be made regarding the nature
to discover hidden variables underlying the concepts, the number of of registers, memory, and instruction set. As described earlier, cognisteps involved in going from an input image to the output, and the need tive and neurosciences provided significant guidance, which were then
for strong schematic-to-real generalization in settings significantly dif- refined from the view point of program induction. Although it is unferent from the training distribution.
likely that all the detailed choices we made in this first iteration are
The sequential and programmatic nature of conceptual representa- the ones that will give rise to human-like concepts, many aspects of
tions has been well recognized in cognitive science and neuroscience, VCC regarding the interaction of VH, imagery, working memory, atwith Ullman’s seminal paper on visual routines (18) and its implemen- tention, action, and program induction are likely to remain in future
tations (46–52), and in prevalent cognitive architectures (53, 54) that use iterations. Through further theorizing and experimenting the design
sequential representations. Although sharing the motivations of se- of the VCC will be expanded and refined. We believe that this iterative
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The use of joint attention by pointing can be expanded in scope to
direct top-down attention, not just fixation. Attributes of an object—
width, height, number of corners, etc.—could themselves be represented as sensorimotor programs that are learned with experience in
the real world but evaluated purely in imagination during execution.
Expanding the dynamics model to include three-dimensional (3D)
objects and combining it with occlusion reasoning and surface representation abilities of the VH could result in a large number of realworld concepts being learned as cognitive programs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Program induction
We are provided with a set of collections of input-output pairs of
images, with each collection corresponding to some unknown concept,
and we wish to infer the programs that describe each of those concepts.
A naïve way to perform this inference is via brute force, but this
becomes unfeasible with increasing program lengths. However, it can
be useful as an initial step to discover the simplest of concepts to form
a bootstrapping set. To discover more sophisticated programs, we fitted
a probabilistic model to the programs in the bootstrapping set and then
used that model to guide the search starting from the most probable
program and searching in the order of decreasing probability. Once
some effort threshold was hit (for instance, number of programs
considered), we collected the found programs, refitted the probabilistic
model, and repeated. This approach is referred to as the E-C framework
in (34), where compression stands for fitting a probabilistic model
to data. The key for this approach to work properly is the probabilistic model.
We modeled programs (both instructions and arguments) as an
observed Markov chain. The model for the instructions is learned from
the already discovered concepts, whereas the emission model is
conditional on the input-output pairs of examples and is learned separately. As we will see next, the whole induction process depends only on
two free parameters: a modeling parameter e (the pseudocount) and an
exploration parameter M (maximum number of explored nodes).
The probabilistic model
We start by considering programs as a sequence of instructions,
without arguments. A program x is a sequence of atomic instructions
x = [x1, x2, … xL], where the last instruction is always xL = e, a special
end-of-program marker. The probability of a single program is
L�1

logpðxÞ ¼ logpðx1 Þ þ

∑

i¼1

logpðxiþ1 jxi Þ

where p(xi+1|xi) is the transition probability from instruction xi to
instruction xi+1 and p(x1) are the initial probabilities. To compute
the probability of multiple programs {x (i) } that we consider
independent, we can just add the log probabilities of each of them.
We can express this compactly by defining X ≡ ex(1)x(2)… as a
sequence that simply concatenates the programs (in any order)
and prepends an end-of-program marker. Then, the joint probability
of multiple sequences is simply
N�1

logpðXÞ ¼

∑

i¼1

logpðX iþ1 jX i Þ

ð1Þ
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refinement of architectural priors, inductive biases, and learning algorithms is an essential part of building systems that work like the human
mind (26).
A particularly important design choice is that of VH and top-down
attention. Rather than follow the prevailing machine-learning view
of treating vision as re-encoding the input for “downstream tasks”
(62), we treat the VH as a mechanism for structured interaction with
the world. In this view, the encoding of the world is not just at the top of
the hierarchy, and all details need not be represented at the top of the
VH in a loss-less manner as in deep neural network generative models.
The VH in our model is lossy, and the details can be accessed at the
input on demand, consistent with neuroscience ideas of using the
primary visual cortex as a high-resolution buffer for mental imagery
(22) and with the ideas of selective tuning of attention (63, 64). In this
design, the pattern of accessing the detail at the bottom, or the more
abstract representation at the top, becomes part of the representation
of the concept. Top-down attention also serves to achieve binding
(65)—for example, between the color and shape of an object—by using
attention as an internal pointing mechanism (21).
Many of the existing datasets that measure conceptual and abstract
reasoning have drawbacks that prevent them from being used in a study
for acquiring and representing concepts as sensorimotor programs.
Raven’s progressive matrices (RPMs) (66) are often used as a test for
conceptual representation. Instead of using RPM, we chose to use TW
because the properties of the world that give rise to generalization are
systematic and well understood. In contrast, in RPMs, the source of generalization can encompass the full experience of a young adult, including all the generalizations that arise from a fully developed VH that can
reason about occlusions and transparency. Standard RPMs are also
restricted to being evaluated as a multiple-choice question. TW was also
inspired by the tasks introduced in (21) for deictic mechanisms but goes
beyond those in terms of complexity, analogy making, and transfer to
real-world execution. In contrast to datasets that measure pixel-accurate
image reconstructions in simplistic settings (67), use of the TW recognizes the schematic nature of concepts (20) and enables the evaluation
of sensorimotor representations for their generalization to settings that
are different from the training distribution, including different realworld settings involving robots.
One common approach in program synthesis is to combine a
domain-specific language with a context-free grammar, such that the
whole space of syntactically valid programs is derivable (all programs
that are generated would compile, and all programs that solve a task
would be generated with nonzero probability) (20, 68). To achieve this,
a popular choice is to use functional programming with type checking,
which guarantees successful execution of programs generated according
to the grammar. In contrast, we found that an imperative programming
language was more suited for our purpose and subjectively more
adequate to describe the thought process associated with a concept. This
does not guarantee error-free execution when sampling from a Markov
model, and some programs are rejected: The machine itself becomes
part of the model, conditioning on valid programs (as in rejection sampling) and effectively pruning the search space. We took inspiration from
the recent work (33) in bringing the machine itself into program synthesis.
We are excited about the future research directions that our work
opens up. A richer set of primitive instructions that supports an interplay of bottom-up and top-down attention and uses the part-based representation of the VH could enable a wider variety of concepts. Perhaps
some of the primitives could be learned by having an agent interact
with the environment using mechanisms we elaborated earlier (69).
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where N is the total length of all the programs combined, including
the initial marker. From a compression perspective, −logp(X) corresponds to the description length (in nats) of the collection of programs
under this model. Parameter fitting for this model amounts to
determining the transition matrix Tx, where [Tx]rs = p(s|r). We use
the maximum likelihood estimator with a small pseudocount e to avoid
overfitting.
We can further enhance the model using subroutines. Subroutines
are sequences of instructions and can be incorporated into the model by
adding a dictionary D with subroutine definitions and allowing instructions to index not only atomic instructions but also subroutines. A
program with atomic instructions x can now be expressed in compressed form c by identifying the subroutines it contains and replacing
them with a single instruction containing the appropriate subroutine
call. The joint probability of all the programs X, its compressed representations C, and the subroutine dictionary D is then

ð2Þ

where the last equality follows from X being deterministically obtained
from C and D, and therefore, logp(X|C,D) equals 0 for valid expansions
X of C. The two terms in the right-hand side (r.h.s.) can each be encoded
as concatenated sequences (as we did for X) and computed using Eq. 1.
To fit this model for a given X, we maximize Eq. 2 with respect to
the transition matrix Tc (which is shared for both programs and subroutines), the compressed representation C, and the dictionary D. This
joint optimization is, in general, a difficult problem. We opt for a greedy
method: We consider the increase in logp(X, C, D) that inserting each
new possible subroutine in the dictionary (and updating C and Tc
accordingly) would produce and insert the one that achieves the
maximum gain. Then, we repeat the process until no positive increase
is achievable, adding one subroutine at a time. We only consider as
potential subroutine sequences of instructions that appear multiple
times in the programs. In contrast to maximum likelihood estimation,
the maximum a posteriori estimation of D includes the prior and provides a trade-off in which subroutines are only deemed useful if they
appear often enough.
We now turn to modeling the arguments of the instructions of a
program. Each program x has an accompanying set of parameters
y = [y1, y2,…,yL] of the same length as x. Thus, each instruction
has exactly one parameter, which can take one value among a discrete set of choices. Those choices are different for each instruction
and are given by the syntax of the language. For a given dictionary,
the probability of a full program (including now arguments) is
logpð y; x; cjDÞ ¼ logpðxjc; DÞ þ

Lc �1

∑ logpðcjþ1 jcj Þ

j¼1

L�1

þ
¼ logpðxjc; DÞ þ
¼

∑

i¼1

logpðyiþ1 jxiþ1 Þ

"
Lc �1 njþ1

∑ h¼1
∑ logpðyjþ1h jxjþ1h Þ þ logpðcjþ1 jcj Þ

j¼1

Lc �1

∑ logpðyjþ1 jcjþ1 Þ þ logpðcjþ1 jcj Þ

j¼1
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#
ð3Þ

The exploration
To discover the concept that explains a particular input-output collection, we start by expressing the probability of a compressed program as
a Markov chain

logpðzÞ ¼

Lc �1

∑ logpðzjþ1 jzj Þ

j¼1

where zj ≡ (cj, yj) and the transition probability Tz can be easily derived
by combining Tc and p(yj|cj). We thus have a Markov model over
“program portions” zj, which can be either individual instructions or
subroutines.
The Markov model induces an exploration tree: Each node has as
children all the possible program portions and is connected to them
through arcs with cost −logp(zchild|zparent). Each node corresponds to
a program, and its description length can be obtained by adding the
weights of the arcs on the path from the root. A best-first traversal of
the tree (always expanding the nodes that have less accumulated cost
from the root) visits the programs in order of decreasing probability.
Each visited compressed program z can be expanded into its atomic
version x and run on the VCC, checking whether the produced outputs
match the provided ones. We stop the process after we find a valid
program (the concept is discovered) or the number of visited nodes exceeds some effort parameter M.
To alleviate the memory demands of best-first search, we use
iterative deepening where depth-first search (DFS) is run with a limit
on the description length, the limit is gradually increased, and the
process is repeated. The nodes (programs) visited on each iteration that
were not visited in the previous iteration are then run on the VCC. This
visits the nodes in approximately a best-first order: Within each search
bracket, the node ordering is arbitrary, but the brackets are ordered. The
smaller the brackets, the tighter the approximation to best-first search.
VCC states are cached during the DFS traversal to prevent redundant
instruction executions, and the successors of any node that produced an
“invalid” execution on VCC are pruned away from further search.
Because the number of explored programs is relatively low, we first
run a best-first search that identifies the maximum description length of
the shortest M programs (without running them), and then, we run
DFS using the identified description length as the cutoff. During the
DFS, we run the programs, taking advantage of the optimizations described in the previous paragraph. The DFS is run until completion even
if the sought-for concept is found earlier, because it does not guarantee
that the shortest description of the concept will be found first.
Argument prediction
The differences and similarities between the input and output images
that are used as examples for each concept provide information about
what to pay attention to. We use this information to predict the argument for the following three functions: set_shape_attn, set_
color_attn, and fill_color. Given that the argument of
each function can take several potential values and each function
12 of 15
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logpðX; C; DÞ ¼ logpðXjC; DÞ þ logpðCÞ þ logpðDÞ
¼ logpðCÞ þ logpðDÞ

where we have collected all the arguments that are used in a subroutine
cj into a single variable yj ¼ ½yj1 …yjnj � and removed logp(X|C,D) = 0
(due to determinism) from the equation. We have already estimated all
the quantities in the above expression except for the conditional probability of the arguments logp(yi|xi) of a given atomic instruction, which
will be described in a subsequent section on argument prediction.
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Execution on robots
We tested the transfer of induced concepts to real world by executing
programs on two different robots in different settings: a Baxter robot
from Rethink Robotics and a UR5 from Universal Robots. To execute
the programs on these robots, we extended VCC with an additional robot interface that implemented input scene capture and hand actions.
Scene capture was achieved through a camera attached to the respective
robot’s end effector, a gripper. A color image with red, green, and blue
channels of the scene was captured by this camera and passed on to the
Lázaro-Gredilla et al., Sci. Robot. 4, eaav3150 (2019)
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scene parser of the emulator, which created the VCC’s initial state.
Moving a hand to any location within the workspace and grasping and
releasing objects were implemented on robot using a simple Cartesian
controller that moved the hand to a given x, y position on a table in a
plane at a specified height above the table top. Grasping and releasing
an object involved moving the gripper down and closing and opening
the gripper. Instead of dragging the object along the table, we moved
the object slightly above the table but otherwise respected the same
collision constraints as our TW, including the boundary. The interface
also mapped any position in VCC’s workspace onto x, y coordinates in
the robot frame of reference. Program execution took place in the
VCC and called scene capture and hand action functions implemented
in the robot interface when available. Executing any specific program
involved giving the induced concept as a list of primitives with arguments when available and running VCC with robot interface. We used
the same visual scene parser for execution on robots as we did for the
VCC. We tested six different concepts, including a complex concept
that involved executing two concepts in sequence. We used colored
foam blocks of different shapes, fruits, and household items as objects
and executed programs under different variations of background,
number, and shapes and types of objects and with or without distractor objects.
Mapping locations from VCC workspace to robot reference frame
requires accurate calibration of camera pose with respect to the robot,
and moving robot arm to a specific location requires accurate execution
of arm movement. Our UR5 robot had an external RealSense camera
attached to the gripper with an accurate calibration. For Baxter, an inbuilt camera inside the gripper was used instead for scene capture. This
camera has low resolution and some burnout pixels with an approximate
calibration. Because of these limitations, executions were typically accurate and more successful on UR5 compared with Baxter. Movement execution was also faster on UR5 compared with Baxter. Failed runs of
program execution were primarily due to grasp failures. These happened
more frequently on Baxter, so we tested most of the variations on UR5,
which has better movement accuracy.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
robotics.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/26/eaav3150/DC1
Text
Fig. S1. Schematic showing local bounded working memory mappings in VCC for an example
program.
Fig. S2. Features extracted from example images used for argument prediction.
Fig. S3. Argument prediction network architecture.
Fig. S4. Examples of valid test input images for three different concepts.
Table S1. List of primitive functions.
Movie S1. The concept of moving yellow objects toward the left and green objects toward the
right is taught through schematic images and transferred for execution on robot to separate
lemons from limes.
Movie S2. A robot executing the concept of arranging objects in a circle under various
settings.
Movie S3. Robots executing the concept of stacking objects on the bottom left in a variety of
settings.
Movie S4. Robots executing the concept of moving the yellow object to the bottom left corner
and the green object to the top right corner in a variety of settings.
Movie S5. Robots executing the concept of stacking objects vertically in place in a variety of settings.
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Toward high-performance, memory-efficient,
and fast reinforcement learning—Lessons from
decision neuroscience
Jee Hang Lee1,2*, Ben Seymour3,4,5*†, Joel Z. Leibo6, Su Jin An1, Sang Wan Lee1,2,7†
Recent insights from decision neuroscience raise hope for the development of intelligent brain-inspired solutions
to robot learning in real dynamic environments full of noise and unpredictability.

is well accounted for by modelfree RL, which
incrementally learns the values of actions
through trial and error without a model of
the environment. Conversely, goaldirected
control can rapidly adapt to changes in the
environment, but it is cognitively demand
ing. It guides actions by learning a model of
the environment and uses this knowledge
base to quickly adapt to changes in envi
ronmental structure, such as learning latent
(hidden) causes within stateaction space.
This computational distinction between
modelbased and modelfree RL suggests an
inevitable compromise between them. Model
free RL is slow to learn but is fast to achieve
a goal once a policy is learned and automa
tized. Modelbased RL provides more ac
curate predictions than modelfree RL in
general but is computationally much heavier.
Each strategy provides a complementary solu
tion regarding accuracy, speed, and cogni
tive load, highlighting a tradeoff between
prediction performance and computational
efficiency.
Second, RL algorithms usually require
a large amount of experience to adequately
learn causal relationships in the presence of
different environmental factors (incremen
tal learning). Humans, however, learn fast—
often after a single exhibition of an event
never experienced before (“oneshot learn
ing”) (5). Recent neuroscience studies (5, 6)
found that, when interactions with the envi
ronment are limited, humans have a strong
tendency to increase their learning rates;
they strive for quickly making sense of un
known parts of the environment, even when
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this compromises safety. These results suggest
that the brain directly implements compu
tation to find a tradeoff between perform
ance and speed.
Third, accumulating evidence supports
the notion that the prefrontal cortex imple
ments metacontrol to flexibly choose between
different learning strategies, such as between
modelbased and modelfree RL (7, 8) and
between incremental and oneshot learning
(5). In a new environment, metacontrol ac
centuates performance by favoring model
based RL. Because this is computationally
expensive, the brain resorts to modelfree
RL when it finds little benefit from further
learning: Either the environment is suffi
ciently stable to make precise predictions or
highly unstable such that predictions from
modelbased RL become less reliable than
those from modelfree RL. In other situa
tions, metacontrol prioritizes speed. When
the uncertainty in the estimated causeeffect
relationships is high, the brain tends to tran
sition to oneshot learning to quickly resolve
uncertainty in predicting outcomes. How
ever, when the agent is equally uncertain
about all possible causal relationships, it re
sorts to incremental learning to ensure safe
learning. Together, they suggest that brain
like metacontrol can deal with performance
efficiencyspeed tradeoffs.
Fourth, human RL may account for social
phenomena that have been important in hu
man evolution. In human societies where mul
tiple agents are interacting, there are social
dilemmas that have partially competitive and
partially aligned incentives (9). Approaches
using modelbased RL successfully achieve
cooperation in more complex temporally ex
tended settings [e.g., (10, 11)]. These models
often work in two stages: First, there is a
planning stage where the agent uses its
model of the game’s rules to simulate a large
number of games with itself and learns sep
arate cooperation and defection policies by
1 of 2
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Recent successes in building agents with super
human performance have led to reinforce
ment learning (RL), becoming a dominant
theoretical framework to understand decision
making through interaction with the world
(1). However, recent RL algorithms still have
major limitations, such as lack of the ability
to develop goaldirected policies or reliance
on large amounts of experience to learn (2).
These limits impede the ability to rapidly
adapt in dynamic environments where tasks
or contexts frequently change.
In contrast, humans have a remarkable abil
ity to rapidly adapt to environmental changes
with limited experience. Recent findings in
decision neuroscience suggest that the brain
uses not only multiple control systems for RL
but also a flexible metacontrol mechanism
to select among control options, each differ
ent trait associated with prediction perform
ance, cognitive load, and learning speed (3).
Understanding how the brain implements
these options could lead to braininspired
RL algorithms that can work in real control
problems for robots (4). Here, we discuss
recent findings on human RL that may
address several key challenges in robotics:
performanceefficiencyspeed tradeoffs, con
flicting demands in multirobot settings, and
the explorationexploitation dilemma.
First, accumulating evidence in decision
neuroscience indicates that humans take
advantage of two different behavior control
strategies: (i) stimulusdriven habitual and
(ii) goaldirected cognitive control (3). Ha
bitual control is automatic and fast, despite
being fragile in a volatile environment, and
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independently learning toward both selfish
and cooperative objectives. Then, in the ex
ecution phase, a titfortat policy is con
structed and applied using the previously
learned cooperate and defect policies. Other
approaches have sought to break down the
strict separation between planning and exe
cution stages and instead work in a fully on
line manner, such as the LOLA (Learning with
OpponentLearning Awareness) algorithm
(12). In addition to assuming perfect knowl
edge of the game rules, this model also as
sumes that agents can differentiate through
one another’s learning process. This allows
agents to learn to teach because they can iso
late the effects of their actions on the learn
ing of others.
Last, conventional RL algorithms tend
to be optimistic (or overconfident), especial
ly when sampling from a part of the envi
ronment they have not sufficiently learned.
Learning without an estimate of prediction
performance may lead to suboptimal poli
cies (local minima problem), especially in
complex and dynamic environments.
Humans appear to get around this prob
lem by using metacognition—the ability to
evaluate one’s own performance to estimate
a level of confidence and/or uncertainty (13, 14).
For example, low task difficulty or low envi
ronmental noise would make the learning
agent confident, leading to more decisive
actions, whereas losing confidence would
lead to a more cautious and defensive strat
egy (15). Metacognitive learning thus allows

for rapid adaptation to the context change
while maintaining robustness against envi
ronmental noise. Such a strategy has poten
tial for augmenting robot decisionmaking
in several ways—for instance, in resolving
explorationexploitation tradeoffs by over
seeing how lack of confidence should drive
the desire to learn.
In conclusion, the integration of findings
from human decision neuroscience can offer
valuable insights into action control systems
for robots, leading to safer, more capable,
and more efficient learning. Such an inter
disciplinary approach should also yield in
sights for neuroscience, providing a robust
test base for developing new theories of hu
man decision computation.
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µ-Opioid receptor–induced synaptic plasticity
in dopamine neurons mediates the rewarding
properties of anabolic androgenic steroids
Leonardo Bontempi1* and Antonello Bonci2*

INTRODUCTION

Anabolic androgenic steroids (AAS) consist of synthetic derivatives
of the primary male sex hormone, testosterone. AAS abuse can lead
to physical and psychological dependence and is especially abused
by males in first adulthood to enhance athletic performance or for
cosmetic purposes (1–4). The use of AAS by teenagers has also been
a primary public health concern because of their potential side effects
during a period where brain remodeling and behavioral maturation
occur. This, as well as other epidemiological reports, supports studies
that link early initiation of AAS misuse with increased risk of psychiatric conditions, indiscriminate and unprovoked aggression, steroid dependence, and the use of other illicit drugs (5, 6). However,
whether and why AAS induce physical and psychological dependence
is still a matter of debate.
The rewarding properties of AAS have been commonly associated
with the improvement of physical appearance, muscular strength,
and athletic performance. However, in addition to their influence
on somatic features, a growing body of work in adult rodents shows
that androgen compounds might have rewarding and reinforcing
effects (7). These effects are observed using different behavioral
paradigms, such as conditioned place preference (CPP) or selfadministration (8–11). In particular, self-administration of testosterone causes autonomic depression in a similar manner as observed
with opioids and is blocked by naltrexone, an opioid antagonist (11).
Furthermore, AAS seem to interact with the endogenous opioid
system in both humans and rodents, suggesting that some of the
AAS effects in the brain might be mediated by opioids (11, 12). In
particular, chronic administration of AAS increases the concentration
of the endogenous -opioid receptor (MOR) agonist -endorphin
in several brain regions including the dopamine (DA) system of the
ventral tegmental area [VTA; (13)].
The VTA mediates reward prediction, positive reinforcement,
motivation, and reward/drugs-seeking behavior (14, 15). All drugs
1

Intramural Research Program, Synaptic Plasticity Section, National Institute on
Drug Abuse, Baltimore, MD 21224, USA. 2Global Institutes on Addictions, Miami,
FL 33132 USA.
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of abuse interact with DA neurons to increase their activity and the
level of DA in brain regions, such as the nucleus accumbens (16).
Moreover, drugs of abuse also induce long-term alterations in glutamatergic synaptic transmission on DA neurons, which represents
a learning mechanism that is both sufficient and necessary to develop
and maintain drug addiction or stress-related behavior (17–20). Current hypotheses are that AAS might enhance DAergic activity because
testosterone place preference is DA dependent (8, 10). However,
there is now insufficient evidence of a direct action by androgens
and the mechanisms by which AAS modulate DA neuron activity
and synaptic transmission.
Along this line of thought, the first aim of this work was to assess
the long-lasting effect of a high dose of the synthetic androgen nandrolone and the endogenous androgen testosterone, two of the most
abused AAS, on the physiology of putative DA neurons. The second
aim was to understand the mechanism by which AAS interact with the
VTA, focusing on the interaction between AAS and the endogenous
MOR agonist -endorphin. Last, we attempted to demonstrate how
these mechanisms are involved in the rewarding properties of AAS.
RESULTS

Single administration of AAS induces synaptic plasticity
on putative DA neurons
Several lines of evidence show that a single exposure of drugs of abuse
is capable of rapidly causing long-lasting neuroadaptive changes
onto VTA DA neurons (17, 21–23). Synaptic plasticity on DA neurons plays a pivotal role in the development of drug addiction (24).
Moreover, it also affects the individual susceptibility to relapse,
which is one of the most critical parts in the treatment of drug addiction (24). Thus, studying the long-lasting effect and the mechanisms by which drugs of abuse interact with the VTA are crucial to
understand the neurobiology of drug addiction and to discover new
therapeutic targets to treat drug dependence. On these bases, we
used whole-cell electrophysiological recordings from acute brain
slices containing the VTA from male mice treated, 24 hours before
the recording, with a single intraperitoneal injection of either vehicle or a supraphysiological concentration of either nandrolone or
testosterone. The dose was chosen on the basis of previous studies
1 of 11
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Anabolic androgenic steroids (AAS) have medical utility but are often abused, and the effects of AAS on reward
circuits in the brain have been suggested to lead to addiction. We investigated the previously reported correlations between AAS and the endogenous -opioid system in the rewarding properties of AAS in mice. We found
that a single injection of a supraphysiological dose of natural or synthetic AAS strengthened excitatory synaptic
transmission in putative ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopaminergic neurons. This effect was associated with the
activation of -opioid receptors (MORs) and an increase in -endorphins released into the VTA and the plasma.
Irreversible blockade of MORs in the VTA counteracted two drug-seeking behaviors, locomotor activity and place
preference. These data suggest that AAS indirectly stimulate a dopaminergic reward center of the brain through
activation of endogenous opioid signaling and that this mechanism mediates the addictive effects of AAS.
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to simulate a similar amount of AAS abused by people (25–28). First,
we measured the firing rate of putative DA neurons. Putative DA
neurons were recorded medial to the medial nucleus of the optic
tract and identified by morphology, tonic spike rate, and presence
of a hyperpolarization-induced Ih current. There was no change in
the frequency of firing of putative DA neurons at resting (fig. S1, A
and B). Moreover, also the membrane capacitance, resistance, and
resting membrane potential—after hyperpolarization potential Ih
current and neurons firing after different depolarizing steps—were
unaltered (fig. S1, C to H). These data suggested that a single injection of AAS did not induce any alteration of the intrinsic properties
of putative DA neurons. Next, we studied the long-lasting effect of

AAS on glutamatergic synaptic plasticity. First, we pharmacologically
isolated spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents
(mEPSCs; Fig. 1A). Mean amplitude and frequency distribution of
mEPSC were significantly increased in nandrolone- and testosteronetreated animals compared to vehicle-treated mice, as indicated by a
shift in the cumulative probability distributions (Fig. 1, B and C).
The observed increase in amplitude and frequency of mEPSC may
be attributable to increased AMPA receptors (AMPARs) function
and/or number. To assess synaptic strength, we calculated the ratio of AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents (AMPAR EPSCs) to
N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAR)–mediated synaptic currents (NMDAR EPSCs). In animals treated with either nandrolone

Downloaded from http://stke.sciencemag.org/ on September 8, 2020
Fig. 1. AAS strengthen excitatory synaptic transmission on putative DA neurons. (A to C) Representative traces (A) and analysis of mEPSC frequency (B) and amplitude (C) in putative VTA DA neurons of mice treated with a single injection of either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg), nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg), or vehicle (Veh). Cumulative
distributions of amplitude and frequency were analyzed by using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: P < 0.01 versus Veh. (D) AMPAR/NMDAR ratio of mice treated with AAS as
described in (A) to (C). (E) Paired-pulse ratio obtained at 50-ms interpulse interval from mice treated as described in (A) to (C). (F) I-V (current-voltage relation) plot of
pharmacological isolated AMPAR EPSC (left). All EPSCs were normalized to the EPSC amplitude measured at −70 mV. Rectification index (middle) of AMPAR EPSCs was
calculated as the ratio between the amplitude of EPSC obtained at −70 and +40 mV. In (A) to (F), values are means ± SEM of n = 8 neurons recorded from four mice per
condition, analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 versus Veh. Representative traces are shown (right).
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AAS-induced synaptic plasticity is not mediated by
androgen receptor activation
Next, we wanted to describe the mechanism by which AAS modulate glutamatergic synaptic transmission on putative VTA DA neurons. We started our study by investigating the canonical target for
androgens: the intracellular androgen receptor. This receptor is expressed in many brain regions, especially in the hypothalamus (30).
Androgen receptor expression is reported also in other limbic regions such as the VTA, even though, the physiological role of this
receptor in this region remains unknown (31, 32). Thus, we pretreated mice with a subcutaneous injection of the selective androgen receptor antagonist flutamide 60 min before the administration
of either AAS or the vehicle. The pretreatment with flutamide did
not affect neither the frequency nor the amplitude of mEPSC in
testosterone- or nandrolone-treated mice (Fig. 2, A to C). To understand whether treatment with flutamide affected the strength of
glutamatergic synaptic transmission, we evaluated the AMPAR/
NMDAR ratio. In addition, in this situation, we showed that flutamide did not block the increase of the AMPAR/NMDAR ratio in
AAS-treated mice (Fig. 2D). We also reported that pretreatment with
flutamide might not affect the presynaptic glutamate release because
it did not impair the pair-pulse ratio in any experimental group
(Fig. 2E). In the end, we showed that pretreatment with flutamide
did not affect also the rectification of AMPAR EPSC in mice treated
with AAS (Fig. 2F). These data suggested that AAS induced the alterBontempi and Bonci, Sci. Signal. 13, eaba1169 (2020)
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ation of glutamatergic synaptic transmission on putative VTA DA
neurons through a noncanonical mechanism without engaging the
androgen receptor.
AAS increases the plasma and VTA concentration
of -endorphin
Several studies in humans and rodents suggest that AAS may modulate brain activity, enhancing the endogenous opioid system. It has
previously been demonstrated that chronic treatment with nandrolone
increases the level of -endorphin in the VTA (13), whereas chronic
treatment with testosterone increases the concentration of -endorphin
in the hypothalamus, pituitary gland, and plasma (33–35), suggesting
that AAS might boost the synthesis or release of endogenous MOR agonists. We decided to investigate whether an acute administration of
AAS was sufficient to modulate the plasma and VTA concentration of
-endorphin (Fig. 3A). The results showed that a single injection of either
nandrolone or testosterone induced a significant increase of plasma
and VTA concentration of -endorphin (Fig. 3B). The effect was
evident 5 to 15 min after the injection with AAS, whereas the level of
-endorphin returned to the basal level after 1 hour. Together, these
results showed that AAS were capable of quickly increasing the concentration of the endogenous MOR agonist -endorphin in both
plasma and VTA. -Endorphin might represent a promising target
by which AAS modulate synaptic transmission on DA neurons.
Blockade of MOR counteracts AAS-induced
synaptic plasticity
The rewarding properties of exogenous and endogenous opioids,
such as -endorphin, are well demonstrated, and it is also shown
that acute treatment with opioids induces synaptic plasticity in DA
neurons (36, 37). Thus, we assumed that AAS might indirectly
modulate synaptic transmission in DA neurons, increasing the
concentration of -endorphin and consequently activating MORs.
On these bases, we performed intracerebroventricular (ICV) injections of the selective, irreversible MOR antagonist -funaltrexamine
(-FNA) 24 hours before the injection of either AAS or vehicle
(Fig. 4A). Our results showed that pretreatment with -FNA blocked
AAS-induced increase of mEPSC frequency and amplitude. -FNA
did not affect mEPSC amplitude and frequency in vehicle-treated
mice (Fig. 4, B to D). We then investigated whether -FNA was able
to block the strength of glutamatergic synapses on putative DA
neurons. Our result showed that the irreversible blockade of MOR
was capable of dampening the increase of the AMPAR/NMDAR
ratio induced by treatment with AAS (Fig. 4E). We also found that
pretreatment with -FNA appeared to have no effect on presynaptic
glutamate release because the excitatory prepulse ratio was unaltered
in any of the experimental conditions used (Fig. 4F). Rather, pretreatment with -FNA blocked AAS-induced increases in the AMPAR
EPSC rectification index but did not affect the AMPAR rectification
index in vehicle-treated mice (Fig. 4G). These data indicate that
AAS are capable of modulating synaptic strength on putative DA
neurons through a MOR-dependent mechanism that may be attributed to an increase in -endorphin levels in the VTA.
We then sought to test this hypothesis. As presented above, AAS
rapidly increased the level of -endorphin, which returned to basal level
after almost 1 hour. Thus, to test whether inhibiting MOR activity
also blocked AAS-induced synaptic plasticity when -endorphin returns to basal level, we performed an ICV injection of -FNA 1 hour
after the administration of AAS (fig. S4A). Our results showed that,
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or testosterone, there was a significant increase of AMPAR/NMDAR
ratio (Fig. 1D). To understand whether this change in AMPAR/
NMDAR was associated to either an increase of AMPAR EPSC or
decrease of NMDAR EPSC or both, we performed an input-output
experiment pharmacologically isolating either AMPAR or NMDAR
EPSC. We reported a significant increase of AMPAR EPSC in mice
treated with AAS compared to vehicle-treated mice (fig. S2A). On
the contrary, we reported no change in NMDAR EPSC in any
experimental condition (fig. S2B), suggesting that the increase of
AMPAR/NMDAR ratio might be attributed to an increase of AMPAR
function or expression. To verify possible presynaptic alterations,
we performed a paired-pulse stimulation experiment to test changes
in glutamate release probability. There were no substantial changes
in the paired-pulse ratio neither in nandrolone- nor in testosteronetreated mice (Fig. 1E). These data might suggest that there was no
presynaptic alteration after treatment with AAS, even though we
cannot completely rule out this hypothesis. Drug-evoked potentiation
of synaptic transmission is usually, in part, mediated through an exchange of GluR2-containing and GluR2-lacking AMPAR, leading to
EPSCs that are sensitive to polyamines and have a rectifying currentvoltage relationship (29). Thus, we measured EPSC at −70, 0, and
+40 mV to calculate the rectification index (EPSC−70mV/EPSC+40mV).
In mice treated with either nandrolone or testosterone, the rectification index was significantly higher than control mice, suggesting the
presence of GluR2-lacking AMPAR (Fig. 1F). Last, we tested possible
alterations of inhibitory -aminobutyric acid (GABA) transmission
on putative DA neurons. Neither the treatment with nandrolone nor
testosterone showed a long-lasting effect on GABAergic transmission.
As a matter of fact, there were no significant differences in neither
the frequency nor the amplitude of the miniature inhibitory postsynaptic current (mIPSC; fig. S3, A to C). In summary, these results
showed that a single injection of AAS induces long-term alteration
of glutamatergic synaptic transmission on putative DA neurons.
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Fig. 2. Androgen receptor antagonist flutamide did not affect AAS-induced synaptic plasticity. (A to C) Representative traces (A) and analysis of mEPSC frequency
(B) and amplitude (C) in putative VTA DA neurons of mice pretreated with flutamide (FLU; 20 mg/kg, sc) or saline (Sal) 1 hour before a single intraperitoneal injection of
either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg), nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg), or vehicle. Cumulative distributions of amplitude and frequency were analyzed by using KolmogorovSmirnov test: P < 0.01 for the ND/TS+ conditions versus the Veh conditions. (D) AMPAR/NMDAR ratio in putative DA neuron of mice treated as described in (A) to (C).
(E) Paired-pulse ratio obtained at 50-ms interpulse interval in putative DA neurons of mice treated as described in (A) to (C). (F) I-V plot of pharmacological isolated AMPAR
EPSC (left). All EPSCs were normalized to the EPSC amplitude measured at −70 mV. Rectification index (middle) of AMPAR EPSCs was calculated as the ratio between the
amplitude of EPSC obtained at −70 and +40 mV. Representative traces are shown (right). In (A) to (F), values are means ± SEM of n = 8 neurons recorded from four mice
per condition, analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test: *P < 0.05; #P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ##P < 0.01 versus Veh + Sal or Veh + FLU, respectively.

in this experimental setting, -FNA did not block AAS-induced
increase of mEPSC frequency and amplitude in putative DA neurons (fig. S4, B to D). Moreover, injection of -FNA 1 hour after the
AAS injection did not affect either the AAS-induced increase in the
AMPAR/NMDAR ratio (fig. S4E) or the rectification index of AMPAR
EPSCs (fig. S4F) on putative DA neurons. These results suggested
that AAS-induced increases in -endorphin levels in the VTA might
Bontempi and Bonci, Sci. Signal. 13, eaba1169 (2020)
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be necessary to enhance excitatory synaptic transmission on putative DA neurons.
AAS-induced locomotion and place preference requires
activation of VTA MOR
The VTA is a brain region centrally involved in the development
and expression of a variety of behaviors associated with drug use
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such as increased locomotor activity and drug-seeking behavior (38).
To determine whether AAS modulate locomotor activity, mice were
injected with a single administration of either testosterone, nandrolone,
or vehicle, and the locomotor activity was monitored for 1 hour.
Our results showed that both testosterone and nandrolone significantly increased the locomotor activity 10 to 15 min after the injection
(Fig. 5A). The locomotor activity remained high for almost 45 min,
which might resemble a similar time course shown with the increase
of -endorphin level. To test whether the increase of the locomotor
activity was due to activation of VTA MOR, we pretreated mice with
an intra-VTA injection of the irreversible MOR antagonist -FNA
(Fig. 5B and fig. S5) and found that this blocked the increase in locomotor activity in both nandrolone- and testosterone-treated mice
(Fig. 5C). These results suggest that the acute increase in locomotor
activity induced by AAS was dependent on VTA MOR activation.
Several papers show the rewarding and reinforcing effect of both
testosterone and nandrolone using either CPP or self-administration
paradigms (6–8). To determine whether AAS also induced place
preference in our experimental conditions, we performed CPP experiments in mice conditioned with either testosterone or nandrolone
(Fig. 6A) and found that both steroids were capable of inducing a
strong and significant CPP in mice (Fig. 6B), demonstrating the rewarding effect of AAS. Next, we investigated whether the development of CPP was dependent on VTA MOR activation. We took
advantage of the irreversible antagonist -FNA to induce a chronic
pharmacological blockade of VTA MOR. However, to minimize
the number of -FNA injections in the VTA, we assessed the duration of MOR inactivation after a single microinjection of -FNA in
the VTA (fig. S6A). MORs are expressed on presynaptic GABAergic
terminals, and their activation reduces GABA release on DA neurons.
To verify when MOR activity was restored after -FNA injection, we
analyzed the effect of the MOR agonist [D-Ala2, N-MePhe4, Gly-ol]enkephalin (DAMGO) on putative DA neurons GABAergic synaptic
transmission. DAMGO did not modify the frequency of mIPSC 1
or 2 days after -FNA injection (fig. S6, B to F) but did significantly
by 3 days after (fig. S6, G and H). These data suggested that the
intra-VTA injection of -FNA could block the activity of VTA MOR
for 48 hours. Thus, we microinjected -FNA in the VTA (fig. S7)
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every 2 days, 20 hours before the AAS conditioning session (Fig. 6,
C and D). Our results showed that irreversible chronic blockade of
VTA MOR dampened the development of both nandrolone and
testosterone place preference (Fig. 6, E and F). To finally confirm
that -FNA injection did not affect the result of the CPP due to its
possible aversive effect, we performed another CPP experiment,
wherein the AAS and vehicle conditioning sessions were inverted
and -FNA was injected in the VTA (fig. S8) 20 hours before the
vehicle conditioning session (fig. S9A). Our result showed that also
in this situation, -FNA was still capable to block the development of
AAS-induced place preference (fig. S9, B and C). Together, these data
indicate that the rewarding effect of AAS is mediated by VTA MOR
activation, likely due to an increase of -endorphins in the VTA.
DISCUSSION

AAS abuse remains a poorly understood and underappreciated social
problem despite the risk of addiction and side effects. According to
several studies, about 30 to 32% of subjects using AAS will suffer
from dependence; this may lead to severe side effects such as increased
aggressive behavior and depression, which is associated with a high
risk of suicide (39, 40). Thus, studying how AAS modulate the function of brain regions usually involved in drug addiction and the
mechanisms underlying the rewarding properties of AAS might be of
pivotal importance to find therapeutic targets capable of counteracting AAS abuse and side effects.
A major hypothesis in the pathogenesis of addictive behavior
points at drug-induced plasticity within the VTA DA system as
one of the major causes of compulsive drug-seeking and relapse
behavior (24, 34). All drugs of abuse typically increase the excitatory
transmission on DA neurons, and it is demonstrated how these
long-term alterations of synaptic transmission are related to the
behavioral effects of addictive drugs (that is, CPP or drug sensitization or reinstatement of drug self-administration). Some studies
also report that AAS might interact with the DAergic system because AAS place preference is DA dependent, and chronic treatment with AAS induces alteration of DA receptors in many brain
regions (8–10).
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Fig. 3. AAS induce rapid increase of plasma and VTA -endorphin levels. (A) Schematic of experiment: Mice were injected with either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg),
nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg), or vehicle (Veh). After different time points (5′, 15′, 30′ and 60′), either VTA or plasma was isolated and processed for -endorphin quantification through ELISA. (B) Quantification of -endorphin level in the VTA (left) and plasma (right) of mice treated as described (A). Values are means ± SEM; five mice in each
condition were analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 versus Veh. i.p., intraperitoneally.
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Fig. 4. AAS-induced synaptic plasticity on putative DA neurons is mediated by MOR activation. (A) Coronal section depicting cannula implantation in the left lateral ventricle and schematic of experiment: Mice received an ICV injection of the irreversible MOR antagonist -FNA (0.2 g in 0.2 l of saline) or saline (Sal) 24 hours before
injecting either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg), nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg), or vehicle (Veh). Scale bar, 1 mm. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed 24 hours
after the treatment with either AAS or Veh. (B to D) Representative traces (B) and analysis of mEPSC frequency (C) and amplitude (D) recorded in putative VTA DA neurons
of mice treated as described (A). Cumulative distributions of amplitude and frequency were analyzed by using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: P < 0.01 for ND + -FNA and
TS + -FNA versus ND + Sal, TS + Sal, Veh + Sal, and Veh + -FNA. (E) AMPAR/NMDAR ratio in putative DA neurons of mice treated as described (A). (F) Paired-pulse ratio
obtained at 50-ms interpulse interval. (G) I-V plot and rectification index in putative DA neurons of mice treated as described (A). I-V plot of pharmacological isolated
AMPAR EPSC (left). All EPSCs were normalized to the EPSC amplitude measured at −70 mV. Rectification index (middle) of AMPAR EPSCs was calculated as the ratio between the amplitude of EPSC obtained at −70 and +40 mV. Representative traces (right). In (C) to (F), values are means ± SEM of n = 8 neurons recorded from four mice
per condition, analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test: **P < 0.01 versus Veh + Sal; †P < 0.05 and ††P < 0.01 versus Veh + -FNA; ‡P < 0.05; ‡‡P < 0.01
versus ND + -FNA; §P < 0.05; §§P < 0.01 versus TS + -FNA.
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In this study, we found that AAS can directly affect the physiology
of DA neurons. Our results revealed that a single administration of
two of the most common AAS was capable of strengthening the excitatory synaptic transmission on putative VTA DA neurons. We
reported an increase of mEPSC amplitude and frequency as well as
an increase of the AMPAR/NMDAR ratio due to an increase of
AMPAR EPSC and increase of the rectification index of AMPAR
EPSC. These data demonstrated that AAS, as well as other drugs of
abuse, were capable of strengthening excitatory transmission on putative DA neurons. We also found that this effect was not mediated
by androgen receptor activation, which suggests the involvement of
noncanonical mechanisms. Administration of AAS in humans induces
a feeling of pleasure within 15 to 20 min of administration, which
indicates the presence of a fast, nongenomic action (41). Previous studies suggest several receptors as potential targets for the nongenomic
effect of androgens. These include GABA receptors, the sigma-1 receptor
(1R), and a putative membrane receptor for androgens (42, 43).
Moreover, several studies report that the nongenomic action of androgens might also be linked to the endogenous opioid system (12).
Fifty percent of people abusing AAS meet the diagnostic criteria
for opioid use disorder (12). Furthermore, self-administration of
testosterone in rodents is blocked by the presence of the opioid antagonist naltrexone. Pretreatment with testosterone induces CPP to
subthreshold doses of morphine, and chronic treatment with nandrolone increases the level of -endorphin in the VTA (11–13). In our
study, we also showed that a single injection of either testosterone or
nandrolone quickly increased the VTA and plasma level of -endorphin.
This increase of -endorphin supports the assumption that androgens might affect neuronal activity by enhancing the endogenous
opioid system activity, even though the mechanisms and the body
regions by which androgens promote the release of -endorphin are
not yet known and require further investigation.
The rewarding effect of -endorphin and its role in natural and
drug reward are well described (36, 37). However, the involvement
of the endogenous -endorphin in drug-induced synaptic plasticity
is still a matter of debate. Another study shows that a raise in the
endogenous level of -endorphin might be linked to the rewarding
Bontempi and Bonci, Sci. Signal. 13, eaba1169 (2020)
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properties of ultraviolet light (43). Thus, although it is not completely demonstrated, it would not be unexpected if -endorphin
played a role in the rewarding properties of AAS as well. We showed
that preexposure to the selective irreversible MOR antagonist -FNA
dampened the AAS-induced synaptic plasticity in putative VTA DA
neurons, demonstrating that activation of MOR was required for
AAS action in the VTA. MOR can regulate DA neuron activity and
synaptic transmission either through a presynaptic mechanism, reducing GABA release or promoting glutamate release (44), or through
a postsynaptic mechanism because they are also expressed in DA
neurons (45). Moreover, some authors report that opioids induce
synaptic plasticity on DA neurons, regulating the release of other
neuromodulators such as orexin (23). Our study does not uncover
whether AAS-dependent synaptic plasticity and behavioral effects
are mediated by presynaptic or postsynaptic VTA MOR or whether
other neuromodulators are involved. This, too, will require further
investigation.
Taking advantage of the CPP paradigm to study whether the rewarding effect of AAS was dependent on VTA MOR activation, our
results further showed that the irreversible inhibition of MOR in
the VTA was sufficient to block AAS-induced place preference and
locomotor activity. Another study shows that systemic injection with
naloxone blocks testosterone self-administration, suggesting that the
endogenous opioids system might be involved in the rewarding
properties of this natural hormone. Along this line, our findings
provide evidence that AAS-induced enhancement of -opioid signaling is involved in the physiological, long-lasting alterations in
the VTA commonly seen after exposure to drugs of abuse and that
are implicated in the development of drug-seeking behavior. Overall, we did not report any substantial difference between testosterone
and nandrolone in any experiment. This suggests that, regarding the
aspects studied in this paper, they probably work through the same
mechanisms and induce the same effect.
Although our results need to be replicated in other behavioral
paradigms, the same mechanism (that of MOR-mediated glutamatergic synaptic transmission on putative VTA DA neurons) may be
involved in the rewarding properties of AAS. The interaction between
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Fig. 5. AAS-induced locomotor activity required VTA MOR activation. (A) Locomotor activity in mice treated with a single intraperitoneal injection with either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg), nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg), or vehicle (Veh). Values are means ± SEM (nine mice per group), analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc
test: P < 0.01 ND versus Veh and P < 0.001 TS versus Veh at 15 min; P < 0.01 ND versus Veh and P < 0.001 TS versus Veh at 30 min. (B) Coronal section depicting intra-VTA
cannula implantation. (C) Locomotor activity in mice pretreated with an intra-VTA injection of -FNA (0.2 g in 0.2 l of saline) or saline (0.2 l; Sal), 24 hours before a single
intraperitoneal injection with either TS, ND, or Veh as described in (A). Values are means ± SEM of seven mice per group, analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post
hoc test: P < 0.01 for ND + Sal versus TS + -FNA, TS + Sal versus Veh + Sal, and TS + Sal versus Veh + -FNA; P < 0.001 for ND + Sal versus Veh + -FNA and P < 0.0001 for
ND + Sal versus Veh + Sal at 15 min; P < 0.05 for TS + Sal versus TS + -FNA; P < 0.01 for ND + Sal versus Veh + -FNA; P < 0.001 for ND + Sal versus Veh + Sal, ND + Sal versus
ND + -FNA, and TS + Sal versus Veh + -FNA; P < 0.0001 for TS + Sal versus Veh + Sal and TS + Sal versus ND + -FNA at 30 min.
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Fig. 6. Irreversible blockade of VTA MOR counteracted AAS-induced place preference. (A) Schematic of experiment: During the pretest, mice were allowed to explore all compartments and were monitored for 15 min to assess any preference for a certain compartment. During conditioning, mice were injected in the morning
during days 2, 4, and 6 and in the afternoon during days 3 and 5 with either testosterone (TS; 10 mg/kg) or nandrolone (ND; 10 mg/kg) and were confined to the not
preferred compartment. In the afternoon of days 2, 4, and 6 or in the morning of days 3 and 5, mice were treated with vehicle (Veh) and were confined to the preferred
side. The test day occurred in the middle of the day, and the mice were allowed to explore all compartments for 15 min. (B) Conditioned place preference (CPP) in mice
conditioned as described (A). CPP score was calculated, subtracting the time spent in the drug-paired side to the Veh-paired side. Values are means ± SEM (10 mice per
group). Two-tailed paired Student’s t test; ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. (C) Coronal section depicting intra-VTA cannula implantation (scale bar: 2mm). (D) Schematic of
experiment: The experiment was performed as shown previously (A), except for the fact that -FNA (0.2 g in 0.2 l of Sal) was injected in the VTA every 48 hours to maintain
VTA MOR blocked for the whole duration of the experiment. The injection occurred on day 1 after the pretest and on days 3 and 5 after the conditioning session to not allow
the association between any possible aversive effect of -FNA with any compartment of the CPP apparatus. (E and F) CPP in mice conditioned as described (D). Values are
means ± SEM (10 mice per group); two-tailed paired t test comparing the time spent on the drug-paired side before and after conditioning. ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.

AAS and endogenous opioid system might be of pivotal importance
here, given the co-abuse of AAS and opioids. AAS have been previously defined as a gateway drug to opioid dependence. It is also
plausible that if AAS addiction is wired through opioid signaling,
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then people suffering of AAS addiction might be treated with the same
approved medication used for opioid abuse, such as buprenorphine.
Moreover, further investigations about the plasma concentration of
endogenous opioids or of brain opioid receptor binding should also
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be performed in people abusing AAS. Ultimately, understanding the
connection between androgens and opioids could be crucial toward
understanding the development of side effects, such as aggressive
behavior or depression, commonly seen with chronic abuse of AAS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Male mice (8 to 10 weeks old) were group housed in a colony maintained under a 12-hour light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. All experiments were carried out during the mouse
dark cycle. All analyses were performed on mice whose genotype
was unknown to the experimenter. All procedures were conducted
in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals of the National Institutes of Health.

Electrophysiology
Male mice were treated with a single intraperitoneal injection of either
vehicle or testosterone (10 mg/kg) or nandrolone (10 mg/kg). After
24 hours, mice were anesthetized with Euthasol and decapitated.
Brains were quickly removed and placed in ice-cold low-sodium artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). For pharmacological experiments
with antagonist, mice were pretreated with flutamide (20 mg/kg) or
-FNA ICV injection (2 g in 0.2 l of saline) 1 or 24 hours before
the injection of AAS, respectively. Horizontal sections (250 m)
containing the VTA were prepared in ice-cold ACSF using a vibrating blade microtome (Leica VT1200, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA). Right
after cutting, slices were recovered for 10 min at 32°C and then
transferred to holding ACSF at room temperature. Cutting and recovery were performed with ACSF containing the sodium substitute
N-methyl-d-glucamine (NMDG) (45): 92 mM NMDG, 20 mM Hepes
(pH 7.35), 25 mM glucose, 30 mM sodium bicarbonate, 1.2 mM sodium phosphate, 2.5 mM potassium chloride, 5 mM sodium ascorbate, 3 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM thiourea, 10 mM magnesium,
14 mM sulfate, and 0.5 mM calcium chloride (46). The ACSF used for
holding slices before recording was identical but contained 92 mM
sodium chloride instead of NMDG and contained 1 mM magnesium
chloride and 2 mM calcium chloride. The ACSF used to perfuse slices
during recording contained 125 mM sodium chloride, 2.5 mM potassium chloride, 1.25 mM sodium phosphate, 1 mM magnesium
chloride, 2.4 mM calcium chloride, 26 mM sodium bicarbonate,
and 11 mM glucose. All ACSF solutions were saturated with 95% O2
and 5% CO2. For recording, a single slice was transferred to a heated
chamber (32°C) and perfused with normal ACSF (2.5 ml min−1) using
a peristaltic pump (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA).
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Drugs
Testosterone was purchased from Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor,
MI, USA; catalog no. 15645). Nandrolone was purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA; catalog no. N7252). Flutamide, -FNA,
DAMGO, and 6,7-Dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX) disodium
salt were purchased from Tocris (Minneapolis, MN; catalog nos. 4094,
0926, 1171, and 2312). d-aminophosphovalerate (d-APV), tetrodotoxin citrate (TTX), and picrotoxin were purchased from Abcam
(Cambridge, MA; catalog nos. ab120003, ab120055, and ab120315).
Testosterone and nandrolone were dissolved in 45% (2-hydroxypropyl)-cyclodextrin (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. H107). Flutamide and
-FNA were dissolved in 0.9% NaCl solution (saline). DAMGO,
DNQX, d-APV, TTX, and picrotoxin were dissolved in water.

Visualization of putative VTA DA neurons was performed with an
upright microscope equipped for differential interference contrast
microscopy (BX51WI, Olympus, Waltham, MA, USA). Putative
DAergic neurons in the VTA were located medial to the medial nucleus of the optic tract and identified by morphology, tonic spike rate,
and presence of a hyperpolarization-induced Ih current, which can
be a reasonable predictor of DAergic identity in mice (47). Wholecell patch-clamp recordings were made using a MultiClamp 700B
amplifier (1 kHz low-pass Bessel filter and 10 kHz digitization) with
pClamp 10.3 software (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA). Voltageclamp recordings of excitatory synaptic transmission were made
using glass pipets with resistance of 1.5 to 3 megohms, filled with
internal solution containing the following: 117 mM cesium methanesulfonate, 20 mM Hepes, 0.4 mM EGTA, 2.8 mM NaCl, 5 mM
Tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA-Cl), 2.5 mM Mg-ATP (adenosine
triphosphate), and 0.25 mM Na-GTP (guanosine triphosphate);
pH 7.2 to 7.3 and 280 to 285 mOsm. Spermine (0.1 mM) was added to
the internal solution for measuring the current-voltage relationship
of AMPAR currents. For inhibitory transmission, GABA-A mIPSCs
were recorded with glass microelectrodes (1.5 to 3 megohms) containing the following: 128 mM KCl, 20 mM NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, 1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.3 mM CaCl2, 2 mM Mg-ATP, and 0.25 mM
Na-GTP (280 to 285 mOsm) to detect mIPSC as large inward currents at −65 mV. Input and series resistance was continually monitored online; if either parameter changed by more than 20%, data
were not included in the analysis. Membrane potentials were not
corrected for junction potentials (estimated to be 10 mV). Excitatory
afferents were stimulated at 0.1 Hz with a bipolar stimulating electrode placed 100 to 300 m rostral to the recording electrode. Excitatory paired-pulse ratios were acquired at −70 mV by having a second
afferent stimulus of equal intensity at 50 ms after the initial stimulus.
The ratio was calculated from the peak amplitude of the second and
the first stimuli. The experiments looking at AMPAR/NMDAR ratios
were carried out by evoking the dual-component EPSC at +40 mV,
and then d-APV (50 M) was bath applied to isolate AMPAR
EPSC. NMDAR responses were calculated by digital subtraction of
the average response in the presence of d-APV from the response
isolated in its absence. To yield the AMPAR/NMDAR ratio, the peak
of the AMPAR EPSC was divided by the peak of the NMDAR
EPSC. We measured the rectification of AMPAR-mediated currents
by pharmacologically isolating AMPAR EPSC at a holding potential
ranging from −70 to +40 mV and then normalizing the peak amplitude of each holding potential to the current at −70 mV. mEPSCs
were pharmacologically isolated by having picrotoxin (100 M) and
tetrodotoxin (20 nM) present throughout the experiment and sampled
at 1 kHz while clamping the cells at −70 mV. mIPSCs were isolated by
having NBQX (2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfamoylbenzo[f]quinoxaline)
(10 M) and d-APV (50 M) and tetrodotoxin (20 nM) and were
clamped at −65 mV. Two hundred events per cell were acquired and
detected using a threshold of 8 pA. Analyses of mEPSC and mIPSC
were performed offline and verified by eye using the MiniAnalysis
program (v6.0, Synaptosoft). For current-clamp recordings looking
at cell excitability, electrodes were filled with the following: 135 mM
K-gluconate, 10 mM Hepes, 4 mM KCl, 4 mM Mg-ATP, and 0.3 mM
Na-GTP; pH 7.2 to 7.3 and 280 to 285 mOsm. We measured cell
excitability with incremental steps of current injections and monitored the number of spikes fired during a fixed current injection
(2 s). All values were obtained after cells had reached a stable
response, and then averages of three cycles for each cell were taken.
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No more than one to two cells per animal were used for each experimental setting.

Behavioral analyses
Locomotor activity was performed in a circular locomotor box with
a 40-cm diameter. The day before the experiment, mice were habituated to the apparatus for 30 min. On the next day, mice were injected
with either vehicle, testosterone (10 mg/kg), or nandrolone (10 mg/kg)
and returned to the same locomotor box. Locomotor activity was
monitored for 1 hour. For experiments with intra-VTA cannula microinjection, mice were allowed to recover from the surgery for at
least 2 weeks. Mice received an intra-VTA injection of -FNA (0.2 g
in 0.2 l of saline) 24 hours before the test. Locomotor activity was
monitored using the Noldus EthoVision software.
The CPP apparatus consisted of three chambers. The conditioning
compartments consisted of a grid rod-style floor white compartment
and a mesh-style floor black compartment connected to a neutral
central small compartment (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT, USA).
On the first day, mice were allowed to explore the chambers for
15 min. The time spent in each chamber was recorded to determinate
any preference for one compartment. During conditioning days 2,
4, and 6, mice received an intraperitoneal injection in the morning
of either nandrolone (10 mg/kg) or testosterone (10 mg/kg) and
were confined in the less preferred compartment for 30 min. In the
afternoon, they received a vehicle injection and were confined in
the preferred compartment. On days 3 and 5, the session order was
inverted. The test occurred on day 7, where the mice were allowed
to explore all compartments for 15 min. During another experimental
setting, mice were treated with an intra-VTA injection of either
-FNA (0.2 g in 0.2 l of saline) or saline (0.2 l of saline). The
microinjection was performed every 48 hours to irreversibly block
the VTA MOR for the entire duration of the experiment (during both
Bontempi and Bonci, Sci. Signal. 13, eaba1169 (2020)
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ELISA assay
Tissue samples containing the VTA or plasma were obtained from mice
injected with either testosterone (10 mg/kg), nandrolone (10 mg/kg),
or vehicle at different time points (5, 15, 30, and 60 min). Tissue samples were weighted and homogenized in cold 1× phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) (pH 7.4), and the supernatant was collected after centrifuging for 20 min at 2000 to 3000 rpm. For plasma extraction, whole
blood was collected into EDTA-coated Eppendorf (10% 0.5 M sterile
EDTA of the expected blood volume into a 2-ml Eppendorf tube).
Samples were incubated at room temperature for 10 to 20 min and
then centrifuged for 20 min at 2000 to 3000 rpm. Enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for -endorphin (BioVision, Milpitas,
CA, USA; catalog no. E4458) was performed following the manufacturer’s instruction.
Immunohistochemistry and histological analysis
After behavioral testing, all mice were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused with cold 4% paraformaldehyde solution (PFA;
Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. P6148). Coronal sections containing the
VTA (100 m) were directly mounted on slides with Fluoroshield
mounting medium with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)
(Abcam, catalog no. ab104135). After histological verification, mice
with incorrect cannula implantation were excluded from data analysis. For patch-clamp experiments, after recording, horizontal slices
were put in cold 4% PFA overnight. The following day, the slices
were washed three times (15 min each) in 1× PBS and mounted on
slides. Sections were imaged with an upright confocal laser scanning
microscope (Olympus FV-1000).
Statistical analysis
Electrophysiology data were analyzed with Clampex and MiniAnalysis.
Behavior data were analyzed with EthoVision. Quantitative data are
presented as the means ± SEM performed by GraphPad Prism 6
software (InStat, GraphPad Software). All comparisons relate test to
control data from littermate animals collected during the same time period. Statistical significance was assessed by t test and one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA). The significant differences were identified by
post hoc analysis using the Bonferroni post hoc method for multiple
comparisons. Assessments were considered significant with P < 0.05.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

stke.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/13/647/eaba1169/DC1
Fig. S1. Intrinsic properties of putative DA neurons were not affected by AAS treatment.
Fig. S2. Treatment with AAS increased AMPAR EPSCs, but not NMDAR EPSCs, in putative
DA neurons.
Fig. S3. GABAergic synaptic transmission in putative DA neurons was not affected 24 hours
after AAS treatment.
Fig. S4. Blockade of VTA MOR 60 min after AAS injection did not affect AAS-induced synaptic
plasticity in putative DA neurons.
Fig. S5. Histological verification of VTA cannula placement used for locomotor experiments.
Fig. S6. -FNA irreversibly blocked VTA MOR activity for 48 hours.
Fig. S7. Histological verification of VTA cannula placement used for CPP experiments.
Fig. S8. Histological verification of VTA cannula placement used for CPP experiments with
inverted AAS and vehicle conditioning sessions.
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Surgery and cannula implantation
Mice were anesthetized using ketamine (1 ml of 100 mg/ml solution)
mixed with xylazine (0.1 ml of 100 mg/ml solution) in injectable saline
(8.9 ml) and intraperitoneally administered in a volume of 0.1 ml/10 g
of mouse weight. For the assessment of the MOR irreversible blockade
by -FNA, a solution containing -FNA (0.2 g) diluted in saline
solution and 50% (v/v) of fluorescent microspheres (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; catalog no. F10720) was injected in
the VTA [AP (anterior-posterior), −2.9; ML (medio-lateral), ±1.6; DV
(dorso-ventral), −4.6] in a volume of 0.2 l. Fluorescent beads were
used to detect the site of injection during the patch-clamp recording, ensuring that the drug has been delivered to the VTA. Slices
without detectable fluorescence in the VTA were excluded. For the
pharmacological studies with -FNA, mice were implanted with
guide cannulas above the VTA (AP, −2.9; ML, ±1.6; DV, −3.6; the
microneedle protruded 1 mm from the cannula tip) or the left lateral
ventricle for ICV injection (AP, −0.6; ML, −1.2; DV, −1.8). For VTA
cannula implantation, two holes were drilled through the skull for
simultaneous placement of guide cannulas. A third hole was drilled
about 2 mm anterior to the guide cannula holes; this hole was
enlarged for the placement of an anchor screw, which provided an
additional surface area for the skull cap to adhere. Dental cement was
applied to the exposed cranium with the aim of securing the guide
cannulas and the anchor screw in place. After about 4 hours of recovery, all animals were returned to their reverse light/dark cycle
holding room and given free access to food and water.

AAS and vehicle conditioning sessions). The injection of -FNA is
performed 20 hours before the next conditioning session to avoid
any association between -FNA injection and the chambers of the
CCP apparatus. Time spent in the drug-paired chamber minus time
spent in the saline-paired chamber was assessed.
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Fig. S9. -FNA blocked AAS-induced place preference also when the daily AAS and vehicle
conditioning sessions were inverted.
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

The human intestines contain a complex community of microorganisms that are increasingly recognized as an important contributor to the regulation of the physiology, metabolism, and immunity
of the host (1, 2). Emerging evidence suggests that the gut microbiota is associated with many neurological processes, including
neurotransmission, neurogenesis, neuroinflammation, and neuroendocrine signaling, which further influences the host’s psychology
and social behavior (1–4). Dysbiosis of the gut microbiome possibly
contributes to many behavioral and mental diseases, such as autism
spectrum disorders (5), Alzheimer’s disease (6), Parkinson’s disease
(7), depression (8, 9), and anxiety (10, 11). Brain and gut communicate bidirectionally through the gut-brain axis by three major communication pathways: the vagus nerve, the immune response, and the
microbial metabolites (8). Although important roles of the gut-brain
axis have been identified, the underlying mechanisms are still unclear.
Probiotics are live microorganisms that offer health benefits to
the host (12). Many previous studies in rodent models suggest that
probiotics administration can relieve some anxiety, depression, and
autism-like behaviors through the gut-brain axis (12). Bravo et al.
(13) reported that chronic treatment of healthy mice with Lactobacillus
rhamnousus reduced anxiety-related behaviors and also induced
region-dependent changes in transcripts encoding the metabotropic
-aminobutyric acid receptor GABAB1b, and a mouse strain effect was
observed in a follow-up study (14). Hsiao et al. (15) demonstrated
that ingestion of Bacteroides fragilis ameliorated abnormalities in
1
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gut permeability and autism-related behavior in mice. Buffington et al.
(16) found that Lactobacillus reuteri restored oxytocin production
in the hypothalamus and corrected the social deficits of offspring in
a mouse model of maternal diet-induced obesity. Liang et al. (17)
showed that treatment of rats with Lactobacillus helveticus NS8 improved chronic stress–induced depression and cognitive dysfunction.
In addition to these findings from rodent models, a clinical trial showed
that subchronic administration of a probiotic formulation containing
L. helveticus R0052 and Bifidobacterium longum R0175 alleviated
psychological distress (11). Although many reports have indicated
the beneficial consequences of probiotics as well as connections between microbiome, gut, and brain, it is still challenging to elucidate the
underlying mechanisms, largely because of lack of in-depth molecular
knowledge about this complex system.
Neuropeptides and peptide hormones are diverse classes of biological modulators. They are highly enriched in the central nervous
system (CNS) and involved in most physiological and psychological
processes, including reproduction, feeding, energy homeostasis, pain,
memory, mood, anxiety, reward pathways, arousal, and sleep-wake
cycles (18–25). Several reports have indicated that neuropeptides are
involved in gut-brain communication (26, 27). If the gut microbiome
can modulate the expression and secretion of peptides in the CNS,
the downstream physiological processes and behavior of the hosts
will be modulated or influenced (26). The changes can either benefit
the fitness of the hosts or cause neurological disorders. Given the importance of the regulatory roles of brain peptides and previous findings in the brain-gut axis, we ask (i) whether the administration of
probiotics can alter the brain peptidome and (ii) whether the brain
peptidome and the gut microbiome are correlated.
Here, using a mass spectrometry (MS)–based peptidomics approach, we describe a dynamic landscape wherein the brain peptidome was influenced by probiotics administration and pinpoint the
regulatory signature of peptidome changes. We found that remodeling
of the brain peptidome by probiotics treatment exhibited spatiotemporal and probiotics strain–specific patterns, which were highly
correlated with the composition of the gut microbiome. Collectively,
these data open an avenue to investigate these signaling molecules
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Certain probiotics have beneficial effects on the function of the central nervous system through modulation of
the gut-brain axis. Here, we describe a dynamic landscape of the peptidome across multiple brain regions, modulated by oral administration of different probiotic species over various times. The spatiotemporal and strainspecific changes of the brain peptidome correlated with the composition of the gut microbiome. The hippocampus
exhibited the most sensitive response to probiotic treatment. The administration of heat-killed probiotics altered
the hippocampus peptidome but did not substantially change the gut microbiome. We developed a literaturemining algorithm to link the neuropeptides altered by probiotics with potential functional roles. We validated the
probiotic-regulated role of corticotropin-releasing hormone by monitoring the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis, the prenatal stress–induced hyperactivity of which was attenuated by probiotics treatment. Our findings
provide evidence for modulation of the brain peptidome by probiotics and provide a resource for further studies
of the gut-brain axis and probiotic therapies.
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in the gut-brain axis by using high-throughput techniques and are a
rich resource for the neuroscience and microbiology communities.
RESULTS

One-hour peptidomics enables accurate and rapid analysis
of brain peptides
To systematically investigate the effects of gut microbiota on brain
peptides, we subjected seven groups of naturally colonized adult male
mice to four different 1-month treatment regimens and three different 2-month treatment regimens (Fig. 1A). The 1-month treatment regimens included mice fed plain water or water mixed with
the probiotics L. helveticus NS8 (17), heat-killed NS8, or Lactobacillus
fermentum NS9 (28), hereafter referred to as C, NS8, NS8h, or NS9
treatment, respectively. The 2-month treatment regimens included
animals given only plain water (CC), water with NS8 for 1 month
followed by plain water for 1 month (NS8C), or water with NS8 for
2 months (NS8NS8). After animals were euthanized, endogenous peptides across four brain regions (hypothalamus, hippocampus, striatum,
and pituitary) were analyzed by MS-based peptidomics, and the gut
microbiomes were assessed by 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequencing
(Fig. 1A). This experimental design separates the effects of treatment
into several variable factors, including different probiotic strains, treatment time, and brain regions as well as live versus heat-killed probiotics.
Extremely low concentrations of endogenous peptides, high dynamic range of peptide abundance, and relatively large sample cohorts are major challenges for peptidome analysis. To overcome these
challenges, we established a “1-hour peptidomics” workflow (Fig. 1B)
with the capability to identify 2598 modification-specific peptides
(a peptide contains specific types and sites of modifications) from the
tiny mouse hypothalamus by single-run liquid chromatography–
tandem MS (LC-MS/MS), including neuropeptides, peptide hormones,
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Probiotics treatment induces remodeling of the
brain peptidome
To evaluate the effect of probiotics treatment, we performed labelfree quantitative analysis on the peptidomics data between the NS8 and
C groups. After treatment, 366 of 2230 quantifiable brain peptides
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Fig. 1. Experimental design and integrated peptidomics workflow. (A) Seven groups of mice (n = 12 animals in each group) were differentially treated with plain
water (C), L. helveticus NS8 (NS8), L. fermentum NS9 (NS9), or heat-killed NS8 (NS8h) for 1 or 2 months as shown. After treatment, gut microbiome composition (16S rRNA
sequencing) and brain peptidomics data were generated for each group. The n value for each omics dataset is indicated next to the symbol for that dataset. For data
analysis, all the data in each group were combined. The n value for data in some omics sets is less than the number of animals in each experiment (n = 12) because of failed
sample preparation or data acquisition. C, 1-month control; NS8, 1-month NS8 treatment; NS8h, 1-month heat-killed NS8 treatment; NS9, 1-month NS9 treatment; CC,
2-month control; NS8C, 1-month NS8 treatment and 1-month nontreatment; NS8NS8, 2-month NS8 treatment. (B) Integrated workflow for in-depth analysis of brain
peptidomes.
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and other endogenous peptides. The high quality of quantitative
results using this method was demonstrated by mass accuracy, confidence score, reproducibility, and quantitative accuracy, among other
factors [figs. S1 (A to E) and S2 (A and B)].
The 1-hour peptidomics approach was further benchmarked
across multiple brain regions by the analysis of 12 mice from the
dataset of C group, resulting in the identification of 2290, 1162, 1262,
and 4620 modification-specific peptides from hypothalamus, hippocampus, striatum, and pituitary, respectively (Fig. 2A and data
file S1). The pituitary gland contained the largest number of endogenous peptides with the highest dynamic range of abundance. Our
results also show that some peptides displayed highly dynamic expression in different regions. For example, neuropeptide Y (NPY)
ranked among the top 30 in abundance in hippocampus, hypothalamus, and striatum but ranked as low in abundance in the pituitary.
We also plotted the cumulative abundance of peptides in the hypothalamus (Fig. 2B) and summarized the families represented in the top
75% of these peptides (Fig. 2C and table S1). There were six peptides
that accounted for the first 25% of the total accumulative intensity,
and three of these have well-studied functions, namely, little-SAAS,
big-LEN, and somatostatin-28(1-12) (Fig. 2B). This finding highlights
the challenge of brain peptide analytics due to the high dynamic
range of peptide abundance. Collectively, the 1-hour peptidomics
approach enabled high-throughput analysis of brain peptides and
generated a brain region–resolvable resource with 6315 identified
modification-specific peptides in total.
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Fig. 2. Benchmarking the 1-hour peptidomics approach and peptidome changes upon probiotics administration. (A) Dynamic range of brain peptides based on
peptide intensities across four brain regions in control animals given plain water for 1 month (group C). Values for some peptides are noted, and the complete list of
identified peptides is in data file S1. (B) Cumulative abundance of peptides in the hypothalamus of group C from the highest to the lowest abundance. The box plot inset
shows the change in somatostatin-28(1-12) abundance induced by probiotics treatment. (C) Families to which the top 75% of neuropeptides (by accumulative intensity)
in the hypothalamus of group C animals belong. (D) Histogram illustrating the quantifiable and significantly altered peptides in hypothalamus after 1-month of NS8
treatment compared to 1 month of no treatment (NS8/C) including the prohormone-derived (left) and nonprohormone-derived peptides (right). Unique sequences and
abundance data are shown in data file S2. (E) Logo plot illustrating the motifs present in the terminal regions flanking peptides corresponding to the quantifiable peptides
in (D) and data file S2. (F) Rate of NS8-induced change of neuropeptide-derived peptides compared to control. CCK, cholecystokinin; NP, neuropeptide; LPV, longest
peptide variants. Significance of altered peptides was calculated by a two-tailed t test (P < 0.05).

(unique sequences) were found to have significant changes in abundance (data file S2), and the peptide intensity and count information were further clustered into a histogram (Fig. 2D, left). Some of
the C- and N-terminal linear sequence motifs of the quantifiable peptides displayed a feature characteristic of neuropeptides, the dibasic
cleavage site KR or the monobasic cleavage site R (Fig. 2E, left),
which are consistent with the cleavage rules of the enzymatic processing of neuropeptides (29). In addition to neuropeptides derived
from prohormones, there are thousands of endogenous peptides
derived from nonprohormone proteins, which were simultaneously
acquired in the LC-MS/MS data. To compare the response sensitivZhang et al., Sci. Signal. 13, eabb0443 (2020)
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ities of neuropeptides and other endogenous peptides on probiotics
treatment, we constructed a customized database based on UniProt
mouse protein entries by removing the prohormone proteins and then
conducted quantitative analysis using the LC-MS/MS data against
this database. We obtained a set of nonprohormone peptides without
enriched motifs (Fig. 2E, right, and data file S2) that was similar to
a previous report on rat brain peptides (30). The histograms of
peptide intensity and count information (Fig. 2D) show that the
prohormone-derived peptide group had a higher rate of change in
response to probiotic treatment than the nonprohormone-derived
peptide group. This result indicates that neuropeptides acting as
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important signaling molecules are more sensitive than nonprohormone peptides in response to probiotics treatments. Furthermore,
we calculated the percentages of altered peptides due to probiotic
treatment on three types of biological molecules, including (i) peptides in the SwePep database (31), (ii) the longest peptide variants
(LPV) (30), and (iii) the neuropeptides produced at the cleavage site
of basic residues (K/R in positions −1, +1, and + 2) (29). These three
types of biomolecules exhibited more neuropeptide-enriched features,
and their rates of change were much higher than those of nonprohormone peptides (Fig. 2F). These results reveal that the probiotics
treatment caused significant changes of neuropeptides and that the
sensitivity of the response to treatment depended on the type of regulatory molecule.

Zhang et al., Sci. Signal. 13, eabb0443 (2020)
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Brain peptide changes upon probiotics treatment display
region-specific patterns
To provide a bird’s-eye view of brain peptide expression profile upon
probiotics treatment, we aggregated peptidomics information by the
family to which neuropeptide belongs (36) and further clustered them
into a circular peptide map across four brain regions (Fig. 4A and
data file S5). Peptides in the pituitary gland were dominated by the
granin and opioid families, both of which were less prevalent in the
other three brain regions. By calculating the percentage of the altered
peptides in each family (Fig. 4B), the cocaine- and amphetamineregulated transcript family in hypothalamus showed a change rate
of 33%.
To perform a comparative analysis of the response to probiotics
treatment across brain regions, we evaluated two quantifiable values
of brain peptides: change rate (ratio of altered to quantifiable peptide number) and fold change. The quantitative peptidomics data of
the NS8 treatment group compared to that of the C group (NS8/C)
of the four brain regions were aggregated into histograms showing
peptide count versus intensity (Fig. 4C). The fold changes of increased or decreased brain peptides were further summarized into
boxplots (Fig. 4C). The peptides in hippocampus showed the highest change rate at 33% and also the highest amount of increase, indicating the most sensitive response among the four regions under
investigation. In contrast, the change rate of peptides in striatum was
minimal, and the fold changes of the decreased peptides were the
smallest. To some extent, the NS8 treatment suppressed the expression of some peptides in the striatum.
Next, we investigated the colocalization and coregulation of brain
peptides across multiple regions. The peptidomics data of NS8/C
were summarized into a multipanel, region-resolved bar graph (Fig. 4D
and data file S6). Seventy-three percent of identified peptides were
exclusively expressed in a single region, and almost 99% of the peptides that increased in abundance and 96% of the peptides that decreased in abundance displayed single region–specific distribution.
Subsequently, we performed Spearman’s rank correlation analysis
between brain peptides and the change in gut bacterial genera,
across different brain regions using the datasets of the C and NS8
groups. Representative peptides correlated with the four bacterial genera, including neuropeptides with functions in appetite regulation
(Fig. 4, E and F), including the anorexigenic peptides –melanocytestimulating hormone (-MSH), -MSH, neuromedin-B, and somatostatin28(1-12), and the orexigenic peptides NPY and orexin (37). In addition,
VIP and neuromedin-B displayed similar correlation pattern in two
brain regions. The correlation between gut bacteria and brain peptides
suggests possible modulatory relationships.
Multiple factors drive remodeling of the
hypothalamus peptidome
To generate a global view of brain peptide change in the seven experimental groups (Fig. 1A), we processed hypothalamus peptidomics data by PCA and plotted the centric values of each group in a
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Gut microbiome assessment reveals potential interaction
with the brain peptidome
To discover the possible cause of brain peptide change through the
gut-brain axis, we investigated the intestinal microbiome by analyzing
the 16S rRNA datasets of groups C, NS8, and NS8h. For all groups, we
obtained typical mouse microbiomes dominated by the phyla of
Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (fig. S3A). Although there was no significant intergroup difference by analysis of  diversity (fig. S3B), the
principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) of  diversity indicated that
the NS8 group differed more from the C and NS8h groups than the
C and NS8h groups differed from one another (Fig. 3A, left). The
NS8h group did not show statistically significant change in the gut
microbiome compared to the C group. Next, we carried out principal components analysis (PCA) of the peptidome datasets from the
hypothalamus and hippocampus (Fig. 3A, middle and right). In the
hypothalamus, the change trend of the peptidome was observed as
similar as that of the microbiome. Only the live NS8 treatment caused
change of the brain peptidome, but the heat-killed NS8 treatment
did not. Also, a brain region–specific effect was observed. In the PCA
plot of hippocampus peptides, both of NS8 and NS8h groups were
separated from the C group, indicating that treatment by heat-killed
and live NS8 altered the hippocampus peptidome.
Four of the 115 annotated bacterial genera, belonging to the
Lachnospiraceae and Ruminococcaceae families, were significantly
altered by NS8 treatment (Fig. 3B). Previous reports showed that change
of these two families occurs in multiple sclerosis (32), depression (33),
and autism (34). Subsequently, we chose the four significantly altered
bacterial genera, [Eubacterium] xylanophilum group, Anaerotruncus,
Ruminiclostridium 5, and Ruminococcaceae UCG-013, to perform
Spearman’s rank correlation analysis with peptidome datasets across
all samples (Fig. 3C, and data file S3 illustrate representative correlated
peptides in hypothalamus). Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) showed
distinct correlation with Anaerotruncus (Fig. 3D). VIP is a 28–amino
acid peptide that binds to class II heterotrimeric guanine nucleotide–
binding protein–coupled receptors, playing an important role in
the regulation of energy metabolism and circadian rhythm (35).
Anaerotruncus is a bacterial genus belonging to the family Ruminococcaceae, which is also associated with energy metabolism. These
results indicate possible regulatory connections between these bacterial genera and brain peptides through the gut-brain axis.
We observed that the treatment with live NS8 caused remarkable,
correlated changes in the gut microbiome and hypothalamus peptidome (Fig. 3, A and B). This suggests that change of the microbiome
composition is a possible pathway through which probiotics modulate
brain peptides. To investigate the peptides associated with microbi-

ome change, we clustered those exclusively altered in the NS8 group
(Fig. 3E and data file S4) and then grouped them into neuropeptide
families (Fig. 3F). Granin, opioid, proSAAS, somatostatin (SMS), and
F&Y amide families ranked at the top, suggesting potential functional
responses of these groups of peptides to the changes in gut microbiota.
In addition, the NS8h group showed a different pattern of peptide
abundances from those of the C group (Fig. 3E).
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Fig. 3. Correlation between changes in the brain peptidome and gut microbiome upon 1-month treatment with the probiotic NS8 and heat-killed NS8. (A) PCoA
plot of gut microbiome and PCA plots of the hypothalamus and hippocomapus peptidomes after 1 month of treatment with live (NS8) or heat-killed (NS8h) NS8 compared to control animals (C). (B) Relative abundance of four bacterial genera in groups C, CS8, and NS8h. Two-tailed t test. (C) Heatmap showing the matrix of Spearman’s
correlation coefficient (r) of significantly altered bacterial genera and representative brain peptides in hypothalamus. r < −0.5 or r > 0.5 for at least one of the four bacterial genera. Details are available in data file S3. (D) Scatter plot showing the relationship between the abundance of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) against the relative
abundance of Anaerotruncus in the gut microbiome. (E) Hierarchical clustering of changes in the hypothalamus peptidome C, NS8h, and NS8 treatment groups. One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA), P < 0.05. The peptides exclusively altered in the NS8 group as compared to the C and NS8h groups are boxed, and complete data is included
in data file S4. (F) Neuropeptide families of the hypothalamus peptidome that were exclusively altered in the NS8 group.

ternary diagram (Fig. 5A). The group CC was clearly separated from
the C group, suggesting an effect of age that is independent of probiotic treatment. The 1-month treatment group NS8 was separated
from the 1-month control group C along a different direction, and
then the 2-month treatment group NS8NS8 was further separated
from NS8 because of the combined effects of age and NS8 treatment. In addition, the NS9 and NS8h groups separated from group
C in different directions by the effects of different probiotics strain
Zhang et al., Sci. Signal. 13, eabb0443 (2020)
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and live versus heat-killed bacteria, respectively. It should be noted
that we only addressed the major effects. These results vividly illustrate the dynamic landscape of peptidome remodeling under various
treatment conditions, which also raises questions about (i) whether
the peptide change by probiotics treatment was time dependent; (ii)
the extent of the effect of age on peptide change of adult mice; and
(iii) whether differences between strains of probiotics result in different phenotypes of peptide change.
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Fig. 4. Regional brain distribution and change of peptides in NS8-treated versus control animals. (A) Circular brain peptidome maps depict the qualitative, quantitative, and region-specific information in the peptidomes from control (group C) animals (details in data file S5). The outer ring indicates the neuropeptide families; the
middle four rings are qualitative information of brain peptides in the four regions of the brain; the inner four rings are quantitative information for each of the four brain
regions. The 26 neuropeptide families are listed in table S1. (B) Heatmap shows the change rate (altered/quantifiable peptides in a family) of brain peptide families in
NS8-treated mice compared to control mice. (C) Histograms illustrate the quantifiable brain peptides that were altered in the four brain regions in NS8-treated mice
compared to group C. Box plots show the fold change of the altered brain peptides (modification-specific peptides). (D) Bar graphs show the number of peptides that
were identified, increased, or decreased in each brain region. Subsets of peptides that were present in multiple regions (colocalized) or showed similar changes in abundance in multiple regions (colocalization) are noted in the matrix below the graphs. The pie charts summarize the percentage of brain peptides that were coregulated in
one, two, three, or all four brain regions. The details are shown in data file S6. (E) Heatmap shows the matrix of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (r) of significantly altered
bacterial genera and representative brain peptides across four brain regions. r < −0.5 or r > 0.5 for at least one of the four bacterial genera. (F) Scatter plots show the relationships between the abundances of neuropeptide Y (NPY) and orexin-B and the [Eubacterium] xylanophilum group and Anaerotruncus in the gut microbiome. The data
were processed from quantitative data of NS8-treated versus control (NS8/C) in four brain regions. Significance of altered peptides was calculated by a two-tailed t test
(P < 0.05), and peptides that increased or decreased in abundance were determined by mean differences.
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To answer the first question, the peptidomic datasets of NS8/C
and NS8NS8/CC were plotted into a two-layer volcano graph (Fig. 5B).
The 2-month treatment results showed more remarkable changes
than those of the 1-month treatment groups, indicating that the
probiotics-induced change of the peptidome depended on the duration of treatment. To answer the second question, we performed
differential analysis on the C and CC groups of peptidomics data.
Zhang et al., Sci. Signal. 13, eabb0443 (2020)
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The 1-month age difference between the adult mice at the end points
of each experiment was responsible for a 29% of change rate (fig. S4),
which is much higher than the 16% change rate resulting from NS8
treatment (Fig. 2F). This result indicates that animal development
and age is a non-negligible factor in the effect of probiotics treatment
on brain peptide changes. To answer the third question, we performed
PCoA analysis of the microbiome and PCA analysis of the peptidome
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Fig. 5. Changes in hypothalamus peptides across
treatment conditions.
(A) Ternary PCA plot of the
brain peptidome changes
across the seven experimental
groups C, NS8, NS8h, NS9,
CC, NS8C, and NS8NS8. The
colored arrows indicate treatment groups through which
pairwise comparisons can
identify changes specific to
probiotic treatment, different probiotic strains, the
1-month age difference between animals, live versus
heat-killed probiotic, and recovery from 1-month treatment with live NS8. (B) Volcano
plots of altered brain peptides for 1- and 2-month treatment with NS8 compared to
water-only controls (NS8/C
and NS8NS8/CC). Two-tailed
t test, P < 0.05. (C) PCoA plot
of gut microbiome and PCA
plot of hypothalamus peptidome for groups C, NS8,
and NS9. (D) Screening curve
showing putative probioticsaltered peptides that increased
(red) or decreased (green)
with NS8 treatment compared
to control. CRH is highlighted
in blue (data file S7, first
sheet). (E) Dot blot validation
of CRH abundance under
the six indicated conditions.
(F) Changes in the abundances
of representative neuropeptides after 1-month (NS8)
and 2-month (NS8NS8) NS8
treatment regimens relative to (/) the control groups
as indicated (data file S7,
second sheet). Peptides
were selected by significance of a two-tailed t test
for NS8NS8/CC, P < 0.05.
AVP, arginine vasopressin; -MSH, α-melanocytestimulating hormone.
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Fig. 6. The MINIbar algorithm for text mining of behaviors related to specific
neuropeptides in published abstracts. (A) Schematic showing how PubMed abstracts were mined to identify physiological processes and behaviors regulated by
specific neuropeptides altered by probiotic treatment. (B) Radar diagram showing
possible connections between probiotic treatments and behaviors predicted from
publication mining. The five probiotic treatment conditions are linked with the six
behaviors on the basis of numbers of publications reporting regulatory roles of
neuropeptides on behaviors. Details are shown in data file S9.

of groups C, NS8, and NS9 (Fig. 5C). L helveticus NS8 and L. fermentum
NS9 are different species of Lactobacillus and exhibit distinct beneficial consequences mediated by distinct metabolic mechanisms
(17, 28, 38). From the PCoA analysis of the gut microbiome data
(Fig. 5C), we found that the NS9 treatment caused a much smaller
change in the gut microbiome than did NS8 treatment. A similar effect
was observed in PCA analysis of the hypothalamus peptidome. Subsequently, we carried out hierarchical clustering on the peptidomics
data, which illustrates the peptide changes with the same and opposite trends by the treatments resulting from the strain-specific effect
(fig. S5).
Probiotics-altered brain peptides show similar patterns
of change
To narrow down the candidates of probiotics-altered brain peptides,
we selected the peptides that changed in certain patterns under different treatment conditions. We hypothesized that a peptide altered
by probiotics treatment would follow one of the trends shown in the
peptide screening plot (Fig. 1B) and that the heat-killed probiotics
Zhang et al., Sci. Signal. 13, eabb0443 (2020)
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Literature mining reveals the functional roles of
probiotics-altered neuropeptides
We constructed an algorithmic strategy called MINIbar (Mining
neuropeptide and related behavior) to mine PubMed for the functional roles and behaviors of neuropeptides altered in abundance by
probiotics treatment (Fig. 6A). Five treatment conditions with altered
neuropeptides were aligned with possible related physiological processes and behaviors by the numbers of publications supporting each
association (Fig. 6B). For example, the 2-month NS8 treatment identified changes in 12 neuropeptides that are highly associated with anxiety
and depression, as evidenced by 374 publications (Fig. 6B). This result
is consistent with a previous report that NS8 improves stress-induced
anxiety and depression-like behavior (17). In addition, food intake,
social and reproductive behaviors, and sleep-wake and circadian cycles
were also associated with the neuropeptides altered by probiotics
treatment (Fig. 6B). These literature-based results provide evidence
of association of NS8-altered peptides with phenotypic behaviors
and also suggest potential applications for NS8.
NS8 treatment attenuates the increases in CRH and
adrenocorticotropic hormone induced by prenatal stress
To explore the possible functional consequences of probioticsinduced increases in CRH (Fig. 5, D and E), we investigated the effect
of probiotics on prenatal stress–induced increases in CRH and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), key elements of the HPA axis.
Exposure to prenatal stress causes a hyperreactive response in the
HPA axis in mice (40). Clinical studies have reported that the exposure of women to valproic acid (VPA) during pregnancy increases
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Sleep/awake
and circadian

Anxiety and
depression

would be less effective than the live ones. For peptides that exhibited
probiotics-dependent increase during the first month of treatment,
the abundance would continue to increase during the second month
of treatment and decrease during the second month of plain water
only (Fig. 1B). Similarly, there should be a mirror trend for the peptides that exhibited a probiotics-dependent decrease in abundance
during the first month of treatment—continuing to decrease in the
second month of treatment and increasing during the subsequent
month of plain water only. It should be noted that peptides could
show a different trend in change due to probiotics treatment, such
as an increase or decrease during the first month of treatment that
remained unchanged after an additional month on plain water without
continuing to change in abundance or reverse its change in abundance.
By using this screening strategy, we obtained 71 peptide candidates that followed the trends defined in the peptide screening plot
(Figs. 1B and 5D and data file S7) in hypothalamus, including an
increase in the well-studied neuropeptide corticotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH) (Fig. 5, D and E), which is at the top of hypothalamuspituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. This increase in CRH might be induced
by immune responses to the probiotics treatment (39). In addition
to the peptides that followed the rules of clustering we established
(Fig. 5D), many neuropeptides with important reported functions
exhibited change only after the second month of NS8 treatment (Fig. 5F
and data file S7), including oxytocin. Previously, Buffington et al.
(16) found that L. reuteri reversed social deficits in the offspring of
mice born to mothers on high-fat diet and proposed a model that
L. reuteri improved social behavior by increasing oxytocin production
and related functions. The dynamic variation of these functional
molecules in our dataset suggests that chronic probiotics treatment
might alter physiological processes and behaviors.
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physiological processes. Here, we performed an in-depth analysis on the efP = 0.051
P = 0.029
P = 0.049
fect of probiotics administration on the
1.4 × 10
brain peptidome. Our study has shown
1.2 × 10
that the brain peptidome was remodeled
1 × 10
in spatiotemporal- and probiotic strain–
specific patterns that correlated with
8 × 10
changes in the gut microbiome. Our com6 × 10
prehensive brain peptidome dataset il4 × 10
lustrates the likely important role of these
2 × 10
biomolecules in the gut-brain axis.
0
0
Neuropeptides, a major component
#2
#2
#2
#2
#2
of
total
brain peptides, are generated from
#2
#2
#2
V
VNS8
C
V
VNS8
NS8
C
NS8
prohormones (precursor proteins) by a
series of enzymatic cleavage steps (43).
One prohormone may produce many
mature neuropeptides with diverse acFig. 7. Monitoring the brain peptide change of HPA axis upon prenatal stress and NS8 treatment. (A) Column
tivities and functions. Although transcripscatter plot shows peptidomic intensities of CRH in the hypothalamus of control (C#2, n = 12) and NS8-treated (NS8#2,
#2
#2
tomic and proteomic approaches allow
n = 12) offspring of untreated mothers and in the hypothalamus of control (V , n = 6) and NS8-treated (VNS8 , n = 6)
large-scale analysis of biomolecules, the
offspring of VPA-treated mothers. Below the graph, dot blots for CRH in peptides extracted from the hypothalamus of
the indicated mice are shown. Blots are representative of independent experiments with samples from three different
analytical capability and scale are only
mice. (B) Column scatter plot shows peptidomic intensities of ACTH in the pituitary of control (C#2, n = 7) and NS8-treated
accurate at the level of transcripts and
(NS8#2, n = 5) offspring of untreated mothers and in the hypothalamus of control (V#2, n = 6) and NS8-treated (VNS8#2,
prohormones, respectively, instead of the
n = 5) offspring of VPA-treated mothers. Below the graph, dot blots for ACTH in peptides extracted from the hypothalbioactive, mature neuropeptides. In comamus of the indicated mice are shown. Blots are representative of independent experiments with samples from three
parison, a peptidomic approach allows
different mice. Data are means ± SEM. Significance was calculated by a two-tailed t test.
direct analysis of the endogenous neuropeptides, which enables the detection of
posttranslational modifications to the
the risk of autism in their offspring (41, 42), and in utero exposure starting peptide sequence and more accurately reflects physiological
of rodents to VPA is a robust model of autism (42). To investigate prohormone processing. We established a 1-hour peptidomics apthe effect of VPA exposure and probiotics treatment on CRH and proach for accurate and rapid analysis of large sample cohorts, the
ACTH cascades in offspring, we conducted a second set of animal utility and efficiency of which are demonstrated by the high quality
experiments including four groups of offspring. Female mice were of the benchmark dataset. Previous reports showed that certain
treated with VPA during pregnancy, and then their offspring mice physiological and environmental changes, such as circadian (44),
were split into two groups. One group was treated with NS8 for 1 time-of-day (45), and high-salt or high-fat diet (46, 47), modulate
month (group VNS8#2), and another was not treated (group V#2). In the production of brain peptides. These variable factors have been
parallel, two groups of offspring from females not treated with VPA minimized in this study, with probiotic administration being the major
with and without probiotics treatment were used as controls (groups factor altering brain peptides between the control and the probiotic
NS8#2 and C#2, respectively). Analysis of the hypothalamus and pi- treatment groups. So far, no large-scale brain proteomics investigations
tuitary peptidomes for all four groups showed increased abundance of the gut-brain axis have been published. Chen et al. (48) reported
of CRH the in hypothalamus of the V#2 group compared to the C#2 that the intestinal microbiome and brain metabolome were associated
group, but the amount of increase was reduced in the VNS8#2 group across life span and established a two-layer strategy to analyze the
(Fig. 7A). ACTH in the pituitary followed the same trend (Fig. 7B). correlation. In addition to metabolites and neuropeptides, a range
Immunoblotting supported the results from the peptidomic analysis of bioactive molecules, such as proteins, RNAs, lipids, and others,
(Fig. 7, A and B). These data indicate that in utero VPA exposure are worthy of being investigated for new insights into their regulainfluenced the CRH and ACTH signaling cascades, and this could tory roles in the gut-brain axis.
We observed significant correlation between some species of gut
be attenuated by postnatal probiotic treatment. Our results demonstrate that CRH can also be altered by NS8. The other peptides bacteria and brain peptides. The bacteria belonged to Lachnospirascreened by our approach (Fig. 5D) therefore merit further in-depth ceae and Ruminococcaceae, two dominant bacterial families associanalysis to elucidate their connection with the probiotics and for the ated with energy metabolism and body weight regulation (49, 50).
potential for probiotics to affect behavioral or physiological functions Gomez-Arango et al. (51) investigated the relationship between gut
microbiome and metabolic hormones in overweight and obese pregregulated by those neuropeptides.
nant women and found that Lachnospiraceae and Ruminococcaceae are strongly correlated with adipokine. Decreased abundance in
the relative representation of both of these bacterial families in the
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have revealed that the gut and brain communicate gut microbiome is associated with long-term weight gain, with Ruwith each other and that probiotics have beneficial effects on the minococcaceae especially exhibiting a protective effect (52). Colofunction of the nervous system and host behavior (1, 8). Neuropeptides nization of a Lachnospiraceae bacterium in obese mice promoted
are a diverse class of signaling molecules that are associated with most the development of diabetes (53). Our results indicate that many
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might alter the brain peptidome through both the gut-brain axis and
the microbiota-gut-brain axis.
There are many gut peptide hormones (59) involved in modulation of the gut-brain axis. Gut microbes increase the proliferation
of enteroendocrine L cells that release glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP1) and peptide YY (PYY), both of which play appetite-regulatory
roles (60). Also, the gut microbes generate short-chain fatty acids that
stimulate the secretion of GLP-1 and PYY (61). These peptide hormones enter the circulatory system and affect the brain. Among the
brain peptides identified in this study, some of them are also produced in the gut. One example is VIP, which is produced in many
organs, including the brain and gut (35), and this peptide in the
hypothalamus showed significant correlation with Anaerotruncus
in our results. The microbes may interact directly with intestinal cells
to promote the production of VIP that enters the circulation and
disseminates to the brain, or they may indirectly modulate VIP production in the brain. Addressing these possibilities merits further
investigation.
In conclusion, our study reveals that oral administration of probiotics can alter the brain peptidome through the gut-brain axis, and
the brain peptidome correlated with the composition of the gut microbiome. We provide a dynamic peptidome landscape across different
brain regions, treatment times, and strains of probiotics, as well
as a paraprobiotics. Overall, these information-rich datasets paint a
quantitative picture of brain peptides in relation to gut bacteria as
well as related physiological processes and behaviors, demonstrating the power of our 1-hour peptidomics approach to elucidate the
molecular mechanisms of the gut-brain axis and highlighting the
therapeutic potentials of probiotics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacteria and animals
The L. helvetius NS8 and L. fermentum NS9 strains (17, 28) were
inoculated into MRS (De Man, Rogosa and Sharpe agar) medium at
37°C for 18 hours each. Then, the bacteria were collected by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 5 min and washed twice with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) buffer. The pellet was resuspended in drinking
water at a concentration of 109 colony-forming units/ml to feed the
animals for probiotic treatment. The heat-killed probiotics were
prepared by keeping at 121°C for 30 min.
Two-month-old male specific pathogen–free C57BL/6 J mice (Vital
River Laboratories Co. Ltd.) were individually housed during the experiment under standard laboratory conditions (17). A regular diet
was supplied with 0.3% salt, 5% fat, 22% protein, and 58% carbohydrates (Vital River Laboratories Co. Ltd). After 2 weeks of accommodation, mice were randomly divided into seven groups for treatment
(n = 12 each group, details shown in the legend of Fig. 1). Specifically,
the NS8 and NS8NS8 groups were fed with probiotics NS8 respectively for 1 and 2 months. The NS9 and NS8h groups were treated with
NS9 and heat-killed NS8, respectively. The NS8C group was treated
with NS8 in the first month and not treated in the second month. As
controls, the C and CC groups were fed with regular water. The
mice accessed the probiotics-containing water ad libitum over the
treatment period as previously reported (16, 17, 62), which was
changed daily to minimize dosage variation. The body weight of mice
was measured monthly, and no significant change of body weight of
mice caused by probiotics treatment was observed. At the end of
treatment, the mice were randomly taken out from cages at 9:00 a.m.
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neuropeptides are correlated with the two bacterial families, including
VIP, orexin-B, NPY, -MSH, neuromedin-B, and somatastain-28.
Most of these neuropeptides are involved in the regulation of energy homeostasis and food intake (37), and publications implicating
food intake and related physiological processes ranked highest in
our literature mining for those probiotics-altered neuropeptides.
Future investigations should be directed to understand the molecular mechanisms by which gut microbes alter these processes through
the modulation of neuropeptides.
Another important finding in our study is that the treatment
with heat-killed probiotics caused remarkable change of the peptidome profile in the hippocampus. Thermal-processed and nonviable probiotics are called paraprobiotics (54). These dead probiotics,
which contain active components like peptidoglycan fragments and
DNA that can modulate immune functions, are suitable for commercial development of therapeutic products because of the advantages of easier storage and longer product shelf life. Ou et al. (55)
reported that heat-killed lactic acid bacteria enhanced immunomodulatory ability by switching the immune response. In our results,
there was no significant change at the level of genus by heat-killed
NS8 treatment, and PCoA analysis showed no separation, indicating
that heat-killed NS8 did not change the microbiome composition.
Overall, our results provide peptidome-level evidence that heat-killed
probiotics can affect the gut-brain axis without affecting the composition of the gut microbiome.
In our previous reports, treatment with NS8 improved behavioral
and cognitive impairments induced by chronic restraint stress in rats
(17), and administration of NS9 restored antibiotics-induced psychological aberrations (28). In this study, we observed that the two
probiotics L. helveticus NS8 and L. fermentum NS9, both belonging
to the Lactobacillus family, exhibited strain-specific effects for regulation of the brain peptidome. It has been accepted that the mechanisms and actions of probiotics are strain specific, and each strain
presents a specific health benefit. Buffington et al. (16) reported that
L. reuteri treatment restored social deficits of mice, but Lactobacillus
johnsonii had no effect. Wall et al. (56) evaluated the administration
of Bifidobacterium breve strains NCIMB 702258 and DPC 6330, observing altered fatty acid composition in mouse brains. The most
significantly altered fatty acids in that study, arachidonic acid and
docosahexaenoic acid, play important roles in neurogenesis and
neurotransmission. In our study, administration of NS8 and NS9
resulted in distinct changes to the gut microbiome and brain peptidome. Our data reveal the peptide-level signature of strain-specific
effects, which might be one of the reasons why different probiotics
strains offer diverse beneficial and therapeutic consequences.
Our current study provides strong evidence to support that probiotics can alter the brain peptidome. It has been proposed that probiotics might change the microbiota composition or directly modulate
the pathways involved in the conversation between gut and brain,
including the host’s immune system, vagus nerve, and/or metabolites (12, 39, 57, 58). The former model involves regulation through
the microbiota-gut-brain axis, whereas the latter involves direct action
through the gut-brain axis. Our results show that probiotics can
modulate the brain peptidome through both mechanisms. Live NS8
altered the gut microbiota, but heat-killed NS8 treatment altered the
brain peptidome without changing the gut microbiome, demonstrating possible direct action through the gut-brain axis. Several genera
of gut bacteria were highly correlated with specific brain peptides,
suggesting functional connections. Thus, probiotics administration
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to minimize the effect of time difference on brain peptide change
(44, 45) and then quickly euthanized for sample collection.
For the prenatal stress experiment (63), the pregnant C57BL/6 J
mice at embryonic day 12 (Vital River Laboratories Co. Ltd.) were
subcutaneously injected with VPA or PBS (600 mg/kg). Their offspring mice were weaned at postnatal day 21 and divided into four
groups (details shown in the legend of Fig. 7). The four offspring
groups at postnatal day 35 were respectively treated with water or
probiotics for an additional 2 months until euthanized. The animals’
care was in accordance with institutional guidelines of National Center
for Protein Sciences–Beijing and Institute of Psychology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences.

16S rRNA gene sequencing and analysis
The bacterial genomic DNA was extracted from mouse fecal pellets
using the MO BIO PowerSoil Kit. The V3 and V4 regions of the 16S
rRNA gene were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
sequenced in the Illumina MiSeq 2500 platform. The 2 × 250–base
pair paired-end protocol was used with individually barcoded universal primers containing adapters for pooling and direct sequencing
of PCR products. A quality filter was applied to the resulting merged
reads. Reads with Q value of <25 were discarded. The 16S rRNA gene
sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs)
at a similarity cutoff value of 97% using the Uclust algorithm. The
taxonomies were determined by mapping OTUs to the SILVA
database (68). The  diversity and  diversity were generated with the
Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME) pipeline (69)
and calculated on the basis of unweighted UniFrac distance matrices.

LC-MS/MS analysis
The LC-MS/MS experiments were performed on an Orbitrap Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled with
an online EASY-nLC 1200 nano–high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The peptide mixtures were separated on a reversed-phase nano-HPLC C18 column
[precolumn: 3 m, 2 cm by 100 m inner diameter (ID); analytical
column: 1.9 m, 12 cm by 150 m ID] at a flow rate of 600 nl/min with
a 65-min gradient: 3 to 7% solvent B for 1 min, 7 to 12% for 8 min,
12 to 22% for 33 min, 22 to 32% for 10 min, 32 to 55% for 10 min,
and 55 to 90% for 3 min (solvent A, water; solvent B, acetonitrile;
0.1% formic acid). The electrospray voltage was 2.2 kV. Peptides were
analyzed by data-dependent MS/MS acquisition mode with a resolution of 120,000 at full-scan mode and 15,000 at MS/MS mode.
The full scan was processed in the Orbitrap from mass/charge ratio
250 to 1800; the top 20 most intense ions in each scan were automatically selected for higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD)
fragmentation with normalized collision energy of 29% and measured
in Orbitrap. Typical mass spectrometric conditions were as follows:
Automatic gain control targets were 3×e6 ions for full scans and 2×e5
for MS/MS scans; the maximum injection time was 80 ms for full
scans and 80 ms for MS/MS scans; and dynamic exclusion was used
for 13 s. Each sample was analyzed with one technical replicate because of limited sample volume.

Dot blotting
Dot blotting was carried out for orthogonal validation of quantification results from LC-MS. The normalization factor of each sample
was calculated according to total ion chromatograph (70) by PEAKS
Studio, and the sample loading amount is equal to volume divided
by normalization factors. The peptide samples were spotted directly
onto nitrocellulose membranes, which were then blocked with 5%
nonfat dry milk in tris-buffered saline (TBS) with 0.05% Tween 20.
The membrane was incubated in primary antibodies overnight at 4°C.
The rabbit polyclonal anti-CRH (Abcam, ab8901) and anti-ACTH
(Abcam, ab74976) antibodies were diluted to 1:500. After washing
three times for 5 min with 0.05% TBST, the membranes were incubated with peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (ZSGB-Bio, 2301) for 1 hour at room temperature. Reactivity
was visualized using enhanced chemiluminesence substrate (CWBio,
CW0048M). Each experiment was repeated three times.

Peptide identification and quantification by PEAKS Studio
Raw data were processed with PEAKS Studio version 8.5 against our
purpose-made neuropeptide database (aggregation and filtration
of publicly accessible databases: Neuropeptides.nl (36), SwePep
(31), Neuropred.com (29), and Neuropedia.com (66)) or a customized UniProt protein database (downloaded on 23 November 2017,
encompassing 87,215 protein sequence entries). Mass tolerance for

Data analysis
R scripts were used for all data analyses and visualizations in this
study. For peptidomics data analysis, peptides with valid quantitative
values (PEAKS quality score > 0.2) were filtered for downstream
analysis. The raw abundance values were log2-transformed. Missing
values were then replaced with a constant value of zero. Differentially expressed peptides between groups were identified by a two-tailed
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Sample preparation
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane before being decapitated.
Brains were immediately dissected, and the brain region boundaries were carefully checked according to The Mouse Brain Library
(www.mbl.org/). The tissues were heated using a microwave oven at
800 W for 9 s (64, 65) and stored at −80°C until further use. For
peptide extraction, the tissues were manually homogenized with a
glass-glass Dounce grinder. The homogenized samples were combined
and centrifuged at 20,000g for 10 min at 4°C to remove the insoluble
pellet. This extraction step was repeated three times. Extracts were
combined and dried down in a SpeedVac vacuum concentrator. Crude
peptide sample was further desalted by C18 ZipTip and resuspended
in 5 l of 0.1% formic acid aqueous solution for LC-MS/MS analysis.

searches was set to a maximum of 10 parts per million for peptide
masses and 0.02 Da for HCD fragment ion masses. Enzyme was set
to none. The pyroglutamylation (N-terminal Q, E), oxidation (M),
amidation (C terminus), phosphorylation (S, T), and acetylation (K)
were set as variable modifications. The identified peptides were filtered by these criteria: (i) false discovery rate < 1%, (ii) identified in
≥4 biological replicates, and (iii) containing ≥5 amino acids. For
peptides with five and six amino acids, further curation was performed by inspecting whether the fragment ions contained a sequence
tag of ≥3 consecutive b or y ions. The C-terminal amidated peptides
without a preceding glycine were considered as false-positive assignments and removed (67). The label-free quantitation based on extracted ion chromatograms was performed using the PEAKS Q module.
Only peptides with valid quantitative values of ≥70% in at least one
group were kept. The sample degradation was examined by inspecting the percentage of basic-cleavage-site–containing peptides (data
file S8). The quantitative information was exported as .csv files for
further bioinformatics processing.
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t test with unequal variances. The criterion to identify significant
differences was P < 0.05. Expression patterns of peptides in C, NS8,
and NS8h groups were further analyzed by a hierarchical clustering
method with Euclidean distance and average linkage in R.
Amino acid sequence logo plots were drawn by IceLogo 1.2, which
was scaled on the amino acid frequencies found in Mus musculus.
Neuropeptides were classified by the families of the genes encoding them, and there were 25 gene families, of which 17 were classified by the neuropeptide database [www.neuropeptides.nl (36)], and
the remaining 8 named by corresponding precursors.
To identify significant changes in bacteria abundance, we investigated the genus levels of bacteria. Different expression of genus between C group and NS8 group were identified by a two-tailed t test
with unequal variances. P values of <0.05 were considered significant. To uncover the links between brain peptidome and gut microbiome, Spearman’s correlation coefficients (r values) were calculated
between peptides and the four significantly altered bacteria genera.
Those with r values > 0.5 or < −0.5 were considered significant.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

stke.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/13/642/eabb0443/DC1
Fig. S1. Data quality of the 1-hour peptidomics approach in analysis of hypothalamus peptides.
Fig. S2. Quality control of the quantitative peptidomics.
Fig. S3. Gut microbiome compositions resulting from 16S rRNA analysis.
Fig. S4. Histogram illustrates the total quantifiable and significantly altered hypothalamus
peptides (unique sequences) of the CC/C dataset resulting from 1-month development of mice.
Fig. S5. Hierarchical clustering shows the brain peptide change in hypothalamus among the C,
NS8, and NS9 groups.
Table S1. Neuropeptide families.
Data file S1. Identified peptides from four brain regions (corresponding to Fig. 2A)
(Excel file).
Data file S2. Detailed information of peptides shown in Fig. 2D (Excel file).
Data file S3. Detailed information of correlation analysis shown in Fig. 3C (Excel file).
Data file S4. Detailed information of clustering analysis shown in Fig. 3E (Excel file).
Data file S5. Detailed information of peptidome shown in Fig. 4A (Excel file).
Data file S6. Detailed information of peptidome shown in Fig. 4D (Excel file).
Data file S7. Detailed information of peptidome shown in Fig. 5, D and F (Excel file).
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Literature mining
A neuropeptide text mining algorithm was implemented in R scripts
(listed in data file S9). Detailed procedure is as follows.
1) PubMed entries with Medical Subject Headings terms containing the words mouse, neuropeptide, and hypothalamus were selected as
corpus. Each entry in the corpus contains PubMed Identifier, article title,
and abstract. Abstracts were segmented into sentences by R package
natural language processing (NLP).
2) To obtain behavior-related sentences, we compiled a small
behavioral dictionary (data file S9) used for screening sentences with
the matching tokens. The resulting sentences were further extracted
and compiled into a target statement library. The R package coreNLP
split sentences in the target statement library to words, performed
part-of-speech tagging, and extracted sentence syntactic structure
and grammatical relations.
3) The sentences containing a list of target verbs (data file S9)
and conforming the grammatical structure of (neuropeptide) subjectverb-object (behavior) were extracted. Target verbs can indicate how
neuropeptides regulate behavior and in what way.
4) Last, the sentences were grouped into six behavioral categories: anxiety and depression, food intake, sleep/awake and circadian, social and reproductive behaviors, nociception, and cognition.
The number of publications in each group was counted.

Data file S8. Percentage of basic-cleavage-site–containing peptides (Excel file).
Data file S9. Detailed information of MINIbar script (Excel file).
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INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by the co-occurrence of
-amyloid (A) deposition into extracellular plaques and neurofibrillary tangles composed of aggregated hyperphosphorylated tau
(1). The aggregation of A and tau is thought to play a crucial role
in a neurodegenerative cascade that results in the loss of neurons
and synapses (2). The development of radiotracers binding to
A plaques (3) and paired helical filaments of tau that comprise neurofibrillary tangles (4) allows the visualization and quantification of
AD pathology in living patients using positron emission tomography
(PET). Those imaging biomarkers offer an opportunity to improve
patient diagnosis and to study the development of AD pathophysiology by describing the relationships between protein aggregation,
neurodegeneration, and cognitive impairment.
Cross-sectional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that
lower brain volumes are more strongly associated with tau-PET
than with A-PET burden in patients with mild cognitive impairment
and dementia (5). Moreover, studies examining the topography of
neuroimaging biomarkers have indicated that the pattern of neurodegeneration [i.e., regions with low cortical volume/thickness (6, 7)
or glucose hypometabolism (8, 9)] greatly resembles the pattern of
elevated tau-PET, but not A-PET, signal. However, the spatial
extent of tau-PET signal appears to exceed the extent of neurode1
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generation (6, 8), suggesting that tau-PET elevation might precede
and potentially predict neurodegeneration. Converging evidence
also suggests that the intensity and topography of tau-PET, but not
A-PET, are strongly associated with the severity of each patient’s
specific clinical deficits (10). In addition, earlier age of onset seems
to be associated with higher tau-PET signal (8, 11), potentially
accounting for the higher rates of brain atrophy observed in patients
with early-onset AD compared to their older counterparts (12–14).
Because tau-PET imaging is a relatively novel technique, most
previous studies have been based on cross-sectional data, which
lead to technical and conceptual limitations. First, cross-sectional
studies define neurodegeneration as low volume/metabolism because
they cannot directly measure decline in volume/metabolism over
time. Resulting metrics are then biased by preexisting interindividual variability in cerebral anatomy and function (15). Second,
cross-sectional designs do not allow direct observation of a chronological sequence of biomarker abnormalities. More recently, retrospective longitudinal studies [in which longitudinal magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) data were acquired before tau-PET acquisition] have
also highlighted a close association between tau-PET and neurodegeneration (16, 17) but might be biased by the nonlinear nature of
atrophy over the disease course (18, 19).
In the present observational study, we prospectively assessed
and compared the associations between baseline A and tau-PET
burden [using [11C]Pittsburgh compound B (PIB) and [18F]flortaucipir
(FTP), respectively] and subsequent longitudinal atrophy in a
group of patients at the early clinical stages of AD. Our primary
hypothesis was that the tau deposition detected with FTP-PET drives,
and therefore precedes, regional neurodegeneration in early symptomatic AD. From a precision medicine perspective, we were interested
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-Amyloid plaques and tau-containing neurofibrillary tangles are the two neuropathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) and are thought to play crucial roles in a neurodegenerative cascade leading to dementia. Both lesions
can now be visualized in vivo using positron emission tomography (PET) radiotracers, opening new opportunities
to study disease mechanisms and improve patients’ diagnostic and prognostic evaluation. In a group of 32 patients
at early symptomatic AD stages, we tested whether -amyloid and tau-PET could predict subsequent brain atrophy
measured using longitudinal magnetic resonance imaging acquired at the time of PET and 15 months later. Quantitative analyses showed that the global intensity of tau-PET, but not -amyloid–PET, signal predicted the rate of
subsequent atrophy, independent of baseline cortical thickness. Additional investigations demonstrated that the
specific distribution of tau-PET signal was a strong indicator of the topography of future atrophy at the single
patient level and that the relationship between baseline tau-PET and subsequent atrophy was particularly strong
in younger patients. These data support disease models in which tau pathology is a major driver of local neurodegeneration and highlight the relevance of tau-PET as a precision medicine tool to help predict individual patient’s
progression and design future clinical trials.
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in testing PET imaging’s ability to predict neuroimaging changes at
the individual patient level. On the basis of the cross-sectional
evidence described above, we hypothesized that higher baseline
FTP-PET, but not PIB-PET, would be associated with higher atrophy rates and that the topography of FTP-PET binding would
predict the pattern of subsequent atrophy at the individual patient
level. We had two secondary aims. First, we tested whether baseline
PIB and FTP-PET data could help predict patients’ clinical deterio-

Table 1. Patients included in the analyses. For continuous variables,
mean ± SD [min, max] is indicated. MMSE, mini-mental state
examination; CDR-SB, clinical dementia rating scale sum of boxes.
21/11

Age at baseline

64 ± 9 [49, 83]

Education

17 ± 3 [12, 24]

APOE4 alleles: n0/n1/n2 (nmissing)

14/13/3 (2)

MMSE at baseline

24 ± 4 [14, 30]

CDR-SB at baseline

3.8 ± 2 [0, 8]

Baseline to follow-up MRI (months)

15 ± 3 [10, 24]

Baseline MRI to FTP-PET (months)

1.8 ± 2.2 [0, 7.7]

Baseline MRI to PIB-PET (months)

1.6 ± 2.3 [0, 7.7]

Fig. 1. Voxelwise patterns at the group level.
(A) Group-average PET
SUVR maps at baseline.
(B) Voxelwise pattern of
longitudinal cortical atrophy. Left: Average of 32
reversed GM-masked and
smoothed reversed Jacobian
maps (higher value means
higher rate of atrophy).
Right: Statistical map corresponding to a voxelwise
one-sample t test including the 32 individual maps,
showing areas of significant atrophy (reversed
Jacobians > 0) based on
three increasingly conservative thresholds [Puncorrected
< 0.001, family-wise error
(FWE)–corrected PFWE < 0.05
and PFWE < 0.001 at the
voxel level; all three with
PFWE < 0.05 at the cluster
level]. All maps are available for visualization at
https://neurovault.org/
collections/WLDODMCY/.

RESULTS

Description of the cohort
The current study included 32 patients in early clinical stages of AD
(mild cognitive impairment or mild dementia, and a positive PIB-PET
scan). All patients underwent structural MRI and PET with both
PIB and FTP at the baseline visit, and a second structural MRI at a
follow-up visit (median time interval, 15 months). Two Siemens
3-T MRI scanners were used in this study (see Materials and Methods
and Discussion). Demographics are presented in Table 1. The sample was heterogeneous and included six patients fulfilling criteria
for logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia (21) and three
patients meeting criteria for posterior cortical atrophy (22)). Patients
were between 49 and 83 years old at the time of PET scan [20 patients (63%) being under 65 years old].
At the group level, longitudinal atrophy is greater in regions
with high baseline FTP binding
For each patient, baseline PET scans were processed to calculate
standardized uptake value ratio (SUVR) maps [see (23) and Materials

A

FTP SUVR

PIB SUVR
1.2

1.2

2.6

2.6

B

−Jacobian
0
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0.012

P unc< 0.001

P FWE< 0.05

P FWE< 0.001
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Sex: nfemale/nmale

ration, measured with the clinical dementia rating scale sum of boxes
(CDR-SB), a measure of disease severity based on functional decline
(20). Last, we investigated whether the previously highlighted association between earlier age of onset and greater atrophy rates could
be explained by baseline differences in tau burden.
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Longitudinal atrophy

Reversed average cortical jacobian

Patients with high baseline FTP-PET binding develop more
severe cortical atrophy
We investigated the relationships between baseline cortical alterations (PIB SUVR, FTP SUVR, and cortical thickness) and the
severity of subsequent atrophy across patients. Figure 2 shows the
associations between baseline global (mean of entire cortex) measures of PIB-SUVR, FTP-SUVR, and cortical thickness [values were
derived from FreeSurfer 5.3, Z-scored based on normative dataset
(25), and reversed so higher values indicate lower baseline thickness] and overall cortical atrophy (average reversed cortical Jacobian
values). Longitudinal cortical atrophy was strongly associated with
baseline FTP {rFTP-atrophy = 0.670, 95% confidence interval (CI)
[0.388, 0.841], P < 0.001}, in contrast with weaker correlations with
baseline cortical PIB (rPIB-atrophy = 0.291, 95% CI [−0.029, 0.546],
P = 0.07) and baseline global cortical thickness (rthickness-atrophy = 0.281,
95% CI [−0.067, 0.586], P = 0.12). Pairwise comparisons of correla-

0.03

r = 0.291

tions (based on bootstrapping of correlation coefficient pairs with
5000 permutations) showed that longitudinal atrophy was more
strongly correlated with FTP than PIB (r = 0.379, 95% CI [0.121,
0.594], P = 0.004), but the difference between r FTP-atrophy and
r thickness-atrophy was not significant at  = 0.05 (r = 0.390, 95% CI
[−0.119, 0.821], P = 0.11).
When including all three baseline predictors in a single multiple
regression model to predict subsequent longitudinal atrophy, FTP remained significant (standardized  = 0.696, t = 4.2, P < 0.001 versus
 = −0.083, t = −0.5, P = 0.58 for PIB and  = 0.173, t = 1.3, P = 0.22 for
thickness; see table S1), and this full model did not perform better than
a model including FTP only to predict longitudinal atrophy (table S1).
Voxelwise FTP-PET patterns predict maps of subsequent
atrophy at the individual patient level
We next assessed whether the topography of PIB and FTP binding
could help predict the pattern of atrophy at the individual patient
level, using a voxelwise approach. For each patient, the topographical
similarity between 3D maps of PET binding and atrophy was quantified using a voxelwise spatial correlation approach restricted to a
cortical mask, as previously described (26) and illustrated in Fig. 3A
(see fig. S1 for details on the preprocessing). Resulting spatial correlation coefficients (baseline PIB to longitudinal atrophy and baseline
FTP to longitudinal atrophy) were then z-transformed to allow
analysis at the group level (see Fig. 3B). Across the 32 patients, spatial
correlation between baseline PIB and subsequent atrophy was minimal:
mean z(r) = 0.183, 95% CI [0.131, 0.226] (percentile bootstrap CI
based on 5000 permutations), indicating 3% [2%, 5%] shared variance on average. In contrast, the spatial correlation between baseline
FTP and longitudinal atrophy was high: mean z(r) = 0.780, 95% CI
[0.682, 0.859], indicating 43% [35%, 48%] shared variance on average. Spatial correlation with longitudinal atrophy was significantly
higher for baseline FTP than PIB [paired t test conducted on the z(r)
values: t(31) = 14.9, P < 0.001]. Note that correlations were higher
for FTP than for PIB in all 32 patients, as shown in Fig. 3B.
Baseline tau-PET predicts longitudinal atrophy independent
of baseline thickness
Our finding that baseline FTP-SUVR correlates with subsequent
atrophy could be confounded by the fact that these regions are usually
r = 0.670
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Fig. 2. Bivariate associations between baseline measures and subsequent atrophy across the 32 patients. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (95% CI) were
computed using bootstrapping with 5000 permutations. Details about the statistical analyses, including a multiple regression with all three baseline predictors, are available in Results and table S1.
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and Methods for more details]. The two MRI scans were processed using
a specific longitudinal pipeline (24) to derive a three-dimensional
(3D) map of Jacobians representing annualized atrophy (Jacobians
were reversed so that positive values indicate tissue shrinkage over
time). All maps were masked to restrict the investigations to the cortical gray matter (GM) (fig. S1) and analyzed in native or template
space, depending on the analysis. We first created group-average images of PIB, FTP, and longitudinal atrophy using images warped to
template space (Fig. 1).
PIB binding predominated in medial areas (prefrontal and
posterior cingulate/precuneus regions); signal was also elevated in
lateral frontal and temporo-parietal cortices (Fig. 1A). FTP binding
was maximal at the temporo-parietal junction and the posterior
cingulate/precuneus and moderate in dorsal frontal, occipital, and
infero-medial temporal cortices (Fig. 1A).
The pattern of longitudinal atrophy is shown in Fig. 1B as the
group-average reversed Jacobian map (higher values indicating
higher atrophy rates) and as a statistical map based on a one-sample
t test performed on the 32 Jacobian maps. Atrophy was maximal in
temporo-parietal areas, posterior cingulate/precuneus, and dorsal
frontal areas, surviving stringent family-wise error (FWE) correction (PFWE < 0.001) in those regions where baseline FTP-PET signal
was particularly elevated.
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Fig. 3. Voxelwise spatial correlations between baseline PET patterns and the topography of subsequent atrophy. (A) Analyses conducted at the individual patient
level to quantify the similarity between patterns of PET SUVR at baseline and maps of longitudinal atrophy (reversed Jacobians). The images used for illustration correspond to a patient with close-to-average values. For each patient, correlations were assessed on all voxels of the cortex (see fig. S1 for details about specific image preprocessing steps). (B) Group-level analyses. Resulting correlation coefficients were z-transformed to be analyzed at the group level. Gray lines show individual patients,
whereas colored bars indicate average z-transformed coefficients (with 95% CI). P value corresponds to two-tailed paired t test. The top panel shows the histogram of the
difference between z-transformed spatial correlation coefficients between PIB and atrophy and FTP and atrophy across all 32 patients, highlighting that the latter was
higher than the former in all 32 cases.

already atrophic at baseline and that atrophy tends to accelerate
locally. In addition, low cortical thickness at baseline could reduce
the PET signal due to partial volume effects and introduce additional
noise in the measurements. We therefore conducted additional analyses to assess the potential confounding effect of “baseline atrophy”
on the association between FTP-PET and subsequent atrophy at a
regional level. This set of analyses was conducted using regions of
interests, enabling the use of partial volume corrected (PVC) PET
data. Each patient’s cortex was segmented into 68 regions of interest
(ROIs) using FreeSurfer 5.3, and the average cortical thickness was
extracted from the baseline MRI for each ROI. For each patient, cortical thickness values were converted to a Z score (based on normative
data, see Materials and Methods) to be used as indicators of baseline
neurodegeneration. Average baseline FTP-SUVRPVC and Jacobian
values were also extracted from each ROI (see fig. S2 for details on the
preprocessing and Fig. 4A to visualize group averages).
The spaghetti plots in Fig. 4B show that, for most patients, regions with higher baseline FTP-SUVRPVC and, to a smaller extent,
lower baseline cortical thickness had higher atrophy rates. Linear
mixed-effect models (LMEMs) were used to test the respective contribution of each baseline measure to longitudinal atrophy. All
ROIs from all patients were included in LMEMs (68 × 32 = 2176
entries), with random slopes and intercepts for both ROI and patient factors (see table S2 for further details on model specifications
and results). Separate LMEMs were first conducted for each predicLa Joie et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaau5732 (2020)
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tor, and both were significant (P < 0.001; see Fig. 4B, bottom right
panel), although FTPPVC was a stronger predictor (t = 12.6, marginal
R2 = 0.444, conditional R2 = 0.785) than baseline thickness (t = 5.1,
marginal R2 = 0.057, conditional R2 = 0.610). However, when entering both predictors in the same model (Fig. 4B, bottom line), only
FTPPVC was significant (t = 11.9, P < 0.001 versus t = −1.7, P = 0.09
for thickness). In addition, this full model roughly explained the
same amount of variance (marginal R 2 = 0.426, conditional
R 2 = 0.800) as the model including baseline FTP PVC only and
had a slightly decreased Akaike information criterion (AIC) value
(−15,579 versus −15,498; see table S2), indicating that adding baseline thickness only minimally improved the overall model fit. The
conclusions of the LMEMs were very similar when using non-PVC
PET data and when including baseline PIB-SUVR in the model (see
fig. S3).
Baseline tau-PET is more strongly associated with follow-up
than baseline cortical thickness
We hypothesized that baseline tau PET will correlate more strongly
with cortical thickness measured at follow-up than at baseline, consistent with a conceptual model in which tau deposition precedes
neurodegeneration. Figure 5A shows that, at the group level, baseline tau burden (global cortical FTP-SUVRPVC) correlated more
strongly with global cortical thinning (reversed Z-scored thickness)
measured at follow-up than baseline (r = 0.431, 95% CI [0.166,
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Fig. 4. Relative contribution of baseline partial volume corrected FTP-PET and baseline thickness patterns to predict the topography of subsequent atrophy
using FreeSurfer-defined cortical regions of interest. (A) Group average values in the 68 FreeSurfer cortical regions of interest (ROIs). The color scale was adapted to
the range of values of each modality to best illustrate regional variations. SUVRPVC, partial volume corrected standardized uptake value ratio. (B) Spatial associations between patterns of baseline FTP-SUVRPVC, thickness, and longitudinal atrophy were conducted for each patient on the basis of the 68 ROIs, as illustrated in the left panel.
The spaghetti plots on the right illustrate the 32 regression lines obtained at the patient level for each pair of variables. The statistical indices on top of each spaghetti plot
indicate the results of linear mixed-effect models (LMEMs) to predict reverse Jacobians; separate models were run with each of the two baseline variables as a predictor.
A full model that included both predictors together is described in Results and table S2.

0.663] versus r = 0.168, 95% CI [−0.150, 0.480], r = 0.263, bootstrapped 95% CI [0.026, 0.517], P = 0.026).
We also tested the spatial similarity between baseline tau-PET
and cortical thinning measured at each time point (Fig. 5B). The
method was similar to that presented in Fig. 3, except that the
patient-level analysis was conducted using ROIs rather than voxelwise, enabling the calculation of Z score thickness values as mentioned above (see fig. S2). Across the 32 patients, baseline FTPPVC
spatially correlated with concurrent cortical thickness: mean spatial
correlation z(r) = 0.787, 95% CI [0.681, 0.876], indicating 43%
[35%, 50%] shared variance on average. Yet, the spatial correlation
was higher between baseline FTP PVC and follow-up thickness
patterns: mean z(r) = 0.833, 95% CI [0.727, 0.921], indicating 47%
[39%, 53%]; paired t test on the z(r) values: t(31) = 2.86, P = 0.008.
Longitudinal precuneus atrophy parallels clinical decline
The CDR-SB was used to measure clinical progression; to control
for variations in clinical follow-up duration (mean = 15.0 months,
min = 11.1, max = 23.7), changes in CDR-SB were annualized
[(follow-up − baseline)/time interval]. On average, CDR-SB increased
by 1.6 ± 2.0 points per year [one-sample t test: t(31) = 4.52, P < 0.001].
La Joie et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaau5732 (2020)
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Annualized CDR-SB increase was poorly correlated with global
cortical measures of baseline PIB SUVR (r = −0.125, P = 0.51), FTP
SUVR (r = −0.041, P = 0.80), cortical thickness (r = 0.006, P = 0.95),
or longitudinal atrophy (r = 0.095, P = 0.65; see fig. S4 for 95% CI
and scatter plots). Voxelwise analyses showed that increase in CDR-SB
over time was associated with longitudinal atrophy in the precuneus/
posterior cingulate area (surviving FWE correction at the voxel level;
see fig. S4). In contrast, no regional association was found in any of
the three baseline predictors (based on the P uncorrected < 0.001
threshold).
Earlier disease onset is associated with higher tau burden
and thus more rapid atrophy
Older age at baseline was associated with lower baseline abnormalities (fig. S5), although the correlation only reached statistical
significance (at  = 0.05) for baseline FTP-SUVR (r = −0.572, P = 0.002),
but not baseline PIB-SUVR (r = −0.313, P = 0.07) and baseline
thickness (r = −0.224, P = 0.12; see Fig. 6A for 95% CI and scatter
plots). In addition, older patients had lower rates of atrophy
(correlation between age and reversed average cortical Jacobian:
r = −0.542, P = 0.006; Fig. 6A). When including both patient’s age
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and baseline cortical FTP-SUVR in a multiple regression model,
FTP remained highly predictive of longitudinal atrophy (standardized  = 0.536, P = 0.003), while the effect of age was reduced (standardized  = −0.235, P = 0.16). Mediation analyses further showed
that the relationship between patient’s age and longitudinal rate of
atrophy was at least partly mediated by baseline cortical FTP-SUVR
(Fig. 6A). No mediation effect was found using baseline PIB-SUVR
or baseline cortical thickness (see fig. S6). Voxelwise analyses
showed that both FTP-SUVR and longitudinal atrophy decreased
with greater patient age throughout the brain (Fig. 6B) and most
strongly in the fronto-parietal areas where correlations reached statistical significance (Punc < 0.001 at the voxel level with PFWE < 0.05
at the cluster level; see fig. S7).
Last, the spatial similarity between baseline FTP-SUVR maps
and patterns of subsequent atrophy (quantified at the individual
patient level using the voxelwise spatial correlation method described
in Fig. 3) decreased with age (r = −0.471, P = 0.005) (see Fig. 6B).
Spatial correlation values went from an estimated z(r) ~ 0.9 at age 55
(R2 = 52% shared variance) to z(r) ~ 0.63 at age 75 (R2 = 31%
shared variance). The spatial correlation between baseline PIB and
longitudinal atrophy was low regardless of patient’s age (r = −0.253,
P = 0.13; see fig. S5 for 95% CI and scatter plots).
DISCUSSION

In this prospective longitudinal neuroimaging study conducted in
patients at early clinical stages of AD, we investigated the associations between baseline PET measures of tau and A burden and
La Joie et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaau5732 (2020)
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subsequent neurodegeneration measured as MRI atrophy over
time. In line with our original hypotheses, we found that baseline
tau PET, but not A-PET, predicted the degree and spatial distribution of cortical atrophy over the subsequent year.
The association between baseline FTP-PET and subsequent
atrophy, and notably the topographical similarity between the two
patterns, was a strong and robust finding. The association was
found at both the group (Figs. 1 and 2) and the individual patient
levels (Figs. 3 and 4) and using complementary voxelwise (Fig. 3)
and ROI-based (Fig. 4 and 5 and fig. S3) approaches. The predictive
value of the baseline tau-PET pattern on future atrophy remained
substantial even after adjusting for baseline cortical thickness, with
tau-PET explaining ~40% of unique variance in longitudinal atrophy.
Last, although cross-sectional relationships can be found between
tau-PET and concurrent neurodegeneration, we showed that tau-PET
more closely resembles neurodegeneration at a future time point
(Fig. 5). Together, these longitudinal results expand on previous
findings from postmortem and cross-sectional studies, by providing
prospective evidence that the aggregation of tau predicts future
neurodegeneration in patients with biomarker-confirmed AD. These
results support a sequential relationship between tau fibrillar aggregates and downstream degeneration. This directionality is in line
with a recent longitudinal tau-PET study from our group showing
that, at the clinical stage of AD, tau pathology and brain atrophy
progress in different regions, likely reflecting a phase shifting, with
tau elevation locally preceding atrophy (27).
Multiple studies (28–31) previously reported that baseline cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) concentration of tau was associated with
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higher atrophy rates in heterogeneous groups of patients, although
contradicting results exist (32, 33). Our finding of an association
between global cortical FTP and global cortical atrophy (Fig. 2A)
confirms that this relationship is not driven by the inclusion of AD
(high biomarker, high atrophy) and controls or non-AD (low
biomarker, low atrophy) patients, but exists within a group of
patients with biomarker-confirmed AD. The replicability of the tau
biomarker/subsequent atrophy association across biomarker types
(fluid versus imaging) is also consistent with the relationships
found between PET and CSF measures of tau (23, 34, 35). The topographical information embedded in the PET data constitutes a
major advantage compared to CSF markers. We demonstrated that
tau-PET is not only predictive of how much but also of where atrophy
will occur, which has major implications for patient prognosis and
clinical trials.
Our findings suggest that tau-PET could be useful for the design
of clinical trials and could increase the ability to detect a treatment
effect even over a relatively short time frame (36, 37). First, tau-PET
could be used to enrich trials with patients with tau-PET signal predictive of upcoming atrophy or to stratify patients in trials based on
the degree of expected atrophy in the upcoming year. Second,
tau-PET could help determine how (i.e., where) atrophy should be
measured to maximize study sensitivity. A major issue of using MRI
to monitor disease progression is the interindividual heterogeneity
La Joie et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaau5732 (2020)
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in atrophy patterns (38), even when selecting patients with a classic
amnestic phenotype as in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (12, 39). A given generic ROI (e.g., the hippocampus)
would not optimally capture every patient’s brain atrophy [e.g.,
patients with “hippocampal-sparing AD” (38, 40)]. Alternative
options exist to maximize detection of AD atrophy using data-driven
ROIs (41) or adapting the ROI to specific phenotypes (42), but our
data suggest that PET could be used to create patient-tailored,
FTP-informed ROIs for atrophy detection. This approach could
capture tau-mediated neurodegeneration in every patient in a more
optimal manner, agnostic of any a priori assumptions. Alternatively,
the tight relationship between tau and atrophy might imply that, in
regions with elevated tau-PET signal, the pathological cascade leading to neurodegeneration has already been triggered and that neurodegeneration processes are now uncoupled from tau pathology.
In that case, anti-tau therapies could be more effective in preventing
atrophy in regions with low to mild tau-PET signal, whereas atrophy in high tau-PET regions would be difficult to modify with
anti-tau therapies.
Clinical decline measured with the CDR-SB was associated with
atrophy in the precuneus but was not correlated with baseline
FTP-PET. This weak relationship might be related to methodological
factors: the small sample size, the intrinsic noise of measuring clinical
progression based on two time points, or the use of memory-centric
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Fourth, our cohort encompassed early clinical stages of AD, and the
results cannot be extrapolated to earlier (i.e., preclinical) or more
severe stages of the disease, when neurodegeneration might be associated or driven by distinct mechanisms. Fifth, because of the recent
development of FTP, patients only had one follow-up MRI after the
baseline visit, and additional time points would enable a more
precise characterization of atrophy trajectories. Future studies will
be needed to determine the prognostic value of baseline tau-PET
over longer follow-up. Similarly, clinical decline was evaluated on
the basis of two time points only, and more data would be needed to
improve signal to noise; the limited available time points, together
with the heterogeneity of the cohort, might account for the lack of
associations between baseline tau-PET and clinical decline. Last,
our patients underwent MRI scanning on two different Siemens
3-T scanners, which might have added noise to the estimation of
longitudinal atrophy. However, further analyses showed that the
present results were found independently of MRI scanning protocol
(fig. S9).
In summary, our study illustrates the potential of PET imaging
to identify the pathological drivers of neurodegeneration in AD and
to help predict individual patients’ future evolution. These results
outline the robust local relationships between accumulation of
tau-containing paired helical filament and neurodegeneration,
emphasizing tau as a relevant target for disease-modifying drugs at
this early clinical stage (61). Additional studies will be needed to
extend our approach to larger cohorts, notably considering
additional disease stages, older age of onset, and longer follow-up
duration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental design
The main objective of this study was to test whether amyloid and
tau-PET could predict future brain atrophy in patients at symptomatic stages of AD. Data were derived from an ongoing longitudinal
observational study including repeated MRI, PIB-PET, and
FTP-PET in patients with a clinical diagnosis of AD at the mild
cognitive impairment or dementia stage. No power analysis was
performed before the study, but the sample size is within the range
of previous papers assessing relationships between tau-PET and
brain volume in symptomatic patients (6–7, 17). Data preprocessing steps were performed using automated pipeline agnostic of the
baseline tau- and amyloid-PET data. Quality control of the preprocessing steps was done blind to the baseline PET measures. No
outlier was detected, and all data were included in all analyses and
plotted on each figure.
Patients
All patients underwent a comprehensive clinical evaluation (10)
at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Memory and
Aging Center. We selected patients who (i) had a clinical diagnosis
of AD [at either the mild cognitive impairment or dementia stage
(62, 63)], (ii) had undergone 3-T structural MRI, FTP-PET, and
PIB-PET at their baseline visit, (iii) had a positive PIB-PET [based
on visual read (64)], and (iv) had a follow-up 3-T MRI at least
9 months after the first visit. By 1 December 2018, 36 patients
fulfilled these criteria, but 4 were excluded because of movement
artifacts on an MRI and/or failure of the longitudinal MRI pipeline.
The remaining 32 patients were included in the analyses.
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CDR-SB in a clinically diverse cohort like ours that includes
language, and visuospatial-predominant AD phenotypes. Alternatively, the lack of correlation with FTP could also reflect the indirect
relationship between tau pathology and clinical deficits that is
thought to be at least partly mediated by brain degeneration (10).
In contrast to tau-PET, neither the burden nor topography of
A-PET was a strong predictor of future atrophy. This is consistent
with multiple reports that A-PET has no or weak relationships
with the patterns of neurodegeneration or clinical deficits at symptomatic stages (8, 43), although associations might be found at
earlier (preclinical) stage (44). The quantitative and topographical
dissociation between A and neurodegeneration is also consistent
with autopsy data (45, 46). To our knowledge, the relationships between baseline volume or thickness and future atrophy have not
been thoroughly investigated, but studies have suggested that atrophy
accelerates over time, before decelerating in later stages (18, 19).
This nonlinear relationship might explain why we could not identify
consistent and robust relationships between baseline MRI findings
and subsequent atrophy.
Baseline tau-PET accounted for ~40 to 50% of the severity and
topography of subsequent atrophy in our cohort. Future investigations will be needed to study additional predictors of atrophy [e.g.,
inflammation (47), nonlocal effects of pathology (48, 49), or additional brain pathologies (50)] to further our understanding of the
complex mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration in AD.
Our analyses identified patient’s age as an important factor
regarding not only the severity of tau burden and brain atrophy but
also the relationship between pathology and longitudinal atrophy.
First, we replicated previous findings that later age of disease onset
is associated with lower tau-PET burden (8, 11) and longitudinal
atrophy rates (12–14). Moreover, we showed that the spatial association between FTP and longitudinal atrophy sharply decreased with
patient’s age (Fig. 5), in line with a recent cross-sectional study (51).
Together, these results are consistent with the idea that early-onset
AD might constitute a more pure form of AD in which neurodegeneration is mainly driven by AD pathology, whereas later-onset
clinical AD is multifactorial, associated with distinctive risk factors,
and related to more frequent co-morbidities and co-pathologies
(52, 53). Previous clinicopathological studies showed that the relationship between AD neuropathology and dementia decreased in
older patients (54). Together, growing evidence suggests that potential disease-modifying drugs that specifically target AD neuropathology may benefit patients with earlier-onset AD more than
older patients.
A number of study features and limitations should be highlighted
to appropriately interpret our results. First, note that PET signal is
only a proxy for underlying pathology, and although postmortem
studies suggest that FTP binds to paired helical filaments of tau
(55, 56), “off target” signal unrelated to tau in the basal ganglia
(57, 58) and in some tau-negative conditions (59, 60) raises questions about specificity. Second, the sample size was modest, though
similar to previous cross-sectional tau-PET/atrophy association
studies. The use of complementary robust statistical approaches,
and the inspection of all scatter plots and images, showed that
results were not influenced by outliers. Third, the patients included
in our study constitute an academic-based cohort of diverse and
relatively young patients, which may limit generalizability. Note
that the results remained unchanged when excluding non-amnestic
variants (language or visuospatial phenotypes of AD; see fig. S8).
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Written informed consent was obtained from all patients or
their surrogates. The study was approved by the University of
California (San Francisco and Berkeley) and Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory institutional review boards for human research.

SUVR calculation
Each patient’s baseline MRI was segmented using FreeSurfer 5.3
(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) and Statistical Parametric Mapping
12 (SPM12; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute
of Neurology, London, UK) to create tracer-specific PET reference
regions. PET frames were realigned, averaged, and coregistered
onto their corresponding MRI. SUVR images were created using
FreeSurfer-defined cerebellar GM for PIB-PET. For FTP, FreeSurfer
segmentation was combined with the SUIT template (65) (which was
reverse-normalized to each patient individual space using SPM12)
to only include inferior cerebellum voxels, therefore avoiding contamination from off-target binding in the dorsal cerebellum (58, 66).
Longitudinal pipeline and voxelwise analyses
For each patient, the baseline and follow-up MRIs were processed
using SPM12 pairwise longitudinal registration (24), creating a
within-patient midpoint average MRI and a 3D Jacobian rate map
reflecting an annualized measure of volumetric change. In this
original Jacobian map, negative values indicate contraction over
time (e.g., classically in the brain), whereas positive values indicate
expansion (e.g., in the ventricles). The Jacobian maps were reversed
(i.e., multiplied by −1), so higher values in the cortex indicate greater
atrophy. PIB and FTP-SUVR images were moved from baseline
MRI space to the midpoint average MRI space using SPM12’s
deformation toolbox, to be aligned with the Jacobian rate map.
The mid-point average MRI was then segmented into GM,
white matter, and CSF. The tissue segments were used to derive a
binary GM mask, which was later masked to exclude basal ganglia
[because of FTP off-target binding (57) and relative sparing in
AD] and cerebellum (i.e., PET reference region) using the Hammers
atlas (67), resulting in a binary cerebral cortical mask (see fig. S1
for illustration).
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FreeSurfer segmentation and ROI analyses
To quantify baseline cortical neurodegeneration (i.e., in a crosssectional design), we used the FreeSurfer segmentation outputs
derived from the previous step (see the “SUVR calculation” section)
and based on the first MRI. The average thickness measure of each
of the 68 cortical ROIs was extracted from each patient’s FreeSurfer
directory and converted into a Z score based on the code and the
data provided by Potvin et al. (25). Briefly, patients’ thickness values
were converted into Z scores denoting the deviation from their
expected values, as calculated based on the patient’s characteristics
(age, sex, estimated total intracranial volume, scanner manufacturer,
and magnetic field strength) and a normative multicentric sample
of 2713 healthy controls aged 18 to 94 years. This approach was
previously used to quantify cortical thickness in AD (68).
To assess the correlation between the patterns of baseline GM
and subsequent atrophy (i.e., are regions that shrink over time
already abnormally small at baseline?), we extracted the average
SPM12-generated Jacobian values from each of the 68 FreeSurfer
ROIs for each patient. Average FTP-PET SUVR values were extracted from all 68 ROIs using a PVC algorithm based on geometric
transfer matrix technique [see (58, 66)]. LMEMs were run including
all ROIs from all patients (including random slopes and intercepts for
both factors), with longitudinal atrophy (Jacobian values) as the dependent variable, and baseline thickness Z score and/or FTP-SUVRPVC
as predictors.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted using MATLAB 2015a
(MathWorks Inc., www.mathworks.com/) and the Robust correlation toolbox (69) to calculate Pearson correlation estimates and percentile bootstrap CI (from which P values were derived). Jamovi
(www.jamovi.org) was used to conduct multiple regressions, analyses of variance (ANOVAs), mediation analyses, and LMEMs using
dedicated modules. Details about each specific analysis are provided
with the description of the analyses in Results or the Supplementary
Materials.
Imaging results were displayed on 3D brain surfaces using BrainNet
Viewer (70) and ggseg (https://lcbc-uio.github.io/ggseg/). Data file
S1 contains most of the data used in the analyses presented in the
article.
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Image acquisition
T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo MRI sequences were acquired at UCSF, on either a 3-T Siemens Tim Trio or
a 3-T Siemens Prisma Fit scanner. Both scanners had very similar acquisition parameters (sagittal slice orientation; slice thickness, 1.0 mm;
slices per slab, 160; in-plane resolution, 1.0 × 1.0 mm; matrix, 240 ×
256; repetition time, 2300 ms; inversion time, 900 ms; flip angle, 9°),
although echo time slightly differed (Trio, 2.98 ms; Prisma, 2.9 ms).
PET data were acquired on a Siemens Biograph PET/computer
tomography (CT) scanner at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Both radiotracers were synthesized and radiolabeled at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Biomedical Isotope Facility.
Here, we analyzed PET data that were acquired from 50 to 70 min
after the injection of ~15 mCi of PIB (four 5-min frames) and 80 to
100 min after the injection of ~10 mCi of FTP (four 5-min frames).
A low-dose CT scan was performed for attenuation correction
before PET acquisition, and PET data were reconstructed using an
ordered subset expectation maximization algorithm with weighted
attenuation and smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel with
scatter correction (calculated image resolution, 6.5 × 6.5 × 7.25 mm
based on Hoffman phantom).

The reversed Jacobian rate map and the PET-SUVR images were
finally smoothed within this mask using AFNI 3dBlurInMask
command and applying differential kernels (4 mm for PET and
8 mm for Jacobians), so all three images had equivalent final smoothness (fig. S1). These images were used to calculate spatial correlations
between patterns of atrophy (Jacobian values) and PET binding
(Fig. 3).
PIB, FTP, and Jacobian maps from all patients were warped to
Montreal Neurological Institute space using the deformation parameters estimated during the midpoint average MRI segmentation
step and averaged to create across patient averages for PIB SUVR,
FTP SUVR, and Jacobians (Fig. 1). Template-warped Jacobian maps
were entered in a voxelwise one-sample t test to detect areas of significant atrophy (reversed Jacobians > 0) over time (Fig. 1). All voxelwise
results were presented using an uncorrected voxel threshold of P <
0.001 combined with a corrected cluster threshold of PFWE < 0.05;
voxels that reached more conservative voxel-level thresholds (PFWE <
0.05 and PFWE < 0.001) were also highlighted.
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Fig. S1. Image processing pipeline related to the voxelwise spatial correlation analyses
presented in Fig. 3.
Fig. S2. Image processing pipeline related to the ROI analyses shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Fig. S3. LMEMs using FreeSurfer-defined cortical ROIs and non-PVC SUVR data (related to Fig. 4
and table S2).
Fig. S4. Associations between neuroimaging measures and clinical decline.
Fig. S5. Association between patient’s age and global neuroimaging measures (related to
Fig. 6).
Fig. S6. Summary of bivariate associations and mediation models between global cortical
neuroimaging measures at baseline, global cortical longitudinal atrophy, and age (related to
Fig. 6).
Fig. S7. Voxelwise associations between patient’s age, baseline FTP-PET, and longitudinal
atrophy (related to Fig. 6).
Fig. S8. Analyses of the influence of atypical AD phenotypes on the main results.
Fig. S9. Analyses of the influence of MRI scanner switch on the main results.
Table S1. Details of linear regression models presented in Fig. 2.
Table S2. Details of LMEMs shown in Fig. 4.
Data file S1. Data used for the analyses presented in the manuscript.
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INTRODUCTION

Chemical warfare nerve agents (CWNAs) are colorless, odorless, and
tasteless organophosphorus (OP) compounds being used as invisible
lethal weapons in war zones and civilian societies worldwide (1–3).
These toxic chemical compounds and their closely related pesticides are used in the form of gas, vapor, and liquid (4, 5). The first
nerve agent, tabun (GA), was synthesized by Gerhard Schrader in
Germany in 1936 potentially for agricultural purposes, but the modern world is believed to have stockpiles of several nerve agents categorized into G series (GA, GD, GF, and GB), V series (VE, VG, VM,
VP, VR, and VX), insecticides (malathion and parathion), and many
more (5, 6). These dangerous chemicals are frequently used in modern
wars and terrorist attacks (7–9). Pesticides are relatively less toxic
than nerve agents but are believed to be responsible for nearly a
quarter million annual deaths in developing countries and pose a
greater threat to public health because of their widespread use for
domestic and agricultural purposes (10).
OP chemicals enter the bloodstream through the skin, food, and
drink, as well as by inhalation, cross the blood-brain barrier, and
irreversibly inhibit acetylcholinesterase (AChE; EC 3.1.1.7), a key
enzyme of the central nervous system, to disrupt normal communication between brain and muscles, causing miosis, hypersalivation,
lacrimation, involuntary urination and defecation, seizures, and rapid
death from respiratory failure (11, 12). Medical intervention with the
available synthetic chemical regimen including atropine sulfate,
2-pyridine aldoxime methyl chloride (2-PAM), and diazepam is a
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common practice to offer relief and remission and to prevent death
(13). Because these synthetic chemical therapeutics do not offer relief
from postexposure complications such as convulsions, performance
deficits, and permanent brain damage, pretreatment with pyridostigmine bromide (PB) appears advantageous to military and medical
personnel (14). However, PB use has been suspected to be associated
with Gulf War illness and to cause other medical issues such as diarrhea, vomiting, cold sweats, and blurred vision (15). Therefore,
an alternative approach could be pretreatment with a natural or
recombinant protein–based therapeutic capable of scavenging/
hydrolyzing nerve agents into biologically inactive products before
their escaping from blood circulation. Among protein-based scavengers of nerve agents, butyrylcholinesterase (BChE; EC 3.1.1.8),
OP hydrolase (OPH; EC 3.1.8.1), and paraoxonase 1 (PON1; EC 3.1.8.1)
appear promising in offering prophylactic protection in animal models. However, BChE binds OP compounds at a one-to-one ratio;
therefore, this enzyme is required in large quantities to afford protection against CWNAs (16, 17). Both OPH and PON1 in their native forms or their variants hydrolyze nerve agents in a catalytic
manner and are promising bioscavengers to offer prophylactic protection against OP nerve agents. However, their short circulating
half-lives, immunogenicity behavior, degradation, and rapid clearance from the bloodstream have become serious issues in developing
them into prophylactics against CWNAs (18–20). Also, nanocapsulation, polysialylation, PEGylation, and polycarboxybetaine conjugation of these protein-based bioscavengers failed to resolve the
issues of their poor circulation stability and immunogenicity (21–24).
Therefore, in this study, we adopted a gene therapy approach to
express bioscavengers in the bloodstream to offer long-term protection
against multiple lethal dosages of CWNAs. Previously, we demonstrated gene therapy as a viable approach by expressing human and
mouse BChE, wild-type PON1, and its variants VIID11 and IF11
using adenoviral vectors in mice; however, their expression in the
circulation lasted for less than 8 days because of the immunogenic
1 of 13
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Chemical warfare nerve agents are organophosphorus chemical compounds that induce cholinergic crisis, leaving
little or no time for medical intervention to prevent death. The current chemical treatment regimen may prevent
death but does not prevent postexposure complications such as brain damage and permanent behavioral abnormalities. In the present study, we have demonstrated an adeno-associated virus 8 (AAV8)–mediated paraoxonase 1 variant IF-11 (PON1-IF11) gene therapy that offers asymptomatic prophylactic protection to mice against multiple lethal
doses of G-type chemical warfare nerve agents, namely, tabun, sarin, cyclosarin, and soman, for up to 5 months in
mice. A single injection of liver-specific adeno-associated viral particles loaded with PON1-IF11 gene resulted in expression and secretion of recombinant PON1-IF11 in milligram quantities, which has the catalytic power to break
down G-type chemical warfare nerve agents into biologically inactive products in vitro and in vivo in rodents. Mice
containing milligram concentrations of recombinant PON1-IF11 in their blood displayed no clinical signs of toxicity,
as judged by their hematological parameters and serum chemistry profiles. Our study unfolds avenues to develop a
one-time application of gene therapy to express a near-natural and circulating therapeutic PON1-IF11 protein that
can potentially protect humans against G-type chemical warfare nerve agents for several weeks to months.
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nature of adenoviral vectors (23, 25). Here, we tested a relatively
nontoxic adeno-associated virus 8 (AAV8) vector to express PON1
variant, namely, IF11 (PON1-IF11) in mouse systemic circulation
for extended periods of time, and to offer protection against lethal
dosages of all G-type CWNAs. We selected PON1-IF11 for this
study because this enzyme, compared to four other variants, displayed the highest racemic catalytic efficiencies for G-type CWNA
and also the highest preference to the hydrolysis of the more toxic
isomer than the nontoxic isomer (23). Now, we report that a onetime administration of AAV8 carrying PON1-IF11 gene (AAV8PON1-IF11) resulted in high expression and secretion of PON1-IF11
recombinant protein in the circulation and conferred asymptomatic
protection against multiple lethal dosages of all G-type CWNAs for
at least 5 months. Our study unfolds avenues to develop AAV8-based
prophylactics for agricultural workers and soldiers as well as for animals working in military, medical, and homeland security operations.

PON1-IF11 expression in mouse blood using AAV8-vectored
gene therapy and characterization of the enzyme
We tested three different promoters to accomplish the long-term
and high expression of recombinant PON1-IF11 at therapeutic
concentrations in the bloodstream of mice using the AAV8 vector:
(i) a liver-specific thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG) promoter (26);
(ii) a muscle-specific synthetic promoter consisting of fragments of
the cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter (CMV), chimeric
chicken–-actin promoter, and ubiquitin C enhancer element (CASI)
(27); and (iii) the ubiquitous CMV promoter in AAV8 viral vectors
(fig. S1). AAV8 with TBG vector was chosen because it was found to
be the most efficient for liver-targeted gene delivery expression
(26). Synthetic CASI promoter was chosen because of the report by
Balazs et al. (27) suggesting that milligram concentrations of HIV
neutralized immunoglobulin production in mice. Purity of AAV8PON1-IF11 particles was tested by subjecting them to polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and Coomassie blue staining (fig. S2).
Mice were transduced by giving a single tail vein injection of viral
particles at a dosage of ~9 × 1012 GC (gene copies) per mouse. The
active recombinant PON1-IF11 enzyme expression in mouse circulation was determined over a period of 150 days using paraoxon as
the substrate. The activity profiles of PON1-IF11 in mouse plasma
are shown in Fig. 1A. Relative to the enzyme activity in the plasma
of mice injected with AAV8 vector lacking PON1-IF11 gene (control),
sera from mice injected with AAV8-PON1-IF11 vectors containing
CMV and CASI promoters showed substantially low concentrations
of PON1-IF11 protein (Fig. 1A). In contrast, the plasma from mice
injected with AAV8-PON1-IF11 vector containing TBG promoter
displayed high levels of PON1-IF11 enzyme activity through the entire 5-month experimental duration. After AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11
vector delivery into the mouse tail vein, PON1-IF11 expression began to rise on day 3, reached to peak concentrations on day 21, and
then declined slightly to steady-state concentrations, which were
maintained through the 150-day experimental duration. PON1-IF11
protein concentrations in mouse plasma were found to be 1.5 to
2.5 mg/ml on day 21 and 1.0 to 1.5 mg/ml thereafter through the
5-month duration. These mice containing milligram concentrations of PON1-IF11 in their bloodstreams for over 5 months displayed no visible symptoms of toxicity by daily visual examination
of their behavior. These results show that a single tail vein injection
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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In vitro hydrolysis of G-type CWNAs by PON1-IF11 in mouse blood
In our previous study with recombinant PON1-IF11 expressed in vitro
in mammalian cells and in vivo in mouse blood using adenovirus,
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RESULTS

of AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector is capable of inducing production
of PON1-IF11 recombinant protein in milligram quantity in the mouse
systemic circulation.
To determine whether the AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector–expressed
recombinant PON1-IF11 was full length and intact, pooled plasma
samples from mice expressing recombinant PON1-IF11 on days 3,
7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, and 56 were analyzed by Western blotting with
polyclonal rabbit anti–PON1-G3C9 antibody. The PON1-G3C9
antibodies cross-react with PON1-IF11 because both variants differ
only by eight amino acids and maintain 98% structural similarity.
These antibodies recognized a doublet of ~42- and ~ 45-kDa PON1IF11 proteins in all the plasma samples collected from mice on days 3
to 56 after transduction (Fig. 1B). Purified bacterial PON1-IF11 with
a 37-kDa molecular weight and plasma from mice injected with
AAV8 vector–lacking PON1-IF11 gene were included to serve as
positive and negative controls in this experiment, respectively. The
fact that the AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11–transduced recombinant PON1IF11 in mouse plasma is a doublet with ~42 and ~45 kDa relative to
a single band of 37 kDa for the bacterial PON1-IF11 protein suggests that the recombinant PON1-IF11 expressed in mouse is glycosylated. This is in agreement with our previous study in which the
PON1-IF11 protein expressed in vitro in mammalian cells and in the
mouse systemic circulation transduced with adenoviral vector PON1IF11 also revealed a doublet with ~42 and ~45 kDa (23). One more
notable observation is that despite PON1-IF11 expression in milligram
quantity, no smaller molecular weight bands were observed on immunoblots, suggesting its existence as full-length protein in mouse blood
without any proteolysis into smaller molecular weight species. These
results demonstrate that the recombinant PON1-IF11 expressed in
mouse blood by AAV8-mediated gene therapy is full length and intact and circulates without undergoing proteolysis for at least 56 days.
Because an ideal and successful CWNA medical countermeasure
should be nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, and intramuscularly injectable
to the host, we tested whether an intramuscular injection of AAV8PON1-IF11 vectors would transduce PON1-IF11 expression in mouse
blood. Similar to tail vein injections, mice were transduced by giving a single intramuscular injection of AAV8-PON1-IF11 vectors at
a dosage of ~ 5 × 1012 GC per mouse. The expression of the active
recombinant PON1-IF11 enzyme in mouse blood was determined
on day 27. Very little PON1-IF11 was noted in the plasma samples
of mice injected with AAV8-PON1-IF11 vectors carrying CMV and
CASI promoters (Fig. 1C). In contrast, the plasma sample from mice
injected with AAV8-PON1-IF11 vector containing TBG promoter
contained PON1-IF11 at a concentration of 1.2 mg/ml. These results suggest that the AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vectors can be given
to mice through the desired intramuscular injection route for expressing recombinant PON1-IF11 in systemic circulation.
Because AAV8-PON1-IF11 vectors with CMV and CASI promoters produced relatively low concentrations of PON1-IF11 in the
mouse bloodstream, plasmids used for generating these AAV8 vectors
were subjected to quality control by transiently expressing them in
liver-specific HepG2 cells. Paraoxon hydrolysis assays using transfected cell growth medium revealed readily measurable PON1-IF11
activity under both CMV and CASI promoters, ruling out the possibility of defective AAV8 plasmid constructs (Fig. 1D).
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we reported that recombinant PON1-IF11 is most active against
G-type CWNAs, namely, soman (GD; Kcat/Km = 23 × 106 M min−1)
followed by cyclosarin (GF; Kcat/Km = 9.2 × 106 M min−1), sarin
(GB; Kcat/Km = 2.5 × 106 M min−1), and tabun (GA; Kcat/Km = 1.1 ×
106 M min−1) (23). To determine whether the PON1-IF11 transduced
by AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector in mouse blood would display a
similar activity profile, we performed an indirect micro-Ellman assay
(28). In this assay, control and test plasma samples were incubated
with G-type CWNAs for 30 min at room temperature, and the intact
nerve agent was determined by titration with recombinant human
AChE in a micro-Ellman reaction. In the micro-Ellman reaction,
AChE hydrolyzes acetylthiocholine (ATC) to produce thiocholine,
which reacts with 5,5′-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) to
produce a yellow-colored compound with max at 405 nm. Thus, no
absorbance at 405 nm indicates background (Fig. 2A, lane marked
Buffer), whereas a gradual increase leading to a steady-state value in
absorbance indicates AChE activity (Fig. 2A, lane marked AChE).
To determine how this assay works for plasma samples, we performed
a micro-Ellman assay to test hydrolysis of GD by control mouse
plasma spiked with varying amounts of (0.1 to 2.0 g) purified bacterial PON1-IF11. We incubated the plasma with GD at room temBetapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
137

perature for 30 min, and then a 20 l of the reaction mixture was
assayed in the micro-Ellman assay. As shown in Fig. 2B for lanes
marked 1.0 g and 2.0 g, absorbance at 405 nm rapidly climbed
and plateaued within 2 min, suggesting complete hydrolysis of GD
by bacterial PON1-IF11 in these reactions. In contrast, in plasma
samples spiked with 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 g of PON1-IF11, absorbance
at 405 nm is directly proportional to the amount of PON1-IF11 in
the reaction mixture (Fig. 2B). Next, the micro-Ellman assay was
performed to test activity of AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 plasma sample to hydrolyze GD (Fig. 2C), GF (Fig. 2D), GB (Fig. 2E), and GA
(Fig. 2F). Control plasma samples incubated with or without GD,
GF, GB, and GA were included as negative and positive controls,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 2C, control plasma samples lacking
GD developed color and showed maximum absorbance at 405 nm;
however, when incubated with GD, the reaction showed no absorbance at 405 nm because there was no GD hydrolysis in this sample.
However, the plasma from mice injected with AAV8-TBG-PON1IF11 vector showed time-dependent increase in absorbance at 405 nm,
which reached the negative control sample after 60 min, suggesting
complete hydrolysis of GD by AAV8 vector–expressed PON1-IF11
(P < 0.0001; Fig. 2C). Similarly, the PON1-IF11–expressing plasma
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Fig. 1. Long-term expression of PON1-IF11 in mouse blood. (A) Tail vein injection of viral particles and high level expression of PON1-IF11 under the liver-specific TBG
promoter. (B) Western blot analysis of mouse plasma and long-term expression of PON1-IF11 under TBG promoter. (C) Intramuscular injection of viral particles and PON1IF11 enzyme activity in mouse plasma. (D) Transient expression of PON1-IF11 under CMV and CASI promoters in the liver-specific cells.
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systemic circulation in milligram amounts
for up to 5 months, the next logical study
was to assess its prophylactic efficacy
against G-type CWNAs in vivo. For these
studies, a new set of 17 animals were injected with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector at a concentration of 1.5 × 1013 GC
per mouse via the tail vein. On day 21,
the mice were found to be expressing
PON1-IF11 from 0.37 to 2.5 mg/ml in
their plasma (Table 1 and table S1). On
day 24, the mice were subcutaneously
challenged with a dosage of 5 × LD50
(median lethal dose) GD and then monitored for CWNA exposure symptoms,
such as Straub tail and tremors, and for
24-hour survival. Similarly, a control
naïve animal was exposed to ensure the
toxic potency of GD. The control animal
died within 1 to 2 min of exposure to
GD, whereas the 17 mice injected with
AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 did not show
any signs of GD exposure and scored a
100% 24-hour survival rate (Table 1).
On days 28, 30, and 35 after GD exposure, these mice were exposed to a subcutaneous dose of 5 × LD50 GF, GB, and
GA. Upon exposure to GB, one mouse
died. Blood analysis before the challenges
showed low expression of PON1-IF11
(0.37 mg/ml) in the circulation. The rest
of the mice, expressing PON1-IF11 concentrations at 0.75 mg/ml and higher,
resisted successive challenges with the
dosage of 5 × LD50 GF, GB, and GA and
survived symptom-free (Table 1 and the
Supplementary Materials).
Because one of our goals has been to
Fig. 2. In vitro hydrolysis of G-type nerve agents by plasma from mice injected with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11.
lend
experimental evidence to the con(A) Micro-Ellman assay using AChE and no nerve agent. (B) Purified bacterial PON1-IF11 protein and hydrolysis of
cept that a catalytic enzyme/bioscavenger
GD in vitro. (C) Mouse plasma and hydrolysis of GD in vitro. (D) Mouse plasma and hydrolysis of GF in vitro. (E) Mouse
such as PON1-IF11 is not consumed by
plasma and hydrolysis of GB in vitro. (F) Mouse plasma and hydrolysis of GA in vitro.
binding to CWNAs in the circulation
and remains circulating to offer asympsample displayed steady development of yellow color and absor- tomatic protection against future exposures, first, we measured the
bance at 405 nm to varying amounts with GF (P < 0.0001; Fig. 2D), plasma concentration of PON1-IF11 in these mice on day 42 and
GB (P < 0.0001; Fig. 2E), and GA (P < 0.0001; Fig. 2F). The auto- then exposed G-type CWNAs as described above. We found the PON1hydrolysis rate is somewhat low for GD and GF and high for GB and IF11 concentrations to vary between 2.4 and 4.4 mg/ml in these mice
GA (lanes marked AAV8–Control plasma + GD, GF, GB, and GA (Table 1 and table S1). One mouse was removed from the study as it
in Fig. 2, C, D, E, and F, respectively). This is probably due to the was losing body weight from not eating because of a hind leg injury,
instability of GA and GB in aqueous solutions and hydrolysis of G an event unrelated to the CWNA exposure. The remaining 15 mice
agents by carboxylesterase in mouse plasma. Collectively, these studies were exposed to a dosage of 5 × LD50 GD, GF, GB, and GA on days
suggest that AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector–expressed PON1-IF11 49, 50, 51, and 52, respectively. None of these mice displayed any
in mouse blood is capable of hydrolyzing G-type CWNA with the signs of CWNA toxicity and scored 100% survival rates. On day 69,
these mice were exposed to a dosage of 6 × LD50 CWNA cocktail
fastest hydrolysis rate for GD followed by GF, GB, and GA.
containing a dosage of 1.5 × LD50 GD, GF, GB, and GA and evaluated for CWNA toxic signs and 24-hour survival rates. Once again,
In vivo prophylactic efficacy of PON1-IF11 against
all 15 mice tolerated the 6 × LD50 cocktail of all G-type nerve agents,
G-type CWNAs
Having established that the mice injected with AAV8-TBG-PON1- showed no signs of CWNA toxicity, and scored 100% survival rate.
IF11 vector are expressing biologically active PON1-IF11 protein in Thus, 15 mice with PON1-IF11 concentrations of 0.75 mg/ml or
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Table 1. Animal survival against nerve agent challenges.
Postviral
transduction
(days)

PON1-IF11
in blood
(mg/ml)

Nerve agent
(5 LD50)

Animals with
toxic signs
(%)

Survival
(%)

17

24

0.37 − 2.5

GD

0

100

17

28

0.37 − 2.5

GF

0

100

17

30

0.37 − 2.5

GB

6

94

16

35

0.37 − 2.5

GA

0

100

15

49

2.4 − 4.4

GD

0

100

15

50

2.4 − 4.4

GF

0

100

15

51

2.4 − 4.4

GB

0

100

15

52

2.4 − 4.4

GA

0

100

2.4 − 4.4

(GD + GF + GB + GA)
total of 6 LD50

0

100

Number
of mice

15

65

Circulating PON1-IF11 concentration in mouse blood
and protection efficacy against G-type CWNAs
Because PON1-IF11 shows different catalytic efficacies in detoxifying various G-type CWNA in vitro and in vivo (23), understanding
the relationship between its concentration in the systemic circulation and the degree of protection offered against a dosage of 2 to 5 ×
LD50 G-type CWNAs is also warranted. Therefore, in this experiment, 20 mice were injected with different numbers of AAV8-TBGPON1-IF11 vector particles (1 × 109–12 GC per mouse) so that the
mice contained varying concentrations of PON1-IF11 (ranging from
0.030 to 1.05 mg/ml) in their bloodstreams (table S2). These animals
were used to establish a relationship between the plasma PON1IF11 concentrations and protection against a dosage of 2 to 5 × LD50
GD, GF, GB, and GA. In view of the possibility of changing PON1IF11 concentrations in the blood during the study, before the day of
CWNA challenge, plasma samples were collected, and PON1-IF11
concentration was determined for each animal. Animals were challenged with a particular LD50 dose of a specific G-type CWNA and
observed for cholinergic signs/tremors and 24-hour survival. The
experiment began with the animals being challenged with a dosage
of 2 × LD50 GD through subcutaneous injection. One naïve animal
was challenged with the CWNA as a positive control to account for
the toxicity of the nerve agent. Moribund mice were euthanized immediately. The following day, surviving animals were exposed to a
dosage of 3 × LD50 GD, and this process was repeated until the data
on the cholinergic signs and 24-hour survival rates were determined
for 2, 3, 4, and 5 × LD50 dosages of GD, GF, GB, and GA, respectively.
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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The data are shown in Fig. 3A for GD, Fig. 3B for GF, Fig. 3C for
GB, and Fig. 3D for GA. The results showed that ~40 to 80 g of
PON1-IF11 protein in 1 ml of plasma are required to provide asymptomatic protection against a dosage of 2 to 5 × LD50 GD and plasma
(~60 to 120 g/ml) for a dosage of 2 to 5 × LD50 GF (Fig. 3B). Much
higher concentrations of PON1-IF11 were required to offer the same
protection against GB and GA, and they were ~120 to 500 g and
~150 to 700 g/ml of plasma, respectively. On the basis of the weight
of the mouse being around 33 g, we suggest that a PON1-IF11 concentration of ~1.2 mg/kg body weight would provide protection against
GD versus ~2.0 mg/kg body weight for GF, ~4.0 mg/kg body weight
for GB, and ~9.0 mg/kg body weight for GA. These studies also indicated that PON1-IF11 is most efficacious against GD followed by
GF, GB, and GA in offering protection.
Toxicity of PON1-IF11 to the mouse
One of the requirements of a successful prophylactic against CWNA
toxicity is that it not only is efficacious but also should be nontoxic
protein to the recipient. This is the first time that PON1-IF11, a prophylactic candidate against G-type CWNA, has ever been produced
in milligram quantities in vivo in mice blood for more than 5 months.
Therefore, we analyzed the toxicity of PON1-IF11 overexpression in
mouse blood for extended periods of time. Blood samples (n = 3) were
examined for serum chemistry parameters (Table 2) and hematology
panels (Table 3). Animals were euthanized, and tissues including
brain, liver, heart, diaphragm, kidney, pancreas, lung, urinary bladder, prostate gland, epididymis, and skeletal muscle were examined
for any gross histological changes by hematoxylin and eosin staining. The slides were processed by trained technicians and read by a
board-certified veterinary pathologist. These studies were also performed in mice that survived nine exposures to a dosage of 5 × LD50
G-type CWNA (n = 3) and age-matched controls (n = 3). Results of
necropsy, together with hematology and serum chemistry panels,
did not reveal any signs of pathology or gross abnormalities in these
experimental animals. A few minor changes were noticed: In particular, one animal in PON1-IF11 group displayed higher numbers
of neutrophils and monocytes and lower numbers of lymphocytes
and platelets relative to other animals in the same group and others,
and the three animals in CWNA-exposed PON1-IF11 animals displayed higher numbers of reticulocytes relative to control group
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higher were afforded asymptomatic protection to a total of eight 5 ×
LD50 exposures of GD, GF, GB, and GA and one 6 × LD50 exposure
to a mixture of all four G-type CWNAs over a 42-day period. At the
time of every CWNA challenge experiment, a naïve control animal
was exposed to the same G-type nerve agent preparation to ensure
toxicity; death of control animal occurred within 1 min of exposure
in all cases. Collectively, these data suggest that PON1-IF11 catalytic
bioscavenger, when present in the systemic circulation at a therapeutic concentration, offered asymptomatic protection against multiple lethal dosages of G-type CWNAs. Also, our data suggest that a
catalytic bioscavenger like PON1-IF11 does not get consumed by
CWNAs and remains circulating at effective concentration in animals.
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Fig. 3. PON1-IF11 protein concentration in mouse blood circulation and G-type CWNA dosage relationship. Twenty mice expressing variable amounts of PON1IF11 protein ranging from 0.030 to 1.05 mg/ml plasma were challenged with a dosage of 2 to 5 × LD50 of G-type nerve agents. Arrows indicate that animals require more
than that particular amount of circulating PON1-IF11 to survive against nerve agent. (A) Circulating PON1-IF11 concentration and protection against GD. (B) Circulating
PON1-IF11 concentration and protection against GF. (C) Circulating PON1-IF11 concentration and protection against GB. (D) Circulating PON1-IF11 concentration and
protection against GA. Zero percent protection indicates death of the animals, whereas 100% protection indicates that the animal is alive without any observable signs
of CWNA toxicity.

and PON1-IF11–expressing animals and a 40% increase in lactate
dehydrogenase and creatinine kinase levels in PON1-IF11–expressing
animals relative to controls. Otherwise, no abnormalities were observed in the rest of the hematology and serum chemistry panels
between age-matched controls, PON1-IF11–overexpressing animals,
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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and animals that survived multiple G-type CWNA challenges (Tables 2
and 3). Collectively, these results suggest that mice expressing
milligram levels of PON1-IF11 for at least 5 months showed little
evidence of toxicity, suggesting that PON1-IF11 is relatively nontoxic to mouse.
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Table 2. Effect of long-term expression of PON1-IF11 on mouse
hematology parameters.* WBC, white blood cell; NEU, neutrophil; LYM,
lymphocyte; MONO, monocyte; EOS, eosinophil; BASO, basophil; RBC, red
blood cell; HGB, hemoglobin; HCT, hematocrit; MCV, mean cell volume;
MCH, mean cell hemoglobin; MCHC, mean cell hemoglobin concentration;
RDW-CV, red cell distribution width-CV; RDW-SD, red cell distribution width-SD;
PLT, platelets; MPV, mean platelet volume; PCT, plateletcrit; P-LCR, platelet
large cell ratio; PDW, platelet distribution width; RET, reticulocytes; IRF,
immature reticulocyte fraction; LFR, low fluorescence ratio; MFR, median
fluorescence ratio; HFR, high fluorescence ratio.
Parameter

Control

PON1-IF11

PON1-IF11CWNAs

WBC (K/l)

2.04–4.76

1.89–5.52

3.36–4.59

NEU (K/l)

0.43–0.69

0.23–0.84

0.42–0.62

12.4–21.7

12.2–31.0

10.3–13.4

1.48–3.78

0.50–4.35

2.70–3.79

LYM (%)

73.0–79.4

25.6–78.8

80.4–82.6

MONO (K/l)

0.08–0.34

0.15–0.90

0.14–0.32

MONO (%)

3.90–7.80

4.5–40.7

3.1–7.9

EOS (K/l)

0.03–0.05

0.03–0.08

0.04–0.05

0.8–2.0

1.4–1.6

0.9–1.5

0

0

0

EOS (%)
BASO (K/l)
BASO (%)

0

0

0

RBC (M/l)

9.12–9.9

6.5–9.0

8.15–9.46

HGB (g/dl)

12.9–14.6

10.0–13.6

12.2–13.4

HCT (%)

40.9–43.5

33.0–40.3

38.2–42.0

MCV (fl)

43.2–44.8

43.7–50.7

42.5–48.3

MCH (Pg)

14.1–14.8

14.2–15.4

14.2–15.2

MCHC (g/dl)

32.7–33.6

30.4–33.7

31.5–33.3

RDW-CV (%)

22.2–23.8

22.2–23.3

24.5–27.0

RDW-SD (fl)

29.7–32.3

31.0–36.8

37.8–39.50

1751–2368

733–1954

1738–2148

MPV (fl)

6.7–6.9

6.3–8.2

4.6–7.7

PCT

1.2–1.6

0.52–1.40

1.3–1.4

P-LCR

5.0–6.0

4.0–12.1

4.6–7.7

PLT (K/l)

PDW

7.7–8.4

7.5–9.2

7.7–8.5

RET (%)

4.7–5.5

4.3–7.4

9.1–13.5

0.42–0.51

0.40–0.48

0.9–1.1

RET (M/l)
IRF (%)

56.3–58.0

53.0–59.6

58.6–59.4

LFR (%)

41.4–43.7

40.4–47.1

40.6–41.3

MFR (%)

16.3–17.0

16.1–18.6

14.7–16.9

HFR (%)

39.6–42.3

36.9–41.0

42.5–43.9

DISCUSSION

*Three mice were used to obtain hematology panels for each group.
Six months after AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 administration, the mice were
euthanized, and blood was collected and processed for hematology panels.

Anti–PON1-IF11 antibody development in mouse blood
PON1-IF11 is a variant of wild-type human PON1 with sequences
from rabbit, human, and mouse PON1s (29). If PON1-IF11 is highly
immunogenic in the mouse, it will have a serious consequence on
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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In this proof-of-principle study, we have demonstrated AAV8TBG-PON1-IF11 gene therapy as a viable option for the abundant expression of recombinant PON1-IF11, a promising catalytic
bioscavenger that hydrolyzes G-type CWNAs in the mouse
bloodstream and provides asymptomatic protection for weeks to
months to the host. On the basis of results obtained in the present
mouse study, a one-time injection of AAV8-PON1-IF11 vectors
carrying a liver-specific TBG promoter has resulted in recombinant PON1-IF11 protein expression in milligram concentrations
for at least 5 months in mouse blood circulation. These mice
tolerated multiple lethal doses of G-type CWNAs including GD,
GF, GB, and GA and remained asymptomatic throughout the
study. Mice expressing recombinant PON1-IF11 protein abundantly
in their bloodstream did not show any signs of clinical toxicity,
suggesting that PON1-IF11 prophylactic is nontoxic in mouse.
Together, our study provides experimental evidence and forms a
basis for the development of an AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector–
based prophylactic with potential to protect soldiers and medical
personnel against G-type CWNA threats in medical and military
operations as well as agricultural workers from certain OP pesticide
toxicity.
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NEU (%)
LYM (K/l)

the protein’s bioavailability and half-life in vivo. This possibility is
addressed by screening the plasma samples collected from the AAV8TBG-PON1-IF11– and control vector–injected animals (8 and 10 weeks
after vector injection) for antibodies against PON1-IF11 by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using bacterial PON1-VIID11
variant as an antigen. PON1-IF11 differs from PON1-VIID11 by
only two amino acids, at positions 55 and 291 (29). This study revealed a 2.5-fold increase in the immunoreactivity of the plasma
samples diluted less than 800 times; however, this increase is negligible with 1:1600 diluted plasma (Fig. 4A). These results suggest the
production of anti–PON1-IF11 antibodies in mouse blood, but at
low levels.
Next, we investigated whether these antibodies are capable of
inhibiting the activity of PON1-IF11 in hydrolyzing paraoxon in vitro. In this assay, control plasma and plasma samples from mice
injected with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector on day 3 and at weeks
3, 8, and 10 were incubated with or without bacterial PON1-IF11
(30 ng), and paraoxon hydrolysis assay was performed. PON1-IF11
added to these reactions was also assayed separately (lane marked
Enz). As shown in Fig. 4B, the bacterial PON1-IF11 activity was
fully recovered when PON1-IF11 (Enz) was added to control plasma (lane marked Enz + CP) and third day plasma (lane marked 3rd
day + Enz). In contrast, the bacterial PON1-IF11 activity was partially recovered when it was incubated with 3rd week plasma (lane
marked 3rd week + Enz) and not at all recovered from 8th week
plasma samples (lane marked 8th week + Enz) and 10th week samples (lane marked 10th week + Enz). These results suggest that the
3rd, 8th, and 10th week plasma samples from AAV8-TBG-PON1IF11 vector–injected mice contain PON1-IF11 inhibitory antibodies, whereas control mouse plasma and plasma from mice injected
with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 on day 3 do not contain such antibodies (Fig. 4B). Together, these results suggest that mice are making
anti–PON1-IF11 antibodies, but they are not produced in concentrations sufficient to inhibit the entire recombinant PON1-IF11 in
mouse blood.
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Table 3. Effect of the long-term expression of PON1-IF11on mouse serum chemistry parameters.*
Parameter

Control

PON1-IF11

PON1-IF11-CWNAs

Normal range

ALB

2.6

2.5

2.6

2.5–4.6 (g/liter)

ALKP

182

118

150

35–222 (U/liter)

ALT

71

99

85

17–77 (U/liter)

AST

76

151

70

52–298 (U/liter)

BUN

22

26

26

9–33 (mg/dl)

10.5

10.7

10.8

6–13 (mg/dl)

CK

391

2327

159

115–1300 (U/liter)

Chloride

111

109

107

81–115 (mM)

CREA

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.5–2.2 (mg/dl)

ECO2

22

24

24

15–23 (mM)

GGT

10

10

10

17–61 (U/liter)

GLU

237

203

224

140–263 (mg/dl)

K

6.1

6.1

5.7

4–10.5 (mM)

LDH

1436

2505

910

50–600 (U/liter)

Na

149

146

146

110–195 (mM)

TBIL

0.5

0.3

0.2

0–1.0 (mg/dl)

TP

4.8

4.6

5

3.9–6.4 (g/dl)

*Three mice were used to obtain serum chemistry panels for each group. Six months after AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 administration, the mice were euthanized, and
blood was collected and processed for chemistry panels. Same amount of serum was used from each animal to make one pooled sample for obtaining serum
chemistry panels.

Methods and technologies to develop stoichiometric and catalytic
bioscavengers and their sustained expression in the human bloodstream for providing prophylactic protection against a broad spectrum
of CWNAs are the need of the hour due to the inherent limitations
and shortcomings of the current chemical regimen (2, 8). Many
strategies have been developed to introduce therapeutic scavengers
in the bloodstream of experimental animals to rapidly hydrolyze
CWNAs and to prevent them from reaching their primary target,
AChE at the neuromuscular junctions, and other targets in the brain
(30, 31). Among the strategies, direct injection of native, recombinant, and/or chemically modified recombinant stoichiometric/
catalytic bioscavengers into blood circulation has failed to provide
long-term prophylactic protection against CWNAs because the
bioscavengers have had poor circulatory stability/rapid clearance
(18–20, 24, 32). Adenovirus-mediated gene therapy is somewhat
successful by delivering human and mouse BChE, wild-type PON1,
and its variants PON1-VIID11 and PON1-IF11 genes into mice but
for only 6 to 8 days (23, 25, 33). In contrast, the AAV8 vector with
TBG promoter used in the present study has not only displayed
long-term expression (at least 5 months) of PON1-IF11 catalytic
bioscavenger but also produced the bioscavenger in the amounts
required to afford asymptomatic protection against 2 to 5 × LD50
dosages of G-type CWNAs. Also, we tested PON1-IF11 expression
under CMV and CASI promoters in mouse blood circulation but
found very little expression with these two promoters. Investigating
the reasons for substantially low amount expression of PON1-IF11
under CMV and CASI promoters is beyond the scope of the present
study. Previously, using AAV8 vectors carrying CASI promoter,
lifelong expression of mouse cocaine hydrolase, a mutant BChE,
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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was reported by Geng et al. (34). Although the lifetime expression
of mouse cocaine hydrolase showed no toxicity in mice, the enzyme
activity reported in that study was in milliunits per milliliter of mouse
blood. Therefore, direct comparison to the amount of PON1-IF11
protein expressed in our study to that of the activity of cocaine hydrolase observed in mouse blood by Geng et al. (34) could not be made.
In addition, Swiss Webster mice were used in our study and BALB/c
mice were used in their study (34). Nevertheless, both studies have
highlighted the successful application of AAV8 vectors to introduce
therapeutic concentrations of scavenger enzymes such as cocaine
hydrolase and PON1-IF11 for several months in the mouse bloodstream. More recently, circulation of nanoparticle-based OPH-YT
in the rodent bloodstream for 6 to 8 days, offering protection against
a dosage of 2 × LD50 paraoxon and GB, was reported (24). In addition, a repeat injection of the nanoparticle-based OPH-YT 2 weeks
after the first injection displayed a circulatory stability profile that is
identical to the first injection, suggesting that this technology may
be promising for developing the enzyme-based therapeutics against
CWNA. However, the question remains whether rodents develop
inhibitory antidrug antibodies against nanoparticle-based OPH-YT
at later time periods, i.e., months and years, which may inhibit or
decrease the therapeutic efficacy of repeat injections of nanoparticlebased OPH-YT.
PB is the only prophylactic available against CWNA to date, but
a single dose of this chemical drug cannot offer protection for more
than 8 hours (16, 35). Therefore, a nontoxic and easily injectable
prophylactic that can offer protection against CWNA for several
weeks and months is highly desirable. In the present study, we
showed that AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector–mediated gene therapy
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meets these criteria in mice. The AAV8 vector–produced PON1IF11 stays intact and remains active for at least 5 months. AAV8TBG-PON1-IF11 vectors are easily administered via intramuscular
route for the expression of PON1-IF11 at the desired therapeutic
concentrations in the mouse bloodstream. The mice carrying milligrams of recombinant PON1-IF11 protein in their systemic circulations for 5 months or longer did not show any clinical signs of overt
toxicity, and their serum chemistry and hematology panels and necropsy were not different from those of age-matched controls. Recombinant PON1-IF11 has the added advantage of it being an enzyme that
rapidly detoxifies G-type CWNAs in a catalytic fashion. Thus, PON1IF11 in blood circulation will not be consumed during repeated
G-type CWNA exposures and is required in much lower concentrations than a stoichiometric enzyme, such as BChE (16). Thus, mice
containing as little as 0.7 mg of PON1-IF11 protein per milliliter of
blood survived nine times against a dosage of 5 × LD50 GD, GF, GB,
and GA over a period of 42 days. If exposed every day, these experimental animals with such low concentrations of recombinant PON1IF11 in their bloodstreams could have survived G-type CWNA toxicity
throughout the 5-month experimental period.
In the present study, we have attempted to estimate the approximate amount of PON1-IF11 protein that should be circulating in
the mouse bloodstream to afford protection against 2 × LD50 dosages
of GD, GF, GB, and GA. These studies revealed that the requirement
of PON1-IF11 in the circulation is about 1.2 mg/kg body weight to
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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Fig. 4. Development of anti–PON1-IF11 antibodies and their ability to inhibit
PON1-IF11 enzyme activity. (A) ELISA to test the presence of anti–PON1-IF11 antibodies in mouse plasma. The presence of antibodies against PON1-IF11 is represented
as relative luminescence units (RLUs). (B) Circulating anti–PON1-IF11 antibodies
and inhibition of PON1-IF11 enzyme activity in vitro. Purified bacterial PON1-IF11
protein was mixed and incubated at 37°C for 20 min, and enzyme assays were performed using paraoxon as a substrate. Absorbance was measured at 405 nm for 5 min.

provide protection against GD versus 2.0 mg/kg body weight for GF,
4.0 mg/kg body weight for GB, and ~9.0 mg/kg body weight for GA.
At present, we are not able to translate these data for human use.
Humans and nonhuman primates differ from mice in their sensitivity
to G-type CWNAs; LD50 dosages of G-type agents for humans and
nonhuman primates are lower than those for mice based on perkilogram basis. This is because carboxylesterase, an enzyme that
detoxifies CWNA, is present in large amounts in mouse blood but
lacking in human and nonhuman primate’s blood. It has been estimated that a dose of ~3 mg/kg of human BChE is required to afford
protection against a 2 × LD50 of GD in humans. In comparison, a
much lower concentration of PON1-IF11 (1.2 mg/kg body weight)
affords protection against 2 × LD50 of GD in the mouse. Moreover,
the LD50 of GD in the mouse is 124 g/kg body weight versus 7 and
3.8 g/kg body weight for rhesus and cynomolgus macaques, respectively (36). Thus, LD50 dosage of GD in the mouse is 18- to 35fold higher than that for nonhuman primates. Together, our results
suggest that PON1-IF11 at a much lower concentration than BChE
can afford the same level of protection against G-type CWNAs in
humans and nonhuman primates. Recently, we showed that PON1IF11 protein expressed in the mouse bloodstream is in association
with high-density lipoprotein (HDL) similar to the endogenous wildtype PON1 (23). It has been shown that the HDL-associated PON1
prevents the oxidation of low-density lipoprotein and plays a beneficial role in preventing diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, and cardiovascular diseases (37). It appears that the recombinant PON1-IF11
is a nontoxic “friendly” enzyme to the host by offering protection
against G-type CWNAs as well as by playing perhaps a beneficial
role in preventing cardiovascular diseases.
During the past decade, gene therapy has gained importance in
treating hemophilia B, cystic fibrosis, Leber’s congenital amaurosis/
blind disease involving RPE65 protein deficiency, adenosine deaminase, ornithine transcarbamylase, and lipoprotein lipase deficiency
disorders, and cancer (38). AAV is currently among the most frequently used viral vectors for gene therapy because of its potential
in delivering therapeutic genes for long-term expression in both
dividing and nondividing target cells without causing any known
side effects. Also, the advent of recombinant systems, tissue-specific
serotypes, organ-specific promoters, and better understanding of
immune response have led to their usage in many ongoing clinical
trials to treat muscle, eye, dental, neuronal, hematological, metabolic,
cardiac, and cancer diseases. The first AAV clinical trial was conducted two decades ago to treat cystic fibrosis, and now, more than
200 AAV-mediated clinical trials are being conducted worldwide.
Alipogene tiparvovec or Glybera, an AAV1-based drug, has been
approved and used in Europe to treat a lipoprotein lipase deficiency,
a rare monogenic genetic disorder that leads to accumulation of triglycerides in human plasma due to lipoprotein lipase gene mutations.
Recently, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved an
AAV2-based voretigene neparvovec (Luxturna) to treat progressive
blindness involving RPE65 protein deficiency (39).
As discussed above, AAV vectors are being used in humans for
treating diseases associated with a single gene deficiency and/or terminal disorders where there is no cure available and/or the treatment is very expensive. Our goal is to deliver a prophylactic enzyme
to healthy soldiers and medical personnel who may be exposed to
CWNA in military warfare and agricultural workers handling OP
pesticides. Therefore, both the prophylactic itself and the genedelivering AAV8 vectors are expected to be absolutely nontoxic to
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
The main objective of the present study was to test a gene therapy
approach as a viable one-time prophylactic treatment option for an
effective, long-term protection of humans and animals against
Betapudi et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 12, eaay0356 (2020)
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CWNAs, a class of weapons of mass destruction. We used a nonpathogenic, relatively safe, and liver-specific AAV8 to deliver a
candidate catalytic bioscavenger, namely, PON1-IF11, to the mouse
bloodstream. The abundant expression and G-type CWNA hydrolysis potential of circulating PON1-IF11 was evaluated by substrate
hydrolysis assays, Western blotting, and G-type CWNA hydrolysis
assays in vitro. The study was then followed up evaluating the
therapeutic potential of PON1-IF11 in vivo. This was done by exposing mice containing different concentrations of PON1-IF11 in
their blood to lethal dosages of G-type CWNAs to include GD, GF,
GB, and GA repeatedly over an 8-week period. Last, animal health
and physiology were also assessed by studying hematology profiles,
serum chemistry parameters, and histological evaluations. The
experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical
Defense (USAMRICD), Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles stated in
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National
Research Council) and the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-544),
as amended. Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE)
participant L.S. was supported by an appointment to the Internship/
Research participation program for the USAMRICD, administered
by the ORISE through an agreement between the U.S. Department
of Energy and the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel
Command.
AAV8 vector construction and preparation
PON1-IF11 was codon-harmonized for mammalian cell expression
and cloned into pENT-CMV adenoviral transfer vector (43). PON1IF11 gene from pENT-CMV adenoviral vector was then cloned into
AAV8 shuttle plasmid containing three different types of promoters:
TBG (AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11), synthetic CASI promoter (AAV8CASI-PON1-IF11) (27), and CMV (AAV8-CMV-PON1-IF11). The
AAV8 vector used with the CMV promoter was a self-complimentary
type (44). Production, amplification, and purification of AAV8-CASIPON1-IF11 and AAV8-CMV-PON1-IF11 vectors were performed
by Welgen Inc. (Worcester, MA). Production, amplification, and
purification of AAV8-TBG-PON1-1F11 vectors were done by Vector
Core Inc. (University of Pennsylvania Gene Therapy Center,
Philadelphia, PA). Routine quality control tests included determination of titer and yield by quantitative polymerase chain reaction
and endotoxin concentrations in the vector preparations.
Animal experiments
The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee of the USAMRICD, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the
principles stated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals (National Research Council) and the Animal Welfare Act
of 1966 (P.L. 89-544), as amended. Adult male mice (25 to 30 g body
weight/Swiss Webster/Charles River Laboratories) were housed at
20° to 26°C and provided food and water ad libitum. Mice were
given 100 to 200 l of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 5 ×
1013 to 9.7 × 1013 GC/ml of either AAV8-PON1-IF11 or control
AAV8 (lacking the PON1-IF11 gene) through tail vein injections.
Blood (25 to 50 l) was drawn at various time points after virus injection, collected into heparin-coated tubes, and centrifuged at
3000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The plasma was removed and diluted
10-fold with PBS. This diluted plasma sample was used in the
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recipients. Although the past decade of research in nonhuman primates and humans with hemophilia B has shown an excellent safety
record for AAV vectors, their long-term safety in healthy humans is
still a matter of concern (40, 41). This is due, in part, to the fact that
a healthy human being has never been infused with a large dosage
of AAV8 vectors and monitored for toxic signs/abnormalities. Until
such data are available, we consider our study as a proof of principle
that showed promising results in mice: (i) PON1-IF11 catalytic bioscavenger is expressed for at least months in the mouse bloodstream
using AAV8-vectored gene therapy, (ii) PON1-IF11 catalytic bioscavenger is efficacious against lethal dosages of G-type CWNAs,
(iii) PON1-IF11 catalytic bioscavenger is injectable intramuscularly,
and (iv) mice expressing milligrams of recombinant PON1-IF11 show
no clinical signs of toxicity to the host. The longest clinical study
using AAV vectors is currently ongoing in the United Kingdom,
and it is with 15 patients with severe hemophilia B (4 to 7 years)
(42). This group published a report in 2014 about the long-term
safety and efficacy of factor IX gene therapy using AAV8 in hemophilia B. This study (42) concluded, “a single infusion of AAV8 vector
resulted in durable factor IX expression and long-lasting amelioration of bleeding episodes in patients with severe hemophilia B.” The
findings with respect to the safety of this approach are encouraging,
with the main vector-related adverse event being an elevated serum
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) amount, an effect that appears to be
readily attenuated by a short, tapering course of prednisolone.
Therefore, we are cautiously optimistic that AAV8 vectors could be
applicable in the future for delivering prophylactics such as PON1IF11 catalytic bioscavenger in agricultural workers, healthy soldiers,
medical personnel, and working dogs to provide protection in CWNA
exposure scenarios.
Together, AAV8 vectors carrying the gene for PON1-IF11 under
the influence of TBG promoter have the potential to transduce the
expression of a fully functional recombinant PON1-IF11 for several
months at therapeutic amounts and without evidence of severe side
effects in the mouse model. Mice containing recombinant PON1IF11 in their blood survived multiple exposures to 2 to 5 × LD50
doses of G-type CWNAs to include GD, GF, GB, and GA over a
7-week period. However, few issues must be resolved before this
approach can be adopted to soldiers, medical personnel, and agricultural workers. Long-term safety associated with a large-dose infusion of AAV8 vectors in healthy humans is not known. Moreover,
each recipient may respond differently to AAV8 and produce differing amounts recombinant PON1-IF11 in their blood. Whether
recombinant PON1-IF11 expression is for the life term of the animal and, if a second injection is required, would maintain similar
therapeutic concentrations of PON1-IF11 in the animal remains to
be investigated. These studies need to be repeated in large animal
models, preferably nonhuman primates and dogs, and the results
from these large animal models would be helpful to evaluate the
application of AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vectored gene therapy approach for soldiers, medical personnel, agricultural workers, and
working dogs in combat zones.
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enzyme activity assays; SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis; Western
blotting; in vitro GA, GB, GD, and GF hydrolysis assays; and ELISA
to measure antibody concentrations against PON1-IF11. Plasma
samples obtained from mice injected with control vector (AAV8 vector)
were prepared similarly. In some experiments, the AAV8-PON1IF11 and control vector particles were administered intramuscularly.
Mice were given 50 l of PBS containing 5 × 1012 GC of AAV8 vector particles through intramuscular injections at the caudal thigh
muscle. Blood (25 to 50 l) was drawn 27 days after virus injection,
collected into heparin-coated tubes, and centrifuged at 3000 rpm
for 10 min at 4°C. The plasma was removed and diluted 10-fold
with PBS, and an aliquot was assayed for PON1 activity.

SDS-PAGE and Western blotting
SDS-PAGE of plasma samples was performed on precast 4 to 20%
tris-glycine gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and proteins were
transferred to nitrocellulose membrane using IBlot gel transfer apparatus (Invitrogen, CA). The membrane was blocked in a blocking
buffer (LI-COR Inc.) for 2 hours at 24°C, rinsed once with wash
buffer [20 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, and
0.01% Tween 20], and incubated overnight in blocking buffer containing anti-PON1 antibody (catalog no. P0123, Sigma-Aldrich)
(1:20,000 dilution). The membrane was then washed five times with
intermittent shaking for 5 min and incubated with secondary antibody conjugated with infrared dye 680 (LI-COR Inc.; 1:10,000 dilution) made in blocking buffer for 1 hour, and protein bands were
detected using Infrared Imager (LI-COR Inc.). A duplicate gel blot
was similarly processed using anti-mouse serum albumin antibody
(catalog no. ab19194, Abcam).
Hydrolysis of G-type CWNAs in vitro
The ability of AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector–produced recombinant PON1-IF11 protein in mouse blood to hydrolyze GA, GB, GD,
and GF was determined by performing an indirect colorimetric
micro-Ellman assay (28). Day 21 plasma samples from mice injected
with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 and control vectors were used to
measure GA, GB, GF, and GD hydrolysis rates. The hydrolysis of
each nerve agent (0.5 M) was performed in a 200-l assay buffer
[100 mM Mops (pH 8.0) and 10 mM CaCl2] using 8 ml of plasma
(diluted 1:10). After incubating for 30 min at room temperature, 20 l
of the reaction mixture was directly added to 280 l of AChE assay
buffer [50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM
DTNB (catalog no. D8130, Sigma-Aldrich), and 2 mM ATC (catalog no. A5751, Sigma-Aldrich)] consisting of 10 l of the recombinant human AChE (final concentration, 0.3 U/l). The formation of
the yellow-colored product 5-thio-nitrobenzoic acid was followed
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Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
The presence of circulating antibodies in mouse blood against PON1IF11 was determined by performing ELISA in a 96-well plate. Each
well was incubated with 100 l of 0.1 M sodium carbonate buffer
(pH 9.6) carrying purified bacterial PON1-IF11 (5 g/ml) overnight
at 4°C, and the unbound antigen was removed by washing wells
with 200 l of TBST [15 mM tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0), 0.15 M NaCl,
0.05% Tween 20] for three times. The remaining antibody-binding
sites of the wells were blocked by incubating with 200 l of blocking
buffer (TBST carrying 3% bovine serum albumin) for 2 hours at 24°C.
After a quick rinse with TBST, 200 l of antibody-binding buffer
(plasma samples diluted to 100- to 3200-fold in TBST containing
1% bovine serum albumin) was added to each well and incubated
overnight at 4°C. Antibody-binding buffer was discarded, and wells
were washed five times, each time for 3 min, with 200 l of TBST.
The wells were then incubated with 100 l of TBST containing
horseradish peroxidase–conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin G
(Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated for 90 min at room temperature.
The solution was discarded, and the wells were washed with TBST
for five times. The wells were then incubated with SuperSignal ELISA
Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (catalog no. 37069, Thermo Fisher
Scientific), and the absorbance was measured at 425 nm in an endpoint mode.
Animal exposure experiments to GD (soman),
GF (cyclosarin), GB (sarin), and GA (tabun)
Mice were transduced with AAV8-TBG-PON1-IF11 vector particles (n = 17; 8 × 1012 to 9 × 1012 GC per mouse) as described under
animal experiments. The expression of PON1-IF11 was studied in
mouse circulation by performing a paraoxon hydrolysis assay in vitro.
On day 21, the animals were challenged with a dosage of 5 × LD50
GD (1 LD50 = 124 g/kg body weight) and observed continuously
for 1 hour for cholinergic signs (tremors). G-type agents were injected subcutaneously as a 50-l inoculum between the shoulders or
over the neck of the animal. Any moribund mice were euthanized
immediately. Animals that survived the dosage of 5 × LD50 GD were
challenged 1 day later with a dosage of 5 × LD50 GF (240 g/kg body
weight). All animals that survived GF challenge were challenged
3 days later with a dosage of 5 × LD50 GB (170 g/kg body weight),
and the animals were observed similarly for tremors and survival
rates. Animals that survived GB challenge few days later were challenged with dosage of 5 × LD50 GA (270 g/kg body weight), and
the animals were observed for cholinergic signs as described above.
These challenge experiments were repeated in the same order with
a dosage of 5 × LD50 of all four G-type nerve agents. Last, all the
surviving animals were exposed to a total dosage of 6 × LD 50
of a mixture of all four G-type nerve agents (a dosage of 1.5 ×
LD 50 each), and animals were observed for tremors and 24-hour
survival rates. Thus, over a 42-day period, the same animals were
exposed eight times to a dosage of 5 × LD50 of each G-type nerve
agent and once to a dosage of 6 × LD50 mixture of all four G-type
agents. Before each challenge experiment, the toxic potency of
the G-type nerve agents was confirmed by testing on one or two
naïve mice.
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PON1 enzyme assay
PON1 enzyme activity was determined in a 96-well format on a
SpectraMax M5 (Molecular Devices) series spectrophotometer as
described by Mata et al. (23). Briefly, PON1 activity was measured
in a total of 200 l of assay buffer [50 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and 10 mM
CaCl2] carrying 1 l of plasma sample and 2.5 M methyl paraoxon
(catalog no. N-12816, Chem Service Inc., West Chester, PA). The
formation of yellow-colored p-nitrophenol was followed at A405
(€ = 17,000 M cm−1) for 30 min at room temperature (43). Known
concentrations of paraoxon were tested simultaneously to prepare a
standard curve, which was used to calculate the concentration of
PON1-IF11 in mouse plasma samples.

for 30 min by monitoring the absorbance at 412 nm using a plate
reader. To interpret the results of this assay, the assay was also performed with AChE alone, and control plasma samples were spiked
with 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 g of purified bacterial PON1-IF11.
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In some experiments, the animals were transduced with a low
dose (1 × 109 to 1 × 1012 GC per mouse) of the AAV8-TBG-PON1IF11 vector via the tail vein injections (n = 20). The day before challenging the animals to a G-type nerve agent, plasma was collected
and assayed for PON1-IF11 concentration. The animals were exposed to a dosage of 2 to 5 × LD50 all four G-type nerve agents and
observed for cholinergic signs as described above. Moribund mice
were euthanized immediately. Mice that survived nerve agent challenge were exposed to a higher dose of the same or different G-type
nerve agents after 24 hours. Thus, mice were exposed to a dosage of
2, 3, 4, and 5 × LD50 of each of the four G-type nerve agents to obtain a therapeutic concentration of PON1-IF11 in the circulation.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) using GraphPad Prism (v.7), and data were reported as
means ± SEM with significance defined as P < 0.05.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

stm.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/12/527/eaay0356/DC1
Fig. S1. Circular maps of AAV8 plasmid expression vectors carrying PON1-IF11 under
tissue-specific promoters.
Fig. S2. SDS-PAGE analysis of the purified AAV8-PON1-IF11 viral particles.
Table S1. Concentration of PON1-IF11 in mouse blood on days 17 and 42 after AAV8-TBGPON1-F11 injection.
Table S2. PON1-IF11 concentration in mouse plasma required to afford protection against GD and GF.
Table S3. PON1-IF11 concentration in mouse plasma required to afford protection against GB
and GA.
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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